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Abraham Lincoln as a Man
Inspired of God/

THE

statesmen In knee-breeches and powdered

wigs who signed the Declaration of Independence and framed the Constitution

and epaulets
who led the armies of the Revolution were what we
They were Engare wont to describe as gentlemen.
They were not all, nor even genlish gentlemen.
the soldiers in blue-and-buff, top-boots,

—

erally, scions

of the British aristocracy; but they came,

for the most part, of

good Anglo-Saxon and

Scotch-

Irish stock.

The

shoe-buckle and the ruffled shirt

peculiarly their own.

They

worked a spell
them an air

carried with

Hamilton, though of oband small stature, is represented by those
who knew him to have been dignity and grace personified; and old Ben Franklin, even In woollen hose,
and none too courtier-like, was the delight of the great
nobles and fine ladles, in whose company he made
himself as much at home as though he had been born

of polish and authority.
scure birth

a marquis.
1

Revision of a lecture delivered at Lincoln Union, Auditorium,

Chicago, February

I2,

1895.

From "The Compromises

copyright 1904 by Fox, DufRcld

V

&

Company.

of Life,"
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When we

a

as

revert to that epoch the beauty of the

scene which history unfolds

uncouth, by nothing that

is

is

marred by

Httle that

The

grotesque.

Is

long pro-

and we see in each group. In every
something of heroic proportion. John Adams
and John Hancock, Joseph Warren and Samuel Adams, the Livingstons in New York, the Carrolls in
Maryland, the Masons, the Randolphs, and the Pendletons in Virginia, the Rutledges in South Carolina
what pride of caste, what elegance of manner, what
cession passes,

figure,

—

And

dignity and dominancy of character!

the sol-

Putnam and Nathanael Greene, Ethan
Mad Anthony Wayne and
Light Horse Llarry Lee, and Morgan and Marlon
diers!

Israel

Allen and John Stark,

and Sumter, gathered about the Immortal Washington
Puritan and Cavalier so mixed and blended as
where
to be indistinguishable the one from the other
shall we go to seek a more resplendent galaxy of fieldmarshals? Surely not to Blenheim, drinking beakers
to Marlborough after the famous victory; nor yet to
the silken marquet of the great Conde on the Rhine,
bedizened with gold lace and radiant with the flower
Ah, me there were genof the nobility of France
tlemen In those days; and they made their Influence
felt upon life and thought long after the echoes of
Bunker Hill and Yorktown had faded away, long
after the bell over Independence Hall had ceased to

—

—

!

!

ring.

The

first

half of the Republic's

existence the public

for

many

things,

first

half-century of

men of America,

were

chiefly

distinguished

and almost universally

Man

Inspired of

God
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distinguished for repose of bearing and sobriety of
It was not until the institution of African
had got into politics as a vital force that Congress became a bear-garden, and that our law-makers,
laying aside their manners with their small-clothes,
fell into the loose-fitting habiliments of modern fashion and the slovenly jargon of partisan controversy.
The gentlemen who signed the Declaration and
framed the Constitution were succeeded by gentle-

behavior.
slavery

men

—

—

much like themselves but these were succeeded by a race of party leaders much less decorous and
much more self-confident; rugged, puissant; deeply
moved in all that they said and did, and sometimes
turbulent; so

that finally,

when

the

volcano burst

forth flames that reached the heavens, great

human

bowlders appeared amid the glare on every side; none
of them much to speak of according to rules regnant
at St. James and Versailles; but vigorous, able men,
full of their mission and of themselves, and pulling
for dear

life in

opposite directions.

There were Seward and Sumner and Chase, Corwin
and Ben Wade, Trumbull and Fessenden, Hale and
Collamer and Grimes, and Wendell Phillips, and
Horace Greeley, our latter-day Franklin. There
were Toombs and Hammond, and Slidell and Wigfall, and the two little giants, Douglas and Stephens,
and Yancey and Mason, and Jefferson Davis. With
them soft words buttered no parsnips, and they cared
little how many pitchers might be broken by rude
ones.
The Issue between them did not require a
diagram to explain it. It was so simple a child might

Abraham Lincoln
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understand.

It read,

human

as

a

slavery against

human

freedom, slave labor against free labor, and involved
a conflict as inevitable as

Long

it

was

irrepressible.

before the guns of Beauregard opened

fire

upon Fort Sumter, and, fulfilling the programme of
extremism, "blood was sprinkled in the faces of the
people," the hustings in America had become a battleground, and every rood of debatable territory a ring
for controversial mills, always tumultuous, and sometimes sanguinary. No sooner had the camp-fires of
which warmed so many noble hearts
the Revolution
and hghted so many patriotic lamps no sooner had

—

—

the camp-fires of the Revolution died out, than there

began

to burn, at

first fitfully,

then to blaze alarm-

ingly in every direction, a succession of forest

fires,

and resources of the good and
brave men who sought to put them out. Mr. Webster, at once a learned jurist and a prose poet, might
baffling the energies

thunder expositions of the written law, to quiet the
fears of the slave-owner and to lull the waves of agitation.

Mr.

Clay, by his resistless eloquence and

overmastering personality, might compromise

first

one

and then another of the irreconcilable conditions that
threw themselves across the pathway of conservative
statesmanship.
To no purpose, except to delay the
fatal hour.

There were moving to the foreground moral forces
which would down at no man's bidding. The still,
small voice of emancipation, stifled for a moment by
upon the fears of the
breath and broke into a cry for

self-interest playing

timid, re-

covered

abolition.

its

—
Man
The
ly,

Inspired of

cry for abolition rose in

step

by

step, the forces

meet the forces of

God

Ix

volume to a roar. Slowof freedom advanced to
Gradually, these mighty,

slavery.

discordant elements approached the predestined line

of battle; the gains for a while seeming to be in
doubt, but in reality

all

on one

side.

There was

less

The middle-men who
way were either struck down
or absorbed by the one party or the other. The Senate had its Gettysburg; and many and many a Shiloh
was fought on the floor of the House. Actual war
raged in Kansas. The mysterious descent upon Harand

less

of middle-ground.

ventured to get

in the

per's Ferry, like a fire-bell in the night,

warned

all

men

might have

of the coming conflagration; might

have revealed to all men a prophecy in the lines
quoted to describe the scene, fortold the event
"

that,

The

rock-ribbed ledges drip with a silent horror of
blood,

And Echo
'

there,

Death.'

whatever

is

asked her, answers:

"

Greek was meeting Greek at last; and the field of
became almost as sulphurous and murky as an

politics

actual field of battle.

Amid

the noise and confusion, the clashing of

In-

and the booming of the big
oratorical guns of the North and the South, now
definitely arrayed, there came one day into the Northtellects like sabres bright,

ern

camp one of

figure of a

what

the oddest figures imaginable; the

man who,

at outs with

in spite

Hogarth's

serious aspect, if not

an

air

of an appearance someline

of beauty, wore a

of command, and, paus-

—
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a

as

Ing to utter a single sentence that might be heard

above the

passed on and for a

din,

peared.

The

The man

bore a commission from

said:

"A

sentence

moment

disap-

was pregnant with meaning.

house divided against

God
itself

on high

!

He

cannot stand.

Government cannot endure permanently
and half slave. I do not expect the Union
to be dissolved; I do not expect the house to fall; but
I do expect it will cease to be divided."
He was Abraham Lincoln.
How shall I describe him to you ? Shall I speak of
him as I first saw him immediately on his arrival in
I believe this

half free

the

national

United

capital,

States, his

story of his

life,

the

chosen

President

of

the

appearance quite as strange as the

which was then but half known and
I use the words of another and

half told, or shall

more graphic word-painter?
In January,

1861,

Colonel A. K. McClure, of

Pennsylvania, journeyed to Springfield,

111.,

to

meet

and confer with the man he had done so much to elect,
whom he had never personally known. "I went
directly from the depot to Lincoln's house," says
Colonel McClure, "and rang the bell, which was answered by Lincoln himself opening the door. I doubt
whether I wholly concealed my disappointment at
but

meeting him.

Tall, gaunt, ungainly, ill-clad, with a

homeliness of manner that was unique in
confess that

my

heart sank within

that this was the

man

me

as

I

itself,

I

remembered

chosen by a great nation to

become its ruler in the gravest period of its history.
I remember his dress as if it were but yesterday

:

Man
snuff-colored

Inspired of

God
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and slouchy pantaloons; open black

vest,

held by a few brass buttons straight or evening dress;

coat,

with tightly

fitting sleeves to

exaggerate his long,

bony arms, all supplemented by an awkwardness that
was uncommon among men of intelligence. Such
was the picture I met in the person of Abraham Lincoln.

We

sat

down

in his plainly

furnished parlor,

and were uninterrupted during the nearly four hours
I remained with him, and, little by little, as his earnestness, sincerity, and candor were developed in conversation, I forgot all the grotesque qualities which
so confounded me when I first greeted him.
Before
half an hour had passed I learned not only to respect,
but, indeed, to reverence the man."
A graphic portrait, truly, and not unlike. I recall
him, two months later, a little less uncouth, a little
better dressed, but in singularity and in angularity
much the same. All the world now takes an interest
in every detail that

concerned him, or that relates to

the weird tragedy of his

And who was
mother's arms

foundly to

—

life

and death.

this peculiar being, destined in his

—

had none so proof human-kind?
He has
words so simple and unaffected, so

for cradle he

affect the future

told us himself, in

idiomatic and direct,

that

we

can neither misread

them, nor improve upon them.
in 1859,
lars,

had asked him

Answering one who,
for some biographic particu-

Abraham Lincoln wrote

" I was born February 12, 1809, in Hardin CounKentucky.
parents were both born in Virginia, of undistinguished families
second families.
ty,

My

—

Abraham Lincoln
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a

as

My

mother, who died in my
I should say.
tenth year, was of a family of the name of Hanks.
paternal grandfather, Abraham Lincoln, emigrated from Rockingham County, Va., to
Kentucky about 178 1 or 1782, where, a year or two
later, he was killed by the Indians, not in battle, but
by stealth, when he was laboring to open a farm in
the forest.
"
father (Thomas Lincoln) at the death of
his father was but six years of age.
By the early
death of his father, and the very narrow circumstances
of his mother, he was, even in childhood, a wandering,
laboring boy, and grew up literally without education.
He never did more in the way of writing than
bunglingly to write his own name.
He re-

perhaps

My

My

.

moved from Kentucky

to

what

.

.

now Spencer Coun-

is

...

ty, Indiana, in my eighth year.
It was a
wild region, with many bears and other animals still

in the

woods.

so-called, but

There were some schools,
no qualification was ever required of a
.

.

.

teacher beyond readin', writin', and cipherin' to the
If a straggler supposed to understand
rule of three.'
Latin happened to sojourn in the neighborhood he
Of course,
was looked upon as a wizard.
when I came of age I did not know much. Still,
somehow, I could read, write, and cipher to the rule
The little adof three.
But that was all.
vance I now have upon this store of education I have
picked up from time to time under the pressure of
'

.

.

.

.

.

.

necessity.

"

was

raised to farm work
.
.
.
till I was
At twent}'-one I came to Illinois, MaThen I got to New Salem . .
where I remained a year as a sort of clerk in a store.
Then came the Black Hawk War; and I was elected
captain of a volunteer company, a success that gave
me more pleasure than any I have had since. I went
I

twenty-two.
con County.

Man

Inspired

of

God
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was elated, ran for the Legislature the
same year (1832), and was beaten
the only time I
ever have been beaten by the people.
The next, and
three succeeding biennial elections, I was elected to
the Legislature.
I was not a candidate afterward.
During the legislative period I had studied law and
removed to Springfield to practise it. In 1846 I was
the campaign,

—

elected to the lower house of Congress.
Was not a
candidate for re-election.
From 1849 to 1854, inclusive, practised law more assiduously than ever before.
Always a Whig in politics, and generally on
the Whig electoral tickets, making active canvasses.
I was losing interest in politics when the repeal of the
Missouri Compromise aroused me again.
" If any personal description of me is thought desirable, it may be said that I am in height six feet four
inches, nearly; lean in flesh, weighing on an average
one hundred and eighty pounds; dark complexion,
with coarse black hair and gray eyes.
No other
marks or brands recollected."

There is the whole stor}', told by himself, and
brought down to the point where he became a figure
of national importance.

His

political

philosophy was expounded

elaborate speeches; one delivered at Peoria,

in

111.,

four

Octo-

ber 16, 1854; one at Springfield, 111., June 16, 1858;
one at Columbus, O., September 16, 1859, and one,
February 27, i860, at Cooper Institute, in the city

of

New

York.

Of

course

Mr. Lincoln made many

speeches and very good speeches.

But these

progressive in character, contain the

sum

four,

total of his

creed touching the organic character of the Governat the same time his personal and partyview of contemporary affairs. They show him to

ment and

Abraham Lincoln
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have been an

Whig

old-line

a

as

of the school of

Henry

Clay, with strong emancipation leanings; a thorough

man, but never an extremist or an

anti-slavery

To

tionist.

the last he

hewed

aboli-

to the line thus laid

down.

Two
Lincoln

or three years ago I referred to

—

in a casual

way—

Abraham

as one "inspired of God."

was taken to task for this and thrown upon my
defence. Knowing less then than I now know of Mr.
I

Lincoln, I confined myself to the superficial aspects

of the case; to the career of a

man who seemed

to

have lacked the opportunity to prepare himself for
the great estate to which he had come, plucked as it
were from obscurity by a caprice of fortune.
Accepting the doctrine of Inspiration as a law of
the universe, I still stand to this belief; but I must
it as far as it conveys the idea that Mr. Linwas not as well equipped in actual knowledge
of men and affairs as any of his contemporaries. Mr.
Webster once said that he had been preparing to make
his reply to Hayne for thirty years.
Mr. Lincoln had

qualify
coln

been

in

unconscious training for the Presidency for

His maiden address

thirty years.

as a candidate for

the Legislature, Issued at the ripe old age of twentythree, closes with these words,

wisdom

ple In their

background,

I

shall see

"But
fit

to

if

the

keep

good peo-

me

In the

have been too familiar with disap-

pointment to be very much chagrined."

The man

who wrote

that sentence, thirty years later wrote this

sentence

"The

:

from every

mystic chords of memory, stretching

battle-field

and patriot-grave

to every liv-

—
Man

Inspired of

Ing heart and hearthstone

all

God

xv

over this broad land,
Union, when again

will yet swell the chorus of the

touched, as surely they will be, by the angels of our

Between those two sentences, joined
kindred, sombre thought, flowed a life-current

better nature."

by

a

" Strong, without rage, without o'erflowing,

full,"

pausing never for an instant; deepening while it ran,
but nowise changing its course or its tones; always the

same; calm; patient; affectionate; like one born to a
destiny, and, as in a dream, feeling its resistless force.
It is needful to a complete understanding of Mr.
Lincoln's relation to the time and to his place in the
political history

of the country, that the student peruse

which

have called attenfamous dethat their author said and did

closely the four speeches to

I

tion; they underlie all that passed in the

bate wth Douglas;

all

after he succeeded to the Presidency.

They

stand

to-day as masterpieces of popular oratory.

But for
our present purpose the debate with Douglas will suffice

—

the most extraordinary intellectual spectacle the

annals of our party warfare afford.
the canvass
closed

it

unknown

Lincoln entered

outside the State of Illinois.

renowned from one end of the land

He

to the

other.

Judge Douglas was himself unsurpassed as a stumpBut in that campaign,
from first to last. Judge Douglas was at a serious disadvantage.
His bark rode upon an ebbing tide;
Lincoln's bark rode upon a flowing tide.
African
slavery was the issue now; and the whole trend of

speaker and ready debater.

Abraham Lincoln
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modern thought was

a

as

set against slavery.

The Demo-

Giant
opposition embracing the Kehad to face a triangular

crats

seemed hopelessly divided.

The

Little

or Buchanan Demopublicans, the Administration,
old Whigs, who
the
remnant of
crats, and a little
to
still alive and thought
fancied that their party was

power. Judge Douglas
hold some kind of balance of
and de"alhed army,
called the combination the
Russians
the
as
"just
it
clared that he would deal with
that is, the KusSebastopol—
at
allies
the
dealt with
inquire, when they fired a broadsians did not stop to
Englishman, a Frenchman,^ or
side, whether it hit an
than a witticism
"
It was something more
a Turlc
case, I beg he
that
Mr. Lincoln rejoined, "In

when

will indulge us while

we

suggest to

him

that those

took Sebastopol."
after volfollowed this centre-shot with volley
close, of
so
reasoning
of
ley of exposition so clear,
so inhumor
of
so pointed, and, at times,

allies

He

illustration

cisive, that,

though he

lost his

election-though the

Sebastopol-his defeat countdid not then take
victory, for it made him
ed for more than Douglas's
candidate for President of
the logical and successful
years later.
the United States two
an out-door
What could be more captivating to

allies

"of the two per-

audience than Lincoln's description
people of the State as cansons who stand before the
quote his prefatory words?
didates for the Senate," to
of world-wide renown.
"Judge Douglas," he said, "is
of his party
All the anxious politicians
.

have been looking upon him

as certainly

.

.

.

•

.

Man
to

Inspired of

be President of the United

in his
offices,

round,

jolly,

face,

and

xvii

They have

States.

fruitful

marshalships

God
post-offices,

cabinet

seen

land-

appointments,

chargeships and foreign missions, bursting and spreading out in wonderful exuberance, ready to be laid

And

hold of by their greedy hands.
been gazing upon
cannot, in the

as they

this attractive picture so long,

little

have
they

distraction that has taken place in

the party, bring themselves to give up the charming
hope but with greedier anxiety they rush about him,
sustain him, and give him marches, triumphal entries,
and receptions, beyond what in the days of his highest
prosperity they could have brought about in his favor.
On the contrary, nobody has ever expected me to be
President.
In my poor, lean, lank face nobody has
ever seen that any cabbages were sprouting."
;

As the debate advanced, these cheery tones deepened into harsher notes; crimination and recrimination followed

;

the two gladiators were strung to their

utmost tension. They became dreadfully
Personal collision was narrowly avoided.

in earnest.

I have reand with a feeling
can only dscribe as most contemplative, most melan-

cently gone over the entire debate,
I

choly.
I

knew Judge Douglas

loved him.

I shall

well

!

I

admired, respected,

never forget the day he quitted

to go to his home in Illinois to return no
Tears were in his eyes and his voice trembled
like a woman's.
He was then a dying man. He had
burned the candle at both ends from his boyhood; an

Washington
more.

eager,

ardent,

hard-working,

pleasure-loving

man;

xviii
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fifty, the candle was burned out.
were no greater than those of Mr.
Clay; not to be mentioned with those of Mr. Webster.
But he Hved in more exacting times. The old-style
party organ, with Its mock heroics and Its dull respectability, its beggarly array of empty news-columns and
cheap advertising, had been succeeded by that unspar-

and, though not yet

His

Infirmities

ing, tell-tale

scandal-monger, modern journalism, with

myriad of hands and eyes, its vast retinue of detectives, and Its quick transit over flashing wires, annihilating time and space. Too fierce a light beat upon
the private life of public men, and Douglas suffered
from this as Clay and Webster, Silas Wright and
Franklin Pierce had not suffered.
The Presidential bee was in his bonnet, certainly;
but Its buzzing there was not noisier than In the bonnets of other great Americans, who have been dazzled
by that wretched bauble. His plans and schemes
came to naught. He died at the moment when the
death of those plans and schemes was made more palpable and Impressive by the roar of cannon proclaiming the reality of that Irrepressible conflict he had
refused to foresee and had struggled to avert.
His
life-long rival was at the head of affairs.
No one has
found occasion to come to the rescue of his fame. No
its

party interest has been identified with his memor}'.

But when the truth of history Is written, it will be
Webster and Clay, he, too,
was a patriotic man, who loved his country and tried
to save the Union.
He tried to save the Union, even
as Webster and Clay had tried to save It, by compro-

told that, not less than

Man

Inspired of

mises and expedients.

was played

out.

It

Where

was too

God
late.

The

xix
string

they had suceeded he failed;

but, for the nobility of his intention, the amplitude

of his resources, the splendor of his combat, he merits
all that any leader of losing cause ever gained in the
report of posterity; and posterity will not deny
title of statesman.

him

the

In that great debate
and, perusing

it

it

was Titan against Titan;

after the lapse of forty years, the

philosophic and impartial

got the better of

it,

critic will conclude which
Lincoln or Douglas, much accord-

ing to his sympathy with the one or the other.

Doug-

have said, had the disadvantage of riding an
ebb-tide.
But Lincoln encountered a disadvantage in
riding a flood-tide, which was flowing too fast for a
man so conservative and so honest as he was. Thus
there was not a little equivocation on both sides foreign to the nature of the two.
Both wanted to be
frank.
Both thought they were being frank. But
each was a little afraid of his own logic; each was a
little afraid of his own following; and hence there
las,

as I

was considerable

hair-splitting, involving accusations

that did not accuse

They were

politicians, these two,

men; they were

know about

and denials that did not deny.
as well as states-

and what they did not
campaigning was hardly worth

politicians,

political

knowing. Reverently, I take oft" my hat to both of
them; and I turn down the page; I close the book and
lay it on its shelf, with the inward ejaculation, "there
were giants in those days."
I

am

not undertaking to deliver an oral biography

Abraham Lincoln
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Abraham
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a

Lincoln, and shall pass over the events

which quickly led up

to his nomination

and election

to the Presidency in i860.

met the newly elected President the afternoon of
the day in the early morning of which he had arrived
It was a Saturday, I think.
He
in Washington.
came to the Capitol under Mr. Seward's escort, and,
among the rest, I was presented to him. His appearance did not impress me as fantastically as it had
I was more familiar
impressed Colonel McClure.
with the Western type than Colonel McClure, and
while Mr. Lincoln was certainly not an Adonis, even
after prairie ideals, there was about him a dignity that
I

commanded

respect.

met him again the forenoon of March 4 in his
apartment at Willard's Hotel as he was preparing
to start to his inauguration, and was touched by his
unaffected kindness; for I came with a matter requiring his immediate attention.
He was entirely selfpossessed; no trace of nervousness; and very obliging.
I accompanied the cortege that passed from the Senate chamber to the vast portico of the capitol, and,
as Mr. Lincoln removed his hat to face the vast multitude in front and below, I extended my hand to
receive it, but Judge Douglas, just beside me, reached
over my outstretched arm and took the hat, holding
I

it

throughout the delivery of the inaugural address.

I

stood near enough to the speaker's elbow not to

obstruct any gestures he might make, though he

made

it was that I began to comprehend
something of the power of the man.

but few; and then

—
Man

God

Inspired of

xxi

He delivered that inaugural address as if he had
been delivering inaugural addresses all his life. Firm,
announced the coming of a man;
of a leader of men; and in its ringing tones and elevated style, the gentlemen he had invited to become
resonant, earnest,

members of

it

his

—each

family

political

of

whom

thought himself a bigger man than his master
might have heard the voice and seen the hand of a

man born

to

command.

Whether they

Abraham
House to

did or not,

From

they very soon ascertained the fact.

the hour

Lincoln crossed the threshold of the White

the hour he went thence to his death, there
was not a moment when he did not dominate the political and military situation and all his official subordinates.

Mr. Seward was
One of

temerity.

the

first

to fall a victim to his

own

the most extraordinary incidents

that ever passed between a chief and his lieutenant

came about within
the

new

thirty days after the

administration.

On

April

incoming of

Mr. Seward

i

submitted to Mr. Lincoln a memorandum, entitled
"Some Thoughts for the President's Consideration."

began this by saying: "We are at the end of a
month's administration, and yet without a policy,
There follows a series
either foreign or domestic."
of suggestions hardly less remarkable for their

He

character than for their emanation.

They make

quite

a baker's dozen, for the most part flimsy and irrele-

vant; but two of them are so conspicuous for a lack

of sagacity and comprehension that
them as a sample of the whole:

I

shall

quote
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"

We

as

a

must change the question before the public,"

Mr. Seward, " from one upon slavery, or about
"
as if it had
slavery, to one upon union or disunion
and " I would denot been thus changed already
mand explanations from Spain and France, energetisays

—

cally, at once,

.

.

and,

.

if

—

satisfactory explana-

from Spain and France, I
would convene Congress and declare war against
them.
I
would seek explanations from
Great Britain and Russia, and send agents into
Canada, Mexico, and Central America to arouse a
vigorous spirit of continental independence on this
continent against European intervention."
tions

are

not received

...

Think of

At

it!

the

moment

this advice

was

seri-

ously given the head of the State by the head of the

Cabinet

—supposed

statesman and

to

be

the

most

accomplished

astute diplomatist of his time

—

a South-

had been actually established, and
Europe was only too eager for some pretext to put in
ern Confederacy

its

oar, effectually, finally, to

compass the dissolution

of the Union and the defeat of the Republican ex-

periment
States

in

America.

had but

Spain; to bat

up

its

to

The Government of the United

make

eye at

a quadruple alliance,

a grimace at France and
England and Russia, to raise
monarchy against democracy,

down upon itself the navies of the world,
and double assuring, double confirming the Government of Jefferson Davis.

bringing

In concluding these astounding counsels,

Mr. Sew-

ard says:
" But whatever policy we adopt, there must be an
energetic prosecution of it.

:
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" For this purpose
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must be somebody's business

to pursue and direct it incessantly.
" Either the President must do it himself

and be all
the while active in it, or devolve it on some member of
his Cabinet.
" Once adopted, all debates on it must end and all
agree and abide.
" It is not in my especial province; but I neither
seek to evade nor assume responsibility."
Before hearing Mr. Lincoln's answer to

what

consider

really implied.

it

"Mr.

simply said:

If

all this,

Mr. Seward had

Lincoln, you are a

as

failure

President, but turn over the direction of affairs exclusively to me,

and

all shall

be well and

en," he could not have spoken

more

all

be forgiv-

explicitly

and

hardly more offensively.

Now

let

us see

how

a great

man

carries himself at

a critical moment under extreme provocation. Here
is the answer Mr. Lincoln sent Mr. Seward that very

night:

Executive Mansion, April
"

Hon.

W. H.

"My

i,

1861.

Seward

Since parting with you I have
been considering your paper dated this day and entitled
some thoughts for the President's considera-

Dear

Sir:

'

tion.'

end of

The

first

proposition in

it

is,

'

we

are at the

month's administration and yet without a

a

policy, either domestic or foreign.'

"

the beginning of that month in the inaugural
The power confided to me will be used to
hold, occupy, and possess the property and places belonging to the Government, and to collect the duties
and imports.' This had your distinct approval at the

At

I said:

'
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I immehim to employ
strengthen and hold the

time; and taken in connection with the order
diately gave General Scott, directing

every means in his power to
forts, comprises the exact domestic policy you urge,
with the single exception that it does not propose to
abandon Fort Sumter.

" The news received yesterday in regard to Santo
Domingo certainly brings a new item within the range
of our foreign policy, but up to that time we have

been preparing circulars and instructions to ministers
and the like, all in perfect harmony, without even a
suggestion that we had no foreign policy.
" Upon your closing proposition
that

—

'

What-

ever policy we adopt, there must be an energetic prosecution of it.
" For this purpose it must be somebody's business
'

to pursue and direct it incessantly.
" Either the President must do
'

himself and be

it

the while active in it, or devolve it upon some
member of his Cabinet.
" Once adopted, debates must end, and all agree
and abide.' I remark that if this be done, I must do
it.
When a general line of policy is adopted, I apprehend there is no danger of its being changed without good reason, or continuing to be a subject of unnecessary debate; still, upon points arising in its progress, I wish, and suppose I am entitled to have, the
advice of all the Cabinet.
Your obedient servant,
all

'

" A. Lincoln."
I

agree with Lincoln's biographers that in this

ter not a

word was omitted

not a hint or allusion

pensed with.
ment.

It

was

is

let-

necessary,

and

contained that could be

dis-

that

conclusive.

Mr. Seward dropped

was
It

ended the argu-

Into his place.

Mr. Lin-

Man

of
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coin never referred to

it.
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that time forward

them was mutual and perSo much so that when, May 2 1 following, Mr.
Seward submitted to the President the draft of a
letter of instruction to Charles Francis Adams, then
the understanding between
fect.

Minister to England, Mr. Lincoln did not hesitate to
change much of its character and purpose by his alteration of its text.
This original copy of this despatch, in

Mr. Seward's handwriting, with Mr.

Lin-

is still to be seen on file in the
Department of State. It is safe to say that, if that
letter had gone as Mr, Seward wrote it, a war with
England would have been, if not inevitable, yet very

coln's interlineations,

likely.

Mr.

Lincoln's additions, hardly less than his

suppressions, present a curious contrast between the
seer in affairs

and the scholar

substitution of one

word

in affairs.

for another,

Even in the
Mr. Lincoln

shows a grasp both upon the situation and the language which seems to have been wholly wanting in
Mr. Seward, with all his experience and learning. It
is said that, pondering over this document, weighing
in his mind its meaning and import, his head bowed
and pencil in hand, Mr. Lincoln was overheard murmuring to himself: "One war at a time one war

—

at a time."

While

I

am on

ident while

may

this

matter of

Abraham Lincoln

We

who was

really Pres-

occupied the

office,

I

remember how, in setthan
his chief, Mr. Chase
bigger
man
ting up for a
But it is somefared no better than Mr. Seward.
times claimed that Mr. Stanton was more successful
as well settle

it.

all
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Many

in this line.

lorded

It

stories are told of

On

over Lincoln.

a

as

how

Stanton

a certain occasion

It

Is

was Informed by an Irate
friend that the Secretary of War had not only refused
to execute an order of his, but had called him a fool
"Did Stanton say I was a fool?"
Into the bargain.
"Yes," replied his friend, "he said you
said Lincoln.
were a blank, blank fool !" Lincoln looked first goodhumoredly at his friend and then furtively out of the
window In the direction of the War Department, and
related that the President

carelessly observed:

am

a

blank

fool,

It

"Well,

must be

If

so,

Stanton says that I
for Stanton

Is

nearly

always right and generally means what he says.
think

On
ing:

I shall just

have to step over and

another occasion
"I have very

Mr. Lincoln

little

is

I

see Stanton."

quoted as say-

Influence with this Adminis-

hope to have more with the next."
Complacent humor such as this simply denotes assured position. It is merely the graclousness of conscious power.
But there happens to be on record a
story of a different kind.
This is related by Gen.
James B. Fry, Provost Marshal General of the Army,
on duty In the War Department.
As General Fry tells It, Mr. Stanton seems to have
had the right of It. The President had given an order
which the Secretary of War had refused to Issue. The
President thereupon came into the War Department
and this Is what happened. In answer to Mr. Lintration, but I

coln's inquiry as to the cause of the trouble,

Mr.

Stan-

ton went over the record and the grounds for his action,

and concluded with:

"Now, Mr.

President,

Man
these are the facts,
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and you must

God

see that
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your order

cannot be executed."
Lincoln sat upon a sofa with
quoting General Fry

— and

is

legs crossed

did not say a

the Secretary's last remark.

Then he

what positive tone: "Mr. Secretary,
have to execute the order."
it.

cannot execute

The

order

is

I

am

until

said in a someI

"Mr.

Stanton replied with asperity:

cannot do

—

word

reckon you'll
President, I

an Improper one and

I

it."

Lincoln fixed his eye upon Stanton, and in a firm
and with an accent that clearly showed his de-

voice,

termination, he said:

"Mr. Secretary, it will have to be done."
"Stanton then reahzed"
I am still quoting General Fry
"that he was overmatched. He had made
a square issue with the President and been defeated,

—

—

notwithstanding the fact that he was

Upon

an intimation from him,

In

the right.

withdrew and did
not witness his surrender.
A few minutes after I
reached my office I received instructions from the
I

Secretary to carry out the President's order.

never mentioned the subject to
I

me

Stanton

afterward, nor did

ever ascertain the special, and no doubt sufficient

reason,

which the President had for

his action in the

case."

Once General Halleck got on a high horse, and dethat. If Mr. Lincoln approved some ill-na-

manded

made of certain
men about Washington, by Montgomery

tured remarks alleged to have been
military

Blair, the Postmaster-General, he

should dismiss the

Abraham Lincoln
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officers

from the

service, but, if

as

a

he did not approve,

he should dismiss the Postmaster-General from the
Cabinet.

He

Mr.

Lincoln's reply

declined to do

is

very characteristic.

either of the things

demanded.

He

said:

"

made I do not
suppose such knowledge necessary to
a correct response.
If they were made, I do not approve them; and yet, under the circumstances, I would
not dismiss a member of the Cabinet therefor.
I do
not consider what may have been hastily said in a
moment of vexation
sufficient ground for
so grave a step.
Besides this, truth is generally the
best vindication against slander.
I propose continuing to be myself the judge as to when a member of the
Cabinet shall be dismissed."
Whether

know, nor do

the remarks were really
I

.

.

.

Next day, however, he issued a warning to the
members of his political family, which, in the form
of a memorandum, he read to them. There is nothing equivocal about this.

In language and

is

the utterance of a master.

as

it is

I will

very brief and to the purpose.

read

The

in
it

tone

it

to you,

President

said:

"

must myself be the judge how long

to retain

and

when to remove any of you from his position.
would greatly pain me to discover any of you

en-

I

It

deavoring to procure another's removal, or in any
way to prejudice him before the public. Such endeavor would be a wrong to me, and much worse, a
wrong to the country. My wish is, that on this subject no remark be made, nor any question be asked by
any of you, here or elsewhere, now or hereafter."
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God
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Always courteous, always

tolerant,
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always making

Allowance, yet always explicit, his was the masterspirit, his

the guiding hand; committing to each of the

members of

Cabinet the details of the work of his
department; caring nothing for petty sovereignty;

own

his

but reserving to himself

all

that related to great poli-

the starting of moral forces

cies,

and the moving of

organized ideas.
I

want to say

few words about Mr. LinSouth and the people of the

just here a

coln's relation to the

South.

He

was, himself, a Southern man.
were Southerners. Although he

He

and all his
Kentucky
when but a child, he was an old child; he never was
very young; and he grew to manhood in a Kentucky
colony; for what was Illinois in those days but a Kentucky colony, grown since somewhat out of proportion?
He was in no sense what we in the South used
to call " a poor white."
Awkward, perhaps; ungainly, perhaps, but aspiring; the spirit of a hero beneath
that rugged exterior; the soul of a prose-poet behind
those heavy brows; the courage of a lion back of those
patient, kindly aspects; and, before he was of legal
age, a leader of men.
His first love was a Rutiedge;
his wife was a Todd.
Let the romancist tell the story of his romance. I
dare not.
No sadder idyl can be found In all the
short and simple annals of the poor.
We know that he was a prose-poet for have we not
that Immortal prose-poem recited at Gettysburg?
We know that he was a statesman for has not time
tribe

;

;

left

:
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But the South does not
was a
friend; the sole friend who had the power and the
He was the one man in
will to save it from itself.
public life who could have come to the head of affairs
in iS6i, bringing with him none of the embittered
resentments growing out of the anti-slaver\^ battle.
While Seward, Chase, Sumner, and the rest had been
engaged in hand-to-hand combat with the Southern
leaders at Washington, Lincoln, a philosopher and a
statesman, had been observing the course of events
from afar, and like a philosopher and a statesman.
The direst blow that could have been laid upon the
prostrate South was delivered by the assassin's bullet
that struck him down.
But I digress. Throughout the contention that
preceded the war, amid the passions that attended the
war itself, not one bitter, proscriptive word escaped
vindicated his conclusions?

know, except

the lips of

as a kind of hearsay, that he

Abraham

Lincoln, while there

was hardly

a day that he was not projecting his great personality
between some Southern man or woman and danger.
Under date of Februar\- 2. 1S4S. from the hall of
the House of Representatives at Washington, while
he was serving as a member of Congress, he wrote
this short note to his law partner at Springfield

"Dear William: I take up my pen to tell you
that Mr. Stephens, of Georgia, a little, slim, pale''
faced, consumptive man, with a voice like Logan's
*'
has just con(that was Stephen T., not John A.),
cluded the ver\' best speech of an hour's length I ever
heard.
old, withered. dr\- eyes" (he was then
not quite thirt}'-seven years of age) '' are full of tears
yet."

My

:

Man
From

Inspired of
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that time fonvard he never ceased to love

Stephens, of Georgia.

After that famous Hampton Roads conference,
the Confederate Commissioners, Stephens,

when

Campbell, and Hunter, had traversed the

Mr. Seward,
friend,

now

Mr.

routine with

official

still

the

the old

field

of

Lincoln, the President, and

Whig

of State,

Lincoln,

the

colleague, though one

was

Secretary^

President of the United States and the other Vice-

President
" slim,

of the

Southern

Confederacy,

man

consumptive

pale-faced,

"

took the
and,

aside,

pointing to a sheet of paper he held in his hand, said
*'

me write Union at the top of that
and you may write below it whatever else you

Stephens, let

page,

'

'

please."

In the preceding conversation

mated that payment for

Mr. Lincoln had

the slaves

inti-

was not outside

a

and peace. He based
that statement upon a plan he already had in hand, to
appropriate four hundred millions of dollars to this
possible agreement for reunion

purpose.

There

are those

who have

put themselves to the

pains of challenging this statement of mine.

It ad-

Mr. Lincoln carried
Monroe two documents that still

mits of no possible equivocation.

with him to Fortress
stand in his

own handwriting; one of them

a joint

by the two Houses of Congress
appropriating the four hundred millions, the other a
proclamation to be issued by himself, as President,
when the joint resolution had been passed. These
formed no part of the discussion at Hampton Roads.
resolution to be passed

Abraham Lincoln
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Mr. Stephens

as

a

Mr. Lincoln they were

told

upon the
of the Confederacy, and to

all Intents

the conference died before

was

basis of the recognition

limited to treating

it

and purposes
But

actually born.

Mr. Lincoln was so filled with the Idea that next day,
when he had returned to Washington, he submitted
the two documents to the members of his Cabinet.
Excepting Mr. Seward, they were all against him.
He said: "Why, gentlemen, how long Is the war
going to last?

It

is

not going to end this side of a

It Is costing us four millions a
hundred
There are the four hundred millions, not countday.
ing the loss of life and property In the meantime. But
you are all against me, and I will not press the matter
upon you." I have not cited this fact of history to

days.

Is

It?

attack, or even to criticise, the policy of the Confeder-

ate

Government, but simply

to Illustrate the wise

nanimity and justice of the character of

For my

coln.

at Fortress

part,

Monroe

I

rejoice that the

— or any

Abraham

magLin-

war did not end

other conference

— but

was fought out to Its bitter and logical concluAppomattox.
It was the will of God that there should be, as
God's own prophet had promised, " a new birth of
freedom," and this could only be reached by the obthat

It

sion at

God struck
very Idea of slavery.
Lincoln down in the moment of his triumph, to attain
But He did
It; He blighted the South to attain It.

literation of the

attain

it.

And

here

we

are this night to attest

It.

God's will be done on earth as It Is done In Heaven.
But let no Southern man point finger at me because I

!
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Abraham Lincoln, for he was the one friend
when friends were most in need; he
one man in power who wanted to preserve us

canonize

we had
was the

at court

from the wolves of passion and

to save us

intact,

plunder that stood at onr door; and as that God, of
whom it has been said that " whom He loveth He

meant that the South should be
chastened, Lincoln was put out of the way by the

chasteneth,"

bullet of an assassin,

having neither

lot

nor parcel.

North or South, but a winged emissary of fate, flown
from the shadows of the mystic world, which i^schylus and Shakespeare created and consecrated to
tragedy
I

ism

sometimes wonder shall we ever attain a journalupright

sufficiently

in

treatment of current

its

events to publish fully and fairly the utterances of our
public men, and, except in cases of provable dishonor,
to leave their motives and their personalities alone?

Reading
did do,

just

what Abraham Lincoln did say and

inconceivable

it is

how

such a

man

could have

aroused antagonism so bitter and abuse so savage, to
fall at last

by the hand of an

assassin.

We boast our superior civilization and our enlightened freedom of speech and yet, how few of us

—

;

when

a strange voice begins to utter unfamiliar or un-

palatable things
selves.

all?

May

man

It is so easy to call

punge motives.

we cannot
what

— how few of

not this

It

is

answer.

creatur.es

we

us stop and ask our-

be speaking the truth after

names.

It

is

so easy to im-

so easy to misrepresent opinions

From

the least to the greatest

are of party spirit,

and

yet, for the

!

Abraham Lincoln
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how small its aims, how imperfect its instruments, how disappointing its conclusions
One thinlcs now that the world in which Abraham

most

part,

Lincoln lived might have dealt more gently by such a
man. He was himself so gentle
so upright in naso sunny and so tolerant
ture and so broad of mind
in temper
so simple and so unaffected in bearing
a rude exterior covering an undaunted spirit, proving by his every act and word that

—

—

—

—

—

"

The
The

Though he was
patriotic

bravest are the tenderest,
loving are the daring."
a party leader, he

American,

in

whom

was

a typical

and

even his enemies might

have found something to respect and admire.
But
it could not be so.
He committed one grevious offence; he dared to think and he was not afraid to
speak; he was far in advance of his party and his
time; and men are slow to forgive what they do not
readily understand.

Yet, all the while that the waves of passion were

breaking against his sturdy

figure,

reared above the

dead-level, as a lone

oak upon a sandy beach, not one

harsh word rankled

in his

human

heart to sour the milk of

kindness that, like a perennial spring from the

gnarled roots of some majestic

He would

smooth over

a

tree,

rough place

flowed thence.
in his official in-

tercourse with a funny story fitting the case in point,

and they called him a trifler. He would round off a
logical argument with a familiar example, hitting the
nail squarely on the head and driving it home, and

Man
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Big wigs and little wigs
they called him a buffoon.
were agreed that he lowered the dignity of debate as
;

if

debates were intended to mystify, and not to clarify

Yet he went on and on, and never backward,
time was come, when his genius, fully

truth.
until

his

ripened, rose to emergencies.

Where

did he get his

Ask Shakespeare and Burns where they got

style?

Where did he get his grasp upon affairs
Ask the Lord God who
knowledge
of men ?
and
created miracles in Luther and Bonaparte
Here, under date of November 21, 1864, amid the
excitement attendant upon his re-election to the Presidency, Mr. Lincoln found time to write the following
letter to Mrs. Bixby, of Boston, a poor widow who
had lost five sons killed in battle.
their style.
his

!

My Dear Madam:
War

I

have been shown

in the files

Department

a statement of the AdjutantGeneral of Massachusetts that you are the mother of
five sons who have died gloriously on the field of bat-

of the

I feel how weak and fruitless must be any words
of mine which should attempt to beguile you from a
But I cannot refrain from
loss so overwhelming.
tendering you the consolation that may be found in
I pray
the thanks of the Republic they died to save.
that our Heavenly Father may assuage the anguish
of your bereavement and leave you only the cherished
memory of the loved and lost, and the solemn pride
that must be yours to have laid so costly a sacrifice
upon the altar of freedom.
Yours very sincerely and respectfully,
tle.

A. Lincoln.
Contrast this exquisite prose-poem with the answer
he made to General Grant, when Grant asked him

Abraham Lincoln
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whether he should make an
Davis.

"

I

a

as

effort to capture Jefferson

told Grant," said Lincoln, relating the

incident, " the story of

an Irishman who' had taken
Father Mathew's pledge. Soon thereafter, becoming
very thirsty, he slipped into a saloon and asked for a
lemonade, and while it was being mixed he leaned
over and whispered to the bartender:

'

Av

ye could

drap a bit o' brandy in it, all unbeknown to myself, I'd
make no fuss about it.' My notion was that if Grant
could let Jeff Davis escape all unbeknown to himself,
he was to let him go.
I didn't want him."

When we recall all that did happen when Jefferson
Davis was captured, and what a white elephant he became in the hands of the Government, it will be seen
that there

was sagacity

as well as

humor

in Lincoln's

illustration.

have said that Abraham Lincoln was an old-line
Whig of the school of Henry Clay, with strong freeI

soil opinions,
ist.

" a
the

but never an extremist or an abolition-

He

was what they used to call in those old days
Conscience Whig."
He stood in actual awe of
Constitution and his oath of office.
Hating slav-

ery,

he recognized

rights.

He

despoil those

was

constitutional

its

existence

wanted gradually to extinguish

who

held

it

it,

as a property interest.

and

not to

He

so faithful to these principles that he approached

emancipation, not only with great deliberation, but

with

many

misgivings.

He

issued his final proclama-

war measure; and
even then, so just was his nature that he was, as I have
shown, meditating some kind of restitution.

tion as a military necessity; as a

Man
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gather that he was not a civil service reformer of
the school of Grover Cleveland, because I find among
his papers a short, peremptory note to Stanton, in
I

which he says:

New
and

" I personally wish Jacob Freese, of

Jersey, appointed colonel of a colored regiment,
this regardless

of whether he can

the exact

tell

color of Julius Caesar's hair."

His unconventionalism was equalled only by his
No custodian of absolute power ever
humanity.
His interposition in behalf
exercised it so benignly.
of men sentenced to death by courts-martial became
so demorahzing that his generals in the field united in
Both Grant and Sherman cut
a round-robin protest.
the wires between army headquarters and the White
House, to escape his interference with the iron rule of
military discipline.

A

characteristic story

is

Boston, who, going to the

told

by John B. Ally, of

White House

three days in

found each day in one of the outer halls a
The third
gray-haired old man, silently weeping.
spectacle,
he went
not
uncommon
by
this
touched
day,
up to the old man and ascertained that he had a son
under sentence of death, and was trying to reach the
succession,

President.
" Come along," said Ally, "

I'll

take you to the

President."

Mr. Lincoln listened to the old man's pitiful story,
and then sadly replied that he had just received a telegram from the general commanding imploring him
not to interfere.

The

old

man

cast

one

last heart-

broken look at the President, and started

shuffling

Abraham Lincoln
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Before he reached It Mr. Lincoln
him back. " Come back, old man," he said,
*'
come back
The generals may telegraph and telegraph, but I am going to pardon that young man."
Thereupon he sent a despatch directing sentence to
be suspended until execution should be ordered by

toward the door.
called

!

Then the old man burst out crying again.
President," said he, " that Is not a pardon, you

himself.

"

Mr.

only hold up the sentence of
"
order him to be shot

my

boy

until

you can

!

Lincoln turned quickly and, half smiles, half tears,
" Go along, old man, go along in peace; if

replied:

your son

lives until I

order him to be shot,
"

to be as old as Methuselah
I

could keep you here

all

They were common

dents.

he'll

grow

!

night relating such
occurrences at the

inci-

White

House. There was not a day of Lincoln's life that
he was not doing some act of charity; not like a sentimentalist, overcome by cheap emotion, but like a
brave, sensible man, who knew where to draw the line
and who made few. If any, mistakes.
I find no better examples of the peculiar cast of his

mind than are

interspersed throughout the record of

his intercourse with his

correspondence
scious

is

full

own

relatives.

His domestic

of canny wisdom and uncon-

humor.

In particular, he had a ne'er-do-well,
by the name of Johnston, a son of his
second wife, of whom he was very fond.

step-brother,
father's

There are many
these I

am

letters to this

Johnston.

going to read you, because

neither apology nor explanation.

It

One of

will require

It is illustrative

of

:

Man
both

the

canny

Inspired of

God
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wisdom and unconscious humor.

Thus:
" Springfield, January

"

Dear Brother:

2,

185

1.

Your

request for eighty dollars
At the
I do not think it best to comply with now.
various times I have helped you a little you have said
can get along very well now,' but In a short time
this can
I find you in the same difficulty again.
only happen through some defect in you.
What that
defect is I think I know.
You are not lazy, and still
you are an idler.
I doubt whether since I saw you
you have done a good, whole day's work in any one
day.
You do not very much dislike to work, and still
you do not work much, merely because It does not
seem to you you get enough for It. This habit of
uselessly wasting time Is the whole difficulty.
It is
vastly Important to you, and still more to your children, that you break the habit.
" You are now in need of some money, and what I
propose is that you shall go to work, tooth and nail,'
Let
for somebody who will give you money for it.
father and your boys take charge of your things at
home, prepare for a crop and make the crop, and you
go to work for the best money wages you can get, or
in discharge of any debt you owe, and, to secure you
a fair reward for your labor, I promise you that for
every dollar you will get for your labor between this
and the ist of May, either in money, or in your inBy
debtedness, I will then give you one other dollar.
this, if you hire yourself for ten dollars a month,
from me you will get ten dollars more, making twent>'
'

We

Now

.

.

.

'

dollars.

" In this I do not mean that you shall go off to St.
Louis or the lead mines In Missouri, or the gold mines
in California, but I mean for you to go at it for the
best wages you can get close to home In Coles County.
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If you will do this you will soon be out of debt, and,
is better, you will have acquired a habit which
will keep you from getting in debt again.
But if I
should now clear you out of debt, next year you would
be just as deep in debt as ever.
" You say you would almost give your place in
Heaven for seventy or eighty dollars? Then you
value your place in Heaven very cheap, for I am sure
you can, with the offer I make, get the seventy or
eighty dollars for four or five months' work.
" You say if I will lend you the money, you will
deed me the land, and, if you don't pay the money
back, you will deliver possession.
Nonsense!
If
you cannot now live with the land, how will you then

what

live

without

it?

"

You have always been kind
mean to be unkind to you. On

to

me, and

I

the contrary,

will but follow my advice, you will find it
eighty times eighty dollars to you.
" Affectionately your brother,

do not
if you
worth

"A. Lincoln."
Could anything be wiser, sweeter, or delivered in
terms more specific yet more fraternal? And that
was Abraham Lincoln from the crown of his head to
the soles of his

feet.

am

going to spare you and myself, and the dear
ones of his own blood who are here to-night, the repeI

tition
life

of the story of the awful tragedy that ended the

of this great man, this good man, this typical

American.
Beside that tragedy, most other tragedies, epic and
real,

become

insignificant.

"

Within the narrow com-

pass of that stage-box that night were five
ings; the

most

illustrious of

modern

human

heroes,

be-

crowned

Man
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with the most stupendous victory of modern times; his
beloved wife, proud and happy; two betrothed lovers

with

all

the promise of felicity that youth, social po-

and wealth could give them and a young actor,
handsome as Endymion upon Latmus, the idol of his
little world.
The glitter of fame, happiness, and
ease was upon the entire group, but in an instant
everything was to be changed with the blinding swiftQuick death was to come on
ness of enchantment.
Over
the central figure of that company.
all the rest the blackest fates hovered menacingly;
fates from which a mother might pray that kindly
One
death would save her children in their infancy.
was to wander with the stain of murder on his soul,
with the curses of a world upon his name, with a price
set upon his head, in frightful physical pain, till he
sition,

;

.

died a dog's death in a burning barn.

.

The

.

stricken

wife was to pass the rest of her days In melancholy

and madness; of those two young lovers, one was to
slay the other, and then end his life a raving maniac! "^
No book of tragedy contains a single chapter quite so

dark as

And what was

that.

the mysterious

ous man, and whence

power of

this mysteri-

?

His was the genius of common-sense; of commonsense In action; of common-sense in thought; of common-sense enriched by experience and unhindered by
" He was a common man," says his friend,
fear.
Joshua Speed, "expanded into giant proportions;
well acquainted with the people, he placed his hand on
^Hay and

Nicolay's Life.
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the beating pulse of the nation, judged of

and was ready with
truly,

as Shakespeare

inspired
directly
I

tells

a

remedy."

was

inspired; as

as Burns was inspired
from the people.

;

look into the

cr^'stal

the story of his

life,

its

disease,

Inspired he was

Mozart was

each, like him, sprung

;

globe that, slowly turning,

and

I see

a

little

heart-broken

boy, weeping by the outstretched form of a dead

mother, then bravely, nobly trudging a hundred miles
to obtain her Christian burial.

lad growing to

manhood amid

I see this

motherless

scenes that seem to

lead to nothing but abasement; no teachers; no books;

no

chart, except his

except his

own

own untutored mind; no compass,

undisciplined will; no light, save light

from Heaven; yet, like the caravel of Columbus,
struggling on and on through the trough of the sea,
always toward the destined land.
I see the fullgrown man, stalwart and brave, an athlete in activity
of movement and strength of limb, yet vexed by weird
dreams and visions; of life, of love, of religion, sometimes verging on despair.
I see the mind, grown at
length as robust as the body, throw off these phantoms of the imagination and give itself wholly to the
work-a-day uses of the world; the rearing of children;
the earning of bread; the multiplied duties of life.
I
see the party leader, self-confident in conscious recti-

tude; original, because
potent, because he

it

was

was not

his nature to follow;

fearless,

pursuing his convic-

and urging them upon his fellows with the resources of an oratory which was hardly more impressive than it was many-sided.
I see

tions with earnest zeal,

Man
him, the preferred

Inspired of
among

God

xliii

his fellows, ascend the emi-

nence reserved for him, and him alone of

the

all

statesmen of the time, amid the derision of opponents

and the distrust of supporters, yet unawed and unmoved, because thoroughly equipped to meet the
The same being, from first to last; the
emergency.
poor child weeping over a dead mother; the great
chief sobbing amid the cruel horrors of war; flinching
never from duty, nor changing his hfe-long ways of
dealing with the stem realities which pressed upon
him and hurried him onward. And, last scene of all,
that ends this strange, eventful history, I see him lying dead there in the capitol of the nation, to which
he had rendered " the last, full measure of his devotion," the flag of his country around him, the world
mourning, and, asking myself how could any man
have hated that man, I ask you, how can any man rein

fuse his

homage

to his

memory?

Surely, he

was one

of God's own; not in any sense a creature of circumstance, or accident.

spiration, I say,

God, and

I

Recurring to the doctrine of

cannot see

that doctrine can believe

From
has had

in-

again and again, he was inspired of

how anyone who
him

believes in

as anything else.

Caesar to Bismarck and Gladstone the world
its

statesmen and

its

soldiers

— men who

rose

from obscurity to eminence and power step by step,
through a series of geometric progression as it were,
each advancement following in regular order one after the other, the whole obedient to well-established
and well-understood laws of cause and effect. They
were not what we call " men of destinv." Thev were

Abraham Lincoln
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men

had

of the time."

as a

They were men whose

careers

a beginning, a middle, and an end, rounding off

hves with

histories, full

it

may

be of interesting and

exciting ev^ent, but comprehensive

and comprehensi-

ble; simple, clear, complete.

The

\Yhence their emanation, where and how they got their power, by
what rule they lived, moved, and had their being, we

know
They

inspired ones are fewer.

There is no explication to their lives.
We
rose from shadow and they went in mist.
They
see them, feel them, but we know them not.
came, God's word upon their lips; they did their
office. God's mantle about them; and they vanished,
God's holy light between the world and them, leaving
behind a memory, half mortal and half myth. From
first to last they were the creations of some special
not.

Providence, baffling the wit of

man

to fathom, defeat-

ing the machinations of the world, the flesh and the

work was done, then passing from
come upon it.
Tried bv this standard, where shall we find an example so impressive as Abraham Lincoln, whose
devil, until their

the scene as mysteriously as they had

career might be chanted by a Greek chorus as at once
the prelude and the epilogue of the most imperial
theme of modern times?
Born as lowly as the Son of God, in a hovel; reared
in penur}', squalor, with no gleam of light or fair sur-

rounding; without graces, actual or acquired; without

name or fame or

was reserved
from
raised to supreme command at a supreme
official

for this strange being, late in
obscurit}',

training;
life,

it

to be snatched

Man

Inspired of

God

moment, and intrusted with the destiny of

The

great leaders

of his

party,

perienced and accomplished public

the

men of

xlv
a nation.

most

ex-

the day,

were made to stand aside: were sent to the rear, while
this fantastic figure was led by unseen hands to the
It is immaterial
front and given the reins of power.
whether we were for him, or against him wholly imThat, during four years, carrying with
material.
them such a weight of responsibility as the world
;

never witnessed before, he

filled

the vast space allotted

him in the eyes and actions of mankind, is to say that
he was inspired of God, for nowhere else could he
have acquired the wisdom and the virtue.
\Yhere did Shakespeare get his genius? Where
Mozart get his music? Whose hand smote die
hTe of the Scottish ploughman, and stayed the life of
God, God, and God alone: and
the German priest?
as surely as these were raised up by God, inspired by
God, was Abraham Lincoln: and a thousand years
hence, no drama, no tragedy, no epic poem will be
filled with greater wonder, or be followed by mankind
with deeper feeling than that which tells the story of
did

his Hfe

and death.

ruut^

ljJcltfcuv2-rK

Lincoln, the

Man

of the People'

By Edwin Markham

When

the

Norn Mother saw

Greatening and darkening as
She

left

the

the
it

Whirlwind Hour

hurried on,

Heaven of Heroes and came down

To make

a man to meet the mighty need.
She took the tried clay of the common road
Clay warm yet with the genial heat of earth,
Dashed through it all a strain of prophecy,
Tempered the heap with touch of mortal tears;
Then mixed a laughter with the serious stuff.

—

The color of the ground was in him, the red earth.
The tang and odor of the primal things
The rectitude and patience of the rocks;
The gladness of the wind that shakes the corn;
The courage of the bird that dares the sea;
The justice of the rain that loves all leaves;
The pity of the snow that hides all scars;
The loving kindness of the wayside well;
The tolerance and equity of light

—

That
^

gives as freely to the shrinking

From

Phillips
1906,

" Lincoln

and

Co.,

weed

and Other Poems," published by McClure,
York. This poem revised and copyrighted,

New

by Edwin Markham.
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As

to the great

To

the grave's low hill as to the Matterhorn

oak

That shoulders out

flaring to the

wind

the sky.

And

so he came.

From prairie cabin up to Capitol,
One fair ideal led our chieftain on.
Forevermore he burned to do his deed
the fine stroke and gesture of a king.
He built the rail pile as he built the State,
Pouring his splendid strength through every blow,

With

The

conscience oi

To make

his

him

testing every stroke,

deed the measure of a man.

So came the Captain with the mighty heart;
the step of earthquake shook the house,
Wrenching the rafters from their ancient hold.
He held the ridgepole up and spiked again

And when

—

The rafters of the Home. He held his place
Held the long purpose like a growing tree
Held on through blame and faltered not at praise.
And when he fell in whirlwind, he went down
As when a kingly cedar green with boughs,
Goes down with a great shout upon the hills,

—

And

leaves a lonesome place against the sky.
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Abraham Lincoln
Speech delivered at Springfield, Illinois,
AT THE Close of the Republican State
Convention by which Mr. Lincoln had
been named as their candidate for
United States Senator, June i6, 1858
^

MR. PRESIDENT

and Gentlemen of

the Convention:

If we could first know where we
and whither we are tending, we could better
judge what to do, and how to do it. We are
now far into the fifth year since a policy was
initiated with the avowed object and confident
promise of putting an end to slavery agitation.
are,

^The

Illinois

Republican State Convention met

in

Springfield,

and passed a separate resolution declaring " that
Abraham Lincoln is the first and only choice of the Republicans
for the United States Senate as the successor of Stephen A.
Douglas." Eight o'clock in the evening of the same day this
" divided house " speech was delivered before the convention.
It was probably the most carefully prepared address of LinJune

i6th, 1858,

I

—
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of that policy, that agitation

has not only not ceased but has constantly aug-

mented.

In

my

opinion,

will not cease until

it

a crisis shall have been reached

house divided against

"A

and passed.

cannot stand."

itself

I

believe this government cannot endure perma-

nently half slave and half free.

Union

—

I

do not expect

do not expect the
it will cease to be
divided.
It will become all one thing, or all
the other.
Either the opponents of slavery will
arrest the further spread of it, and place it where
the

house to

to

fall

the public

be dissolved

—but

mind

I

I

do expect

shall rest in the belief that

in the course of ultimate extinction; or

push

cates will

forward

it

till

shall

it

its

it is

advo-

become

alike lawful in all the States, old as well as new,

North

as

well as South.

Have we no tendency to the latter condition?
Let any one who doubts carefully contemplate
that now almost complete legal combination
piece of machinery, so to speak compounded of
the Nebraska doctrine and the Dred Scott deci-

—

coln's

life.

The majority

nothing short of

political

of his friends thought the sentiments
suicide.

Herndon

had

writes that before

to disapproving
he had submitted his notes, that " the time
has come when those sentiments should be uttered and if it is
decreed that I should go down because of this speech, then let
me go down linked with the truth let me die in the advocacy

delivering
friends,

to

the

oration

Lincoln

whom

—

of what

is

just and

right,"

declared
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Let him consider not only what work the
machinery is adapted to do, and how well adapt-

sion.

ed; but also
struction,

he can,

let

and

him study

trace, if

the history of the con-

he can, or rather

fail, if

and conchief architects, from

to trace the evidences of design

cert of action

among

its

the beginning.

The new year of 1854 found slavery excluded
from more than half the States by State constitutions, and from most of the national territory
by congressional prohibition. Four days later
commenced the struggle which ended in repealing that congressional prohibition. This opened
all the national territory to slavery, and was the
first

point gained.

But, so far. Congress only had acted; and an
indorsement by the people, real or apparent, was
indispensable to save the point already gained
and give chance for more.
This necessity had not been overlooked, but
had been provided for, as well as might be, in
the notable

argument of "squatter sovereignty,"

otherwise called "sacred right of self-govern-

ment," which latter phrase, though expressive
of the only rightful basis of any government,

was so perverted in this attempted use of it as to
amount to just this That if any one man choose
:

to enslave another,
to object.

no third

man

shall be allowed

That argument was incorporated

into

Abraham Lincoln
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language which
follows: "It being the true intent and meaning
of this act not to legislate slavery into any Territory or State, nor to exclude it therefrom; but
the

Nebraska

bill itself, in the

people thereof perfectly free to form
and regulate their domestic institutions in their
own way, subject only to the Constitution of the
to leave the

United States." Then opened the roar of loose
declamation in favor of "squatter sovereignty"
and "sacred right of self-government." "But,"
said opposition members, "let us amend the bill
so as to expressly declare that the people of the

Territory

may

"Not we,"
measure; and down they

exclude slavery."

said the friends of the

voted the amendment.

While

the

Nebraska

bill

was passing through

Congress, a law case involving the question of a
negro's freedom, by reason of his owner having
voluntarily taken

him

first

into a free State

and

then into a Territory covered by the congresand held him as a slave for a

sional prohibition,

long time in each, was passing through the

Court for the District of
Missouri; and both Nebraska bill and lawsuit
were brought to a decision in the same month of
May, 1854. The negro's name was Dred Scott,
United

States Circuit

which name now designates

made

in the case.

dential election, the

the decision finally

Before the then next presi-

law case came

to

and was

Springfield Speech
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argued

the

in

Supreme Court

States; but the decision of
after

the

election.

it

Still,

5

of the United

was deferred

until

before the election,

Senator Trumbull, on the floor of the Senate,
requested the leading advocate of the Nebraska
bill to state his

opinion whether the people of a

Territory can constitutionally exclude slavery

from
"That

their

limits;

and the

latter

answered:

Supreme Court."
The election came. Mr. Buchanan was elected, and the indorsement, such as it was secured.
That was the second point gained. The indorsement, however, fell short of a clear popular majority by nearly four hundred thousand votes,
and so, perhaps, was not overwhelmingly reliable

is

and

a question for the

satisfactory.

The outgoing

President,

annual message, as impressively as
possible echoed back upon the people the weight
and authority of the indorsement. The Supreme
Court met again; did not announce their deciin

his last

but ordered a reargument. The presidential inauguration came, and still no decision of
the court; but the incoming President in his inaugural address fervently exhorted the people

sion,

by the forthcoming decision, whatever
might be. Then, in a few days, came the deci-

to abide
it

sion.

reputed author of the Nebraska bill finds
an early occasion to make a speech at this capi-

The

Abraham Lincoln
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indorsing the

Dred

mently denouncing

new

all
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Scott decision, and vehe-

opposition to

The

it.

President, too, seizes the early occasion of

the Silliman letter to indorse and strongly con-

and to express his astonishany different view had ever been en-

strue that decision,

ment

that

tertained

!

At length

up bet\veen the
President and the author of the Nebraska bill,
on the mere question of fact, whether the Lecompton constitution was or was not, in any just
sense, made by the people of Kansas and in that
a squabble springs

;

quarrel the latter declares that

all

he wants

is

a

fair vote for the people, and that he cares not

whether slavery be voted down or voted up. I
do not understand his declaration that he cares
not whether slaver}^ be voted down or voted up
to be intended by him other than as an apt definition of the policy he would impress upon the
public mind the principle for which he declares he has suffered so much, and is ready to

—

And

may

he cling to that
principle. If he has any parental feeling, well
may he cling to it. That principle is the only
suffer to the end.

shred

Under

left of

the

his

Dred

well

original

Nebraska

doctrine.

Scott decision "squatter sover-

eignty" squatted out of existence, tumbled
like

temporary

scaffolding, —

like

the

down

mold

at

the foundry, serv^ed through one blast and fell

—
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with slaves, withoat danger of losing
tiieni as property and thus enhance the chances
of pennanency to the institution through all the
rftnries

future.
(3)

Thstwhei&CT

the holding a negro in act-

ual slavery in a free State makes him free

as

against the holder^ the United States courts will

not decide, but will leave to be decided by the
courts of any slave State the negro
iniD

by the master. This point

pressed immediately but,

if

is

may be forced
made not to be

acquiesced in for a

and apparently indorsed by the people at
an election, then to sustain the logical conclusion that what Dred Scotf s master might lawfully do with Dred Scott in the free State of

while,

Illinois,

every other master

may

lawfully do

with any other one or one thousand slaves in Illinois or in any other free State,
Auxiliary to all this, and woridng hand in
hand with it, the Xebraska doctrine, or what is
left of it, is to educate and mold ptiblic opinion^
at least

Xorthem

public opinion, not to care

whether slavery is voted down or voted up. This
shows exactly where we now are, and partially,
also, whither we are tending.
It will throw additional light on the latter,
to go back and run the mind over the string of
historical facts already stated.

win now appear

less
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when we
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framed timbers, different
which we know have been gotten out
at different times and places and by different
workmen, Stephen, Franklin, Roger, and
James, for instance, and we see these timbers
joined together, and see they exactly make the
frame of a house or a mill, all the tenons and
mortises exactly fitting, and all the lengths and
see a lot of

portions of

—

—

proportions of the different pieces exactly adapt-

ed

to their respective places,

many

—

or,

and not

a piece too

or too few, not omitting even scaffolding
if

a single piece

be lacking,

we

see the

place in the frame exactly fitted and prepared
yet to bring such piece in
it

—

in

such a case

we

find

impossible not to believe that Stephen and

Franklin and Roger and James all understood
one another from the beginning, and all worked
upon a common plan or draft drawn up before
the

first

It

blow was

struck.

should not be overlooked that, by the Nebill, the people of a State as wxU as Ter-

braska
ritory

were

to

only to the

be

left ''perfectly free," "subject

Constitution."

Why

mention

a

They were legislating for Territories,
State?
and not for or about States. Certainly the people of a State are and ought to be subject to the
Constitution of the United States; but why is
mention of this lugged into this merely territorial

law?

Why

are the people of a Territory

n

Springfield Speech
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and the people of a State therein lumped toand their relation to the Constitution
therein treated as being precisely the same?
While the opinion of the court, by Chief Justice
Taney, in the Dred Scott case, and the separate
gether,

opinions of
declare

all

that

the concurring judges, expressly

the

Constitution

of

the

United

States neither permits Congress nor a territorial

legislature to exclude slavery
States Territory-, they all

er or not the

omit

from any United
to declare wheth-

same Constitution permits a

or the people of a State, to exclude

it.

State,

Possibly,

mere omission; but who can be quite
or Curtis had sought to get into
the opinion a declaration of unlimited power in
the people of a State to exclude slavery from
their limits, just as Chase and Mace sought to
this

is

sure, if

a

McLean

get such declaration, in behalf of the people of
a Territory', into the

Nebraska

bill

—

I ask,

who

can be quite sure that it would not have been
voted down in the one case as it had been in the
other?

The

nearest approach to the point of

declaring the power of a State over slavery

made by Judge Xelson. He approaches

it

is

more

than once, using the precise idea, and almost the
language too, of the Nebraska act. On one occasion his exact language is: "Except in case

where the power
tion of the

United

is

by the Constituthe law of the State is

restrained

States,

12
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supreme over the subject of slavery within its
In what cases the power of the
jurisdiction."
States is so restrained by the United States Constitution is left an open question, precisely as the
same question as to the restraint on the power of
the Territories was left open in the Nebraska
Put this and that together, and we have
act.
another nice little niche, which Vve may, ere
long, see filled with another Supreme Court decision

declaring that the

Constitution

of

the

United States does not permit a State to exclude
from its limits. And this may especially
be expected if the doctrine of "care not whether
slaver}"

down or voted up"^ shall gain
upon the public mind sufficiently to give promise that such a decision can be maintained when
slavery be voted

made.
Such a decision is all that slavery now lacks
Welof being alike lawful in all the States.
come, or unwelcome, such decision is probably
coming, and will soon be upon us, unless the

power of the present
met and overthrown.

political dynasty shall be

We

shall lie

down

pleas-

antly dreaming that the people of Missouri are

on the verge of making their State

free,

and we

awake to the reality instead that the Supreme Court has made Illinois a slave State.
To meet and overthro-vv the power of that dynasty is the work now before all those who would
shall

thsi

Abraham Lincoln
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cheapest?

And

bought cheaper
has done all in
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they can be
Africa than in Virginia. He
his power to reduce the whole

unquestionably

in

question of slavery to one of a mere right of

how

can he oppose the
can he refuse that
trade in that "property" shall be "perfectly
free," unless he does it as a protection to the
home production? And as the home producers
w411 probably not ask the protection, he will be
property; and

as such,

foreign slave-trade?

How

wholly without a ground of opposition.
Senator Douglas holds, we know, that a man
may rightfully be wiser to-day than he was yesterday that he may rightfully change when he
But can we, for that reafinds himself wrong.
son, run ahead, and infer that he will make any
particular change of which he, himself, has given no intimation? Can we safely base our action
upon any such vague inference? Now, as ever,
I wish not to misrepresent Judge Douglas's position, question his motives, or do aught that can
be personally ofifensive to him. Whenever, if
ever, he and we can come together on principle
so that our great cause may have assistance from
his great ability, I hope to have interposed no
adventitious obstacle. But clearly, he is not now

—

—

—

with us he does not pretend to be he does not
promise ever to be.
Our cause, then, must be intrusted to, and con-

Letter to Spring
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ducted by,

its

own undoubted

whose hands are

free,

15

—

friends

those

whose hearts are

in the

work, who do care for the result. Two vears
ago the Republicans of the nation mustered over
thirteen hundred thousand strons;. We did this
under the single impulse of resistance to a common danger, with ever\- external circumstance
against us. Of strange, discordant, and even hostile elements, we gathered from the four winds,
and formed and fought the battle through, un-

der the constant hot

fire

of a disciplined, proud,

and pampered enemy. Did we brave all then
now, when that same enemy is
to falter now?
wavering, dissevered, and belligerent? The re-

—

sult

is

not doubtful.

stand firm,

we

We

shall not fail

shall not fail.

Wise

accelerate or mistakes delay
later, the victory is sure to

it,

—

we
may

if

counsels

but, sooner or

come.

*Letter to Sidney Spring
Sprixgfield. June

My

dear Sir:

Your

letter

ig. 1S5S,

introducing Mr.

There was no opening to nominate him for Superintendent of Public Instruction, but through him, Egypt made a
most valuable contribution to the convention.
I think it may be fairly said that he came oft the
or rather of the night. Can vou
lion of the dav
Faree was duly

—

received.

Abraham

i6

.

.

,-._..
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[jane 25

cr.c^:--

iSgf]
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if'^

Jf^aUHGEHI-I- June 25.

3/1 /««r Sirr Ib iS^b yo* gzic BK wi ltM mi my
not tMxxjfikir x^
ID dnv OB foa for aoDT
ftat sndi 2 -rrrSckzdir
I ar
kwiilirti ilniliTT
it

i

ah

kgc woi^ be more jtsIiUc novriiiaB ir ts^
ihrm
I ??r xmxiC dudt tBBS aiC tig^BCT HOW

mc

££ 2II
Plcaae viifc
ncmr do amnti&mB^

-iiDB 4'M"

Lczm TO J. J- CknnaaKX
Di'rr Sir: I beg yaa mffl jmdan ibc fear «hc
i^jenj iB addressiBg job Bpen cmlir so liwinniiBd
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are pledged to write letters to that effect to your
friends here in Illinois,

believe the story, but

if

requested.

still it

gives

I

believe you

was your inclination,
would so express yourself.

in character

with you

If such

easiness.

as I

do not

me some
I

un-

do not

It

is

not

have always estimated

you.

You have no warmer
nois,

and

I

—

—

I

believe

of them would be morexceedingly by anything of the sort from

ninety-nine hundredths
tified

friends than here In Illi-

assure you nine tenths

When I tell you this, make such allowance
you think just for my position, which, I doubt
not, you understand.
Nor am I fishing for a
letter on the other side.
Even if such could be
had, my judgment is that you would better be
hands off!
Please drop me a line; and if your purposes
are as I hope they are not, please let me know.
The confirmation would pain me much, but I
should still continue your friend and admirer.

you.
as

Your obedient

servant,

A. Lincoln.
P. S.

I

purposely fold

instead of an envelop.

this sheet

within

itself
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Speech at Chicago, Illinois, July

i^

10,

MY

FELLOW-CITIZENS: On

way

suppose, renders

1858

yester-

day evening, upon the occasion of the
reception given to Senator Douglas,
I was furnished with a seat very convenient for
hearing him, and was otherwise very courteously treated by him and his friends, and for which
During the course of
I thank him and them.
his remarks my name was mentioned in such a
as,

I

it

at least not

im-

proper that I should make some sort of reply to
him. I shall not attempt to follow him in the
precise order in which he addressed the assembled multitude upon that occasion, though I
shall perhaps do so in the main.
There was one question to which he asked the
attention of the crowd, which I deem of some-

what

—

importance at least of propriety for
than the others, which he
brought in near the close of his speech, and
which I think it would not be entirely proper
for me to omit attending to; and yet if I were
not to give some attention to it now, I should

me

less

to

dwell upon

—

probably forget it altogether. While I am upon
this subject, allow me to say that I do not intend

Abraham Lincoln
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to

indulge in that inconvenient

[July lo

mode sometimes

adopted in public speaking, of reading from
documents; but I shall depart from that rule so
far as to read a little scrap

which
speak

from his speech,
which I shall

notices this first topic of

— that

provided

is,

I

can find

tO'

appeal to the people

it

in the

paper.
I

have made up

my mind

against the combination that has been

me.

The Republican

ance, an unholy

tion

of

and unnatural

unscrupulous

know

against
alli-

with a por-

alliance,

federal office-holders.

tend to fight that allied army wherever
I

made

leaders have formed an

I

I

in-

meet them.

they deny the alliance, but yet these

men who

are trying to divide the Democratic party for the
purpose of electing a Republican senator in my place,

much the agents and tools of the supportMr. Lincoln. Hence I shall deal with this
army just as the Russians dealt with the allies

are just so
ers of
allied

at Sebastopol

—

that

when they

is,

the Russians did not stop to

whether it hit
an Englishman, a Frenchman, or a Turk.
Nor will
I stop to inquire, nor shall I hesitate, whether my
blows shall hit these Republican leaders or their allies,
who are holding the federal offices and yet acting in
inquire,

fired a broadside,

concert with them.

Well, now, gentlemen, is not that very alarming? Just to think of it! right at the outset of
his canvass, I, a poor, kind, amiable, intelligent

—
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gentleman

my

—

I

am

to

friend the judge

be slain in
is

this

21

Why,

way.

not only, as

it

not a dead lion, nor even a living one

turns out,

—he

is

the

rugged Russian bear.
But if they will have it for he says that we
deny it that there is any such alliance, as he
says there is,
and I don't propose hanging very
much upon this question of veracity, but if he
will have it that here is such an alliance, that
the administration men and we are allied, and
we stand in the attitude of English, French, and
Turk, he occupying the position of the Russian,
in that case I beg he will indulge us while we

—

—

—

—

—

barely suggest to

him

that these allies took Se-

bastopol.

Gentlemen, only a few more words as to this
alliance. For my part, I have to say that whether there be such an alliance depends, so far as I
know, upon what may be a right definition of
the term alliance. If for the Republican party
to see the other great party to

which they

are

opposed divided among themselves and not try
to stop the division, and rather be glad of it,
if

that

is

an alliance, I confess I

am

in; but if

it

is meant to be said that the Republicans had
formed an alliance going beyond that, by which

there

is

contribution of

money

or sacrifice of

principle on the one side or the other, so far as
the Republican party

is

concerned,

if

there be

•
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any such thing, I protest that I neither know
anything of it nor do I believe it. I will, however, say
as I think this branch of the argument is lugged in I would before I leave it

—

state,

—

for the benefit of those concerned, that one

same Buchanan men did once tell me
of an argument that he made for his opposition
He said that a friend of our
to Judge Douglas.
Senator Douglas had been talking to him, and
had among other things said to him: "Why,
you don't want to beat Douglas?" "Yes," said
he, "I do want to beat him, and I will tell you
why. I believe his original Nebraska bill was
right in the abstract, but it was wrong in the
time that it was brought forw^ard. It was wrong
of those

in the application to a Territory in regard to

which the question had been

settled

;

it

was

brought forward at a time when nobody asked
him; it was tendered to the South when the
South had not asked for it, but when they could
not w^ell refuse it; and for this same reason he
It has
forced that question upon our party.
sunk the best men all over the nation, everywhere; and now when our President, struggling
with the difficulties of this man's getting up, has
reached the very hardest point to turn in the
case, he deserts him, and I am for putting him
where he will trouble us no more."
Now, gentlemen, that is not my argument

—

Chicago Speech
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that is not my argument at all.
I have only
been stating to you the argument of a Buchanan
man. You will judge if there is any force in it.
Popular sovereignty! everlasting popular sovereignty! Let us for a moment inquire into this
vast matter of popular sovereignty. What is

popular sovereignty?

We

recollect that at an

early period in the history of this struggle, there

—

was another name for the same thing squatter
sovereignty.
It was not exactly popular sovereignty, but squatter sovereignty.

What

did

mean? What do those terms mean
w^hen used now? And vast credit is taken by
those terms

our friend the judge in regard to his support
of it, when he declares the last years of his life
have been, and all the future years of his life
shall be, devoted to this matter of popular sov-

What

ereignty.

eignty

of

the

sovereignty?

cance at

all,

I
it

is

it?

people!

suppose

Why, it is the soverWhat was squatter
if

it

was the right

had any

signifi-

of the people to

govern themselves, to be sovereign in their own
affairs while they were squatted down in a country not their own, while they had squatted on
a Territory that did not belong to them, in the
sense that a State belongs to the people

habit

it

—when

it

belonged

right to govern themselves

sovereignty."

who

to the nation

was called

in-

—such

'^squatter

—
Abraham Lincoln
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Now
that

I

wish you

to

mark what

squatter sovereignty.

of it?

Can you

get

to

become of
become
tell you now

has

What

anybody

[July lo

has

that the people of a Territor}- have any authority

to

govern

themselves,

mooted question of

in

regard

State constitution?

No

though there

general running

is

to

slavery, before they

a

such thing

at

this

form
all,

fire,

a

al-

and

although there has been a hurrah made in every
side, assuming that policy had

speech on that

given the people of a Territon," the right to
govern themselves upon this question; yet the
To-day it has been decided
point is dodged.
ago it was decided by the
than
a
year
no more
Supreme Court of the United States, and is inthat the people of a Terrisisted upon to-day

—

—

tory have no right to exclude slavery^

Territory; that

if

any one

man

from a

chooses to take

slaves into a Territor}', all the rest of the people

have no right to keep them out. This being so,
and this decision being made one of the points
that the judge approved, and one in the approval
of which he says he means to keep me down
put me down I should not say, for I have never
been up; he says he is in favor of it, and sticks
to it, and expects to win his battle on that decision, which says that there is no such thing as
squatter sovereignt\% but that any one man may
take slaves into a Territor}^, and all the other
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men

may

in the Territory
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be opposed to

it,

and

yet by reason of the Constitution they cannot

prohibit

When

it.

that

is so,

how much

is

left

of this vast matter of squatter sovereignty,

should like

to

When we
the

right

Kansas

get back,

we

get to the point of

people to make

of

was

I

know?
constitution.

a

example, in 1854.
It was a Territory yet, without having formed
a constitution, in a very regular way, for
three years.
All this time negro slavery
could be taken in by any few individuals,
settled,

for

and by that decision of the Supreme Court,
v^hich the judge approves,

people

cannot

come

make

to

keep

it

out;

the rest of the

obliged to tolerate
it

it

when
may say

but

a constitution they

wdll not have slavery.

perience shows

all

they
they

But it is there; they are
some way, and all ex-

will be so

— for they will

not

take the negro slaves and absolutely deprive the

owners of them. All experience shows this to
be so. All that space of time that runs from the
beginning of the settlement of the Territory
until there

is

sufficiency of people to

State constitution

—

ular sovereignty

is

all

given up.

down upon

make

a

that portion of time pop-

The

seal

is

abso-

by the court decision,
and Judge Douglas puts his own upon the top of

lutely put

that; yet he

is

it

appealing to the people

to

give

Abraham Lincoln
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him
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popular sov-

vast credit for his devotion to

ereignty.

we

A;(ain, vv'hen

get to the question of the

rigfjt of the peoj)]e to

as

they please,

slavery

knov/

fjon't

anyhody
a

if.

s;iid

'i'erritory

W[j?Jt

have fougljt

f

in

with slavery or without

it

confess

I

ever heen

tfjere

;is

a

I

time when

;jny otlier tharj the peof)le

cjf

form a constitution?
judge Douglas shoulrl

should

itself

thnt

it

sever;il years of

fjght

to

fjirrjself

1

a State constitution

anytfjing new,

is

t}j;ii

now

is

form

to

thrit

if

form

;ill

}jis

plecjge

life, arif]

rem.'iining years of his

tfie

judge Doughis fmrl nnyhoriy on
jmyhody else should form a
constif ulioji for
peojde?
[A voice; "Yes."]
Well,
should like you tr> riiime him; 1 should
S;)me voice: "John
like to kf)ow who he was.
life,

e;irtlj

for?

C.'an

tliJit

siiid

th;it
;i

1

[

(.';jIhoun."

.\o, sir;

never

i

even

of

Pieard

I

joljfi

He

(J;jlhoun saying sucfi a thing.

insisted

on the S'lme principle as Judge Df^uglas; hut his

mofle of ;ipj)lying

enough

for

it,

ever a J<e})uhli(an

fact,

in

piirpose

/rjy

\<)

was wrong.

ask this

anytfiing against it?

said

Tfiey never said anything against

have
will

frjiistantly

undejtake

speeches
of

fjf

to

for

it;

find

it,

but they

and whrjsoevcr

exatnine the j^latform and the

responsihle inen of

]] \(:\])<)!\'.]\>\(:

unahle

s{)oken

to

It is

crowd when-

rrjcn, too,

if

tlie

party,

and

you please, will he

one word from anyhfjfly

in

the
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Republican ranks opposed
ereignty which

ludi^c

to that

27

popular sov-

Doui^las thinks he has

suppose that judge Douglas will
while that he is the inventor of
the idea that the people should govern themselves; that nobody ever thought of such a thing
until he brought it forward.
We do not remen\ber tl\at in that old Declaration of Independence it is said that "We hold these truths to be
invented.

claim

1

in a little

self-evident, that all

men

endowed by

they are

their Creator with certain

inalienable rights; that
liberty,

and

tl\e

are created equal; that

among

these are

life,

pursuit of happiness; that to

governments are instituted
among men, deriving their just powers from the

secure these

riglits,

consent of the gvnerned.'"

Who,

of popular sovereignty.
in at tliis

The
with

the origin

tlien, shall

constitution connects

question, for

l.ecompt(M\

it

is

in this

come
it?
itself

matter of the

constitution that our friend

Dougl.is claims such vast credit.
in

is

day and claim that he invented

l.econ\pton

tliis

Tliere

I

Judge

agree that

oppi>sing the l.ecompton constitution, so far

can perceive, he was right.
1 do not deny
all;
that at
and, gentlemen, you will readilv see
wliy I could not ileny it, even if 1 wanted to.
vlo not wish to; for all the Republicans in
Hut
as

1

I

it, and they wouKl have v>pn\uch without Judge Douglas's

the nation t>pposed
poscil

it

just as

;
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aid as with
against

it

it.

They had

all

taken ground

Why,

long before he did.

[July lo

the reason

that he urges against that constitution I urged

him

have the printed
speech in my hand. The argument that he
makes why that constitution should not be
adopted, that the people were not fairly represented nor allowed to vote, I pointed out in a
speech a year ago, which I hold in my hand
now, that no fair chance was to be given to the
against

a year before.

I

["Read it; read it."] I shall not
["Read it
waste your time by trying to read it.
Gentlemen, reading from speeches
read it."]
people.

is

a very tedious business, particularly for an old

man who has
if the man be

to

put on spectacles, and more so
he has to bend over to

so tall that

the light.

A
lar
tion.

little

more now

as to this

sovereignty and the

The Lecompton

matter of popu-

Lecompton

constitu-

constitution, as the judge

was defeated. The defeat of it was a
good thing, or it was not. He thinks the defeat
of it was a good thing, and so do I, and we agree
in that.
Who defeated it? [A voice: "Judge
Douglas."] Yes, he furnished himself, and if
you suppose he controlled the other Democrats
that went with him, he furnished three votes,
tells us,

while the Republicans furnished twenty.

That

is

what he did

to

defeat

it.

In the
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his friends fur-

nished some twenty votes, and the Republicans
furnished ninetv^ odd. Now, who was it that

[A

did the work?

Why,

voice: ''Douglas.'']

Douglas did it? To be sure he did.
Let us, however, put that proposition another
way. The Republicans could not have done it
without Judge Douglas. Could he have done
Which could have come the
it without them?
[A
nearest to doing it without the other?
yes,

voice:

"Who

Another voice:

killed the bill?"

"Douglas."]
Ground was taken against it by
the Republicans long before Douglas did it.
The proportion of opposition to that measure
is

[A voice "Why don't they
You don't know what you
I am quite willtalking about, my friend.
to answer any gentleman in the crowd who

about

five to one.

come out on
are

ing

:

it?"]

asks an intelligent question.

Now, who,

in all this country, has ever

any of our friends of Judge Douglas's
thinking, and

who have

acted

upon

found

way

this

of

main

question, that have ever thought of uttering a

word

in behalf of

"We

have."]

Judge Trumbull?

[A

olution passed in a Democratic meeting.
it upon myself
ed resolution of

voice:

defy you to show a printed

I

to

defy any

a

small, in favor of

man

to

show

res-

I take
a print-

Democratic meeting, large or
Judge Trumbull, or any of
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who
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beat that

bill.

Everything must be for the Democrats! They
did everything, and the five to the one that really did the thing they snub over, and they do
not seem to remember that they have an existence upon the face of the earth.

Gentlemen, I fear that I shall become tedious.
I leave this branch of the subject to take hold of
another.
I take up that part of Judge Douglas's speech in which he respectfully attended
to me.
Judge Douglas made two points upon my recent speech at Springfield.
to be the issues of this

speech

which I
memory.

The

first

one

upon the language

which

I

delivered

believe

I

can quote

I said

says they are

campaign.

of these points he bases
a

He

there that

"we

at

Springfield,

correctly
are

in

now

from

far into

the fifth year since a policy was instituted for

the
ise

avowed object and with

the confident

prom-

of putting an end to slavery agitation; under

the operation of that policy, that agitation has

not only not ceased, but has constantly augmented.

I

believe

it

will not cease until a crisis shall

have been reached and passed. 'A house divided against itself cannot stand.' I believe this
government cannot endure permanently half
I do not expect the Union
slave and half free.
I am quoting from my speech
to be dissolved"

—
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—"I

do not expect the house

expect

it
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to fall,

will cease to be divided.

but I do

It will be-

come all one thing or all the other. Either the
opponents of slaven- will arrest the further
spread of it, and place it where the public mind
shall rest in the belief that

it is

ultimate extinction, or

advocates will push

forward until

it

all

it

its

in the course of

become

shall

alike lawful in

the States, old as well as new.

North

as

well

South."

as

That is the paragraph! In this paragraph
which I have quoted in your hearing, and to
which I ask the attention of all. Judge Douglas
thinks he discovers great political heresy.

I

want your attention particularly to what he has
inferred from it.
He says I am in favor of
making all the States of this Union uniform in
all

their internal regulations; that in all their

domestic concerns I

am

in favor of

making them

He

draws this inference
from the language I have quoted to you. He
says that I am in favor of making war by the
North upon the South for the exinction of
entirely

uniform.

slavery; that I

am

also in favor of inviting (as

he expresses it) the South to a war upon the
North, for the purpose of nationalizing slavery.
Now, it is singular enough, if you will carefully
read that passage over, that
I

was

I

in favor of anything in

did not say that
it.

I only said

—
I
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what

I expected

would take
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place.

I

made

a

—

prediction only it may have been a foolish one,
I did not even say that I desired that
perhaps.
slavery should be put in course of ultimate extinction.
I do say so now, however, so there
need be no longer any difficulty about that. It

be written down in the great speech.
Gentlemen, Judge Douglas informed you
that this speech of mine was probably carefully

may

prepared.

I

admit that

it

was.

I

am

not mas-

language; I have not a fine education; I
am not capable of entering into a disquisition
upon dialectics, as I believe you call it; but I
do not believe the language I employed bears

ter of

any such construction as Judge Douglas puts
upon it. But I don't care about a quibble in
regard to words.
I know what I meant, and
I

crowd

will not leave this

explain

it

to

them, what

I

in doubt,

really

if

meant

I

can

in the

use of that paragraph.
I

am

not, in the first place,

unaware

that this

government has endured eighty-two years half
and half free. I know that. I am toler-

slave

ably well acquainted with the history of the
country, and

I

know

that

it

has endured eighty-

two years half slave and half free. I believe
and that is what T meant to allude to there
believe it has enrlured because during all that
time, until the intrfKluction of the Nebraska

—

I
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the public

mind did

;;

time in the

rest all the

was in course ot ultimate
That was what gave us the rest that

belief that slavery

extinction.

we had through

that period of eighty-two years;

have always hated slaany Abolitionist
have been an old-line Whig I have alwa^^s
hated it, but I have always been quiet about it
at least, so I believe.

very, I think, as

I

much

—

as

—

until this

braska

new

I

everybody was against
course

ultimate

of

Ne-

era of the introduction of the

began.

bill

alwa^-s
it,

believed

and that

extinction.

that

was

in

[Pointing

to

it

Mr. Browning, who stood near by.] Browning
thought so; the great mass of the nation have
rested in the belief that slavery

ultimate extinction.

They had

was

in course of

reason so to be-

lieve.

The adoption

of the Constitution and

tendant history led the people to believe
that such

was the

Constitution

itself.

its

so,

at-

and

belief of the framers of the

Why

did those old men,

about the time of the adoption of the Constitution, decree that slavery should not go into the
new Territory, where it had not already gone?

Why

declare that within twenty years the African slave-trade, by which slaves are supplied,
Why were all
rnight be cut off by Congress?

might enumerate more of these
but cnoui^h. ^^'h.u were thcv but a clear

these acts?
acts

—

1

—
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indication that the framers of the Constitution

intended and expected the ultimate extinction
as I said in

my

—

And

now, when I say,
speech that Judge Douglas has

of that institution?

quoted from, when I say that I think the opponents of slavery will resist the farther spread
of it, and place it where the public mind shall
rest in the belief that it

extinction, I

place

it

in course of ultimate
to

where the founders

originally placed
I

is

only mean

say that they will
of this

government

it.

have said a hundred times, and

I

have

now

that I believe

no inclination to take it back,
is no right and ought to be no inclination
in the people of the free States to enter into the
slave States and interfere with the question of
I have said that always; Judge
slavery at all.
Douglas has heard me say it if not quite a

there

—

hundred times, at least as good as a hundred
times; and when it is said that I am in favor
of interfering with slavery where it exists, I
know it is unwarranted by anything I have ever
intended, and, as I believe, by anything I have
ever said.
If by any means I have ever used
language which could fairly be so construed (as,
however,

I believe I

never have), I

now

correct

it.

So much, then, for the inference that Judge
Douglas draws, that I am in favor of setting the
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sections at

war with one

that no fair

anything

Now

another.

meant any such

I never

I

thing,

o:>

I

and

know

that

I believe

mind can infer anv such thin^ from
have ever said.

in relation to his inference that I

am

in favor of a general consolidation of all the

local institutions of the various States.

attend to that for a

little

I

will

while, and try to in-

if I can, how on earth it could be that
any man could draw such an inference from
anything I said. I have said very many times
in Judge Douglas's hearing that no man believed more than I in the principle of self-government; that it lies at the bottom of all my ideas
of just government from beginning to end.
I
have denied that his use of that term applies
properly.
But for the thing itself I deny that
any man has ever gone ahead of me in his devotion to the principle, whatever he may have
done in efficiency in advocating it. I think that
that I believe
I have said it in your hearing
each individual is naturally entitled to do as
he pleases with himself and the fruit of his labor, so far as it in no wise interferes with any
other man's rights; that each community, as a
State, has a right to do exactly as it pleases with

quire,

—

all the

concerns within that State that interfere

with the right of no other State; and that the
General Government, upon principle, has no
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right to Interfere with anything other than that

general class of things that does not concern the

whole.

have said that

I

at all times.

I

have

said as illustrations that I do not believe in the

right of Illinois to interfere with the cranberry

laws of Indiana, the oyster laws of Virginia, or
I have said these
the liquor laws of Maine.
things over and over again, and I repeat

here as

my

How
because
lic

is

I

mind

them

sentiments.
it,

then, that

hope

Judge Douglas infers,
put where the pub-

to see slavery

shall rest in the belief that

course of ultimate extinction, that I

it is

am

in the

in favor

of Illinois going over and interfering with the

cranberry laws of Indiana? What can authorI supize him to draw any such inference?
pose there might he one thing that at least enabled him to draw such an inference that would
not be true with

me

or

many

cause he looks upon

all this

an exceedingly

thing

little

others; that

is,

be-

matter of slavery as
this matter of keep-

—

ing one sixth of the population of the whole na-

and tyranny unlooks upon it as be-

tion in a state of oppression

equaled in the world. He
ing an exceedingly little thing, only equal to the
as
question of the cranberry laws of Indiana
something having no moral question in it as
something on a par with the question of whether
a man shall pasture his land with cattle or plant

—
—
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and

so little
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so small a thing

that he concludes,

if

mate extinction of

that little thing, I

I could desire that anything should be done to bring about the ulti-

must be
amalgamation of
the Union.
Now,

in favor of bringing about an
all
it

the other

little

happens

— and

so

things in

thus; and

presume, is the founthat the judge thinks

there, I

dation of this mistake

—

happens that there is a vast portion of the American people that do not look
upon that matter as being this very little thing.
They look upon it as a vast moral evil they can
prove it as such by the writings of those who
gave us the blessings of liberty which we enjoy,
and that they so looked upon it, and not as an
evil merely confining itself to the States where
it is situated
and while we agree that, by the
it

so

;

;

Constitution
it

exists

because

we

assented

we have no
it is

the States

its

letter

where

right to interfere with

in the Constitution, w^e are

duty and inclination
tion in all

to, in

to stick

and

it,

by both

by that Constitufrom beginning

spirit

to end.

—

So much, then, as to my disposition my wish
to have all the State legislatures blotted out,
and to have one consolidated government, and
a uniformity of domestic regulations in all the
States; by which I suppose it is meant, if we
raise corn here, we must make sugarcane grow

—
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here too, and

North grow

we must make

so

I

am

which grow

those

All

in the South.

he understands
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this I

suppose

Now,

in favor of doing.

— for

much for all this nonsense
The judge can have no

must

I

call

with me on
a question of establishing uniformity in the do-

it so.

issue

mestic regulations of the States.

A

now on

little

the other point

—the

Dred

Another of the issues he says
that is to be made with me, is upon his devotion
to the Dred Scott decision, and my opposition
Scott decision.

to

it.

I

peat,

have expressed heretofore, and

my

opposition to the

but I should be allowed

Dred

I

now

re-

Scott decision;

to state the

nature of

that opposition, and I ask your indulgence while
I

do

so.

What

is

Judge Douglas has

by the term

fairly implied

used, "resistance to the de-

wanted to
take Dred Scott from his master, I would be
interfering with property, and that terrible difficulty that Judge Douglas speaks of, of interBut I am
fering with property, would arise.
cision"?

I

do not

resist

If

it.

I

doing no such thing as that; all that I am doing
If I
is refusing to obey it as a political rule.
were in Congress, and a vote should come up on
a question whether slavery should be prohibited
in a

new

Territory, in spite of the

decision, I

would vote

that

it

Dred

should.

Scott
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Judge Douglas
might
advance his opinion, and it might be contrary
to the decision when it was made; but after it
was made he would abide by it until it was reis

I

do.

said last night that before the decision he

versed.

by the

Just so!

We

decision, but

decision.

We

we

let this

property abide

will try to reverse that

will try to put

it

where Judge

Douglas would not object, for he says he will
obey it until it is reversed. Somebody has to
reverse that decision, since it is made; and we
mean to reverse it, and we mean to do it peaceably.

What

are the uses of

They have two
have two

uses.

uses.

As

First

decisions of courts?
rules of property they

—they

decide upon

the

They decide in this
Dred Scott is a slave. Nobody resists
that.
Not only that, but they say to everybody
else that persons standing just as Dred Scott
That is, they say that when
stands are as he is.
a question comes up upon another person, it

question before the court.
case that

will be so decided again, unless the court decides in another way, unless the court overrules

Well, we mean to do what we can
decision.
have the court decide the other way. That
is one thing we mean to try to do.
The sacredness that Judge Douglas throws
around this decision is a degree of sacredness

its

to

;
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thrown around any
have never heard of such a

that has never been before

other decision.
thing.

Why,

I

decisions apparently contrary to

that decision, or that

good lawyers thought were
have been made by

contrary to that decision,
that very court before.
it is

It

is

the

first

an astonisher in legal history.

of

its

It

is

kind
a

new

wonder of the world. It is based upon falsehood in the main as to the facts, allegations of
facts upon which it stands are not facts at all

—

in

many

instances,

—

— and

no decision made on

any question the first instance of a decision
made under so many unfavorable circumstances
thus placed, has ever been held by the profession as law, and it has always needed confirmation before the lawyers regarded it as settled
But Judge Douglas will have it that all
law.
hands must take this extraordinary decision,
made under these extraordinary circumstances,
and give their vote in Congress in accordance
with it, yield to it and obey it in every possible
Circumstances alter cases. Do not gensense.
tlemen here remember the case of that same Su-

—

preme Court, some twenty-five or thirty years
ago, deciding that a national bank was constitutional?
I ask if somebody does not remember
that a national bank was declared to be constitutional?
Such is the truth, whether it be
remembered or not. The bank charter ran

1858]
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and a recharter was granted bv ConThat recharter was laid before General Jackson.
It was urged upon him. when
he denied the constitutionality of the bank,
that the Supreme Court had decided that
constitutional; and General Jackson
it was
then said the Supreme Court had no right to
lay down a rule to govern a coordinate branch
of the government, the members of which had
sworn to support the Constitution that each
member had sworn to support that Constitution
out,

gress.

—

as

he understood

it.

I

\s*ill

venture here to say

that I have heard

Judge Douglas say that he
approved of General Jackson for that act
WTiat has now become of all his tirade against
^'resistance to the Supreme Court"?
My fellow-citizens, getting back a little, for
I pass from these points, when Judge Douglas
makes his threat of annihilation upon the "alliance," he is cautious to say that that warfare of
his is to fall upon the leaders of the Republican
Almost even.' word he utters, and every
party.
distinction he makes, has

its

significance.

He

means for the Republicans who do not count
themselves as leaders to be his friends he makes
no fuss over them; it is the leaders that he is
making war upon. He wants it understood
;

that the mass of the Republican party are really
his friends.

It

is

onlv the leaders that are do-

—
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ing something, that are intolerant, and require
extermination at his hands. As this is clearly
and unquestionably the light in which he presents that matter, I

want

addressing mj^elf to

may

your attention,
Republicans here, that I
to ask

ask you some questions as to where you, as

would be placed if you
Douglas
in his present position
Judge
reelection?
I do not claim, gentlemen, to

the Republican part\%

sustained

by

a

be unselfish; I do not pretend that I would not
like to go to the United States Senate; I make no
such hypocritical pretense, but I do say to you
that in this mighty issue, it is nothing to you
nothing to the mass of the people of the nation
whether or not Judge Douglas or myself shall
ever be heard of after this night; it may be a
trifle to either of us, but in connection with this

mighty question, upon which hang the
of the nation, perhaps,

it is

destinies

absolutely nothing.

But where will you be placed if you reindorse
Judge Douglas? Don't you know how apt he

—how exceedingly anxious

he is at all times
to seize upon anything and everything to persuade you that something he has done you did
yourselves? Why, he tried to persuade you last
is

night that our Illinois legislature instructed
to introduce the

body

Nebraska

bill.

when he

first

There was no-

thought of such a
introduced the bill, he

in that legislature ever

thins; and

him

•

.
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—

proving, the black has got rubbed off, but with
all that, if he be indorsed by Republican votes,

where do you stand? Plainly, you stand ready
saddled, bridled, and harnessed, and waiting to
be driven over to the slavery extension camp of
just ready to be driven over,
the nation,

—

tied

together

in

a

lot,

—

to

be

driven

over,

around his neck,
every man with a
being held by Judge Douglas.
that halter
That is the question. If Republican men
have been in earnest in what they have done,
I think they had better not do it; but I
think the Republican party is made up of those
who, as far as they can peaceably, will oppose
the extension of slavery, and who will hope for
rope

its

ultimate

extinction.

If

they

believe

it

is

up the new lands of the continent, and keeping them from the settlement of
free white laborers, who want the land to bring
up their families upon; if they are in earnest,

wrong

in grasping

although they may make a mistake, they will
grow restless, and the time will come when they
will come back again and reorganize, if not by
the same name, at least

now

has.

work while

it is

ples as their part}^
to save the

upon the same
It

is

princi-

better, then,

You have
keep it. If men

begun.

done the labor; maintain it,
choose to serv^e you, go with them; but as you
have made up your organization upon princi-
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by it; for, as surely as God reigns over
inspired your mind, and given you
and
has
you,
a sense of propriety, and continues to give you
hope, so surely vill you stiil cling to these ideas,
and you will at last come back after 3^our wanderings, merely to do your work over again.
We were often more than once at least in
the course of Judge Douglas's speech last night
reminded that this government was made for
white men that he believed it was made for
white men. Well, that is putting it into a shape
in which no one wants to deny it; but the judge
then goes into his passion for drawing inferences
I protest, now and forthat are not warranted.
ever, against that counterfeit logic which presumes that because I do not want a negro woman
for a slave, I do necessarily want her for a wife.
My understanding is that I need not have her
pie, stand

—

—

—

for either; but, as

God made

us separate,

we

can leave one another alone, and do one another
much good thereby. There are white men

enough to marry all the white women, and
enough black men to marry all the black women, and in God's name let them be so married.

The judge
ties that

the

regales us with the terrible enormi-

take place by the mixture of races; that

inferior

Why,

judge,

race
if

bears

we do

the

superior

down.

not let them get together

in the Territories, they won't

mix

there.

[A

;
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voice: "Three cheers for Lincoln!"

were given with

a hearty

say at least that that

Now,

it

is

good

will.]

The

cheers

I

should

a self-evident truth.

happens that we meet together once

every year, somewhere about the 4th of July,
These 4th of July
for some reason or other.
If you
gatherings I suppose have their uses.
will indulge me, I will state

what

1

suppose

to

be some of them.

We

are

now

or about thirty,

mighty nation: we are thirty,
millions of people, and we own

a

and inhabit about one fifteenth part of the dry
land of the whole earth. We run our memory
back over the pages of history for about eightytwo years, and we discover that we were then a
very small people, in point of numbers vastly
inferior to what we are now, with a vastly less
extent of country, with vastly less of everything
we deem desirable among men. We look upon
the change as exceedingly advantageous to us
and to our posterity, and we fix upon something
that happened away back as in some way or
other being connected with this rise of prosperity.
We find a race of men living in that day
whom we claim as our fathers and grandfathers
they were iron men; they fought for the principle that they were contending for; and we understood that by what they then did it has followed that the degree of prosperity which we

—
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now

enjoy has come to

nual celebration

to

us.

We

47
hold

remind ourselves of

this anall

the

good done in this process of time, of how it was
done and who did it, and how we are historically
connected with it; and we go from these meetings in better

humor with

more attached
firmly bound

the one to the other,

every

the country

we

—we

feel

and more

inhabit.

In

are better men, in the age,

and

to

way we

ourselves

and country in which we live, for these
But after we have done all this,
we have not yet reached the whole. There is
something else connected with it. We have,
descended by blood from
besides these men
our ancestors among us, perhaps half our people who are not descendants at all of these men;
they are men who have come from Europe,
German, Irish, French, and Scandinavian,
men that have come from Europe themselves,
or whose ancestors have come hither and settled here, finding themselves our equal in all
If they look back through this history
things.
to trace their connection with those days by
blood, they find they have none; they cannot
carry themselves back into that glorious epoch
race,

celebrations.

—

—

and make themselves
us; but

when

feel that they are part of

they look through that old De-

claration of Independence, they find that those

old

men

say that

"We

hold these truths to be
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self-evident,

that all

and then they

feel

men

[July 10

are created equal,"

moral sentiment

that the

taught in that day evidences their relation to
those men, that

it is

the father of all moral prin-

and that they have a right to
though they were blood of the blood,
and flesh of the flesh, of the men who wrote that
Declaration, and so they are. That is the elec-

ciple in them,

claim

tric

it

as

cord in that Declaration that links the

hearts of patriotic and libert}'-loving

men

to-

gether, that will link those patriotic hearts as

long
of

as the love of

men throughout
Xow, sirs, for

things

very

is

freedom

exists in the

minds

the world.
the

purpose

of

squaring

with this idea of "don't care if
voted up or voted down," for

taining

the

Dred

Scott

decision,

ing

that

the

Declaration

did

not

mean

anything

of
at

for

sla-

sus-

hold-

Independence
all,
we have

Judge Douglas giving his exposition of what
the Declaration of Independence means, and
we have him saying that the people of America
Accordare equal to the people of England.
ing to his construction, you Germans are not
connected with it. Xow I ask you, in all soberness, if all these things, if
fied,

if

indulged

confirmed and indorsed,

if

in, if rati-

taught to

our children, and repeated to them, do not tend
to

rub out the sentiment of liberty in the coun-

—
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and to transform this govemgjent into a
government of some other form?) Those arguments that are made, that the inferior race are
to be treated with as much allowance as they
try,

are capable of enjoying; that as

done for them

what

much

as their condition will

is

to be

allow

They are the arguhave made for enslaving the

are these arguments?

ments that kings
people in all ages of the world. You will find
that all the arguments in favor of kingcraft were
of this class; they always bestrode the necks of
the people not that they wanted to do it but
because the people were better off for being
ridden.
That is their argument, and this argument of the judge is the same old serpent that
says. You work and I eat, you toil and I will enjoy the fruits of it Turn in whatever way you
will whether it come from the mouth of a
king, an excuse for enslaving the people of his
country, or from the mouth of men of one race

—

—

as a reason for enslaving the

race,

it is all

men

of another

the same old serpent and I hold if

that course of argumentation that

is

the purpose of convincing the public

we should
it

not care about this should be granted,

does not stop with the negro.

—taking

know

made for
mind that

this

I should like to

old Declaration of Indepen-

which declares that all men are equal
upon principle, and making exceptions to it,
dence,
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where will

it

If one

stop?

man

[July lo

says

it

does not

mean a negro, why not another say it does not
mean some other man? If that Declaration is
not the truth,

we

find

do

it?

it,

If

let us get the

and tear
it is

of ''No, no"].

stand firmly by

it

out!

statute-book in

Who

is

bold

it

out [cries

not true, let us tear

Let us stick
it.

to

which

so

then:

it,

as to

let us

then.

""

It may be argued that there are certain conditions that make necessities and impose them upon us, and to the extent that a necessity is imposed upon a man, he must submit to it. I
think that was the condition in which we found
ourselves when we established this government.
We had slaves among us; we could not get our
Constitution unless we permitted them to remain in slavery; we could not secure the good
we did secure if we grasped for more; but having by necessity submitted to that much, it does

not destroy the principle that

our

liberties.

Let that

is

the charter of

charter

stand as our

standard.

My
hand

friend has said to

me

quote Scripture.

I

to

that I
v.-ill

am

trv

it

a

poor

again,

however. It is said in one of the admonitions
of our Lord. "Be ye [therefore] perfect even as
your Father which is in heaven is perfect."
The Saviour, I suppose, did not expect that any
human creature could be perfect as the Father
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in heaven; but he said, ''As your Father
heaven is perfect, be ye also perfect." He
that up as a standard, and he who did most

ward reaching

in
set
to-

that standard attained the high-

degree of moral perfection.

So

I say in re-

lation to the principle that all

men

are created

est

it be as nearly reached as we can.
cannot give freedom to every creature,

equal, let

we

If
let

upon any
Let us then turn this government back into the channel in which the framers
of the Constitution originally placed it.
Let us
stand firmly by each other.
If we do not do so,
we are tending in the contrary direction that
our friend Judge Douglas proposes not intenus do nothing that will impose slavery

other creature.

tionally

make

—working

this

—

in

the

that

traces

one universal slave nation.

that runs in that direction,

and

as

tend to

He

such I

is

one

resist

him.

My friends,

have detained you about as long
and I have only to say, let
us discard all this quibbling about this man and
the other man, this race and that race and the
other race being inferior, and therefore they
must be placed in an inferior position. Let us
discard all these things, and unite as one people
throughout this land, until we shall once more
I

as I desired to do,

stand up declaring that
equal.

all

men

are

created

Abraham Lincoln
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My
off

friends, I could not, without launching

upon some new

you

[July i6

too

for this

which would detain
long, continue to-nighL
I thank you
most e^mensive audience that you have

me

topic,

hoping
that the lamp of liberty will bum in your bos:"il there shall no longer be a doubt that
:.ire created free and equal.
furnished

to-nighL

I

leave you,

_

*Le7ter to Joseph Gillespie
SpRrs"GrTELD, July 16^ 1858.

3/7 dear Sir:

I write this to say that

the specimens of Douglas

from

Democracy we occaswe leam that

ionally see here from Madison,

they are making very confident calculation of
heating you, and your friends for the lower
hotse, in that county.

They

offer to bet

upon

it Billings and Job^ respectively^ have been up
here, and were each, as I leam, talking largely
about it. If they do so. it can only be done by
carrying the Fillmore men of 1856 very differently from what they seem to [be] going in the
other party. Below is the vote of 1856^ in your
district
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*Speech Delivered at Bloomixgtox, III., by
Senator S. A. Douglas,, July i6, 1858

MR. CHAIRMAN,
of

and fellow-citizens

McLean County:

To

say that I

am profoundly

touched by the hearty
the kind
and complimentar}" sentiments you have expressed toward me, is but a feeble expression of

welcome you have extended me, and by

the feelings of

my

heart.

appear before you

evening for the purpose of vindicating the course which I have felt
it my duty to pursue in the Senate of the United
States upon the great public questions which
have agitated the country since I last addressed
you.
I am aware that my senatorial course has
been arraigned, not only by political foes, but
by a few men pretending to belong to the DemI

this

ocratic party, and yet acting in alliance with the

enemies of that party, for the purpose of electing Republicans to Congress in this State, in
place of the present Democratic delegation.

I

your attention whilst I address you, and
then I will ask your verdict whether I have not
in all things acted in entire good faith, and hondesire

estly carried out the principles, the professions,

—
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and the avowals which

I

made
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my

before

con-

my

going to the Senate.
last
session
During the
of Congress the great
question of controversy has been the admission
of Kansas into the Union under the Lecompton
constitution.
I need not inform you that from
the beginning to the end I took bold, determined, and unrelenting ground in opposition to
stituents previous to

that

Lecompton

that course

is

My

constitution.

reason for

contained in the fact that that in-

strument was not the act and deed of the people of Kansas, and did not
I

hold

embody

their will.

to be a fundamental principle in all

it

free governments

—

a

principle asserted in the

and underlying

Declaration of Independence,

the Constitution of the United States, as well as

the constitution of every State of the

Union

that every people ought to have the right to

form, adopt, and ratify the constitution under

which they

When

I

are to live.

introduced the Nebraska

bill in the

Senate of the United States, in 1854, I incorporated in it the provision that it was the true
intent

and meaning of the

bill,

not to legislate

slavery into any Territory or State, or to ex-

clude

it

therefrom, but to leave the people there-

of perfectly free to

form and regulate

domestic institutions in their
only

to

their

own way,

own

subject

the Constitution of the United States.
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In that

bill the
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pledge was distinctly made that

the people of Kansas should be left not only
free,

but perfectly

their

own domestic

selves

;

free,

to

form and regulate
themwhen the Le-

institutions to suit

and the question

arose,

compton constitution was sent in to Congress,
and the admission of Kansas not only asked, but
attempted to be forced under it, whether or not
that constitution was the free act and deed of

No man

the people of Kansas?

pretends that

embodied their will. Every man in America
knows that it was rejected by the people of Kansas, by a majority of over ten thousand, before
the attempt was made in Congress to force the
Territory into the Union under that constituit

tion.

I

therefore, the

resisted,

tution because

it

was

Lecompton

upon which

principle of self-government,

our institutions

rest.

consti-

a violation of the great

do not wish

I

to

all

mislead

you, or to leave you in doubt as to the motives
of

my

action.

against

do not oppose the Lecompton

upon

constitution

clause

I

contained
that

the
in

ground of the slavery
I

it.

instrument before the vote was

At

taken on the slavery clause.
it

I did not

made my speech

know whether

that clause

made

would be

would be included
or excluded from it; and it

voted in or out; whether
in the constitution,

the time I

it
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made no

difiference

with

me what

:>/

the result of

the vote was, for the reason that I was contend-

ing for a principle, under which you have no
right to force a free State upon a people
against their will, than you have to force a slave
State upon them without their consent.
The

more

error consisted in attempting to control the free
action of the people of Kansas in any respect

whatever.

no argument with me to say that such
and such a clause of the constitution was not palatable, that you did not like it; it is a matter of
no consequence whether you in Illinois like any
clause in the Kansas constitution or not; it is
not a question for you, but it is a question for the
people of Kansas. They have the right to make
a tonstitution in accordance with their own
It

is

wishes, and

you do not like it, you are not
V/e in
to go there and live under it.
Illinois have made a constitution to suit ourselves, and we think we have a tolerably good
one; but whether vse have or not. it is nobody's
business but our own.
If the people in Kentucky do not like it, they need not come here to
live under it; if the people of Indiana are not
satisfied with it, what matters it to us?
We,
and we alone, have the right to a voice in the
if

bound

adoption or rejection.

Reasoning

thus,

my

friends,

my

ellorts

were
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directed to the vindication of

tiie
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great princi-

ple involving the right of the people of each
State

and each Territory

their

own

to

form and regulate

common

domestic institutions to suit themonly to the Constitution of our
country.
I am rejoiced to be enabled

to say to

you that we fought that

selves, subject

we

battle until

forced the advocates of the Lecompton instru-

ment

to

abandon the attempt of

inflicting

on the people of Kansas, without

first

it

up-

giving

them an opportunitv' of rejecting it. When we
compelled them to abandon that effort, they re-

They agreed

sorted to a scheme.

to refer the

back to the people of Kansas, thus
conceding the correctness of the principle for
which I had contended, and granting ail I had
desired, provided the mode of that reference
and the mode of submission to the people had
been just, fair and equal.
constitution

I

did not consider the

provided in what

is

known

mode
as the

a fair submission, and for this

among

others:

It provided,

of submission
"English" bill
simple reason,

in effect,

that

if

would accept the Lecompthat they might come in with

the people of Kansas

ton constitution,

35,000 inhabitants; but that, if they rejected it,
in order that they might form a constitution
agreeable to their
ble to their

own

own

feelings,

and conforma-

principles, that they should not

Bloom ingt on
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be received into tbe Union until they had 03,420 inhabitants. In other words, it said to the
people,

if

you will come

into the

Union

a? a

slaveholcing Stare, you shall be admitted with

you

on being a
you shall not be admitted until you
have o;,42a I was not willing to discriminate
ben\-een free States and slave States in this confederacy.
I will not put a restriction upon a
slave State that I would not put upon a free
State, and I will not permit, if I can prevent it,
a restriction being put upon a free State which
is not applied with the same force to the slaveholding States.
Equality' among the States is a cardinal and
fundamental principle in our confederacy, and
cannot be \'iolated without overturning our system of government. Hence I demanded that
the free States and the slaveholding States
should be kept on an exact equalin*, one with
the other, as the Constitution of the United
States had placed them.
If the people of Kansas want a slave-holding State, let them have it:
.md if they want a free State they have a right
to it; and it is not for the people of Illinois, or
Missouri, or New York, or Kentucky, to complain, whatever the decision of the people of
Kansas may be upon that point.
But while I was not content with the mo.^.e of
;5,oco inhabitants

free State,

:

but

if

insist
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submission contained in the English
^vhile I could not sanction

in

my

opinion,

equality

among

became

the

it

it

bill,

and

for the reason that,

violated the great principle of

the different States, yet

when

law of the land, and under

it

it

the

question was referred back to the people of Kan-

an election

sas for their decision, at

on the

Monday

first

in

August

to

next, I

be held

bowed

in

deference, because whatever decision the people
shall

make

at that election

must be

conclusive of the whole question.

final,

and

If the peo-

ple of Kansas accept the proposition submitted

moment Kansas will beUnion, and there is no way
of keeping her out if you should try.
The act
of admission will become irrepealable; Kansas
would be a State; and there would be an end of
On the other hand, if at that
the controversy.
election of the people of Kansas shall reject the
proposition, as is now generally thought will be
by Congress; from

come

that

a State of the

from that moment the Lecompton conis dead, and again there is an end of
the controversy.
So you see that either way,
the
August
next, the Lecompton con3d
of
on
troversy ceases and terminates forever; and
the case,
stitution

a

similar

question

can

never

some man

shall attempt to play the

game over

again.

But,

my

well convinced that that

arise

unless

Lecompton

fellow-citizens, I

game

am

will never be at-
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tempted again; it has been so solemnly and
thoroughly rebuked during the last session of
Congress that it will find but few advocates in
the future.
The President of the United States,
in his annual message, expressly recommends
that the example of the Minnesota case, wherein
Congress required the constitution to be submitted to the vote of the people for ratification
or rejection, shall be followed in all future
cases and all we have to do is to sustain as one
man that recommendation, and the Kansas controversy can never again arise.
My friends, I do not desire you to understand
me as claiming for m^'self any special merit for
I
the course I have pursued on this question.
simply did my duty, a duty enjoined by fidelity, by honor, by patriotism; a duty which I
could not have shrunk from, in my opinion,
without dishonor and faithlessness to my constit;

—

uency.

Besides, I only did

what

was in the
There were
men of wide
it

any one man to do.
of eminent ability,
all over America, who led
renowned
reputation,
the van, and are entitled to the greatest share
Foremost among them all, as he
of the credit.
was head and shoulders above them all, was
Kentucky's great and gallant statesman, John JBy his course upon this question he
Crittenden.
a worthy successor of the
himself
has shown

power

of

others,

men
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immortal Clay,
proud of him.

meed
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and well may Kentucky be
I will

not withhold, either, the

of praise due the Republican party in

Congress for the course which they pursued.
In the language of the New York Tribune, they
came to the Douglas platform, abandoning their
own, believing that under the peculiar circumstances they

would

mode

in that

best subserve

the interests of the country.

My

friends,

principle, I

when

I

ever quarter I can get
I

differed

coming

battling for a great

it,

in

order

to

carry out

never hesitate in my course
find those who on all former occasions

that principle.

when

am

want aid and support from whatI

from me upon the principle
to its support.

quire into the motives

Nor

is

it

for

finally

me

which animated

to in-

the Re-

publican members of Congress in supporting
the Crittenden-Montgomery

enough
for me that in that case they came square up and
indorsed the great principle of the Kansas-Nebraska bill, which declared that Kansas should
bill.

It

is

be received into the Union, with slavery or without, as its constitution should prescribe.

was the more rejoiced at the action of the
Republicans on that occasion for another reason.
I could not forget, you will not soon forget, how unanimous that party was, in 1854, in
I

declaring that never should another slave State
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Union under any circumand yet we find that during
this last winter they came up and voted to a
man, declaring that Kansas should come in as
a State with slavery under the Lecompton constitution, if her people desired it; and that if
they did not, they might form a new constitube admitted into

this

stances whatever;

with slavery or without, just as they pleased.
I do not question the motive when men do
a good act; I give them credit for the act; and
tion,

they will stand by that principle in the future,
and abandon their heresy of "no more slave

if

States even if the people

give

them

still

more

want them,"
credit.

I

I will then

am

though, that they will not stand by
future.

it

afraid,
in

If they do, I will freely forgive

the

them

all the abuse they heaped upon me in 1854, for
having advocated and carried out that same
principle in the Kansas-Nebraska bill.
Illinois stands proudly forward as a State

which early took her position

in favor of the

principle of popular sovereignty as applied to
the Territories of the United States.

When

the

Compromise measure of 1850 passed, predicated
upon that principle, you recollect the excitement
which prevailed throughout the northern porI vindicated those

measures
then, and defended myself for having voted for
them, upon the ground that they embodied the

tion of this State.
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principle that every people ought to have the
privilege of forming and regulating their

own

institutions to suit themselves; that each State

and I saw no reason why it
should not be extended to the Territories.
When the people of Illinois had an opportunity
of passing judgment upon those measures, they
indorsed them by a vote of their representatives

had that

right,

in the legislature,

and only four
that

asserted

—sixty-one

in the affirmative,

principle

—

in which they
embodied in the

in the negative,

the

measures was the birthright of freemen the gift
of Heaven; a principle vindicated by our revolutionary fathers; and that no limitation should
;

ever be placed upon

it,

tion of a Territorial

government or the admis-

either in the organiza-

sion of a State into the Union.

That

resolution will stand unrepealed on the

In obedience to it, and in exact conformity with the
principle, I brought in the Kansas-Nebraska
bill, requiring that the people should be left

journals of the legislature of Illinois.

perfectly free in the formation of their institutions

and

in the organization of their govern-

now submit

you whether I have not
in good faith redeemed that pledge, that the
people of Kansas should be left perfectly free to
form and regulate their institutions to suit themselves.
And yet, while no man can arise in any

ment.

I

to
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crowd and deny

that I have been faithful to

my

principles and redeemed
those

who

'65,

pledge,

we

my
find

are struggling to crush and defeat

me, for the very reason that I have been faithful in carrying out those measures.
We find the

Republican leaders forming an alliance with
professed

Lecompton men

to defeat

every

Dem-

nominee and elect Republicans in their
and aiding and defending them in order
to help them break down Anti-Lecompton men,
whom they acknowledge did right in their opposition to Lecompton.
The only hope that
Mr. Lincoln has of defeating me for the Senate
rests in the fact that I was faithful to my principles, and that he may be able in consequence
of that fact to form a coalition with Lecompton
men who wish to defeat me for that fidelity.
This is one element of strength upon which
he relies to accomplish his object. He hopes he
can secure the few men claiming to be friends of
the Lecompton constitution, and for that reason
you will find he does not say a word against the
ocratic
places,

Lecompton

constitution or

its

supporters.

He

grave upon that subject.

Behold Mr. Lincoln courting Lecompton votes, in
order that he may go to the Senate as the representative of Republican principles!
You know
is

as silent as the

that the alliance exists.
that

it

I

think you will find

will ooze out before the contest

is

over.
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Every Republican paper takes ground with
my Lecompton enemies, encouraging them,
stimulating them in their opposition to me, and
styling my friends bolters from the Democratic
party, and their Lecompton allies the true Democratic party of the country.

If they think that

they can mislead and deceive the people of
nois, or the

Democracy

Illi-

of Illinois, by that sort

of an unnatural and unholy alliance, I think they

show very
little

little

sagacity, or give the people very

credit for intelligence.

test of principle.

the

a con-

Either the radical Abolition

Mr. Lincoln must be maintained,

principles of

or

must be

It

strong,

constitutional,

which
must be carried out.
There can be but two great
ocratic principles with

in this country.

The

national
I

am

Dem-

identified

political parties

contest this year and in

i860 must necessarily be between the Democracy
and the Republicans, if we can judge from present indications.
My whole life has been identified with
the Democratic party.
I
have
devoted

all

of

my

energies to advocating

principles and sustaining

its

organization.

its

In

party was never better united or
more harmonious than at this time. The State
convention which assembled on the 2d of April,
and nominated Fondey and French, was reguthis State the

larly called

by the State central committee, ap-
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pointed by the previous State convention for
that purpose.
The meetings in each county in
the State for the appointment of delegates to the

convention were regularly called by the county
committees, and the proceedings in every county
in the State, as well as in the State convention,

were regular in all respects. No convention
was ever more harmonious in its action, or
showed a more tolerant and just spirit toward
brother Democrats.

The

leaders of the party

there assembled, declared their unalterable

at-

time-honored principles and
organization of the Democratic party, and to

tachment

to

the

the Cincinnati platform.

They

declared that

was the only authoritative exposiDemocratic principles, and that it must
so stand until changed by another national conthat platform
tion of

vention

;

no new

would

that in the
tests,

mean time they would make

and submit

to

none; that they

proscribe no Democrat, nor permit the

proscription of Democrats because of their opin-

upon Lecomptonism, or upon any other issue
which has arisen, but would recognize all men
as Democrats who remained inside of the organion

ization, preserved the usages of the party,

supported

its

and

nominees.

These bolting Democrats who now claim

to

be the peculiar friends of the national administration, and have formed an alliance with Mr.

68
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Lincoln and the Republicans for the purpose
of defeating the Democratic party, have ceased
to claim fellowship with the Democratic organization; have entirely separated themselves from

and are endeavoring to build up a faction in
the State, not with the hope or expectation of
electing any one man who professes to be a
Democrat to ofHce in any county in the State, but
merely to secure the defeat of the Democratic
nominees, and the election of Republicans in
their places.
What excuse can any honest Democrat have for abandoning the Democratic organization and joining with the Republicans
to defeat our nominees, in view of the platform
They canestablished by the State convention?
not pretend that they were proscribed because
of their opinions upon Lecompton or any other
it;

question, for the convention expressly declared

good Democrats who
remained inside of the organization and abided
by the nominations. If the question is settled or
is to be considered as finally disposed of by the
vote on the 3d of August, what possible excuse
can any good Democrat make for keeping up a
division for the purpose of prostrating his party,
after that election is over and the controversy
that they recognized all as

It is evident that all who shall
has terminated?
keep up this warfare for the purpose of dividing
and destroying the party have made up their
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abandon the Democratic organization
forever, and to join those for whose benefit they
are now trying to distract our party, and elect
Republicans in the place of the Democratic

minds

to

nominees.
I submit the question to you whether I have
been right or wTong in the course I have pursued in Congress. And I submit, also, whether
I have not redeemed in good faith every pledge
Then, my friends, the
I have made to you.
question recurs, whether I shall be sustained or
rejected? If you are of opinion that Mr. Lincoln will advance the interests of Illinois better
than I can; that he will sustain her honor and
her dignity higher than it has been in my power
to do; that your interests and the interests of

your children require his election instead of
mine; it is your duty to give him your support.
If, on the contrary, you think that my adherence
to these great fundamental principles upon
which our government is founded is the true
mode of sustaining the peace and harmony of
the country, and maintaining the perpetuity of
the Republic, I then ask you to stand by me in
the efforts I have made to that end.

And

this brings

me

to the consideration of the

between Mr. Lincoln and
The Republican convention, when it
myself.
assembled at Springfield, did me and the coun-

two points

at issue

—

try the
to

A. Douglas
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honor of indicating the man who was

be their standard-bearer, and the embodiment

of their principles, in this State.

my

gratitude for thus

owe them

I

making up

a direct issue

between Mr. Lincoln and myself. I shall have
no controversies of a personal character with
Mr. Lincoln. I have known him well for a
I have known him, as you
quarter of a century.
all know him, a kind-hearted, amiable gentleman, a right good fellow, a worthy citizen, of
eminent ability as a lawyer, and, I have no
doubt, sufficient ability to make a good senator.
The question, then, for you to decide is, whether
his principles are more in accordance with the
genius of our free institutions, the peace and

harmony

of the Republic, than those

advocate.

He

tells

you, in his speech

Springfield, before the convention

him

his

"A

unanimous nomination,

house divided against

which

I

made

at

which gave

that,

itself

cannot stand."

"I believe this government cannot endure
permanently, half Slave and half Free."
"I do not expect the Union to be dissolved, I
don't expect the house to fall; but I do expect
it

will cease to be divided."

"It will

become

all

one thing or

all

the other."

That is the fundamental principle upon which
he sets out in this campaign. Well, I do not
suppose you will believe one word of it when
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examine it carefully, and see its
consequences: Although the Republic has existed from 1789 to this day, divided into free
States and slave States, yet we are told that in
the future it cannot endure unless they shall beall

free."]

man

in

free.

or

all

slave.

[A

voice,

''All

For that reason he says, as the gentlethe crowd says, that they must be all

He

wishes to go to the Senate of the

United States

in order to carry out that line of

public policy, which will compel

all

the States

South to become free.
is he going to do it?
Has Congress any
power over the subject of slavery in Kentucky,
or Virginia, or any other State of this Union?
How, then, is Mr. Lincoln going to carry out
that principle which he says is essential to the
That slavery
existence of this Union, to-wit:
must be abolished in all the States of the Union,
or must be established in them all? You convince the South that they must either establish
slavery in Illinois, and in every other free State,
or submit to its abolition in every Southern
State, and you invite them to make a warfare
upon the Northern States in order to establish
slavery, for the sake of perpetuating it at home.
Thus, Mr. Lincoln invites, by his proposition, a
war of sections, a war between Illinois and Kentucky, a war between the free States and the
in the

How
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slave States, a

war between

the
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North and

the

South, for the purpose of either exterminating
slavery in every Southern State, or planting

every Northern State.

He

it

in

you that the

tells

safety of this Republic, that the existence of this

Union, depends upon that warfare being carried
on until one section or the other shall be entirely
subdued.
The States must all be free or slave, for a
house divided against itself cannot stand. That
is

Mr. Lincoln's argument upon

My

friends,

is

it

that question.

possible to preserve peace be-

tween the North and the South

if

such a doc-

trine shall prevail in either section of the

Union?

Will you ever submit to a warfare waged by the
Southern States to establish slavery in Illinois?

What man

in Illinois

would not

lose the last

drop of his heart's blood before he would submit to the institution of slavery being forced
upon us by the other States, against our will?
And if that be true of us, what Southern man
would not shed the last drop of his heart's blood
to prevent Illinois or any other Northern State,

from interfering

Each

to abolish slavery in his State?

of these States

stitution;

and

if

is

sovereign under the Con-

we wish

to preserve

our

liber-

the reserved rights and sovereignty of each
and every State must be maintained.
I have said on a former occasion, and here I

ties,
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it is neither desirable nor possible
uniformity in the local and domestic

institutions of all the States of this confederacy.

And why?

Because

United States
to decide all

for

rests

It

itself.

is

upon the

local

its

the Constitution

of

the

right of every State

and domestic

institutions

not possible, therefore, to

make

each other; unless we subvert
the Constitution of the United States.
No, sir,
God forbid that any man
that cannot be done.
should ever make the attempt. Let that Constitution ever be trodden under foot and de-

them conform

stroyed,

to

and there will

patriotism enough left to

not be wisdom and
make another that will

Our safety, our liberty, dehalf so well.
pends upon preserving the Constitution of the
United States as our fathers made it, inviolate,
at the same time maintaining the reserved rights
and the sovereignty of each State over its local
and domestic institutions, against Federal authority, or any outside interference.
The difference between Mr. Lincoln and myself upon this point is, that he goes for a com-

work

bination of the Northern States, or the organization of a sectional political party in the free
States, to

make war on

the domestic institutions

of the Southern States, and to prosecute that

war
to

until they shall all be subdued,

conform

to

such rules

as the

North

and made
shall die-
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them.

tate to

am aware

I

Saturday night

last,

that

made

a
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Mr. Lincoln, on

speech

at

Chicago

for the purpose, as he said, of explaining his
position

on

this

question.

I

have

read that

speech with great care, and will do him the

marked by eminent ability,
concealing what he did
His
say in his Springfield speech.
this point, which I have been arguing,

tice to say that

it is

and great success

mean

to

answer
is,

to

in

that he never did mean,

know

jus-

and that

I

ought

to

that he never intended to convey the idea,

that he wished the "people of the free States to

enter into the Southern States and interfere with
slavery."

Well,

I

never

did

suppose

that

he

ever

dreamed of entering into Kentucky to make war
upon her institutions; nor will any Abolitionist
ever enter into Kentucky to wage such war.
Their mode of making war is not to enter into
those States where slavery exists, and there inand render themselves responsible for
the consequences. Oh, no! They stand on this
They
side of the Ohio River and shoot across.
stand in Bloomington, and shake their fists at
the people of Lexington; they threaten South
Carolina from Chicago. And they call that
bravery! But they are very particular, as Mr.
Lincoln says, not to enter into those States for
the purpose of interfering with the institution
terfere,
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of slavery there.

am

I

ys

not only opposed to

entering into the slave States, for the purpose of

am

interfering with their institutions, but I

posed to a sectional agitation
stitutions of other States.

I

op-

to control the in-

am opposed

to or-

ganizing a sectional party, which appeals to
Northern pride, and Northern passion and prejudice, against Southern institutions, thus stir-

ring up ill-feeling and hot blood between brethren of the same Republic.
I am opposed to that
whole system of sectional agitation, which can
produce nothing but strife, but discord, but hostility,

and, finally, disunion.

And

yet

Mr. Lincoln

asks

you

to

send

him

to

the Senate of the United States, in order that

he
all

may

carry out that great principle of

the States

I repeat.
to the

must be

How

Senate?

is

he

to

slave, or all

carry

it

out

Does he intend

his,

must be

when he

to

that
free.

gets

introduce a

bill to abolish slavery in Kentucky?

Does he

intend to introduce a bill to interfere with slavis he to accomplish,
erv in Virginia?

How

what he professes must be done in order to save
Mr. Lincoln is a lawyer, sagacious
the Union?
and able enough to tell you how he proposes to
do it. T ask Mr. Lincoln how it is that he proposes ultimatelv to bring about this uniformity
in
is

each and all the States of the Union. There
but one possible mode which T c.in see. and
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pursue

to

it;

that

introduce a proposition into the Senate to

change the Constitution of the United
order that

the State legislatures

all

sovereignty

ished, State

blotted

power conferred upon Congress

States, in

may

be abol-

out,

and the

to

make

local

laws and establish the domestic institutions and
police regulations uniformly throughout the
United States. Are you prepared for such a
change in the institutions of your country?
Whenever you shall have blotted out the State
sovereignties,

abolished the State legislatures,

and consolidated all the power in the Federal
Government, you will have established a consolidated empire as destructive to the liberties
of the people and the rights of the citizen as that
of Austria, or Russia, or any other despotism

upon the necks of the people.
possible for Mr. Lincoln to carry out

that rests
it

How

is

his cher-

ished principle of abolishing slavery everywhere

or

establishing

mode which
ment

I

it

everywhere, except by the
out,
by an amend-

have pointed

—

have
no other possible mode.

to the Constitution to the effect that I

suggested?

There

is

Mr. Lincoln intends resorting to that, or else
he means nothing by the great principle upon
which he desires to be elected. My friends, I
trust that we will be able to get him to define
what he docs mean by this scriptural quotation
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house

that ''A

divided

against

']']

itself

cannot

stand;" that the government cannot endure per-

manently, half slave and half free; that
all one thing, or all the other.
Who

be

you expects

to live, or

must

it

among

have his children

live,

until slavery shall be established in Illinois or

abolished in South Carolina?
see that occur

Who

expects to

during the lifetime of ourselves

or our children?

There

is

but one possible

way

ery can be abolished, and that
State,

according

Nebraska

bill,

is

to the principle of the

Kansas-

perfectly free to form and regu-

late its institutions in

the principle

which slavby leaving a

in

its

own way.

upon which

this

That was
republic was

under the operation of that
principle that we have been able to preserve the
founded, and

Union thus

it

far.

is

Under

its

operations, slavery

disappeared from New Hampshire, from Rhode
Island, from Connecticut, from New York,
from New Jersey, from Pennsylvania, from six
of the twelve original slaveholding States and
this gradual system of emancipation went on
quietly, peacefully, and steadily, so long as we
in the free States minded our own business and
But the moment the
left our neighbors alone.
Abolition societies were organized throughout
;

the North, preaching a violent crusade against

slavery in the Southern States, this combinatioa
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necessarily caused a counter-combination in the

South, and a sectional line was

drawn which was

a barrier to any further emancipation.

Bear

in

mind

that emancipation has not taken

place in any one State since the Free-soil party

was organized as a political party in this country.
Emancipation went on gradually in State
after State so long as the free States were content with managing their own afifairs and leavSouth perfectly free to do as they
pleased; but the moment the North said, We
are powerful enough to control you of the
South; the moment the North proclaimed itself
the determined master of the South that moment the South combined to resist the attack,
and thus sectional parties were formed, and
gradual emancipation ceased in all the Northern
ing the

;

slaveholding
in

up

And

States.

view of these

yet

Mr.

Lincoln,

historical facts, proposes to keep

this sectional agitation;

band

all

the North-

ern States together in one political party; elect

by Northern votes alone; and then,
a cabinet composed of Northern men, and administer the government by
Northern men only, denying all the Southern
States of this Union any participation in the
a president

of course,

make

administration of
I

submit

afifairs

to you,

my

such a line of policy

is

whatsoever.

fellow-citizens,

whether

consistent with the peace
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and harmony of the country? Can the Union
endure under such a system of policy? He has
taken his position in favor of sectional agitation
and sectional warfare. I have taken mine in
favor of securing peace, harmony, and good-will
among all the States, by permitting each to mind
its

own

and discountenancing any atinterference on the part of one State

business,

tempt at
with the domestic concerns of the others.
Mr. Lincoln makes another issue with me,
and he wishes to confine the contest to these two
issues.
I accept the other as readily as the one
to which I have already referred.
The other
issue is a crusade against the Supreme Court of
the United States, because of its decision in the
Dred Scott case. My fellow-citizens, I have no
issue to make with the Supreme Court.
I have
no crusade to preach against that august body.
I have no warfare to make upon it.
I receive
the decision of the judges of that Court, when
pronounced, as the final adjudication upon all
questions within their jurisdiction.
It would
be perfectly legitimate and proper for Mr. Lincoln, myself, or any other lawyer, to go before
the Supreme Court and argue any question that
might arise there, taking either side of it, and
enforcing it with all our ability, zeal, and energy; but when the decision is pronounced, that
decision becomes the law of the land, and he.
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and you, and myself, and every other good citizen, must bow to it, and yield obedience to it.
Unless we respect and bow in deference to the
final

decisions of the hi^^hest judicial tribunal

our country, we are driven at once to anarchy^
to violence, to mob law, and there is no security,
What
left for our property or our civil rights.
protects your property but the law, and who expounds the law but the judicial tribunals; and
if an appeal is to be taken from the decisions
of the Supreme Court of the United States in all
in

cases

where

tion, to

we

to

a person does not like the adjudica-

whom

is

Are

that appeal to be taken?

appeal irom the Supreme ("ourt

to a

coun-

ty-meeting like this? And shall we here
argue the question and reverse the decision?
so,

how

are

we

to

enforce our decrees after

re-

If

we

Does Mr. Lincoln inthein?
of the Supreme
from
decision
the
tend to appeal
Court to a Republican caucus, or a town meet["To
ing? To wlioin is he going to appeal?
have

j)ionoui)(:(:d

Lovejoy," and shouts of laugliter.
Why, if
Lincohi
and
Lovctjoy
are counderstand arigfit,
1

]

appellants

in

are so, he

would

Supreme
case for

a

joint suit,

and inasmuch as they
from the

not certairdy appeal

C'ourt to his

own

])artner to decide the

liirn.

Mr. Lintohi
the de( i'ion of

tells
tlic

you that he

Snpicnic

is

f)pposcd to

Cfjiiit In tlu:

Died
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Well, suppose he is; what is he
going to do about it? I never got beat in a law
suit in my life that I was not opposed to the
decision: and it I had it before the Circuit
Court I took it up to the Supreme Court, where,
if I got beat again, I thought it better to say no
more about it, as I did not know of any lawful
Scott case.

mode

of reversing the decision of the highest

tribunal on earth.

To whom

is

Mr. Lincoln going

to

appeal?

\Miy, he says he is going to appeal to Congress.
Let us see how he will appeal to Congress. He
tells us that on the Sth of March, 1S20, Congress
passed a law called the Missouri Compamiise,
prohibiting slavery forever in all the territory
west of the Mississippi and north of the Missouri line of thirty-six degrees and thirty minutes: that

Dred

taken by

his master to Fort Snelling,

Scott, a slave in Missouri,

in

was
the

present State of Minnesota, situated on the west

branch

of

the Mississippi River, and conse-

quently in the Territory where slaver\* was

pR"*-

Act of 1S20; and that when Dred
Scott appealed for his freedom in consequence

hibited by the

of having been taken into a free Territory, the

Supreme Court of the United States decided
Dred Scott did not become free by being

that

taken into that Territory, but that having been
carried back to Missouri, was yet a slave.

Mr.
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Lincoln

is

and reverse
it

it

to

He

it.

Dred

as to

verse

going

appeal from that decision
does not intend to reverse

Scott.

so that

it
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But he will

Oh, no!

re-

shall not stand as a rule in the

future.

How

will he do it?

He

says that

if

he

is

elected to the Senate, he will introduce and pass

a law just like the Missouri

hibiting slavery again

in

Compromise, pro-

all

the Territories.

Suppose he does re-enact the same law which the
Court has pronounced unconstitutional, will
that make it constitutional?
If the Act of 1820
was unconstitutional in consequence of Congress
having no power to pass it, will Mr. Lincoln
make it constitutional by passing it again?
What clause of the Constitution of the United
States provides for an appeal from the decision
of the Supreme Court to Congress? If my
reading of that instrument

is

correct,

to the

it is

and all laws made
pursuance of it are the supreme law of the
land; anything in the Constitution or laws of
a State to the contrary notwithstanding. Hence,
you will find that only such Acts of Congress
effect that that Constitution
in

are laws as are

made

in pursuance of the

Con-

stitution.

When
it

Congress has passed an Act, and put

on the statute book

as law,

who

is

to

decide
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conformity with the Con-

stitution or not?

The

Constitution of the United States

tells

provided that the judicial power of
the United States shall be vested in a Supreme
Court, and such inferior courts as Congress may
from time to time ordain and establish. Thus,
by the Constitution, the Supreme Court is declared, in so many words, to be the tribunal, and
the only tribunal, which is competent to adjudicate upon the constitutionality of an Act of
Congress.
He tells you that that Court has adjudicated the question, and decided that an Act
of Congress prohibiting slavery in the Territory
is unconstitutional and void; and yet he says he
is going to pass another like it. What for? Will
Will he be able to conit be any more valid?
vince the Court that the second Act is valid when
the first is invalid and void? What good does
Why, it will have
it do to pass a second Act?
Court before
Supreme
the
the efifect to arraign
the people, and to bring them into all the politiWill that do any
cal discussions of the country.
good? Will it inspire any more confidence in
the judicial tribunals of the country?
What good can it do to wage this war upon
the Court, arraying it against Congress, and
you.

It has

Congress against the Court?

The

Constitution

of the United States has said that this Govern-
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shall be divided into three seperate

distinct branches,

— the

and

Executive, the Legisla-

and the Judicial; and of course each one is
supreme and independent of the other within the
The functions of Concircle of its own powers.
tive,

gress are to enact the statutes, the province of
is to pronounce upon their validity,
and the duty of the Executive is to carry the decision into effect when rendered by the Court.
And yet, notwithstanding the Constitution makes
the decision of the Court final in regard to the
validity of an Act of Congress, Mr. Lincoln is
going to reverse that decision by passing another
Act of Congress.
When he has become convinced of the folly of
the proposition, perhaps he will resort to the
same subterfuge that I have found others of his
party resort to, which is to agitate and agitate
until he can change the Supreme Court and put
other men in the places of the present incumbents.
I wonder whether Mr. Lincoln is right
He
sure that he can accomplish that reform.

the Court

certainly will not be able to get rid of the present

and from present appearthink they have as good security of life

judges until they
ances I
as

he has himself.

die,

I

am

afraid that

my

friend

Lincoln would not accomplish this task during
own lifetime, and yet he wants to go to ConDo you think that
gress to do it all in six years.

his
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he can persuade nine judges, or a majority of
them, to die in that six years, just to accommodate him? They are appointed judges for life,
and according to the present organization, new
ones cannot be appointed during that time; but
he is going to agitate until they die, and then
have the president appoint good Republicans
He had better be quite sure
in their places.
that he gets a Republican president at the same
time to appoint them. He wants to have a Republican president elected by Northern votes,
not a Southern

man

participating, and elected

for the purpose of placing none but Republicans

on the bench

;

and, consequently,

in electing that president,

if

he succeeds

and succeeds

in per-

suading the present judges to die, in order that
their vacancies may be filled, that the president
And by
will then appoint their successors.
what process will he appoint them? He first
looks for a

man who

has the legal qualifications,

perhaps he takes Mr. Lincoln, and says, ''Mr.
Lincoln, would you like to go on the Supreme
bench?" "Yes," replies Mr. Lincoln. "Well,"
returns the Republican president, "I cannot appoint you until you give me a pledge as to how

you will decide

in the

event of a particular ques-

coming before you." What would you
think of Mr. Lincoln if he would consent to

tion

give that pledge?

And

yet he

is

going

to prose-
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until he gets the present judges out,

man and require a
pledge before his appointment as to how he will
decide each question that may arise upon points
and

then

catechise each

affecting the Republican party.

Now, my
practical,

scheme was
I ask you what confidence you would
court thus constituted,
a court comfriends,

suppose

this

—

have in a
posed of partisan judges, appointed on political
grounds, selected with a view to the decision of
questions in a particular way, and pledged in
regard to a decision before the argument, and
without reference to the peculiar state of the
facts.

Would

such a court

command

the re-

If the Republican party
cannot trust Democratic judges, how can they
expect us to trust Republican judges, when they
have been selected in advance for the purpose of
packing a decision in the event of a case arising?

spect of the country?

My

whenever partisan politics
shall be carried on to the bench; whenever the
judges shall be arraigned upon the stump, and
their judicial conduct reviewed in town meetings and caucuses; whenever the independence
and integrity of the judiciary shall be tampered
with to the extent of rendering them partial,
blind, and suppliant tools, what security will
you have for your rights and your liberties? I
therefore take issue with Mr. Lincoln directly
fellow-citizens,
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regard to

in

warfare upon the Supreme

this

Court of the United
ion of that Court as

ever

my

citizen,

States.
it

makes them,

them, and

as

and

it,

am bound

I

it..

be,

I, as

a

good

as the

Court expounds

the executive officers administer

am bound by

I

made

may

What-

the laws of the land, as the

legislature

fathers

accept the decis-

I

was pronounced.

individual opinions

am bound by

them.
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as a

as

our Constitution as our
our duty to support

it is

good

citizen, to sustain the

constituted authorities, and to

and beat down, by

all

resist,

lawful

discourage,

and peaceful

means, all attempts at exciting mobs, or violence,
or any other revolutionary proceedings against
the Constitution and the constituted authorities

of the country.

Mr. Lincoln
Dred Scott

the

is

alarmed for fear

that,

under

decision, slavery will go into all

All I have
with or without that decision, slavery will go just where the people want it, and
not one inch further. You have had experience
the Territories of the United States.
to say

is

upon

that subject in the case of Kansas.

that,

have been told by the Republican party
from 1854, when the Kansas-Nebraska
passed,

down

to last winter,

that slavery

You
that,
bill

was

sustained and supported in Kansas by the laws

of

what they

how many

called a "bogus" legislature.

slaves

were there

in the

And

Territory at
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Not

the end of last winter?

as

many
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at the

end

were on the day the
There was quite
a number of slaves in Kansas, taken there under
the Missouri Compromise, and in spite of it, before the Kansas-Nebraska bill passed; and now
of that period as there

Kansas-Nebraska

it is

bill passed.

asserted that there are not as

many

there were before the passage of the

withstanding that they had

there as

bill,

not-

local laws sustaining

and encouraging it, enacted, as the Republicans
say, by a "bogus" legislature, imposed upon
Kansas by an invasion from Missouri. Why
has not slavery obtained a foothold in Kansas
under these circumstances? Simply because
there was a majority of her people opposed to
slavery, and every slaveholder knew that if he
took his slaves there, the

moment

that majority

got possession of the ballot-boxes, and a fair
election

was

held, that

moment

slavery

would

For that
be abolished, and he would lose them.
reason, such owners as took their slaves there,
brought them back to Missouri, fearing that if
they remained there they would be emancipated.
Thus you see that under the principle of popular sovereignty, slavery has been kept out of
Kansas, notwithstanding the fact that for the
first three years they had a legislature in that
Territory
friends,

favorable

it is

to

it.

I

tell

you,

my

impossible under our institutions to

:
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force slavery on an unwilling people.

If this

principle of popular sovereignty asserted in the

Nebraska

be fairly carried out, by letting
the people decide the question for themselves,

by

bill

and with honest

a fair vote, at a fair election,

returns, slavery will never exist one day, or one

hour, in any Territory against the unfriendly
legislation of an unfriendly people.

how

Dred

the

Scott decision

I care not

may have

settled

the abstract question so far as the practical re-

language of an
eminent Southern senator on this very question
sult

is

concerned;

for, to use the

do not care a fig which the decision shall be,
of no particular consequence; slavery cannot
exist a day or an hour, In any Territory or State,
unless It has affirmative laws sustaining and supporting It, furnishing police regulations and remfcdies;
and an omission to furnish them would be as fatal as
Without affirmative
a constitutional prohibition.
I

for

it is

legislation In its favor, slavery could not exist

any

longer than a new-born Infant could survive under
the heat of the sun, on a barren rock, without protection.

It

would

wilt

and

die for the

want of

sup-

port.

Hence,

if

the people of a Territory

want

slav-

ery, they will encourage it by passing affirmative laws, and the necessary police regulations,

patrol laws, and slave code;

if

they do not want

Stephen A. Douglas
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they will withhold that legislation, and by

withholding it slavery is as dead as if it was prohibited by a constitutional prohibition, especially

addition,

in

if,

friendly, as

They could

it.

their

would be

it

if

legislation

un-

is

they were opposed to

pass such local laws

and police

would drive slavery out in one
or one hour, if they were opposed to it;

regulations as
day,

and therefore,

so far as the question of slavery

in the Territories

is

concerned, so far as the

principle of popular sovereignty
in

its

practical operation,

Dred

Scott case

may

to the Territories.

point

is

concerned,

matters not

how

the

be decided with reference
own opinion on that law

My

well known.

and speeches

it

is

It

in Congress.

is

shown by my votes
But be it as it may,

the question was an abstract question, inviting

and whether slavery shall
any State or Territory
will depend upon whether the people are for or
against it; and whichever way they shall decide
it in any Territory or in any State, will be enno practical

results;

exist or shall not exist in

me.
must now bestow a few words upon Mr.

tirely satisfactory to

But

I

Lincoln's
cision.

main objection

He

is

to the

Dred

not going to submit to

Scott deit.

Not

that he is going to make war upon it with force
of arms.
But he is going to appeal and reverse
I reckon
it in some way; he cannot tell us how.
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not by a writ of error, because I do not know
where he would prosecute that, except before an
Abolition society. And when he appeals, he
tell us to whom he will appeal,
be the Republican party; and I have

does not exactly

except

it

yet to learn that the Republican party, under the
Constitution, has judicial powers: but he

is

go-

ing to appeal from

it and reverse it, either by
an Act of Congress, or by turning out the judges,
or in some other way. And why? Because he

says that that decision deprives the negro of the
benefits of that clause of the Constitution of the

United States which

each
and immunities of

entitles the citizens of

State to all the privileges

citizens of the several States.

Well,

it is

that effect.

very true that the decision does have
By deciding that a negro is not a

citizen, of course

privileges

awarded

It

mit

Why?

is

denies to
to

this that

States.
to.

it

him

and
United

the rights

citizens of

Mr. Lincoln

the

will not sub-

For the palpable reason

that he

wishes to confer upon the negro all the rights,
privileges, and immunities of citizens of the sev-

with Mr. LinI have no
coln for his views on that subject.
doubt he is conscientious in them. I have
not the slightest idea but that he conscientiously
believes that a negro ought to enjoy and exercise
all the rights and privileges given to white men;
eral States.

I will not quarrel
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I

do not agree with him, and hence
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I can-

not concur with him.
I believe that this

Government

of ours

was

founded on the white basis. I believe that it
was established by white men, by men of European birth, or descended of European races, for
the benefit of white men and their posterity in
all time to come.
I do not believe that it was
the design or intention of the signers of the Declaration of Independence or the framers of the
Constitution

to

include

negroes,

Indians,

or

other inferior races, with white men, as citizens.

Our

had

day seen the evil consequences of conferring civil and political rights
upon the Indian and negro in the Spanish and
French colonies on the American continent and
In Mexico, in Central
the adjacent islands.
America, in South America and in the West
India Islands, where the Indian, the negro, and
men of all colors and all races are put on an
equality by law, the effect of political amalgamation can be seen. Ask any of those gallant
young men in your own country, who went to
fathers

at that

Mexico to fight the battles of their country, in
what friend Lincoln considers an unjust and unholy war, and hear what they will tell you in
regard to the amalgamation of races in that
Amalgamation there, first political,
country.
then social, has led to demoralization and degra-
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has reduced that people below
the point of capacity for self-government.
Our

dation, until

it

knew what

would

be, and
on the American continent, not only those who landed at
Jamestown, but at Plymouth Rock and all other
points on the coast, they pursued the policy of
confining civil and political rights to the white
race and excluding the negro in all cases.
Still, Mr. Lincoln conscientiously believes
that it is his duty to advocate negro citizenship.
He wants to give the negro the privilege of citizenship.
He quotes Scripture again, and says:
"As your Father in heaven is perfect, be ye also

fathers

the effect of

from the time they planted

perfect."

And

it

foot

he applies that scriptural quota-

tion to all classes; not that he expects us all to

be

our Master, but as nearly perfect as possible.
In other words, he is willing
to give the negro an equality under the law, in
order that he may approach as near perfection,
or an equality with the white man, as possible.
To this same end he quotes the Declaration of
Independence in these words: "We hold these
truths to be self-evident, that all men were created equal, and endowed by their Creator with
as perfect as

among which are, life,
and the pursuit of happiness;" and goes
on to argue that the negro was included, or intended to be included, in that Declaration, by

certain inalienable rights
liberty,
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the signers of the paper.

Declaration

He

says that,

Independence

of

kinds of men, negroes
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by the

therefore,

all

included, were created

equal and endowed by their Creator with certain

inalienable rights, and,

further,

that the

right of the negro to be on an equality with

the white

man

is

a divine right, conferred

by

the Almighty, and rendered inalienable accord-

ing

the

to

Declaration

Hence no human law or

of

Independence.

constitution can de-

prive the negro of that equality with the white

man to which he is entitled by the divine law.
[A voice: "Higher law."] Yes, higher law.
Now, I do not question Mr. Lincoln's sincer-

He believes that the negro,
ity on this point.
by the divine law, is created the equal of the
white man, and that no human law can deprive
him of that equality, thus secured; and he contends that the negro ought, therefore, to have
all the rights and privileges of citizenship on
an equality with the white man. In order to
accomplish this, the first thing that would have
to be done in this State would be to blot out of
our State constitution that clause which prohibits negroes from coming into this State and
making it an African colony, and permit them
to come and spread over these charming prairies
until in

When

midday they

shall look black as night.

our friend Lincoln gets

all

his colored
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here, he will then raise

them to perfection as fast as possible, and place
them on an equality with the white man, first
removing all legal restrictions, because they are
our equals by divine law, and there should be
no such restrictions.
He wants them to vote. I am opposed to it.
If they had a vote, I reckon they would all vote
for him in preference to me, entertaining the
views I do. But that matters not. The position
he has taken on this question not only presents
him as claiming for them the right to vote, but
their right, under the divine law and the Declaration of Independence, to be elected to office, to
become members of the legislature, to go to
Congress, to become governors, or United States
senators, or judges of the Supreme Court; and
I suppose that

when

they control that court they

will probably reverse the

He

is

them

Dred

Scott decision.

going to bring negroes here,

and give

the right of citizenship, the right of vot-

and the right of holding office and sitting
on juries; and what else? Why, he would permit them to marry, would he not? And if he
gives them that right, I suppose he will let them
marry whom they please, provided they marry
If the divine law declares that
their equals.
the white man is the equal of the negro woman,
that they are on a perfect equality, I suppose he
ing,
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admits the right of the negro woman to marry
In other words, his doctrine
the white man.
divine law, is placed on a
negro,
by
that the
perfect equality with the white man, and that
that equality

is

recognized by the Declaration

of Independence, leads

him

necessarily to estab-

lish negro equality under the law; but whether
even then they would be so in fact would depend

upon

the degree of virtue

possessed,

and certain

and intelligence they

other qualities that are

matters of taste rather than of law.
to

I

do not un-

Mr. Lincoln as saying that he
make them our equals socially, or by

derstand

expects
intelli-

gence, nor in fact as citizens, but that he wishes
to

make them our

say to them,

'^as

equals under the law, and then
your Master in heaven is per-

be ye also perfect."
Well, I confess to you, my fellow-citizens,
that I am utterly opposed to that system of Abolition philosophy.
I do not believe that the
signers of the Declaration of Independence had
any reference to negroes when they used the exfect,

pression that

all

men were

created equal, or that

they had any reference to the Chinese or Coolies,
the Indians, the Japanese, or any other inferior

They were speaking of the white
European race on this continent, and

race.

race,

the

their

who

should come

They were speaking only

of the white

descendents,
here.

and emigrants
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race, and never dreamed that their language
would be construed to include the negro.
And now for the evidence of that fact. At
the time the Declaration of Independence was

put forth, declaring the equality of all men,
every one of the thirteen colonies was a slaveholding colony, and every man who signed that
Declaration represented a slaveholding consti-

Did

tuency.

signatures

to

they intend,

when

that instrument,

they put their

to

declare that

own

slaves were on an equality with them;
were made their equals by divine law,
and that any human law reducing them to an
inferior position was void, as being in violation
of divine law? Was that the meaning of the
signers of the Declaration of Independence?
Did Jefferson and Henry and Lee, did any of

their

that they

—

the signers of that instrument, or all of them,

on the day they signed it, give their slaves freedom? History records that they did not. Did
they go further, and put the negro on an equality with the white man throughout the country?

They

did not.

And

yet

if

they had understood that declara-

tion as including the negro,

which Mr. Lincoln

holds they did, they would have been bound,

men,

have restored the negro
to that equality which he thinks the Almighty;
intended they should occupy with the white
as conscientious

to
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They

man.

did not do
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Slavery was abol-

It.

ished in only one State before the adoption of
the

Constitution in

down

gradually,
tation

one

began; and

The

since.

and then

1789,

in

others

time this Abolition agihas not been abolished in

to the
it

history of the country shows

that neither the signers of the Declaration, nor

the framers of the Constitution, ever supposed
it

possible that their language

attempt to make

in an

this

would be used

nation a mixed nation

of Indians, negroes, whites, and mongrels.

I

whole history confirms the proposition, that from the earliest settlement of the
colonies down to the Declaration of Independence and the adoption of the Constitution of
the United States, our fathers proceeded on the
repeat, that our

white basis, making the white people the governing race, but conceding to the Indian and
negro, and

all

inferior races, all the privileges

they could enjoy consistent with the safety of
the society in

That

is

my

which they

lived.

opinion now.

manity, philanthropy, justice,
required that

we should

you that huand sound policy

I told

give the negro every

every privilege, every immunity, consist-

right,

ent with the safety and welfare of the State.

The

question then naturally

arises,

those rights and privileges, and
ture

and extent of them?

My

What

What
Is

answer

are

the nais,

that
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a question which each State and each Termust decide for itself. We have decided
that question.
We have said that in this State

that

is

ritory

the negro shall not be a slave, but that he shall

enjoy no political rights; that negro equality
shall not exist.
tion.

My

I

am

content with that posi-

Lincoln

friend

is

not.

He

thinks

that our policy and our laws on that subject are

contrary to the Declaration of Independence.

He

Almighty made the negro his
For my part, I do not
brother.

thinks that the

equal and his

consider the negro any kin to me, nor to any

but I would still carry my huphilanthropy to the extent of
giving him every privilege and every immunity
that he could enjoy, consistent with our own
good.

other white

man

manity and

my

We

;

in Illinois

have the right

that question for ourselves, and

upon
bound

to decide

we

are

allow every other State to do the same.
Maine allows the negro to vote on an equality
with the white man. I do not quarrel with our
to

Maine for that. If they think it wise
and proper in Maine to put the negro on an
equality with the white man, and allow him to
friends in

go

to the polls

man,

it is

and negative the vote of
and not mine.

their business,

other hand,

New York

provided he

permits a negro

a

white

On

the

to vote,

owns $250 worth of property.

A. Douglas

too

Stephen

New York

thinks that a negro ought to be per-
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mitted to vote, provided he is rich, but not otherThey allow the aristocrat negro to vote
wise.

never saw the wisdom, the propriety,
or the justice, of that decision on the part of
New York, and yet it never occurred to me that
there.

I

I

had

a right to find fault

with that

State.

It

her business; she is a sovereign State, and has
a right to do as she pleases; and if she will take
care of her own negroes, making such regulais

tions

concerning them

alone, I will

mind my

as

and
and not

suit her,

business,

let

us

inter-

with her. In Kentucky they will not give
negro any political or any civil rights. I
shall not argue the question whether Kentucky
in so doing has decided right or wrong, wisely
fere
a

or unwisely.

decide

for

It

is

a question for

herself.

I

believe

Kentucky to
the Ken-

that

tuckians have consciences as well as ourselves;

they have

keen a perception of their religious,
moral, and social duties as we have; and I am
willing that they shall decide this slavery quesas

tion for themselves,

God

and be accountable

for their action.

raign them for

It

what they

is

not for

to their

me

to ar-

judge
Let Kentucky
mind her own business and take care of her negroes, and we attend to our ov^^n affairs and take
care of our negroes, and we will be the best of
them,

lest

I

shall

do.

be judged.

I will not

—
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friends; but

with

us,

or

if

Kentucky attempts

we with

loi

to interfere

her, there will be strife, there

will be discord, there will be relentless hatred,

will be everything but fraternal

there

and brotherly

feeling

love.

not necessary that you should enter Kentucky and interfere in that State," to use the lan"It

is

guage of Mr. Lincoln. It is just as offensive
to interfere from this State, or send your missiles over there.
I care not whether an enemy,
if he is going to assault us, shall actually come
into our State, or come along the line, and
throw his bombshells over to explode in our
midst.
Suppose England should plant a battery on the Canadian side of the Niagara River,
opposite Buffalo, and throw bombshells over,

which would explode
city,

we

protested, she

Mr.

in

Main

street,

in that

and destroy the buildings; and that,

would

say, in the

when

language of

Lincoln, that she never dreamed of coming

into the

United States

to interfere

with

us,

and

bombs over the
which she had a right

that she was just throwing her
line

from her own

to do.

Would

side,

that explanation satisfy us?

So

He is not going into
is with Mr. Lincoln.
Kentucky, but he will plant his batteries on this
side of the Ohio, where he is safe and secure
for a retreat, and will throw his bombshells
over the river, and
his Abolition documents
it

—
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up
between the North and the South, until
he elects a sectional president; reduces the South
to the condition of dependent colonies; raises
the negro to an equality; and forces the South to
submit to the doctrine that a house divided
against itself cannot stand; that the Union divided into half slave States and half free, cannot
endure; that they must all be slave or they must
all be free; and that as we in the North are in
the majority, we will not permit them to be
all slave, and therefore they in the South must
consent to the States all being free.
Now, fellow-citizens, I submit to you
whether these doctrines are consistent with the
peace and harmony of this Union? I submit
to you whether they are consistent with our duties
as citizens of a common Confederacy;
whether they are consistent with the principles
which ought to govern brethren of the same
family? I recognize all the people of these
States, North and South, East and West, old
or new, Atlantic or Pacific, as our brethren
flesh of our flesh, and I will do no act unto them
that I would not be willing they should do unto
I would apply the same Christian rule to
us.
will carry on a political warfare, and get
strife

the States of this

apply

would have

we are taught
—"Dothatunto
you
others

Union

to individuals,

others do unto you;" and this

to

as

would
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Why

secure peace.
tion be kept

up?

Who

or the slave?

Republican

hobby

to

should

it

should

Does

it

does

politicians,

ride

into

content to administer this

made,

—

this slavery agita-

benefit the white
it

man

benefit, except the

who

ofBce?

be continued?
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use

Why,

Why

as

it

I

cannot

their

repeat,

we be

Government

a confederacy of sovereign

as it was
and indepen-

Let us recognize the sovereignty
and independence of each State, refrain from interfering with the domestic institutions and regulations of other States, permit the Territories
and new States to decide their institutions for
themselves, as we did when we were in their
condition; blot out these lines of North and
South, and resort to these lines of State boundent States?

which the Constitution has marked out
and engraved upon the face of the country; have
no other dividing lines but these, and we will
be one united, harmonious people, with fraternal feelings, and no discord or dissension.
These are my views, and these are the principles to which I have devoted all my energies
since 1850, when I acted side by side with the
immortal Clay and the god-like Webster in that
memorable struggle, in which Whigs and Democrats united upon a common platform of patriotism and the Constitution, throwing aside
partisan feelings in order to restore peace and
daries

Stephen A. Douglas
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harmony
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And when

to a distracted country.

I

Mr. Clay, and
and
emotions of
with
feelings
heard him
the deepest solicitude, to the welfare of the
country, and saw that he looked upon the principle embodied in the great Compromise measstood beside the death-bed of
refer,

Nebraska bill,
the doctrine of leaving each State and Terriures of 1850, the principle of the

tory free to decide

its

institutions for itself, as

means by which the peace of the country could be preserved and the Union perpetuated,
I pledged him, on that death-bed of his,
the only

—

that so long as I lived,

devoted
of his

my

energies should be

to the vindication of that principle,

fame

same pledge
stitution,

he

Webster."

as

connected with

to the great

who
I

it.

I

and

gave the

expounder of the Con-

has been called the "god-like

looked up

to

Clay and him

as a

son would to a father, and I call upon the people of Illinois, and the people of the
ion, to

whole Un-

bear testimony that never since the sod

has been laid

upon the graves of

these eminent

statesmen have I failed, on any occasion, to vin-

which the last great
crowning acts of their lives were identified, or
to vindicate their names whenever they have
dicate the principle with

been assailed; and how my life and energy are
devoted to this great work as the means of preserving this Union.
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This Union can only be preserved by maintaining the fraternal feeling between the North
and the South, the East and the West. If that
good feeling can be preserved, the Union will
be as perpetual as the fame of its great founders.
It can be maintained by preserving the
sovereignty of the States, the right of each State
and each Territory to settle its domestic concerns for itself, and the duty of each to refrain

from interfering with the other

in any of its
Let that be done,

local or domestic institutions.

and the Union will be perpetual; let that be
done, and this Republic, which began with thirteen States, and which now numbers thirty-two,
which, when it began, only extended from the
Atlantic to the Mississippi, but

may

now

reaches to

expand North and South,
until it covers the whole Continent, and becomes
one vast ocean-bound confederacy. Then, my
the Pacific,

yet

friends, the path of duty, of honor, of patriot-

ism,

Is

plain.

There

ples to be preserved.

are a

Bear

few simple princiin

mind

the divid-

ing line between State rights and Federal authority; let us maintain the great principles of
sovereignty, of State rights, and of the Federal
as the Constitution has made It, and this
Republic will endure forever.
I thank you kindly for the patience with
which you have listened to me. I fear I have

Union
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wearied you. I have a heavy day's work before
me to-morrow, I have several speeches to make.
My friends, in whose hands I am, are taxing me
beyond human endurance; but I shall take the

helm and control them
foundly grateful

to the

hereafter.

people of

the reception they have given me,
ness

with which they have listened

member when

I

first

am proMcLean for
I

and the kindto

me.

I re-

came among you here,
was prosecuting at-

twenty-five years ago, that I

torney in this district, and that

were made here, when

my

my

earliest ef-

were
too apparent, I am afraid, to be concealed from
any one. I remember the courtesy and kindness with which I was uniformly treated by you
all; and whenever I can recognize the face of
one of your old citizens, it is like meeting an
old and cherished friend.
I come among you
forts

with

deficiencies

filled with gratitude for past
have been with you but little for the
past few years, on account of my official duties.
I intend to visit you again before the campaign
is over.
I wish to speak to your whole people.
I wish them to pass judgment upon the correct-

a

favors.

heart
I

my course, and the soundness of the prinwhich I have proclaimed.
If you do not approve my principles, I cannot ask your support.
If you believe that the
election of Mr. Lincoln would contribute more

ness of
ciples
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of the country, to per-

more

to the prosperity

and the honor and glory of the State, then it is
your duty to give him the preference. If, on
the contrary, you believe that I have been faithful to my trust, and that by sustaining me you
will give greater strength and efficiency to the
principles which I have expounded, I shall then
be grateful for your support. I renew my profound thanks for your attention.

Stephen A. Douglas
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*Speech Delivered at Springfield, III., by
Senator S. A. Douglas, July 17, 1858

CHAIRMAN

and fellow-citizens
and old Sangamon:
My heart is filled with emotions at the
allusions which have been so happily and so
kindly made in the welcome just extended
to me,
a welcome so numerous and so en-

MR.

of

Springfield

—

bringing me to my home among my
language cannot express my
gratitude.
I do feel at home whenever I return to old Sangamon and receive those kind and
friendly greetings which have never failed to
meet me when I have come among you; but
never before have I had such occasion to be
thusiastic,

old friends, that

grateful and to be

proud

manner of the
While I am will-

of the

reception as on the present.

demonstration
kind and friendly personal relations to
which you have referred, I cannot conceal from
myself that the controlling and pervading eleing,

sir,

to attribute a part of this

to those

ment

in this great

mass of

human

beings

is

de-

votion to that principle of self-government to

which

so

many

years of

my

life

have been deit an ap-

voted; and rejoice more in considering
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proval of my support of a cardinal principle
than I would if I could appropriate it to myself
as a personal compliment.

You but speak rightly when you assert that
during the last session of Congress there was an
attempt to violate one of the fundamental prinupon which our

ciples

free

institutions

rest.

The

attempt to force the Lecompton constituupon the people of Kansas against their
will, would have been, if successful, subversive
tion

of the great fundamental principles

our institutions

all

principle

rest.

If there

upon which

more sacred and more

is

any one

vital to the ex-

government than all others, it
form and ratify the
constitution under which they are to live.
It is
istence of a free

is

the right of the people to

the cornerstone of the temple of liberty;

upon which

the foundation
rests;

and whenever

it

the

it

whole structure

can be successfully evad-

ed, self-government has received a vital stab.

deemed

it

my

is

duty, as a citizen

and

I

as a repre-

sentative of the State of Illinois, to resist, with

my

all

energies and with whatever of ability I

could command, the consummation of that
fort to force a constitution

ef-

upon an unwilling

people.
I

am aware

that other questions have been

connected, or attempted to be connected, with
that great struggle; but they

were mere

col-

no

Stephen A. Douglas

lateral questions, not affecting the

My

opposition to the

upon

rested solely
act

Lecompton

the fact that

it

main

constitution

the

it

I did not object to

their will.

point.

was not the

and deed of that people, and that

embody
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did not
it

ground of the slavery clause contained

upon
in

it.

should have resisted it with the same energy
and determination even if it had been a free
State instead of a slaveholding State; and as an
evidence of this fact I wish you to bear in mind
I

that

my

made

speech against the Lecompton act was
on the 9th day of December, nearly two

weeks before the vote was taken on the acceptance or rejection of the slavery clause.
not then know,

I

I

did

could not have known, whether

the slavery clause

would be accepted or rejectit would be

ed; the general impression was that

my

assumed that imit would be
voted down
and then I said to the United
States Senate, as I now proclaim to you, my constituents, that you have no more right to force
a free State upon an unwilling people than you
have to force a slave State upon them against
their will.
You have no right to force either a
good or a bad thing upon a people who do not
rejected;

and

in

speech

I

pression to be true; that probably
;

choose to receive
est privilege of

it.

And

then, again, the high-

our people

is

to

determine for

themselves what kind of institutions are good
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and what kind of

institutions are bad; and it
be true that the same people, situated in a
different latitude and different climate, and with
different productions and different interests,
might decide the same question one way in the

may

North and another way

in the South, in order
adapt their institutions to the wants and
wishes of the people to be affected by them.
You all are familiar with the Lecompton
struggle, and I will occupy no more time upon
the subject, except to remark that when we
drove the enemies of the principle of popular
to

sovereignty from the effort to force the
ton constitution

upon

when we compelled them
tempt and

Lecomp-

the people of Kansas, and
to

abandon the

at-

to refer that constitution to that peo-

ple for acceptance or rejection,

we

obtained a

concession of the principle for which I had con-

When I saw
was conceded, and that the
not to be forced on Kansas

tended throughout the struggle.
that the principle
constitution w^as

against the wishes of the people, I felt anxious
to give the proposition

my

support; but

when

I

found that the mode of reference
to the people and the form of submission, upon
which the vote was taken, was so objectionable
as to make it unfair and unjust.
Sir, it is an axiom with me that in every free
government an unfair election is no election at

examined

it,

I
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election should be free, should be

with the same privileges and the same inducements for a negative as for an affirmative
fair,

vote.

The

what is called the ''Engwhich
the Lecompton conby
was referred back to the people of Kanobjection to

lish" proposition,
stitution
sas,

the

was this: that if the people choose to accept
Lecompton constitution they could come in

with only 35,000 inhabitants; while if they determined to reject it in order to form another
more in accordance with their wishes and sentiments, they were compelled to stay out until

they should have 93,420 inhabitants.

In other

was making a distinction and discrimination between free States and slave States under the Federal Constitution.
I deny the justice, I deny the right, of any distinction or discrimination between the States North and

words,

it

or slave.
Equality among the
fundamental principle of this Government. Hence, while I will never consent to
the passage of a law that a slave State may
come in with 35,000, while a free State shall not
come in unless it have 93,000, on the other hand,
I shall not consent to admit a free State with a
population of 35,000, and require 93,000, in a
South,
States

free

is

a

slaveholding State.

My principle
Union

as

is

to

recognize each State of the

independent, sovereign, and equal in
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apply that principle,
not only to the original thirteen States, but to
the States which have since been brought into
the Union, and also to every State that shall
hereafter be received, "as long as water shall
run, and grass grow."
For these reasons I felt
compelled, by a sense of duty, by a conviction
sovereignty.

its

I

will

of principle, to record

my

vote against

called the English bill; but yet the bill

what is
became

and under that law an election has been
to be held on the first Monday in Aufor the purpose of determining the ques-

a law,

ordered
gust,

tion of the acceptance or rejection of the prop-

by Congress.
have no hesitation in saying to you, as the
chairman of your committee has justly said in
his address, that whatever the decision of the
people of Kansas may be at that election, it must
be final and conclusive of the whole subject; for
osition submitted
I

at that election a majority of the people of
Kansas shall vote for the acceptance of the Congressional proposition, Kansas from that moment becomes a State of the Union, the law admitting her becomes irrepealable, and thus the
controversy terminates forever; if, on the other
hand, the people of Kansas shall vote down that
proposition, as it is now generally admitted they
if

will,

the

by

a large majority, then

Lecompton

constitution

is

from
dead,

that instant

— dead

be-
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yond the power of resurrection; and thus the

And when

controversy terminates.

shall die, I shall be willing,

you will be willing
the

Lecompton

may now

and

the monster

trust that all of

to acquiesce in the

The

constitution.

death of

controversy

be considered as terminated, for in
from now it will be finally settled,

three weeks

and all the ill-feeling,
which grew out of it

all

the embittered feeling

shall cease, unless an at-

tempt should be made in the future to repeat
same outrage upon popular rights.
I need not tell you that my past course is a

the

sufficient

guarantee that

if

the occasion shall

arise again while I occupy a seat in the
United States Senate, you will find me carrying
out the same principle that I have this winter,
with all the energy and all the power I may be
able to command.
I have the gratification of
saying to you that I do not believe that that con-

ever

troversy will ever arise again
fate of

Lecompton

is

:

first,

because the

a ivarning to the

people of

every Territory and of every State to be cautious
how the example is repeated; and, secondly because the President of the United States, in his

annual message, has said that he trusts the example in the Minnesota case, wherein Congress
passed a law,

called an Enabling Act, requir-

ing the Constitution to be submitted

to the

peo-

ple for acceptance or rejection, will be followed

[Voice: 'That was right."]
I said so on
it was right.

in all future cases.
I

n^
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that

the day after the message

was delivered,

in

my

speech in the Senate on the Lecompton constitution, and I have frequently in the debate tendered to the President and his friends, tendered to

my

voluntary pledge, that if
he will stand by that recommendation, and they
will stand by it, that they will find me working
hand in hand with them in the effort to carry it
the Lecomptonites,

out.

All

we have

to do, therefore,

is

to

adhere

firmly in the future, as we have done in the past,
to the principle contained in the recommendation of the President in his annual message, that
the example in the Minnesota case shall be carried out in all future cases of the admission of

Let that
be done, and the principle of popular sovereignty will be maintained in all of its vigor and

Territories into the

Union

as

States.

all of its integrity.

that Illinois stands prominently and proudly forward among the States
which first took their position firmly and imI rejoice to

movably upon

know

this principle of

popular sover-

eignty, applied to the Territories as well as to
You all recollect when, in 1850, the
the States.

peace of the country was disturbed in consequence of the agitation of the slavery question,

and the

effort to force the

Wllmot

proviso upon

Stephen A. Douglas
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the Territories, that

all

and

all

it

required

all
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the talent

the energy, all the wisdom, all the pa-

triotism, of a

Clay and

a

Webster, united with

other great party leaders, to devise a system of

measures by which peace and harmony could be
Those comrestored to our distracted country.
promise measures eventually passed, and were
recorded on the statute book, not only as the settlement of the then existing difficulties, but as
furnishing a rule of action which should prefuture time the recurrence of like

vent in

all

evils, if

they were firmly and fairly carried out.

Those compromise measures rested, as I said in
my speech at Chicago on my return home that
year, upon the principle that every people ought
to have the right to form and regulate their own

own way, subject
They were founded

domestic institutions in their
only to the Constitution.

upon

the principle that while every State pos-

under the Constitution, that the
same right ought to be extended to and exercised
by the people of the Territories.
When the Illinois legislature assembled, a few
months after the adoption of these measures, the
sessed that right

first

thing the

action
the

errors

fallen.
to

upon

members did was

to

this slavery agitation,

into

which

You remember

repeal the

Wilmot

review their

and

to correct

their predecessors

that their

first

act

had
was

proviso instructions to our
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which had been prevthem to record another resolution upon the journal, with which
you must all be familiar, a resolution brought
forward by Mr. Ninian Edwards, and adopted
by the House of Representatives by a vote of 61
That
in the affirmative to 4 in the negative.
resolution I can quote to you in almost its presenators,

iously passed, and in lieu of

—

cise

language.

It declared that the great prin-

was the birthright of
freemen, was the gift of Heaven, was achieved
by the blood of our revolutionary fathers, and
must be continued and carried out in the organization of all the Territories and the admission
That became the Illinois
of all new States.
platform by the united voices of the Democratic
party and of the Whig party in 1851; all the
Whigs and all the Democrats in the legislature
uniting in an affirmative vote upon it, and there
ciple of self-government

being only four votes in the negative,

—of Aboli-

tionists, of course.

That

resolution stands

your legislature

to this

upon

the journal of

day and hour unrepealed,

perpetual instruction to the
senators from Illinois in all time to come to carry
out that principle of self-government, and allow
no limitation upon it in the organization of any
as a standing, living,

Territories or the admission of any

In 1854, when

it

became

my

duty

new

States.

as the chair-

Stephen A. Douglas
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of the committee on Territories to bring

forward a bill for the organization of Kansas
and Nebraska, I incorporated that principle in
it,
and Congress passed it, thus carrying the
principle into practical

not recur

I will

efifect.

which took place all over the counI
that Nebraska bill passed.
could then travel from Boston to Chicago by the
to the scenes

try in 1854,

light of

when

my own

consequence of hav-

effigies, in

it.
I leave it to you to say how
met that storm, and whether I quailed under
it; whether I did not "face the music," justify
the principle, and pledge my life to carry it out.

ing stood up for
I

A

reminds me,

friend here

making speeches

too, that

then, justifying the

when

Nebraska

and the great principle of self-government,
less than five years you would
have to get out a search-warrant to find an antiNebraska man. Well, I believe I did make that

bill

I

predicted that in

prediction.

I

prophet, but

it

did not claim the power of a

occurred

to

me

that

among

a free

people, and an honest people, and an intelligent
people, five years was long

come

to

enough for them

an understanding that the great prin-

ciple of self-government

was

right, not

the States, but in the Territories.
this

year

to

to see

my

I

only in
rejoiced

prediction, in that respect,

carried out and fulfilled by the unanimous vote,
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one form or another, of both Houses of Con-

gress.

you will remember that pending this Lecompton controversy that gallant old Roman,
Kentucky's favorite son, the worthy successor of
the immortal Clay,
I allude, as you know, to
the gallant John J. Crittenden,
brought forward a bill, now known as the Crittenden-Montgomery bill, in which it was proposed that the
Lecompton constitution should be referred back
If

—

to the

—

people of Kansas,

be decided for or
against it, at a fair election, and if a majority of
the people were in favor of it, that Kansas should

come

into the

but that

if

Union

as

to

a slaveholding State,

were against it, that they
new constitution, and come in

a majority

should make a
with slavery or without it, as they thought
proper.
[Voice: ''That was right."] Yes, my
dear sir, it was not only right, but it was carrying out the principle of the Nebraska bill in its
Of course I voted for
letter and in its spirit.
it,
and so did every Republican senator and
representative in Congress. I have found some
Democrats so perfectly straight that they blame
me for voting for the principle of the Nebraska
bill because the Republicans voted the same way.

[Great laughter.

And "What

did they say?"]

did they say? Why, many of them said
Douglas
voted with the Republicans. Yes,
that

What

120
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not only that, but with the black Republicans.

Well, there are different modes of stating that
proposition.

The

New

York Tribune

says that

Douglas did not vote with the Republicans, but
went over
to Douglas and voted with him.
My friends, I have never yet abandoned a
principle because of the support I found men
yielding to it, and I shall never abandon my
Democratic principles merely because Republicans come to them.
For what do we travel
over the country and make speeches in every
that on that question the Republicans

political canvass, if

it

is

not to enlighten the

minds of these Republicans, to remove the scales
from their eyes, and to impart to them the light
of Democratic vision, so that they may be able
to carry out the Constitution of our country as
our fathers made it. And if by preaching our
principles to the people

we

succeed in convinc-

ing the Republicans of the errors of their ways,
and bring them over to us, are we bound to turn

our principles merely because they
All I have to say is
that I hope the Republican party will stand
firm, in the future, by the vote they gave on the
Crittenden-Montgomery bill. I hope we will
find, in the resolutions of their county and congressional conventions, no declarations of ''no
more slave States to be admitted into this

traitors to

give them their support?

Springfield
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in lieu of that declaration that

we

will find the principle that the people of every
State and every Territory shall

Union with

slavery or without

please, without

come
it,

into the

just as they

any interference on the part of

Congress.

My

friends, whilst I

gaged

was

at

Washington, en-

in this great battle for sound, constitu-

tional principles,

I

find

from the newspapers

that the Republican party of this State assembled in this capital in State convention, and not
only nominated, as it was wise and proper for

them

to do, a

ate,

but laid

nee

made

man
down

for

my

successor in the Sen-

a platform,

and their nomiand pre-

a speech, carefully written

pared, and well delivered, which that convention

accepted

as

containing the Republican creed.

have no comment to make on that part of
Lincoln's speech in which he represents me
as forming a conspiracy with the Supreme
Court, and with the late President of the United
States, and the present chief magistrate, having
I

Mr.

for

my

the

Dred

slavery,

object the passage of the

Nebraska

bill,

Scott decision, and the extension of

— a scheme

of political tricksters,

com-

posed of Chief Justice Taney and his eight astwo Presidents of the United States, and
one Senator of Illinois. If Mr. Lincoln deems
sociates,

me

a conspirator of that kind, all I

have

to say

Stephen A. Douglas
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that I do not think so badly of the President

of the United States,

and the Supreme Court of

the United States, the highest judicial tribunal

on earth,

they were capable
and decision of entering into po-

as to believe that

in their action

litical intrigues for

partisan purposes.

coln's speech in

form of
to

do

which he

principles,

he

if

and

elected to

is

lays

I there-

Mr. Lin-

fore shall only notice those parts of

down

his plat-

you what he intends
the Senate of the United
tells

States.

[An
and

old gentleman here arose on the platform

said,

"Be particular now, Judge, be par-

ticular."]

My venerable friend here says he will be
ified if I will

may

be

be particular; and in order that I

will read the language of

so, I

grat-

Mr. Lin-

coln as reported by himself and published to the
country.

Mr. Lincoln

lays

down

his

main

proposition in these words:
"

A

house divided against

itself

cannot stand."

I

believe this LTnion cannot endure permanently, half
free

do expect
all

I do not expect the Union will
do not expect the house to fall; but I
to cease to be divided.
It will become

and half

be dissolved,
it

slave.

I

one thing or

all

the other.

Mr. Lincoln does not think

this

Union can

continue to exist composed of half slave and half

Speech
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must all be free, or all slave.
do
not
I
doubt that this is Mr. Lincoln's conscientious conviction.
I do not doubt that he
thinks it is the highest duty of every patriotic
free States; they

citizen to preserve this glorious Union, and to

adopt these measures as necessary to its preservation.
He tells you that the only mode to pre-

Union

serve the

or

all slave.

the other.

is

Now,

to

Union,

how

the

make

all

the States free,

must be the one, or

It

mation,

to

it

must be

that being essential, in his esti-

preservation

he going
says that he wants to go
is

to

of

glorious

this

accomplish

to the

it?

He

Senate in order

to carry out this favorite patriotic policy of his,

of

making

all the States free, so that the house
no longer be divided against itself.
When he gets to the Senate, by what means
is he going to accomplish it?
By an Act of
Congress? Will he contend that Congress has
any power under the Constitution to abolish
slavery in any State of this Union, or to interfere

shall

with

it

directly or indirectly?

will not contend that.

mode

Of

Then what

is

of carrying out his principle,

slavery shall be abolished in

all

course he
to

be his

by which

of the States?

Mr. Lincoln certainly does not speak at random.
He is a lawyer, an eminent lawyer, and his
profession is to know the remedy for every
wrong. What is his remedy for this imaginary

—

—
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The Con-

to exist?

United States provides that

it

may

be amended by Congress passing an amendment by a two-thirds majority of each house,

by three-fourths of the
States; and the inference is that Mr. Lincoln
intends to carry this slavery agitation into Congress with the view of amending the Constitution so that slavery can be abolished in all the
States of the Union.
In other words, he is not going to allow one
portion of the Union to be slave and another
portion to be free; he is not going to permit the
house to be divided against itself. He is going
to remedy it by lawful and constitutional means.
What are to be these means? How can he abol-

which

shall be ratified

where it exists?
There is but one mode by which a political organization, composed of men in the free States,
ish

slavery

in

those

States

can abolish slavery in the slaveholding States,
and that would be to abolish the State legislatures, blot out of existence the State sovereign-

and plenary power
over all the local and domestic and police regulations of the different States of this Union.
ties,

invest Congress with full

Then

there

would be uniformity

in

the local

concerns and domestic institutions of the
ent States; then the house

divided against

itself;

dififer-

would be no longer

then the States would

all
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be free, or they would all be slave; then you
would have uniformity prevailing throughout
this

whole land

tutions: but

in the local

would be

it

and domestic

insti-

a uniformit}', not of lib-

but a uniformit}' of despotism that would
triumph. I submit to you, my fellow-citizens,
ert}',

whether

Mr.

this

is

not the logical consequence of

Lincoln's proposition.

have called on Mr. Lincoln to explain what
he did mean, if he did not mean this, and he has
made a speech at Chicago in which he attempts
And how does he explain? I will
to explain.
I

him

give

cisely

as

the benefit of his
it

was

papers of that

cit}^,

own

language, pre-

reported in the Republican
after

undergoing

his revis-

ion:

have said a hundred times, and have now no
Inclination to take it back, that I believe there is no
right and ought to be no inclination In the people of
the free States to enter Into the slave States and InterI

fere with the question of slavery at alL

He

believes there

is

no right on the part of the

free people of the free States to enter the slave

and interfere with the question of slavery,
hence he does not propose to go into Kentucky
and stir up a civil war and a sen^Ile war between
All he proposes is
the blacks and the whites.
and every other
Illinois
people
of
invite
the
to
States
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free State to band together as one sectional party,
governed and divided by a geographical line,
to

make war upon

the institution of slavery in

He

the slaveholding States.
it

is

going

to

carry

out by means of a political party that has

adherents only in the free States,

party that does not pretend that

—

its

a political

can give a

it

solitary vote in the slave States of the

Union;

going

to elect

and by

this sectional vote

he

is

form a cabinet,
and administer the Government on sectional
grounds, being the power of the North over that
a president of the

United

States,

of the South.

In other words, he invites a war of the North
against the South, a warfare of the free States

He

against the slaveholding States.

men

in the free states to conspire to

asks

exterminate

slavery in the Southern States, so as to

them

all free,

and then he

all

notifies the

make

South that

unless they are going to submit to our

efiforts to

exterminate their institutions, they must band
together and plant slavery in Illinois and every

Northern
all

I

State.

He

be free or must
take issue v^ith

says that the States

all

him

be slave.
directly.

On
I

this

must
point

assert that

Illinois has a right to decide the slavery ques-

We

have decided it, and T
think we have done it wisely; but whether wisely
or unwisely, it is our business, and the people
tion

for

herself.
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of no other State have any right to interfere with
us,

Claiming as we do
we must concede it to

directly or indirectly.

this right for ourselves,

every other State, to be exercised by them

re-

spectively.

Now, Mr. Lincoln

says that he will not enter

Kentucky to abolish slavery there, but that
he will do is to fight slavery in Kentucky
from Illinois. He will not go over there to set
into
all

fire

to

the match.

I

do not think he would.

Mr. Lincoln is a very prudent man. He would
not deem it wise to go over into Kentucky to stir
up this strife, but he would do it from this side

me

whether the
wrong, the outrage, of interference by one State
with the local concerns of another is worse when
you actually invade them than it would be if you
carried on the warfare from another State?
For the purpose of illustration, suppose the British Government should plant a battery on the
Niagara River, opposite Buffalo, and throw
their shells over into Buffalo, where they should
explode and blow up the houses and destroy the
of the river.

town.

We

Permit

to inquire

call the British

Government

to

account, and they say, in the language of

Lincoln,

we

an

Mr.

did not enter into the limits of the

United States to interfere with you; we planted
the battery on our own soil, and had a right to
shoot from our own soil; and if our shells and
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and killed your inhabitants,
why, it is your look-out, not ours.
Thus, Mr. Lincoln is going to plant his Abolition batteries all along the banks of the Ohio
River, and throw his shells into Virginia and
Kentucky and into Missouri, and blow up the
institution of slavery; and when we arraign him
for his unjust interference with the institutions

balls fell in Bufifalo

of the other States, he says,

"Why,

I

never did

Kentucky to interfere with her; I do
not propose to do it; I only propose to take
care of my own head by keeping on this side of
the river, out of harm's way." But yet he says

enter into

he

is

going

persevere in this system of sec-

to

tional warfare,

cere in
of the

and

I

have no doubt he

into these slave States

He

them.
teries

is

sin-

what he says. He says that the existence
Union depends upon his success in firing
until

he

exterminates

says that unless he shall play his bat-

successfully,

so as to abolish slavery in

every one of the States, that the Union shall be
dissolved; and he says that a dissolution of the

Union would be
it

would.

We

We

a terrible calamity.

Of

course

are all friends of the Union.

—

—

believe
I do
that our lives, our liberour hopes in the future, depend upon the
preservation and perpetuity of this glorious
Union. I believe that the hopes of the friends
of liberty throughout the world depend upon
ties,

all
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the perpetuity of the

while

I believe that

Union

is
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American Union.

my mode

a very different one

But

of preserving the

from

that of

Mr.

Lincoln, I believe that the Union can only be
preserved by' maintaining inviolate the Constitution of the United States as our fathers have

made it.
That Constitution

guarantees to the people of
every State the right to have slavery or not have
it; to have negroes or not have them; to have
Maine liquor laws or not have them to have just
;

such institutions as they choose, each State being
left free to decide for itself.
The framers of
that Constitution never conceived the idea that
uniformity in the domestic institutions of the different States

was either desirable or

possible.

They

well understood that the laws and institu-

tions

which would be well adapted to the granite
New Hampshire would be unfit for the

hills of

rice plantations of South Carolina; they well
understood that each one of the thirteen States
had distinct and separate interests, and required

distinct
tutions.

and separate local laws and local instiAnd in view of that fact they provided

that each State should retain

within

its

own

limits,

its

sovereign power

with the right

to

make

just

such institutions as it saw
proper, under the belief that no two of them
would be alike. If they had supposed that uni-

such laws and

just
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going to spot the
The court pronounces that law prohibitlaw.
ing slavery, unconstitutional and void, and Mr.
Lincoln is going to pass an act reversing that
I never heard bedecision and making it valid.
fore of an appeal being taken from the Supreme
Court to the Congress of the United States to
reverse its decision.
I have heard of appeals
being taken from Congress to the Supreme
Court to declare a statute void. That has been
done from the earliest days of Chief Justice
Marshall down to the present time.
The Supreme Court of Illinois do not hesitate to pronounce an Act of the legislature void,
as being repugnant to the Constitution, and the
Supreme Court of the United States is vested by
The
the Constitution with that very power.
Yes, he

is

Constitution says that that judicial

power

of the

United States shall be vested in the Supreme
Court and such inferior courts as Congress shall,
from time to time, ordain and establish. Hence
it is the province and duty of the Supreme Court
to pronounce judgment on the validity and con-

Act of Congress. In this
and Mr. Lincoln will
not submit to it, and he is going to reverse it by
My
another Act of Congress of the same tenor.
opinion is that Mr. Lincoln ought to be on the
Supreme Bench himself, when the Republicans
stitutionality of an

case they have done so,
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get into power,
qualifies a

man

if

that kind of

But Mr. Lincoln intimates
mode by which he can

Scott

decision.
to

dent
that

on

who

Dred

the

is

How

appeal

be done.

an-

is

Dred

Why, he

is

to elect a Presi-

who

Well,

Scott decision.
to

that there

reverse the

that?

is

people

to the

will appoint judges

going

law knowledge

for the bench.

other

going

135

First,

will reverse

let us see

he has

to

how
carry

his sectional organization, a party confined

making war upon

to the free States,

the slave-

holding States until he gets a Republican president elected.
[Voice: "He never will, sir."]
I do not believe he ever will.
But suppose he
should; when that Republican president shall
have taken his seat (Mr. Seward, for instance),
will he then proceed to appoint judges? No!
he will have to wait until the present judges die
before he can do that; and perhaps his four years
would be out before a majority of these judges
found it agreeable to die; and it is very possible,
too, that Mr. Lincoln's senatorial term would

would be accommo-

expire before these judges

should so happen;
do not see a very great prospect for Mr. Lin-

dating enough to
I

die.

coln to reverse the

If

Dred

it

Scott decision.

But suppose they should
the

new judges

to

die,

be appointed?

publican president

is

to call

upon

how are
Why, the Re-

then

the candidates
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and catechise them, and ask them, "How will
you decide this case if I appoint you judge?"
Suppose, for instance, Mr. Lincoln to be candidate for a vacancy on the

Supreme Bench

to

fill

Chief Justice Taney's place, and when he ap-

would

"Mr. Lincoln, I cannot appoint you until I know how you
will decide the Dred Scott case?"
Mr. Lincoln
tells him, and he then asks him how he will deplied to Seward, the latter

cide

Tom

say,

Jones's case, and Bill Wilson's case,

and thus catechises the judge as to how he will
decide any case which may arise before him.
Suppose you get a Supreme Court composed of
such judges, who have been appointed by a
partisan president

how

upon

their

giving pledges

they would decide a case before

what confidence would you have

Would

it

arose,

—

such a court?
not your court be prostituted beneath the
in

mankind? What man would
feel that his liberties were safe, his right of person or property was secure, if the Supreme

contempt of

all

Bench, that august tribunal, the highest on earth,
to that low, dirty pool
w^herein the judges are to give pledges in advance how they will decide all the questions
which may be brought before them? It is a

was brought down

proposition to

make

that court the corrupt, un-

scrupulous tool of a political party. But Mr.
Lincoln cannot conscientiously submit, he
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majority of Democrats.
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composed of

If he cannot,

how

a

can

he expect us to have confidence in a court coma majority of Republicans, selected for

posed of

the purpose of deciding against the

and

in

favor of the Republicans?

proposition carries with

it

Democracy,

The verv

the demoralization

and degradation destructive of the judicial department of the Federal Government.
I say to you, fellow-citizens, that I have no
warfare to make upon the Supreme Court because of the Dred Scott decision. I have no
complaint? to make against that Court because
of that decision.
My private opinions on some
points of the case may have been one way: and
on other points of the case another; in some
things concurring with the Court, and in others
dissenting: but what have my private opinions
in a question of law to do with the decision after
it has been pronounced by the highest judicial
tribunal known to the Constitution? You, sir
[addressing the chairman], as an eminent lawyer, have a right to entertain your opinions on
any question that comes before the court, and to
appear before the tribunal and maintain them
boldly and with tenacity until the tinal decision
shall have been pronounced: and then, sir,
whether you are sustained or o\-erruled. your
dutv

as a

lawyer and a citizen

is

to

bow

in defer-
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intend to yield obe-

I

dience to the decisions of the highest tribunal

whether their opinions
views as a lawyer or
not.
When we refuse to abide by judicial decisions, what protection is there left for life and
property? To whom shall you appeal? To
mob law, to partisan caucuses, to town meetings,
Where is the remedy when you
to revolution?
in the land in all cases,

are in conformity with

my

refuse obedience to the constituted authorities?
I will not stop to

agree with

inquire whether I agree or dis-

by Judge
Taney or any other judge. It is enough for me
to know that the decision has been made.
It has
been made by a tribunal appointed by the Constitution to make it; it was a point within their
jurisdiction, and I am bound by it.
But,

Dred

my

all

the opinions expressed

friends,

Mr. Lincoln

Scott decision

destroys

says that this

the

doctrine of

popular sovereignty, for the reason that the
Court has decided that Congress had no power
to prohibit slavery in the Territories, and hence
he infers that it would decide that the Territorial legislatures could not prohibit slavery there.
I will not stop to inquire whether the Court will
carry the decision that far or not.
It would be
interesting as a matter of theory, but of no importance in practice; for

this reason, that if the

people of a Territory w^ant slavery they will have

Speech
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and if they do not want it they will drive it
out, and you cannot force it on them.
Slavery
cannot exist a day in the midst of an unfriendly
people with unfriendly laws. There is truth
and wisdom in a remark made to me by an eminent Southern senator, when speaking of this
it,

technical right to take slaves into the Territories.

Said he, "I do not care a
cision shall be, for

it

is

fig

which way

the de-

of no particular conse-

quence; slavery cannot exist a day or an hour
in any Territory or State unless it has affirmative laws sustaining and supporting it, furnishing police regulations and remedies; and an
omission to furnish them would be as fatal as a
constitutional

prohibition.

tive legislation in

its

Without

affirma-

favor, slavery could not

any longer than a new-born infant could
survive under the heat of the sun, on a barren
It would wilt and
rock, without protection.

exist

want of support."
would be in the Territories.

die for the

So

it

illustration in Kansas.

told you, during the
ritory,

down

See the

The Republicans have

whole history of

that Ter-

to last winter, that the pro-slavery

party in the legislature had passed a pro-slavery
code,

establishing

and sustaining slavery

in

Kansas, but that this pro-slavery legislature did
not truly represent the people, but was imposed

upon them by an invasion from Missouri; and
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hence the legislature were one way, and the peoGranting all this, and what has
ple another.
result?
With laws supporting slavery,
been the
but the people against, there are not as many
slaves in Kansas to-day as there were on the day
the Nebraska bill passed and the Missouri Compromise was repealed. Why? Simply because
slave-owners

knew

that

if

they took their slaves

into Kansas, where a majority of the people were
opposed to slavery, that it would soon be abolished, and they would lose their right of propFor
erty in consequence of taking them there.
that reason they would not take or keep them
there.
If there had been a majority of the people in favor of slavery, and the climate had been
favorable, they would have taken them there;
but the climate not being suitable, the interest
of the people being opposed to it, and a majority
of them against it, the slave-owner did not find
it profitable to take his slaves there, and conse-

quently there are not as

many

slaves there to-day

on the day the Missouri Compromise was repealed. This shows clearly that if the people
do not want slavery they will keep it out; and
if they do want it, they will protect it.
You have a good illustration of this in the Teras

ritorial history of this State.

You

all

remember

by the Ordinance of 1787 slavery was prohibited in Illinois yet you all know, particularly
that

;
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settlers

who were
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here in Territorial

times; that the Territorial Legislature, in defi-

ance of that Ordinance, passed a law allowing
you to go into Kentucky, buy slaves, and bring

them

having them sign indenyou and your posterity ninety-nine
years, and their posterity thereafter to do the
same. This hereditary slavery was introduced
That was
in defiance of the Act of Congress.
the right
the exercise of popular sovereignty,
into the Territory,

tures to serve

—

of a Territory to decide the question for
in

defiance of the Act of Congress.

other hand,
tile

if

itself

On

the

the people of a Territory are hos-

to slavery,

they will drive

it

out.

Conse-

upon the
worthy of no considera-

quently, this theoretical question raised

Dred

Scott decision

tion whatsoever, for
political discussions

which

is

it is

only brought into these

hobby upon
or out of which to man-

and used

to ride into office,

as a

ufacture political capital.

But Mr. Lincoln's main objection to the Dred
Scott decision I have reserved for my conclusion.
His principal objection to that decision is that
it was intended to deprive the negro of the rights
of citizenship

in

the

different States of the

—

Union. Well, suppose it was, and there is no
doubt that that was its legal efifect, what is his
objection to it? Why, he thinks that a negro
ought to be permitted to have the rights of citi-

—
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He

and opposed
it
is

is

in favor of

to the

Dred

declares that a negro

is

not entitled to vote.
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negro citizenship,

Scott decision, because

not a citizen, and hence

Here

I

have a direct

with Mr. Lincoln. I am not in favor of
negro citizenship. I do not believe that a negro
I believe
is a citizen or ought to be a citizen.
that this Government of ours was founded, and
It was
wisely founded, upon the white basis.
made by white men for the benefit of white men
and their posterity, to be executed and managed
by white men. I freely concede that humanity
requires us to extend all the protection, all the
privileges, all the immunities, to the Indian and
the negro which they are capable of enjoying
issue

consistent with the safety of society.

me what are those rights,
and extent of the rights which
a negro ought to have?
My answer is that this
is a question for each State and each Territory
to decide for itself.
In Illinois we have decided
that a negro is not a slave, but we have at the
same time determined that he is not a citizen
and shall not enjoy any political rights. I concur in the wisdom of that policy, and am content
with it. I assert that the sovereignty of Illinois
had a right to determine that question as we
have decided it, and I deny that any other State
has a right to interfere with us or call us to acYou may

what

is

then ask

the nature

1858]
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In the State of Maine

they have decided by their constitution that the

negro shall exercise the elective franchise and
hold office on an equality with the white man.
Whilst I do not concur in the good sense or correct taste of that decision on the part of Maine,
It is
I have no disposition to quarrel with her.
her business, and not ours. If the people of
Maine desire to be put on an equality with the
negro, I do not know that anybody in this State
If the white people
will attempt to prevent it.
of Maine think a negro their equal, and that he
has a right to come and kill their vote by a negro
vote, they have a right to think so, I suppose, and
I have no disposition to interfere with them.
Then, again, passing over to New York, we
find in that State they have provided that a negro
may vote, provided he holds $250 worth of property, but that he shall not unless he does; that
is to say, they will allow a negro to vote if he
is rich, but a poor fellow they will not allow to
In New York they think a rich negro is
vote.
equal to a white man. Well, that is a matter of
with them. If they think so in that State,
and do not carry the doctrine outside of it, and
propose to interfere with us, I have no quarrel
There
It is their business.
to make with them.
in a
sense
and
good
philosophy
of
is a great deal
Fridley had a lawsaying of Fridley of Kane.

taste
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suit before a justice of the peace,
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tiie

justice

decided it against him. This he did not like;
and standing up and looking at the justice for a
moment, "Well, Squire," said he, "if a man
chooses to

make

a darnation fool of himself, I

suppose there is no law against it." That is all
I have to say about these negro regulations and
this negro voting in other States where they have
If it is their wish
systems different from ours.
to

have

it so,

be

it so.

There

is

no cause

to

com-

Kentucky has decided that it is not conher safety and her prosperity' to
with
sistent
allow a negro to have either political rights or
his freedom, and hence she makes him a slave.
plain.

It is her right
her business, not mine.
country.
The sovof
the
under the Constitution
ereignty of Kentucky, and that alone, can decide

That

is

and when she decides it, there is
no power on earth to which you can appeal to
Therefore, leave Kentucky as the
reverse it.

that question;

Constitution has left her, a sovereign, independent State, with the exclusive right to have slav-

ery or not as she chooses; and so long as I hold
power I will maintain and defend her rights
against any assaults, from whatever quarter they

may

come.

I will never stop to inquire

whether

I

approve

or disapprove of the domestic institutions of a
I deState.
I maintain her sovereign rights.

:
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fend her sovereignty from

all assault, in

that she will join in defending us
assailed

by any outside power.

I^:

the hope

when we are
are we to

How

protect our sovereign rights, to keep slaverv out
unless

we

protect the sovereign rights of everv

other State to decide the question for itself?

Let Kentucky, or South Carolina, or any other
State attempt to interfere in Illinois, and tell

we

shall establish slavery, in order to
uniform, according to Mr. Lincoln's
proposition, throughout the L'nion; let them

us that

make

it

come here and

—

tell

us that

we must and

shall

have slavery, and I will call on you to follow
me, and shed the last drop of our hearts' blood
in repelling the invasion and chastising their insolence. And if we would fight for our reserved
rights and sovereign power in our own limits,
we must respect the sovereignty of each other
State.

Hence, you find that Mr. Lincoln and myself
come to a direct issue on this whole doctrine of
He is soin^ to wage a war a^nst it
slaver^'.
ever^'v^here, not only in Illinois, but in his na-

Kentucky. And Why? Because
he savs that the Declaration of Independence
'*We hold these truths
contains this language:
to be self-CN-ident, that all men are created equal
that thev are endowed by their Creator with certive State of

tain inalienable rights

;

that

among

these are life,
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and the pursuit of happiness;" and he
asks whether that instrument does not declare

liberty

that all

men

are created equal.

Mr. Lincoln

then goes on to say that that clause of the Declaration of Independence includes negroes. [Voice,
"I say not."]

Well,

think you will vote for

if

you say

not, I

do not

Mr. Lin-

Mr. Lincoln.

coln goes on to argue that the language "all

men" included

the negroes, Indians,

and

all in-

ferior races.

In his Chicago speech he
words, that

it

says,

in so

many

includes the negroes, that they

were endowed by the Almighty with the right
of equality with the white man, and therefore
a right under the
that that right is divine,
higher law; that the law of God makes them
equal to the white man, and therefore that the
law of the white man cannot deprive them of
This is Mr. Lincoln's argument.
that right.

—

He

is

conscientious in his belief.

tion his sincerity; I

I

do not ques-

do not doubt that

he, in his

Almighty made the
He thinks that
the white man.

conscience, believes that the

negro equal to
the negro is his brother.
I do not think that
the negro is any kin of mine at all.
And here is
the difference between us.
I believe that the
Declaration of Independence, in the words, "all
men are created equal," was intended to allude
only to the people of the United States, to men

Springfield
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European birth or descent, being white men;
were created equal, and hence that
Great Britain had no right to deprive them of
their political and religious privileges; but the

of

that they

signers of that paper did not intend to include

the Indian or the negro in that declaration; for
if

they had, would they not have been bound to

abolish slavery in every State and colony
that

from

day?

Remember, too, that at the time the Declaration was put forth, every one of the thirteen colonies

were slaveholding colonies; every man

who

signed that Declaration represented slaveholding constituents. Did those signers mean
by that act to charge themselves and all their
constituents with having violated the law of
God, in holding the negro in an inferior condiAnd yet, if they intion to the white man?
cluded negroes in that term, they were bound,

men, that day and that hour, not
only to have abolished slavery throughout the
land, but to have conferred political rights and
privileges on the negro, and elevated him to an
[Voice, "They
equality with the white man.
not do it; and
did
did not do it."] I know they
the very fact that they did not shows that they
did not understand the language they used to
Did they mean
include any but the white race.
continent, was
this
on
to say that the Indian,
as conscientious
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created equal to the white man, and that he was

endowed by
rights,

—

the

Almighty with

inalienable

rights so sacred that they could not be

law that man
could pass? Why, their whole action toward
the Indian showed that they never dreamed that
they were bound to put him on an equality. I
am not only opposed to negro equality, but I am
opposed to Indian equality. I am opposed to
taken

away by any

constitution or

putting the Coolies,

now importing

into this

country, on an equality with us, or putting the

Chinese or any inferior race on an equality with
us.

hold that the white race, the European race,
care not whether Irish, German, French,

I
I

Scotch, English, or to

what nation they belong,

so they are the white race, to be

And

I

am

our equals.

for placing them, as our fathers did,

on an equality with us. Emigrants from Europe, and their descendants, constitute the people of the United States.
The Declaration of
Independence only included the white people of
the United States.
The Constitution of the
United States was framed by the white people;
it ought to be administered by them, leaving
each State to make such regulations concerning
the negro as it chooses, allowing him political
rights or not, as it chooses, and allowing him
civil rights or not, as it may determine for itself.
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Let us only carry out those principles, and we
will have peace and

harmony

in the different

States.
But Mr. Lincoln's conscientious scruples on this point govern his actions, and I honor

him

for following them, although I abhor the

doctrine which he preaches.

him

scruples lead
entitled

His conscientious
negro

to believe that the

by divine right

to the civil

and

is

political

privileges of citizenship on an equality with the

white man.

For

that reason he says he wishes the

Scott decision reversed.

He

those privileges of citizenship

how he

Let us see
called

upon

will do

it.

Dred

wishes to confer

on

the

He

will

negro.
first

be

to strike out of the Constitution of

which prohibits free negroes
from Kentucky or any other State

Illinois that clause

and slaves
coming into
clause,

Illinois.

when he

lets

When

down

he blots out that

the door or opens the

gate for all the negro population to flow in and

cover our prairies, until in midday they will
look dark and black as night, when he shall

—

have done

Then

fulfilled.

his

this,
it

mission will yet be un-

will be that he will apply his

principles of negro equality; that
get the

Dred

meantime.
tion again,

He

is,

if

Scott decision reversed

he can
in

the

will then change the Constitu-

and allow negroes to vote and hold
make them eligible to the legis-

office, and will

r^o
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men
them
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have the right
will allow

He

to vote to elect the legislature, the judges,

and the governor, and will make them

eligible

judge or governor, or to the legislature.
He will put them on an equality with
the white man. What then? Of course, after
making them eligible to the judiciary, when he
gets CufTee elevated to the bench, he certainly
will not refuse his judge the privilege of marrying any woman he may select!
I submit to you whether these are not the
legitimate consequences of his doctrine?
If it
be true, as he says, that by the Declaration of Independence and by divine law, the negro is
created the equal of the white man; if it be true
that the Dred Scott decision is unjust and wrong,
because it deprives the negro of citizenship and
equality with the white man,
then does it not
follow that if he had the power he would make
negroes citizens, and give them all the rights and
all the privileges of citizenship on an equality
with white men? I think that is the inevitable
conclusion.
I do not doubt Mr. Lincoln's conscientious conviction on the subject, and I do
not doubt that he will carry out that doctrine
if he ever has the power: but I resist it because
I am utterly opposed to any political amalgamation or any other amalgamation on this conto the office of

—
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are witnessing the result of giving

and political rights to inferior races in
Mexico, in Central America, in South America,
and in the West India Islands. Those young
men who went from here to Mexico to fight the
civil

battles of

their country in the

Mexican war

can tell you the fruits of negro equality with the
white man. They will tell you that the result
of that equality
alization,

is social amalgamation, demorand degradation below the capacity

for self-government.

My

friends, if

we wish

to preserve this

Gov-

ernment we must maintain it on the basis on
which it was established; to-wit, the white basis.
We must preserve the purity of the race not only
our

but in our domestic relations.
must then preserve the sovereignty of the
States, and we must maintain the Federal Union
in

politics,

We

by preserving the Federal Constitution inviolate.
Let us do that, and our Union will not
only be perpetual, but may extend until it shall
spread over the entire continent.
Fellow-citizens, I have already detained you
too long.
I have exhausted myself and wearied

owe you an apology for the desultory
manner in which I have discussed these topics.

you, and

have an opportunity of addressing you
again before the November election comes off.
I come to you to appeal to your judgment as
I will

1^2

Stephen A. Douglas

American

citizens, to take

[July 17

your verdict of ap-

proval or disapproval upon the discharge of my
public duty and my principles as compared with
those of

Mr. Lincoln.

If

you conscientiously

more in harmony
American people and the

believe that his principles are

with the feelings of the
interests and honor of the Republic, elect him.
If, on the contrary, you believe that my principles are more consistent with those great
principles upon which our fathers framed this
Government, then I shall ask you to so express
your opinion at the polls. I am aware that it is
a bitter and severe contest, but I do not doubt
what the decision of the people of Illinois will
be.
I do not anticipate any personal collision
between Mr. Lincoln and myself. You all know
that I am an amiable, good-natured man, and I
take great pleasure in bearing testimony to the
fact that Mr. Lincoln is a kind-hearted, amiable,
good-natured gentleman, with whom no man has
a right to pick a quarrel, even if he wanted one.
He is a worthy gentleman. I have known him
for twenty-five years, and there is no better citizen and no kinder-hearted man. He is a fine
lawyer, possesses high ability, and there is no
objection to him, except the monstrous revolutionary doctrines with which he is identified and
which he conscientiously entertains, and is determined to carry out if he gets the power.
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has one element of strength upon which

accomplish his object, and that is his
men in this State claiming
be Democrats, whose avowed object is to use
relies to

alliance with certain
to

their

power

nees.

He

Democratic nomihopes he can secure the few men
to prostrate the

claiming

to

not say a

word

be friends of the Lecompton constitution, and for that reason you will find he does
against the

Lecompton

constitu-

tion or its supporters.
He is as silent as the
grave upon that subject. Behold Mr. Lincoln
courting Lecompton votes, in order that he may
go to the Senate as the representative of Repub-

lican principles!
exists.

I

You know

that that alliance

think you will find that

out before the contest
test of principle.

is

over.

It

it

will ooze

must be

a con-

Either the radical Abolition

Mr. Lincoln must be maintained,
or the strong, constitutional, national Democratic principles with which I am identified
principles of

be satisfied whathave been sustained by
the people of Illinois with a steadiness, a firmness, and an enthusiasm which makes my heart
overflow with gratitude. If I was now to be
consigned to private life I would have nothing
I would even then owe you a
to complain of.

must be carried out.
ever way you decide.

I shall
I

debt of gratitude which the balance of

could not repay.

my

life
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you have discharged every
me. I have been a thousand times paid by the welcome you have extended to me since I have entered the State on
But,

friends,

obligation you

my

return

owe

home

only discharges

to

this time.

Your

all obligations,

reception not

but

it

furnishes

renewed efforts to serve you in
you think Mr. Lincoln will do
more to advance the interests and elevate the
character of Illinois than myself, it is your duty
to elect him if you think he would do more to
preserve the peace of the country and perpetuate
inducement

to

the future.

If

;

the

Union than myself, then

elect him.

I leave

my

and again tender you
profound thanks for the cordial and heart-

felt

welcome tendered

the question in your hands,

to

me

this evening.

Abraham Lincoln
JVood Engraving by Timothy Cole from an Ambrotype taken for Marcus L. JVard in SpringDays
field, III, May 20, i860, Tzio
after Lincoln's

Nomination for

President.
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Speech at Springfield, Illinois, July

17,

FELLOW-CITIZENS:

election,

which

Another

deemed an important

is

1858

one,

is

approaching; and, as I suppose, the Republican party will without much difficulty elect
their State ticket.
ture,

But

in regard to the legisla-

we, the Republicans, labor under some

islature to elect

representation

dis-

we have

a leg-

upon an apportionment

of the

In the

advantages.

made

first

place,

several years ago,

when

the

proportion of the population was far greater in
compared with the North) than

the South (as
it

now

and inasmuch

is;

as

our opponents hold

almost entire sway in the South, and

we

a cor-

respondingly large majority in the North, the
fact that

we

now to
when the

are

were years ago,

be represented as we
population was differ-

very great disadvantage. We had
in the year 1855, according to law, a census or
enumeration of the inhabitants taken for the
purpose of a new apportionment of representaent,

tion.

is

to us a

We

know what

representation

We

know

that

to give the

upon
it

a fair

apportionment of

that census

could not,

if

would give

fairly

Republican party from

made,

us.

fail

six to ten
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more members

of the legislature than they can
probably get as the law now stands. It so happened at the last session of the legislature, that
our opponents, holding the control of both
branches of the legislature, steadily refused to
give us such an apportionment as we were rightly entitled to have upon the census already taken.

The

legislature steadily refused to give us such

an apportionment as

we were

rightfully entitled

have upon the census taken of the population
of the State.
The legislature would pass no bill
upon that subject, except such as was at least as
unfair to us as the old one, and in which, in
some instances, two men in the Democratic regions were allowed to go as far toward sending
to

member

were in the
Republican regions. Comparison was made at
the time as to representative and senatorial
districts, which completely demonstrated that
such was the fact.
Such a bill was passed and
tendered to the Republican governor for his
signature; but, principally for the reasons I have
stated, he withheld his approval, and the bill
fell without becoming a law.
Another disadvantage under which we labor
is that there are one or two Democratic senators
who will be members of the next legislature, and
a

to the legislature as three

will vote for the election of senator,

holding over'ln

districts in

who

are

which we could, on
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reasonable calculation, elect men of our own,
if we only had the chance of an election.
When
we consider that there are but twenty-five senaall

tors in the Senate, taking two from the side
where they rightfully belong, and adding them
to the other,

is

to us a

disadvantage not to be

we have this to
contend with. Perhaps there is no ground of
complaint on our part. In attending to the many
lightly regarded.

Still, so it is;

things involved in the last general election for
president, governor, auditor, treasurer, superin-

tendent of public instruction, members of con-

county

and so
on, we allowed these things to happen by want
of sufficient attention, and we have no cause to
complain of our adversaries, so far as this matter is concerned.
But we have some cause to
complain of the refusal to give us a fair apporgress, of the legislature,

officers,

tionment.

There
which we
tention.

is

still

labor,

another

and

is

under
your at-

disadvantage

which

I will ask

It arises out of the relative positions

of the two persons
as

to

who

stand before the State

candidates for the Senate.
of world-wide renown.

ticians of his party, or

Senator Douglas

All the anxious poli-

who have

been of his

party for years past, have been looking upon him
as certainly, at no distant day, to be the President of the United States. They have seen in
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his round, jolly, fruitful face, post-offices, landoffices,

marshalships and cabinet appointments,

chargeships and foreign missions, bursting and
sprouting out in wonderful exuberance, ready
And
to be laid hold of by their greedy hands.
as

they have been gazing upon this attractive

picture so long, they cannot, in the

little

dis-

traction that has taken place in the party, bring

themselves to give up the charming hope; but
with greedier anxiety they rush about him, sustain him, and give him marches, triumphal entries, and receptions beyond what even in the
days of his highest prosperity they could have

brought about in

his favor.

On

the contrary,

to

be President.

nobody has ever expected me
In

my

seen

poor, lean, lank face nobody has ever

that

any

cabbages were sprouting out.

These are disadvantages

all,

taken together, that

We have to fight
and upon principle

the Republicans labor under.
this battle

alone.

I

upon
am, in

principle,

a certain sense,

made

the stand-

ard-bearer in behalf of the Republicans.

I

was

merely because there had to be some one
so placed, I being in no wise preferable to any
other one of the twenty-five, perhaps a hundred,
we have in the Republican ranks. Then I say
I wish it to be distinctly understood and borne
in mind, that we have to fight this battle without

made

many

so

—perhaps

without any

—of

the

external
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which are brought to bear against us. So
I hope those with whom I am surrounded have
principle enough to nerve themselves for the
task, and leave nothing undone that can be fairly
aids

done to bring about the right result.
After Senator Douglas left Washington, as
his movements were made known by the public
prints, he tarried a considerable time in the city
of New York; and it was heralded that, like another Napoleon, he was lying by and framing
the plan of his campaign.
It was telegraphed
to Washington City, and published in the
"Union," that he was framing his plan for the
purpose of going to Illinois to pounce upon
and annihilate the treasonable and disunion
speech which Lincoln had made here on the
1 6th
of June.
Now, I do suppose that the
judge really spent some time in New York
maturing the plan of the campaign, as his
friends heralded for him. I have been able, by
noting his movements since his arrival in
nois, to discover

allegation.

evidences confirmatory of that

I think I

have been able

are the material points of that plan.
a

little

to see

what

I will, for

some of
though not

ask your attention to

while,

What

them.

Illi-

I

shall

point out,

showing the whole plan, are nevertheless the

main

points, as I suppose.

They

are not very numerous.

The

first

is

Abraham Lincoln

i6o

The second and third are
made on the i6th of

popular sovereignty.
attacks

upon

my

[July 17

speech

—

June. Out of these three points drawing
within the range of popular sovereignty the
he
question of the Lecompton constitution

—

makes

his

principal

assault.

Upon

these

his

successive speeches are substantially one and the

On

same.
I

wish

main

to

matter of popular sovereignty
Auxiliary to these
careful.

this

be a

little

points, to be sure, are their thunderings of

cannon, their marching and music, their fizzlegigs and fireworks; but I will not waste time
with them. They are but the little trappings of
the campaign.

Coming

to the substance, the first point,

"pop-

be labeled upon the
put upon the hacks he
rides in; to be flaunted upon the arches he passes
under, and the banners which wave over him.
It is to be dished up in as many varieties as a
French cook can produce soups from potatoes.
Now, as this is so great a staple of the plan of

ular sovereignty."
cars in

which he

It

the campaign,

it

carefully; and

if

to

is

travels

;

worth while to examine it
we examine only a very little,
is

and do not allow ourselves to be misled, we shall
be able to see that the whole thing is the most
arrant quixotism that was ever enacted before a
community- What is the matter of popular sovereignty?

The

first

thing, in order to under-
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definition of
it is

what

it is,

applied.

suppose almost every one knows

that, in this

controversy, whatever has been said has

had

reference to the question of negro slavery.

We

have not been
the people to

in a controversy

about the right of
govern themselves in the ordinary

matters of domestic concern in the States and

Mr. Buchanan, in one of his late
when he sent up the Lecompconstitution), urged that the main point of

Territories.

messages (I think
ton

public attention was not in regard to the great
variety of small domestic matters, but was directed to the question of negro slavery; and he

people had had a fair chance
on that question, there was no reasonable

asserts that if the
to vote

ground of objection

Now, while

I

in

regard to minor questions.

think that the people had not had

given, or offered them, a fair chance

upon

that

had been a fair
main question,
submission to a vote upon
the President's proposition would have been true
Hence, when hereafter I
to the uttermost.
slavery question,

still,

if

there

that

speak of popular sovereignty, I wish to be understood as applying what I say to the question of
slavery only, not to other minor domestic matters of a

Territory or a State.

Does Judge Douglas, when he

says that sev-

eral of the past years of his life have been

1
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to

the

question

of
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"popular sover-

eignty," and that all the remainder of his life
it, does he mean to say that
he has been devoting his life to securing to the
people of the Territories the right to exclude

shall be devoted to

slavery from the Territories?

means so
deceive; because he and every
If he

he means to
one knows that the decision of the Supreme
Court, which he approves and makes especial
to say,

ground of attack upon me for disapproving,

for-

bids the people of a Territory to exclude slavery.

This covers the whole ground, from the

ment of

a Territory

till it

settle-

reaches the degree of

it to form a State constitution.
ground is concerned, the judge
is not sustaining popular sovereignty, but absolutely opposing it.
He sustains the decision
which declares that the popular will of the Territories has no constitutional power to exclude
slavery during their territorial existence.
This
being so, the period of time from the first set-

maturity entitling

So far

as all that

tlement of a Territory,

forming

till it

a State constitution

reaches the point of
is

not the thing that

the judge has fought for, or is fighting for; but
on the contrary, he has fought for, and is fighting for the thing that annihilates and crushes
out that same popular sovereignty.
Well, so much being disposed of, what is left?
Why, he is contending for the right of the peo-
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when they come to make a State constitution,
make it for themselves, and precisely as best

pie,
to

suits themselves.

I say again, that

is

quixotic.

defy contradiction v^hen I declare that the
judge can find no one to oppose him on that
I

proposition.

I repeat, there

is

nobody opposing

Let me not be
I know that, with reference to
the Lecompton constitution, I may be misunderstood but when you understand me correctly,
my proposition will be true and accurate. Nobody is opposing, or has opposed, the right of the
that proposition on principle.

misunderstood.

;

people,
it

for

when

they form a constitution, to form

themselves.

friends have not done

Mr.
it;

Buchanan

and

his

they, too, as well as the

Republicans and the Anti-Lecompton Democrats, have not done it; but, on the contrary, they
together have insisted on the right of the people
to

form

a constitution for themselves.

The

dif-

Buchanan men on the one
Douglas men and the Republicans

ference between the

hand, and the

on the other, has not been on a question of principle, but on a question of fact.
The dispute was upon the question of fact,
whether the Lecompton constitution had been
Mr. Bufairly formed by the people or not.
i'oi
contended
not
chanan and his friends have
the contrary principle any more than the DougThey have insisted
las men or the Republicans.
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that whatever of small Irregularities existed in

getting up the
as

happen

The

Lecompton

constitution

in the settlement of all

question was, was

new

were such
Territor-

emanation
It was a question of fact and not
of the people?
of principle.
As to the principle, all were
agreed. Judge Douglas voted with the Republicans upon that matter of fact.
He and they, by their voices and votes, denied
The
that it was a fair emanation of the people.
ies.

a fair

it

administration affirmed that

it

was.

With

re-

upon that question
of fact, I readily agree that Judge Douglas and
the Republicans had the right on their side, and
But I state
that the administration was wrong.
spect to the evidence bearing

matter of principle, there is no
dispute upon the right of a people in a Territory
again

that, as a

merging

into a State to

form

themselves without outside

a constitution for

interference

from

any quarter. This being so, what is Judge
Douglas going to spend his life for? Does he
expect to stand up in majestic dignity, and go
through his apotheosis and become a god, in the
maintaining of a principle which neither man
nor mouse in all God's creation is opposing?
Now something in regard to the Lecompton constitution more specially; for I pass from this
other question of popular sovereignty as the most
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that has ever been attempted on

an intelligent community.

As to the Lecompton constitution, I have already said that on the question of fact as to
v^hether it was a fair emanation of the people or
not, Judge Douglas with the Republicans and
some "Americans" had greatly the argument
against the administration; and while I repeat
to know what there is in the opposiJudge Douglas to the Lecompton constitution that entitles him to be considered the
this, I

wish

tion of

only opponent

to

—

it

as

being par excellence the

very quintessence of that opposition.

I

the rightfulness of his opposition.

He

Senate, and his class of

number

men

there,

agree to
in the

formed the

In the House of
Representatives his class of men the Anti-Lecompton Democrats formed a number of about
twenty.
It took one hundred and twenty to
three and no more.

—

—

defeat the measure, against one hundred and
twelve.

Of

the votes of that one

hundred and

Judge Douglas's friends
twenty, to add to which there were

twenty,

furnished
six

Ameri-

I do not say
cans and ninety-four Republicans.
numbers,
their
in
accurate
that I am precisely
but I am sufficiently so for any use I am making

of

It.

Why

is it

that twenty shall be entitled to all

the credit of doing that work, and the

hundred

1
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none of it? Why, if, as Judge Douglas
honor is to be divided and due credit
given to other parties,

why

is

just so

says, the
is

much

be
given
to

consonant with the wishes, the interests, and
advancement of the twenty?
understanding is, when a common job is done, or a common
enterprise prosecuted, if I put in five dollars to
your one, I have a right to take out five dollars
as

is

My

to

But he does not

your one.

He

understand

so

it.

declares the dividend of credit for defeating

Lecompton upon

a basis

which seems unprece-

dented and incomprehensible.

Let us

Lecompton

see.

in the

raw was

de-

afterward took a sort of cooked-up
shape, and was passed in the English bill.
It is
feated.

It

by the judge that the defeat was a good and
proper thing. If it was a good thing, why is
said

he entitled

to

more

credit than others for the

performance of that good act, unless there was
something in the antecedents of the Republicans
that might induce every one to expect them to
join in that good work, and at the same time
something leading them to doubt that he would?
Does he place his superior claim to credit on the
ground that he performed a good act which was
never expected of him? He says I have a
proneness for quoting scripture.

do so now,
self

it

If I should

occurs that perhaps he places him-

somewhat upon the ground

of the parable
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which went astray upon the
mountains, and when the owner of the hundred
sheep found the one that was lost, and threw
it upon his shoulders, and came home rejoicing,
it was said that there was more rejoicing over
the one sheep that was lost and had been found,
than over the ninety and nine in the fold. The
application is made by the Saviour in this parable, thus
"Verily, I say unto you, there is more
of the lost sheep

:

rejoicing in heaven

over one sinner that

re-

penteth, than over ninety and nine just persons
that need no repentance."

And

now,

if

the judge claims the benefit of

him

Let him not come
up here and say: "I am the only just person;
and you are the ninety-nine sinners!" Repentance before forgiveness is a provision of the
Christian system, and on that condition alone
will the Republicans grant him forgiveness.
How will he prove that we have ever occupied a different position in regard to the Lecompton constitution or any principle in it?
He says he did not make his opposition on the
this parable, let

repent.

whether it was a free or slave constitution, and he would have you understand
that the Republicans made their opposition because it ultimately became a slave constitution.

ground

as to

To make

proof in favor of himself on

this point,

he reminds us that he opposed Lecompton before

1
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the vote was taken declaring whether the State

was

But he forgets to say
that our Republican senator, Trumbull, made a
speech against Lecompton even before he did.
to

be free or slave.

Why did he oppose it?

Partly, as he declares,

because the members of the convention who
framed it were not fairly elected by the people;

were not allowed to vote unless
they had been registered; and that the people
of whole counties, in some instances, were not
registered.
For these reasons he declares the
constitution was not an emanation, in any true
sense, from the people.
He also has an addithat the people

tional objection as to the

mode

of submitting the

But bearing
on the question of whether the delegates were
fairly elected, a speech of his, made something
more than twelve months ago from this stand,
becomes important. It was made a little while
constitution

back

to the people.

before the election of the delegates

who made

Lecompton. In that speech he declared there
was every reason to hope and believe the election
would be fair, and if any one failed to vote it

would be
I,

a

his

own

few days

culpable fault.

after,

made

a sort of

answer

to

In that answer I made substanvery argument with which he combated his Lecompton adversaries in the Senate
last winter.
I pointed to the facts that the peothat speech.
tially the
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pie could not vote without being registered, and
that the time for registering had gone by.
I

commented on

it

as

wonderful that Judge Doug-

las

could be ignorant of these

facts,

one

else in the nation so well

knew.

I

now

pass

compton.

I

which every

from popular sovereignty and Le-

may have

occasion to refer to one

or both.

When

he was preparing his plan of campaign,

New

York, as appears by two
have heard him deliver since his arrival in Illinois, he gave special attention to a
speech of mine delivered here on the i6th of
June last. He says that he carefully read that
He told us that at Chicago a week ago
speech.
last night, and he repeated it at Bloomington
Doubtless he repeated it again tolast night.
In the two
day, though I did not hear him.
Chicago and Bloomington I heard
first places
him to-day I did not. He said he had carefully
examined that speech; when, he did not say;
but there is no reasonable doubt it was when he
was in New York preparing his plan of camNapoleon-like, in
speeches

I

—

—

;

paign.

I

am

glad he did read

it

carefully.

He

was evidently prepared with great care.
I
it was prepared with care.
claim not to be more free from errors than
perhaps scarcely so much; but I was
others

says

it

I freely admit

—

very careful not

to

put anything in that speech
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matter of

or

fact,

did not appear to

make any

me

to
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inferences

which

be true and fully war-

had made any mistake I was
willing to be corrected if I had drawn any inference in regard to Judge Douglas, or any one
else, which was not warranted, I was fully prepared to modify it as soon as discovered. I
planted myself upon the truth and the truth
rantable.

If I

;

only, so far as I

knew

know it.
Having made

that speech with the most kindly

feelings toward

it,

or could be brought to

Judge Douglas,

as

manifested

when I found that he had
and had detected no error
of fact, nor any inference against him, nor any
misrepresentations, of which he thought fit to
complain. In neither of the two speeches I
have mentioned, did he make any such complaint.
I will thank any one who will inform
therein, I

was

gratified

carefully examined

me

it,

that he, in his speech to-day, pointed out

had stated, respecting him, as being
I presume there is no such thing.
I have reason to be gratified that the care and
caution used in that speech left it so that he, most
anything

I

erroneous.

of

all

others interested in discovering error, has

him
upon

not been able to point out one thing against

which he could say was wrong.

He

seizes

the doctrines he supposes to be included in that
speech, and declared that

upon them will turn
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then quotes, or

speech.

I will not
say that he wilfully misquotes, but he does fail

His attempt

to quote accurately.

from

at

quoting

is

which I believe I can quote accurately from memory.
I shall make the quotation now, with some comments upon it, as I
a passage

have already said, in order that the judge shall
be left entirely without excuse for misrepresenting me.
time.

I

do

I

do

so now^, as I hope, for the last

this in great caution, in

order that

he repeats his misrepresentation, it shall be
all that he does so wilfully.
If, after
all, he still persists, I shall be compelled to reconstruct the course I have marked out for myself,
and draw upon such humble resources as I have
if

plain to

new

for a

course, better suited to the real exi-

gencies of the case.

I set out, in this

campaign,

conducting

it

strictly as

if

not in the

w^ith the intention of

a gentleman, in substance at least,

outside polish.

The

latter I shall

never be, but

which constitutes the inside of a gentleman
I hope I understand, and am not less inclined
It was my purpose and
to practise than others.
expectation that this canvass would be conducted upon principle, and with fairness on

that

and it shall not be my fault if
purpose and expectation shall be given up.

both

sides,

He

charges, in substance, that I invite a

this

war
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of sections; that I propose

all local institutions

of the different States shall

become consolidated

and uniform.

What

is

there in the language of

that speech which expresses such purpose or
I have again and
bears such construction?
again said that I would not enter into any of the
States to disturb the institution of slavery. Judge
Douglas said, at Bloomington, that I used lan-

guage most able and ingenious for concealing
what I really meant; and that while I had protested against entering into the slave States, I

nevertheless did mean to go on the banks of the
Ohio and throw missiles into Kentucky, to disturb them in their domestic institutions.
I said in that speech, and I meant no more,
that the institution of slavery ought to be placed

where the framers of this
government placed it and left it. I do not un-

in the very attitude

derstand that the framers of our Constitution left
the people in the free States in the attitude of
firing

bombs or

shells into the slave States.

I

was not using that passage for the purpose for
which he infers I did use it. I said:

We

are

a policy

now

far advanced into the fifth year since

was created for the avowed

object and with

the confident promise of putting an end to slavery

under the operation of that policy that
agitation has not only ceased, but has constantly augmented. In my opinion it will not cease till a crisis

agitation
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A

house
cannot stand." I believe that
this government cannot endure permanently half slave
divided against

itself

and half free. It will become all one thing or all
the other. Either the opponents of slavery will arrest
the further spread of it, and place it where the public

mind

shall rest in the

behef that

ultimate extinction, or

ward

its

it is

in the course

advocates will push

it

of

for-

become alike lawful in all the States,
old as well as new, North as well as South.
till it

Now

shall

you

all see,

from that quotation,

I

did

my

wdsh on anything. In that passage I indicated no wish or purpose of my own;
I simply expressed my expectation.
Cannot the
judge perceive a distinction between a purpose
and an expectation? I have often expressed an
expectation to die, but I have never expressed
I said at Chicago, and now rea wish to die.
peat, that I am quite aware this government has
endured half slave and half free for eighty-two
I understand that little bit of history.
years.
not express

I expressed the opinion I did, because I per-

ceived

—or

thought

causes introduced.

I perceived
I

—

a

new

set of

did say at Chicago, in

my

speech there, that I do wish to see the spread of
it placed where the

slavery arrested, and to see

public mind shall rest in the belief that it is in
I said that
the course of ultimate extinction.
public
mind shall
the
because I supposed, when
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we

slavery question.

I

believe
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shall have peace on the
have believed and now

— the public mind did

—

rest in that belief

up to the introduction of the Nebraska bill.
Although I have ever been opposed to slavery,
so far I rested in the hope and belief that it was
For that
in the course of ultimate extinction.
reason, it had been a minor question with me.
I
might have been mistaken; but I had believed,
and now believe, that the whole public mind,
that is, the mind of the great majority, had rested
in that belief up to the repeal of the Missouri
Compromise. But upon that event, I became
convinced that either I had been resting in a delusion, or the institution was being placed on a

new

basis

—

a basis for

making

it

perpetual, na-

and universal. Subsequent events have
greatly confirmed me in that belief.
I believe
that bill to be the beginning of a conspiracy for
that purpose.
So believing, I have since then
So
considered that question a paramount one.
tional,

believing, I think the public
rest till

the

spread of

it

power

mind

will never

of Congress to restrict the

shall again be

acknowledged and ex-

ercised on the one hand, or, on the other, all
resistance be entirely crushed out.

I

have ex-

pressed that opinion, and I entertain

it

to-night.

It

is

denied that there

is

any tendency

tionalization of slavery in these States.

to the na-

—
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Mr. Brooks, of South Carolina, in one
when they were presenting him

of his

speeches,

silver plate, gold pitchers

and the

canes,

like, for as-

saulting Senator Sumner, distinctly affirmed his

opinion that
it

was the

last to the

He

when

this Constitution

belief of

no

man

was formed,

that slavery

would

present day.

said,

what

I think, that the f ramers of

our

Constitution placed the institution of slavery

where the public mind rested in the hope that
it was in the course of ultimate extinction.
But
he went on to say that the men of the present
age, by their experience, have become wiser than
the

f ramers

of the Constitution; and the inven-

tion of the cotton-gin

had made the perpetuity

of slavery a necessity in this country.

As another

piece of evidence tending to this
Quite recently in Virginia, a man
made a will providing
the owner of slaves
that after his death certain of his slaves should
have their freedom if they should so choose, and
go to Liberia, rather than remain in slavery.

same

point.

They

chose to be liberated.

—

—

whom

But the persons

to

they would descend as property claimed

slaves.
A suit was instituted, which
came to the Supreme Court of Virginia,
and was therein decided against the slaves, upon
the ground that a negro cannot make a choice
could
that they had no legal power to choose

them

as

finally

—
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freedom depended.
I do not mention
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upon which

their

with any purpose of criticizing it, but to connect it with the arguments
as affording additional evidence of the change
of sentiment
direction of
I

argue

this

upon this question of slavery in the
making it perpetual and national.

now

as I

did before, that there

is

such

and I am backed not merely by the
but by the open confession in the slave

a tendency,
facts,

States.

And

now,

as to the judge's inference, that be-

cause I wish to see slavery placed in the course

—placed where our fathers
— wish annihilate the
grow upon
force cotton
State legislatures —
Mountains
— freeze
the tops of the Green
Florida —
cut lumber on the broad
these ridicufavor of
prairies — that
am

of ultimate extinction
originally placed

I

it

to

to

to

to

in

ice

Illinois

to

I

in

all

and impossible things.
It seems to me it is a complete answer to all
this to ask, if, when Congress did have the fashion of restricting slavery from free territory,
when courts did have the fashion of deciding
lous

that taking a slave into a free country

—

made him

answer to ask, if any
of this ridiculous nonsense about consolidation
and uniformity did actually follow? Who
heard of any such thing, because of the ordifree

I say it

is

a sufficient
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nance of '87? because of the Missouri restriction? because of the numerous court decisions of
that character?

Now,

Dred

as to the

Scott decision; for

upon

makes his last point at me. He boldly
ground in favor of that decision. This is
one half the onslaught, and one third of the
entire plan of the campaign.
I am opposed to
that he

takes

that decision in a certain sense, but not in the

which he puts on it. I say that in so far
decided in favor of Dred Scott's master, and

sense
as

it

against

Dred

Scott and his family, I do not pro-

pose to disturb or
I never

resist

the decision.

have proposed

to

do any such thing.

I think that in respect for judicial authority,

my humble

history

would not

suffer in compari-

He would
son with that of Judge Douglas.
have the citizen conform his vote to that decision; the

member

of Congress, his; the President,

his use of the veto

power.

He would make

it

a

rule of political action for the people and all

the departments of the government.
not.

By

resisting

it

I

would

as a political rule, I disturb

no right of property, create no disorder, excite
no mobs.
When he spoke at Chicago, on Friday evening
of last week, he made this same point upon me.
On Saturday evening I replied, and reminded
him of a Supreme Court decision which he op-
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posed for at least several years. Last night, at
Bloomington, he took some notice of that reply,
but entirely forgot to remember that part of it.
He renews his onslaught upon me, forgetting
to remember that I have turned the tables
against himself on that very point.
I renew the
I wish to stand
effort to draw his attention to it.

Judge Dougauthority, and

erect before the country, as well as
las,

on

this question of judicial

therefore I add something to the authority in

favor of
I

am

my own

position.

I

wish

to

show

that

sustained by authority, in addition to that

heretofore presented.

vince the judge.

It

I
is

do not expect

to con-

part of the plan of his

campaign, and he will cling

to

it

with a desper-

—

upon him the sharp
point against him, and gaff him through he
will still cling to it till he can invent some new
dodge to take the place of it.
In public speaking it is tedious reading from
documents, but I must beg to indulge the pracI shall read from a
tice to a limited extent.
letter written by Mr. Jefferson in 1820, and now
to be found in the seventh volume of his correspondence, at page 177. It seems he had been
presented by a gentleman of the name of Jarvis
ate grip.

Even turn

it

—

with a book, or essay, or periodical, called the
"Republican," and he was writing in acknowledgment of the present, and noting some of its
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After expressing the hope that the
work will produce a favorable effect upon the
minds of the young, he proceeds to say:
contents.

That it will have this tendenq^ may be expected,
and for that reason I feel an urgency to note what I
deem an error in it, the more requiring notice as
your opinion is strengthened by that of many others.
You seem, in pages 84 and 148, to consider the
judges as the ultimate arbiters of

—

all

constitutional

dangerous doctrine indeed, and
one which would place us under the despotism of an
questions

a very

Our judges are as honest as other men,
They have, with others, the same
so.

oligarchy.

and not more

passions for party, for power, and the privilege of
Their maxim is, " Boni judicis est am-

their corps.

pliare juris dictionem " ;

dangerous as they are

and

their

power

in office for life,

the more
and not reis

sponsible, as the other functionaries are, to the elective
control.

The

Constitution has erected no such single

tribunal, knowing that, to whatever hands confided,
with the corruptions of time and party, its members
would become despots. It has more wisely made all

the

departments co-equal and co-sovereign within

themselves.

Thus we see the power claimed for the Supreme Court by Judge Douglas, Mr. Jefferson
holds, would reduce us to the despotism of an
oligarchy.

Now,

I

have said no more than

this

—

in fact,
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tained by

as this

—
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at least I

am

sus-

Jefferson.

Let us go a little further. You remember we
once had a national bank. Some one owed the
bank a debt; he was sued and sought to avoid
payment, on the ground that the bank was un-

This case went to the Supreme
it was decided that the bank
was constitutional. The whole Democratic
party revolted against that decision.
General
constitutional.

Court, and therein

Jackson himself asserted that he, as President,
would not be bound to hold a national bank to
be constitutional, even though the court had
decided it to be so. He fell in precisely with
the view of Mr. Jefferson, and acted upon it under his official oath, in vetoing a charter for a
national bank.
The declaration that Congress
does not possess

this

constitutional

power

to

charter a bank, has gone into the Democratic

platform, at their national conventions, and was

brought forward and reaffirmed

in

their last

They

have contended for that declaration, in the very teeth of
convention
the
.a

Cincinnati.

at

Supreme Court,

century.

In

fact,

for

more than

they have reduced the de-

cision to an absolute nullity.
repeat,

and

is

That

decision, I

repudiated in the Cincinnati platform;

still, as if

farther,

a quarter of

to

show

that effrontery can go no

Judge Douglas vaunts,

in

the

very
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Scott decision, that he stands on the

Cincinnati platform.

Now,

wish to know what the judge can
charge upon me, with respect to decisions of the
I

Supreme Court, which does not

lie

and proportions

at

length, breadth,

The

door.

Douglas

in all

his

its

own

simply this: Judge
for Supreme Court decisions when
plain truth

is

is

he likes, and against them when he does not like
them. He is for the Dred Scott decision because
is

it

tends to nationalize slavery

—

^because

it

part of the original combination for that ob-

happens, singularly enough, that I

It so

ject.

never stood opposed to a decision of the Supreme

Court

this.

till

On

recollection

that he

favor of one

till this.

the contrary,

have no

was ever particularly in
He never was in favor of

any, nor opposed to any,

which helps

I

till

the present one,

to nationalize slavery.

men of Sangamon, free men of Illinois,
men everywhere, judge ye between him and

Free
free

me upon

He
matter

this issue.

says this
at

Dred

most; that

Scott case
it

is

a very small

has no practical effect;

that at best, or rather, I suppose, at worst,

it is

submit that the proposibut an abstraction.
tion that the thing which determines whether a
man is free or a slave is rather concrete than
I
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think you would conclude that

I

it

depended upon it, and
was if your
would Judge Douglas if his liberty depended
upon it. But suppose it was on the question of
spreading slavery over the new Territories that
liberty

so

he considers it as being merely an abstract matHow
ter, and one of no practical importance.
has the planting of slavery in new countries
always been effected? It has now been decided

new TerIn what do our

that slavery cannot be kept out of our
ritories

new

by any

legal means.

Territories

the old colonies

within them?

now differ in this
when slavery was

It

was planted

as

respect
first

from

planted

Mr. Clay once

declared, and as history proves true, by indi-

vidual

men

in spite of the wishes of the people;

mother government refusing to prohibit it
and withholding from the people of the colo-

the

nies the authority to prohibit

it

for themselves.

Mr. Clay

says this was one of the great and just
complaint
against Great Britain by the
causes of
colonies, and the best apology we can now make
In that
for having the institution amongst us.
precise condition our Nebraska politicians have
at last succeeded in placing our own new Territories; the

government will not prohibit slavery

within them, nor allow the people to prohibit it.
I defy any man to find any difference between
the policy

which originally planted slavery

in
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which now

pre-

our new Territories. If it does not go
into them, it is only because no individual wishes
it to go.
The judge indulged himself doubtless,
to-day, with the question as to what I am going
to do with or about the Dred Scott decision.
Well, judge, will you please tell me what you
did about the bank decision? Will you not
graciously allow us to do with the Dred Scott
decision precisely as you did with the bank decision? You succeeded in breaking down the
moral effect of that decision; did you find it

vails in

necessary to

amend

the Constitution? or to set

up a court of negroes in order to do it?
There is one other point. Judge Douglas has
a very affectionate leaning toward the Americans and Old Whigs.
Last evening, in a sort of weeping tone, he
He had been
described to us a death-bed scene.
called to the side of Mr. Clay, in his last moments, in order that the genius of "popular
sovereignty" might duly descend from the dying

man and

settle

upon him, the

living and most

He

could do no less than
promise that he would devote the remainder of
his life to "popular sovereignty" and then the

worthy

successor.

;

By this part
great statesman departs in peace.
of the "plan of the campaign," the judge has evidently

promised himself that

tears

shall

be
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Old Whigs,

as

large as half-grown apples.

Mr. Webster, too, was mentioned; but it did
not quite come to a death-bed scene, as to him.
It would be amusing, if it were not disgusting,
to see

how

quick these compromise-breakers ad-

minister on the political effects of their dead

trumping up claims never before
and dividing the assets among themselves.
If I should be found dead to-morrow
morning, nothing but my insignificance could
prevent a speech being made on my authority,
before the end of next week.
It so happens that
in that "popular sovereignty" with which Mr.
Clay was identified, the Missouri Compromise
was expressly reserved; and it was a little singular if Mr. Clay cast his mantle upon Judge
Douglas on purpose to have that compromise
adversaries,

heard

of,

repealed.

Again, the judge did not keep faith with Mr.
Clay when he first brought in his Nebraska bill.
He left the Missouri Compromise unrepealed,
and in his report accompanying the bill, he told

on purpose. The manes of
Mr. Clay must have been in great agony, till
thirty days later, when "popular sovereignty"

the world he did

stood forth in

One more

it

all its

glory.

Last night Judge Douglas
tormented himself with horrors about my disthing.
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position to make negroes perfectly equal with
white men in social and political relations. He
did not stop to show that I have said any such
thing, or that

it

legitimately follows from any-

have said, but he rushes on with his asserI adhere to the Declaration of Independence.
If Judge Douglas and his friends are not
willing to stand by it, let them come up and
amend it. Let them make it read that all men
thing

I

tions.

are created equal, except negroes.

Let us have
decided whether the Declaration of Independence, in this blessed year of 1858, shall be thus
it

amended.

In his construction of the Declaration last year, he said it only meant that Americans in America were equal to Englishmen in
England. Then, when I pointed out to him

by that rule he excludes the Germans, the
Irish, the Portuguese, and all the other people
who have come amongst us since the Revolution,
that

he reconstructs his construction. In his last
speech he tells us it meant Europeans.
I press him a little further, and ask if it meant
to include the Russians in Asia? or does he mean
to exclude the vast population from the princiI
ples of our Declaration of Independence?
expect

ere

amendment

long

he

will

to his definition.

introduce

He

is

another

not at all

with anything which
particular.
He is
does not endanger the nationalizing of negro
satisfied

1
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It

must not

lift
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may draw white men down,
negroes up.

Who

but

it

am

shall say, "I

the superior, and you are the inferior?"

My

upon this subject of negro
be misrepresented, but cannot be
misunderstood.
I have said that I do not under-

vT^

declarations

may

slavery

stand the Declaration to
created equal in

mean

They

all respects.

equal in color; but I suppose that
to declare that all

men

men were

that all

it

are not our

does

are equal in

mean

some

re-

spects; they are equal in their right to "life, liberty,

and the pursuit of happiness." Certainly
perhaps not
is not our equal in color

—

the negro
in

many

into his

other respects;

mouth

earned, he

is

still,

put

in the right to

the bread that his

own hands have

the equal of every other man, white

In pointing out that more has been
given you, you cannot be justified in taking away
All I ask
the little which has been given him.
for the negro is that if you do not like him, let
him alone. If God gave him but little, that
or black.

V,

little let

him

"When
had the
were in

enjoy.

we

our government was established,
institution of slavery

among

us.

We

a certain sense compelled to tolerate

its

was a sort of necessity. We had
gone through our struggle, and secured our own
existence.

It

independence.

found the

The framers

of the Constitution

institution of slavery

amongst their
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other institutions at the time. They found that
by an effort to eradicate it, they might lose much
of what they had already gained. They were

obliged to

power

to

bow

to

Congress

to abolish the slave-trade at

the end of twenty years.

They

slavery in the Territories where

They

They gave

the necessity.

also prohibited

did not

it

exist.

did what they could and yielded to neces-

sity for the rest.

which

I also yield to all

fol-

lows from that necessity. What I would most
desire would be the separation of the white and
black races.

One more

point on this Springfield speech

which Judge Douglas
I

fully.

expressed

my

says he has read so care-

belief in the existence of

a conspiracy to perpetuate and nationalize slav-

know

now.
I showed the part Judge Douglas had played

ery.

I did not profess to

it,

nor do

in the string of facts, constituting to

the proof of that conspiracy.

I

I

my mind

showed

the

I charged that the peoparts played by others.
ple had been deceived in carrying the last presidential election, by the impression that the people of the Territories might exclude slaver}^ if
they chose, when it was known in advance by the
conspirators, that the court was to decide that
neither Congress nor the people could so exclude

slaverv.

made

These

charges

are

more

than anything else in the speech.

distinctly

1
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Judge Douglas has carefully read and re-read
that speech.

He

has not, so far as I know, con-

tradicted those charges.

In the two speeches

heard he certainly did not. On his own
I charge
tacit admission I renew that charge.
him with having been a party to that conspiracy,
and to that deception, for the sole purpose of

which

I

nationalizing slavery.

*Letter to John Mathers
Springfield, July 20, 1858.

My

dear Sir:

ter of the

Your kind and

interesting let-

19th was duly received.

Your

sug-

gestions as to placing one's self on the offensive

rather than the defensive are certainly correct.

That

is

a point

which

I shall not disregard.

I

spoke here on Saturday night. The speech, not
very well reported, appears in the State Journal
of this morning.
You doubtless will see it; and
I hope that you will perceive in it, that I am
already improving.
I would mail you a copy
now, but have not one at hand. I thank you for
your letter and shall be pleased to hear from you
again.
Yours very truly,
A. Lincoln.

Stephen A. Douglas

Wood
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Challenge to the Joint Debates, July

24,

1858

Mr. Lincoln

MY

to

Mr. Douglas.

Chicago, Illinois, July

DEAR

SIR:

able to you to

Will

it

24, 1858.

be

agree-

make an arrangement

for you and myself to divide time,
and address the same audiences the present canMr. Judd, who will hand you this, is
vass?
authorized to receive your answer; and, if agree-

able to you, to enter into the terms of such ar-

rangement.

Your obedient

servant,

A. Lincoln.

Mr. Douglas

to

Mr.

Lincoln.

Chicago, July

Dear

Sir:

Your

24, 1858.

note of this date, in

which

you inquire if it would be agreeable to me to
make an arrangement to divide the time and address the same audiences during the present canRecent
vass, was handed me by Mr. Judd.
events have interposed difficulties in the way of
such an arrangement.
I

went

to Springfield last

week

for the pur-
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pose of conferring with the Democratic State

Central Committee upon the mode of conducting the canvass, and with them, and under their

made

appointments covering the
The people
entire period until late in October.
of the several localities have been notified of
advice,

a list of

and places of the meetings. Those
appointments have all been made for Democratic meetings, and arrangements have been
made by which the Democratic candidates for
Congress, for the legislature, and other offices
It is
will be present and address the people.
the times

evident, therefore, that these various candidates,

with myself, will occupy the whole
time of the day and evening, and leave no
opportunity for other speeches.
Besides, there is another consideration which
should be kept in mind. It has been suggested
recently that an arrangement had been made to
bring out a third candidate for the United States
Senate, who, with yourself, should canvass the
State in apposition to me, with no other purpose
in connection

my

defeat, by dividing the Demoyour benefit. If I should make
arrangement with you, it is more than prob-

than to insure

cratic party for
this

able that this other candidate,

who

has a

common

become a party
to it, and claim the right to speak from the same
stand; so that he and you in concert might be
object with you,

would

desire to
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able to take the opening and closing speech in

every case.
I

cannot refrain from expressing

my

surprise,

was your original intention to invite such
an arrangement, that you should have waited
if it

had made my appointments, inaswe were both here in Chicago together

until after I

much

as

my arrival, and again at
Bloomington, Atlanta, Lincoln, and Springfield,
where it was well known I went for the purpose
of consulting with the State Central Committee,
and agreeing upon the plan of the campaign.
While under these circumstances I do not feel
at liberty to make any arrangements which
would deprive the Democratic candidates for
Congress, State offices, and the legislature, from
for several days after

participating in the discussion at the various

meetings designated by the Democratic State
Central Committee, I will, in order to accommodate you as far as

it

is

in

take the responsibility of

ment with you

my power

to

do

so,

making an arrange-

for a discussion bet^veen us at one

prominent point

in

each congressional district

and sixth districts,
where we have both spoken, and in each of
which cases you had the concluding speech. If
in the State, except the second

agreeable to you, I will indicate the following
places as those most suitable in the several congressional districts at

which we should

speak, to-
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Freeport,

wit:

Galesburg,

Ottawa,

Alton. Jonesboro, and Charleston.
fer

with you

at the earliest

tunity in regard to the

[July 29

Quincy,

I will con-

convenient oppor-

mode

of conducting the

debate, the times of meeting at the several places,

subject to the condition that

where appointments

have already been made by
Central Committee at any of those places, I
must insist upon you meeting me at the time
Very respectfully, your most obespecified.
S. A. Douglas.
dient servant,

the Democratic State

Letter to Joseph

Gillespie

Springfield, July 25, 1858.

3/>'

dear Sir:

Your

1 8th, was received on

my

doleful

letter

of

the

return from Chicago

night I do hope you are worse scared than
hurt though you ought to know best We must
not lose the district We must make a job of it,
and save it Lay hold of the proper agencies,
and secure all the Americans you can, at once.
I do hope, on closer inspection, you will find
last

they are not half gone. Make a little test Run
do-^Ti one of the poll-books of the Edwardsville

precinct

and take the

first

hundred known

American names. Then quietly ascertain how
many of them are actually going for Douglas.
But even
I think you will find less than fifty.
fifty,
other
of
the
sure
make
if you find fifty,
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sure of all you can, at all event?.

will set other agencies to

work which

shall

compensate for the loss of a good manv Americans.
Don't fail to check the stampede at once.
Trumbull, I think, will be with you before lono-.
There is much he cannot do, and some ht can.
I have reason to hope there will be other help
of an appropriate kind. Write me again.
Yours as ever,
A. LixcOLX.

Prelimix-^y Correspoxdexce to the Joixt
Debates, July 29

Mr. Lincoln

to

to 31,

1S5S

Mr. Douglas.

Sprixgpielb, July 29, 1S5S.

Dear Sir: Yours of the 24th in relation to
an arrangement to divide time and address the
same audiences is received: and in apology for
not sooner replying, allow me to say that when
I sat by you at dinner yesterday I was not aware
that you had answered my note, nor certainly

my ov\-n had been presented to you. An
hour after I saw a copy of your answer in the
Chicago "Times." and reaching home, I found
Protesting that your
the original awaiting me.
insinuations of attempted unfairness on my part
are unjust, and with the hope that you did not

that

ver\'

reply.

considerately

To vour

make them,

I

proceed

to

statement that "It has been
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suggested recently that an arrangement had been
made to bring out a third candidate for the

United States Senate, who, with yourself, should
canvass the State in opposition

to me," etc., I
can only say that such suggestion must have been
made by yourself, for certainly none such has
been made by or to me, or otherwise, to my

knowledge.

Surely you

did

not

deliberately

conclude, as you insinuate, that I was expecting

draw you

arrangement of terms, to
be agreed on by yourself, by which a third candidate and myself "in concert might be able to
take the opening and closing speech in every
to

into an

case."

As

to

your surprise that

did not sooner

I

the proposal to divide time with you,

say
I

I

I

make

can only

made it as soon as I resolved to make it.
know but that such proposal would

did not

come from you;

I waited respectfully to see.
It
have been well known to you that you went
to Springfield for the purpose of agreeing on
the plan of campaign but it was not so known to
me. When your appointments were announced
in the papers, extending only to the 21st of August, I for the first time considered it certain that
you would make no proposal to me, and then re-

may

;

solved that,

make one
see

if

my

to you.

would

friends concurred, I

As soon

thereafter as

and consult with friends

I

could

satisfactorily, I did
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make

the proposal. It did not occur to me that
the proposed arrangement could derange your

plans after the latest of your appointments

ready made.

After

al-

was before the
election largely over two months of clear time.
For you to say that we have already spoken
at Chicago and Springfield, and that on both occasions I had the concluding speech, is hardly a

The

fair statement.

that,

there

truth

rather

is

this:

At

Chicago, July 9, you made a carefully prepared
conclusion on my speech of June 16. Twentyfour hours after, I made a hasty conclusion on

You had six days to prepare,
and concluded on me again at Bloomington on

yours of the 9th.

Twenty-four hours after, I concluded
again on you at Springfield. In the mean time,
you had made another conclusion on me at
Springfield which I did not hear, and of the
contents of which I knew nothing when I spoke;
so that your speech made in daylight, and mine
at night, of the 17th. at Springfield, were both
made in perfect independence of each other.
the i6th.

The

dates

of

making

all

these

speeches will

show, I think, that in the matter of time for
preparation the advantage has all been on your
side, and that none of the external circumstances

have stood
I

agree

to

my

to

an arrangement for us

advantage.
to

speak

at

the seven places you have named, and at your

Stephen A. Douglas
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provided you name the times at once,
so that I, as well as you, can have to myself the
time not covered by the arrangement. As to the
other details, I wish perfect reciprocity, and no
more. I wish as much time as you, and that contimes,

clusions

shall

That

alternate.

is

Your

all.

A. LINCOLN.

obedient servant,

P. S.
As matters now stand, I shall be at no
more of your exclusive meetings; and for about
a week from to-day a letter from you will reach

me

A. L.

at Springfield.

Mr. Douglas
BeMENT,

Dear Sir: Your
ing

my

to

Mr. Lincoln.

PL4.TT Co., IlL., Julv 30,

letter

1

858.

dated yesterday, accept-

proposition for a joint discussion at one

prominent point
as stated in

my

each congressional district,
previous letter, was received this
in

morning.

The

times and places designated are as fol-

lows:
Ottawa,

La

Salle

County

Freeport, Stephenson County.

Jonesboro, Union County

.

August

21,

"

27,

September 15,

Charleston, Coles County

Galesburg,

October

18,

"
"
"

7,

"

Adams County

"

13,

Madison County

"

15,

Quinqr,
Alton,

Knox County

"

1858.
"

"
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your suggestion that we shall

nately open and close the discussion.

alter-

I will

Ottawa one hour; you can reply, occupying an hour and a half, and I will then follow
for half an hour.
At Freeport, you shall open
the discussion and speak one hour; I will follow
for an hour and a half, and you can then reply
speak

at

for half an hour.

We

will alternate in like

manner
fully,

in each successive place.
your obedient servant,
S.

Mr. Lincoln

to

Very

respect-

A. Douglas.

Mr. Douglas.

Sprixcfteld, July 31, 1858.

Dear Sir: Yours

of yesterday,

naming

places,

and terms for joint discussions between
was received this morning. Although by
the terms, as you propose, you take four openings and closes to my three, I accede, and thus
I direct this to you at
close the arrangement
Hillsboro, and shall try to have both your letter
and this appear in the "Journal" and "Register''

times,
us,

of

Monday morning.
Your obedient servant
A. Lincoln.

Letter to Hen"ry Asbl'ry
Springfield, July 31, 1858.

My

Yours of the 28th is received.
The points you propose to press upon Douglas
dear Sir:

Abraham Lincoln
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he will be very hard to get up to, but I think
you labor under a mistake when you say no one
cares how he answers.
This implies that it is
equal with him whether he is injured here or
at

That

the South.

a mistake.

is

He

cares

nothing for the South; he knows he is already
dead there. He only leans Southward more to
keep the Buchanan party from growing in Illinois.
You shall have hard work to get him directly to the point

whether

a territorial legisla-

power to exclude slavery.
But if you succeed in bringing him to it
though he will be compelled to say it possesses
no such power he will instantly take ground
ture has or has not the

—

that slavery cannot actually exist in the Territories unless the

people desire

it,

and

protection by territorial legislation.

fends the South, he will
at all events

he means

You

to

let

it

hold on

so give

it

If this of-

offend them, as
to his

chances in

by the papers that
both the judge and myself are to be in Quincy
on the 13th of October, when and where I exIllinois.

will soon learn

pect the pleasure of seeing you.

Yours very

A. LINCOLN.

truly,

*Letter to

B. C.

Cook

Springfield, August

My

2,

1858.

dear Sir: I have a letter from a very true

friend and intelligent

man

insisting that there

Letter to
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a plan on foot in La Salle and Bureau to run
Douglas republicans for Congress and for the
is

Legislature in those counties,

they can only

if

get the encouragement of our folks nominating

pretty extreme abolitionists.

thought they
our folks nominate men who
are not very obnoxious to the charge of abolition-

will do nothing

It

is

if

Please have your eye upon

ism.

are looking prett}" fair.

*Letter to

J.

this.

Signs

Yours very truly,
A. LiXCOLX.

^L Palmer

Springfield, August

5,

1858.

Dear Sir: Since we parted last evening no
new thought has occurred to [me] on the subject of which we talked most yesterday.
I

have concluded, however,

town on Tuesday, August
ised to

have

morrow.
here.

it

so

appear

31st,

speak at your
and have prom-

to

in the papers of to-

Judge Trumbull has not
Yours as ever,

yet reached

A. LixcoLX.

*Letter to Alex^axder Sympsox
Springfield, August

Dear

Sir:

11,

Yours of the 6th received.

1858.

If life

and health continue I shall pretty likely be at
Augusta on the 25th. Things look reasonably
Will tell you more fully when I see you.
well.
A. LixcOLX.
Yours truly,

Stephen A. Douglas
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First Joint Debate, at Ottawa, Illinois,
August 21, 1858
^

Mr. Douglas's Opening Speech.

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

lap-

pear before you to-day for the purpose
of discussing the leading political topics

which now agitate the public mind. By an arrangement bet\veen Mr. Lincoln and myself, we
are present here to-day for the purpose of having a joint discussion, as the representatives of

the two great political parties of the State and
Union, upon the principles in issue between those
parties; and this vast concourse of people shows
The

Lincoln-Douglas debates created an almost unparalthroughout the whole country. In Illinois the debates were attended by immense crowds, many of the people
coming for miles to listen patiently to three hour speeches.
The eye of the nation focused on the State of Illinois, which
was divided into opposing halves, the northern section against
the southern section for slavery. Each orator endeavored to
force the other into admissions which would ruin his chances
for Senatorship in these antagonistic sections of Illinois. In
the second debate Lincoln put questions to Douglas that if answered to please northern Illinois must offend the South. Lincoln's friends warned him that he would lose the Senatorship
" Gentlemen,
if he so questioned his rival, to which he replied
large
game
if
Douglas
never be
killing
answers
he
can
I am
President and the battle of i860 is worth a hundred of this."
^

leled furore

:

;
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the public

mind

in regard to the questions dividing us.

Prior to 1854 this country- was divided into
two great political parties, known as the Whig
and Democratic parties. Both were national
and patriotic, advocating principles that were
universal

Whig
iana

in

their

application.

An

old-line

could proclaim his principles in Louisand Massachusetts alike. Whig princi-

—

had no boundar\^ sectional line they were
not limited by the Ohio River, nor by the Potomac, nor by the line of the free and slave States,
but applied and were proclaimed wherever the
Constitution ruled or the American flag waved
over the American soil. So it was, and so it is
with the great Democratic part}^, which, from
ples

the

days

until this period, has
be the historic party of this naWhile the Whig and Democratic parties

proven
tion.

of Jefferson

itself to

differed in regard to a bank, the tariff, distribution, the specie

circular,

and the subtreasury,

they agreed on the great slavery question which

Union. I say that the Whig
part}" and the Democratic part\' agreed on the
slaver\" question, while they differed on those
matters of expediency to which I have referred.
The Whig part}" and the Democratic party
jointly adopted the compromise measures of

now

agitates the

1850

as the basis of a

proper and

just solution of

Stephen A. Douglas
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its forms.
Clay was
Webster on his right and
Cass on his left, and sustained by the patriots
in the Whig and Democratic ranks who had devised and enacted the compromise measures of

the slavery question in all
the great leader, with

1850.

85 1 the Whig party and the Democratic
party united in Illinois in adopting resolutions

In

1

indorsing and approving the principles of the

compromise measures of 1850,
justment of that question.

Whig
more

as the

In

proper ad-

when

1852,

the

party assembled in convention at Baltifor the purpose of nominating a candidate

for the presidency, the

first

thing

it

did was to

declare the compromise measures of 1850, in
substance and in principle, a suitable adjust-

ment

of that question.

interrupted
plause.]

the speaker

was

by loud and long-continued ap-

My

ceptable to

[Here

me

friends, silence will be

more

ac-

in the discussion of these ques-

tions than applause.

I desire to

address myself

your judgment, your understanding, and your
and not to your passions or your enthusiasm. When the Democratic convention assembled in Baltimore in the same year, for the
purpose of nominating a Democratic candidate
for the presidency, it also adopted the compromise measures of 1850 as the basis of Democratic
action.
Thus you see that up to 1853-54, the

to

consciences,

Speech
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Whig party and

the Democratic party both stood
on the same platform with regard to the slavery
question.
That platform was the right of the
people of each State and each Territory to decide their local and domestic institutions for

themselves, subject only to the Federal Constitution.

During

the session of Congress of 1853-54, I
introduced into the Senate of the United States
a bill to organize the Territories of Kansas and
Nebraska on that principle which had been

adopted in the compromise measures of 1850,
approved by the Whig party and the Demo-

and indorsed by
party and the Democratic party in na-

cratic party in Illinois in 1851,

the

Whig

tional convention in 1852.

In order that there
might be no misunderstanding in relation to the
principle involved in the Kansas and Nebraska
bill, I

put forth the true intent and meaning of

the act in these words:

and meaning of

*'It

is

the true intent

this act not to legislate slavery

into any State or Territory or to exclude

it

there-

from, but to leave the people thereof perfectly
free to form and regulate their domestic institutions in their own way, subject only to the

Federal Constitution." Thus you see that up to
1854, when the Kansas and Nebraska bill was
brought into Congress for the purpose of carrying out the principles which both parties had

Stephen A. Douglas
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up

to that time indorsed and approved, there had
been no division in this country in regard to that

principle
tionists.

except the opposition of the AboliIn the House of Representatives of the

Illinois legislature,

that principle, every
in the

four

House voted

men

upon

a resolution asserting

Whig

and every Democrat
and only
and those four w^ere

in the affirmative,

voted against

it,

old-line Abolitionists.

In 1854 Mr.

Abraham Lincoln and Mr. Ly-

man Trumbull

entered into an arrangement, one

with the other, and each with
friends, to dissolve the

one hand, and

his

respective

Old Whig party on

to dissolve the

the

old Democratic

party on the other, and to connect the members
of both into an Abolition party, under the

name

and disguise of a Republican party. The terms
of that arrangement between Lincoln and Trumbull have been published by Lincoln's special
friend, James H. Matheny, Esq., and they were
that Lincoln should have General Shields's place
in the

United States

Senate,

which was then

about to become vacant, and that Trumbull
should have my seat when my term expired.
Lincoln went to work to Abolitionize the Old
Whig party all over the State, pretending that
he was then as good a Whig as ever; and Trumbull went to work in his part of the State preaching Abolitionism in its milder and lighter form,
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and trying to Abolitionize the Democratic party,
and bring old Democrats handcuffed and bound
hand and foot into the Abolition camp. In pursuance of the arrangement, the parties met at
Springfield in October, 1854, ^^^ proclaimed
their new platform.
Lincoln was to bring into
the Abolition camp the old-line Whigs, and
transfer them over to Giddings, Chase, Fred
Douglass, and Parson Lovejoy, who were ready
to receive them and christen them in their new
faith.

They

down on that occasion a platform
new Republican party, which was

laid

for their

have the resolutions
of the State convention then held, which was
the first mass State convention ever held in Illinois by the Black Republican party, and I now
hold them in my hands and will read a part of
them, and cause the others to be printed. Here
are the most important and material resolutions
of this Abolition platform:
thus to be constructed.

I.

I

That we believe this truth to be selfwhen parties become subversive of the

Resolved,

evident, that

ends for which they are established, or incapable of

government to the true principles of the
it Is the right and duty of the people to
dissolve the political bands by which they may have
been connected therewith, and to organize new parties upon such principles and with such views as the

restoring the

Constitution,

Stephen A. Douglas
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may

circumstances and the exigencies of the nation

demand.
Resolved, That the times imperativ^ely

2.

demand

reorganization of parties, and, repudiating

the

all

previous party attachments, names and predilections,

we

unite ourselves together in defense of the liberty

and Constitution of the country, and

will hereafter

cooperate as the Republican party, pledged to the
accomplishment of the following purposes To bring
the administration of the government back to the
:

control of

first

principles; to restore

Nebraska and

Kansas to the position of free Territories; that, as the
Constitution of the United States vests in the States,
and not in Congress, the power to legislate for the
extradition of fugitives from labor, to repeal and
entirely abrogate the

fugitive-slave law; to restrict

slavery to those States in which
the admission of any

more

It

exists; to prohibit

slave States Into the

Union;

to abolish slavery In the District of Columbia; to

exclude slavery from

all

the Territories over which

the general government has exclusive jurisdiction
to resist the

;

and

acquirement of any more Territories

unless the practice of slavery therein forever shall
hav*e been prohibited.

Resolved, That

3.

ciples

we

In

furtherance of these prin-

will use such constitutional

and lawful means

seem best adapted to their accomplishment,
and that we will support no man for ofBce, under the

as shall

general or State government,

and

ciples,

who

is

not positively

committed to the support of these prinand whose personal character and conduct Is

fully

7
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Now, gentlemen, your Blirk
have chee re i every one of th e

7

and yet

- -

Rr7_:.

:

I ver.:7:r :? siy th^r

-.

_

:

:i-f
:

r

:

:

:

- --

Lincoln to ::~; _: 171 fi ::.:,:
favor : eich one of the~.
7
:
tions. one and all, constirate L~r 7
::
"
Black Rembiican party c: :>
7
doubt; 17. L
7. en you were
7:: i i:: :
purpose I was reading them, your Black
licans cheered them as good Black Re
doctrines.
object in reading th; :
tions was to put the question to Abr
coin this day, whether he now stan7
stand by each article in that creed, i"
out I desire to know whedier Mr. 1
day stands as he did in 1S54, in favor : :

- 5,

.

\[-_
17

:

:

-

:

:

5

:

R

;

7 7 :

-

My

ry it

::.
:

:
'

conditional repeal of the fugitive-slave
desire

him

to-day. as

of any

to

answer whether he

star. :

he did in 1854, agains:

more

^

;

.

7

:

slave States into the I

I wan:

.er.

if the people want them.
whether he stands pledged against the admission of a new State into the Union widi such a
constitution as the people of that Snte may see
I want to know whether he srancs
fit to make.
::

-v7.:>w

to-dav pledged to the abolition of sla\-ery in the
District of Columbia.

I desire

him

to ansv^-er
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whether he stands pledged to the prohibition of
I
the slave-trade between the different States.
stands
pledged
to
prowhether
he
know
desire to
hibit slavery in all the Territories of the United
States, North as well as South of the Missouri
Compromise line. I desire him to answer
whether he is opposed to the acquisition of any

more
in.

territory unless slavery
I

want

his

answer

is

prohibited there-

to these questions.

Your

affirmative cheers in favor of this Abolition plat-

form are not

satisfactory.

coln to answer

these

I ask

Abraham

Lin-

questions, in order that

I trot him down to lower Egypt, I may
put the same questions to him. My principles
I can proclaim them
are the same everywhere.
alike in the North, the South, the East, and the
West My principles will apply wherever the

when

and the American flag
waves. I desire to know whether Mr. Lincoln's principles will bear transplanting from
Ottawa to Jonesboro? I put these questions to
him to-day distinctly, and ask an answer. I
have a right to an answer, for I quote from the
platform of the Republican party, made by himself and others at the time that party was formed, and the bargain made by Lincoln to dissolve
and kill the Old Whig party, and transfer its
members, bound hand and foot, to the Abolition
party, under the direction of Giddings and Fred
Constitution

prevails

iSsS]
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In the remarks I have made on this
Mr. Lincoln upon
it, I mean nothing personally disre?p«ectf-al or
unkind to that gentleman. I have knowT^ him
for nearly twenty-five years.
There were many
points of s\"Tnpathy between us when we first
got acquainted. We were K^th compararlvely
boys, and K">th struggling ^\^th poverty in i
Douglass.

platform, and the position of

strange land.

I

^vas

a schcv^l- teacher in the

town of Winchester, and he a flourishing gnv
cer\'-keeper in the town of Salem.
He ^vls
more successful in his occupation than I was in
mine, and hence more fortunate in this world's
Lincoln is one of those peculiar men who
perform with admirable skill everything which
goods.

made as good a school-teachand when a cabinet-maker I made

they undertake.
er as T could,

I

although my old K>ss
said T succeeded better with burt^aus and secretaries than with an\-thing else: but I believe that
a

good bedstead and

tables,

Lincoln was alw^ays more successful in business
than T, for his business enabled him to get into
the legislature.

T

met him

thetf, ho\vever,

and

had svTnpathy with him, because of the up-hill
He w^s then iust
struggle wt' both had in life.
He could
as gix^d at telling an anecdote as now.
i
running
or
beat any of the K>ys wrestling,
fotn-nice, in pitching quoit? or tv^ssing a cv^pper:

could ruin more liquor than

all

the K»y5 of the

A. Douglas
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town together, and the dignity and impartiality
with which he presided at a horse-race or fistfight excited the admiration and won the praise
of ever\'body that was present and participated.
I sympathized with him because he was struggling with difficulties, and so was I. Mr. Lincoln served with

when we both

me

in the legislature in 1836,

and he subsided, or became submerged, and he was lost sight of as
a public man for some years.
In 1846, when
Wilmot introduced his celebrated proviso, and
the Abolition tornado swept over the country,
Lincoln again turned up as a member of Congress from the Sangamon district.
I was then
in the Senate of the United States, and was
glad to welcome my old friend and companion.
Whilst in Congress, he distinguished himself by his opposition to the Mexican War,
retired,

taking the side of the
his

own

country; and

common enemy against
when he returned home

he found that the indignation of the people
followed him everywhere, and he was again
submerged or obliged to retire into private
life,

forgotten by his former friends.

up again

in

1854, just in time to

He came
make

Abolition or Black Republican platform,

this

in

company with Giddings, Lovejoy, Chase, and
Fred Douglass, for the Republican party to
Trumbull, too, was one of our own

stand upon.
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He

was born and raised in old
Connecticut, was bred a Federalist, but removing to Georgia, turned XuUifier when nullification was popular, and as soon as he disposed of
his clocks and wound up his business, migrated
to Illinois, turned politician and la\^yer here,
and made his appearance in 1841 as a member of
the legislature.
He became noted as the author
of the scheme to repudiate a large portion of
the State debt of Illinois, which,

if

successful,

would have brought infamy and disgrace upon
the fair escutcheon of our glorious State.

The

measure consigned him
I
I helped to do it.
to oblivion for a time.
walked into a public meeting in the hall of the
House of Representatives, and replied to his
repudiating speeches, and resolutions were carried over his head denouncing repudiation, and

odium attached

to that

asserting the moral and legal obligation of Illi-

pav every dollar of the debt she owed and
everv bond that bore her seal. Trumbull's manois to

lisnitv has followed

me

since I thus defeated

his infamous scheme.

These

t^vo

men having formed

tion to Abolitionize the Old

this

Whig

combinaparty and

the old Democratic party, and put themselves
into the Senate of the United States, in pursu-

ance of their bargain, are

arrangement.

Mathenv

now

carrying out that

states

that

Trumbull
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broke faith; that the bargain was that Lincoln
should be the senator in Shields's place, and
Trumbull was to wait for mine; and the story
goes that Trumbull cheated Lincoln, having
control of four or five Abolitionized Democrats
who were holding over in the Senate; he would
not

let

them vote for Lincoln, which obliged the

rest of the Abolitionists to

to secure

number

an Abolition

support him in order

senator.

There

are a

of authorities for the truth of this be-

Matheny, and I suppose that even Mr.
Lincoln will not deny it.
Mr. Lincoln demands that he shall have the
place intended for Trumbull, as Trumbull
cheated him and got his, and Trumbull is stumpsides

ing the State traducing

me

for the purpose of

securing the position for Lincoln, in order to
It was in consequence of this arrangement that the Republican convention was
impaneled to instruct for Lincoln and nobody
else, and it was on this account that they passed
resolutions that he was their first, their last, and
their only choice.
Archy Williams was nowhere. Browning was nobody, Wentworth was
not to be considered; they had no man in the
Republican party for the place except Lincoln,

quiet him.

for the reason that he

demanded

that they should

carry out the arrangement.

Having formed

this

new party

for the benefit
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Whiggery and deserters from
Democracy, and having laid down the Abolition
platform which I have read, Lincoln now takes
his stand and proclaims his Abolition doctrines.
Let me read a part of them. In his speech at
Springfield to the convention which nominated
of deserters from

him

for the Senate, he said:

my

In

opinion

it

will not cease until a crisis shall

"

have been reached and passed.
against itself cannot stand."

A

house divided

I believe this

govern-

ment cannot endure permanently half slave and half
free.
I do not expect the Union to be dissolved
I
do not expect the house to fall
but I do expect it
will cease to be divided. It will become all one thing,

—

—

or

the other.

all

Either the opponents of slavery will

arrest the further spread of

mind

public

It,

and place

shall rest in the belief that

course of ultimate extinction, or

push

it

States

forward

—

till It

Its

it

where the

it

is

in the

advocates will

become alike lawful In all
new, North as well as South.

shall

old as well as

["Good," "Good," and Cheers.]
I am delighted to hear you Black Republicans say "good." I have no doubt that doctrine
expresses your sentiments, and I will prove to
you now, if you will listen to me, that it is revolutionary and destructive of the existence of this
government. Mr. Lincoln, in the extract from
which I have read, says that this government
cannot endure permanently in the same condi-
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—

which it was made by its f ramers divided into free and slave States. He says that it
has existed for about seventy years thus divided,
and yet he tells you that it cannot endure permanently on the same principles and in the same
relative condition in which our fathers made it.
Why can it not exist divided into free and slave
States? Washington, Jefiferson, Franklin, Madison, Hamilton, Jay, and the great men of that
day made this government divided into free
States and slave States, and left each State perfectly free to do as it pleased on the subject of
slavery.
Why can it not exist on the same principles on which our fathers made it?
They
tion in

knew when

they framed the Constitution that

in a country as

wide and broad

as this,

with such

a variety of climate, production, and interest,

the people necessarily required different laws

and

knew

institutions

in

that the laws

different

localities.

They

and regulations which would

suit the granite hills of

New

Hampshire would

be unsuited to the rice-plantations of South Carolina, and they therefore provided that each
State should retain its own legislature and its

own

sovereignty, with the

power

to

do

in all that

as

was

it

full

pleased within

local

and complete
its

own

and not national.

the reserved rights of the States
to regulate the relations

limits,

One

of

was the right

between master and

ser-
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vant, on the slavery question.

At the time the
Constitution was framed, there were thirteen
States in the Union, twelve of which were slave-

holding States and one a free State. Suppose
doctrine of uniformity preached by Mr.
Lincoln, that the States should all be free or all
be slave, had prevailed, and what would have
been the result? Of course, the twelve slaveholding States would have overruled the one free
this

State,

and slavery would have been fastened by

a constitutional provision on every inch of the

American

republic, instead of being

fathers wisely left
itself.

Here

it,

to

each State

I assert that

left, as

our

to decide for

uniformity in the local

laws and institutions of the different States is
If uniformity
neither possible nor desirable.

had been adopted when the government was established, it must inevitably have been the uniformity of slavery everywhere, or else the uniformity of negro citizenship and negro equality

everywhere.

We are told by Lincoln that he is utterly opposed to the Dred Scott decision, and will not
submit to it, for the reason that he says it deprives the negro of the rights and privileges of
That is the first and main reason
citizenship.
which he assigns for his warfare on the Supreme
Court of the United States and its decision. I
ask you, are you in favor of conferring upon the
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negro the rights and privileges of citizenship?
Do you desire to strike out of our State constitu-

which keeps slaves and free negroes out of the State, and allow the free negroes
to flow in, and cover your prairies with black
settlements?
Do you desire to turn this beautition that clause

negro colony, in order that
w^hen Missouri abolishes slavery she can send
one hundred thousand emancipated slaves into
Illinois, to become citizens and voters, on an
equality w^ith yourselves?
If you desire negro
citizenship, if you desire to allow them to come
ful State into a free

and settle w^ith the w^hite man, if
you desire them to vote on an equality with yourselves, and to make them eligible to office, to
serv^e on juries, and to adjudge your rights, then
support Mr. Lincoln and the Black Republican
into the State

party,

negro.

who

are in favor of the citizenship of the

For

one, I

am opposed

ship in any and every form.

to

negro citizen-

I believe this gov-

ernment was made on the white basis. I beit was made by w^hite men, for the benefit
of white men and their posterity forever, and I
lieve

am

in favor of confining citizenship to w^hite

men, men of European birth and descent, instead
it upon negroes, Indians, and other

of conferring

inferior races.

Mr. Lincoln, following
of all the

little

the example and lead

Abolition orators

who go around
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the basements of schools

and

churches, reads from the Declaration of Inde-

pendence that

all

men were

created equal, and

how

can you deprive a negro of that
equality which God and the Declaration of Inthen asks

dependence award to him? He and they maintain that negro equality is guaranteed by the
laws of God, and that it is asserted in the Declaration of Independence.
If they think so, of
course they have a right to say so, and so vote.
I do not question Mr. Lincoln's conscientious belief that the negro was made his equal, and hence
is his brother; but for my own part, I do not regard the negro as my equal, and positively deny
that he is my brother or any kin to me whatever.
Lincoln has evidently learned by heart Parson
Lovejoy's catechism.

He

can repeat

it

as

well

Farnsworth, and he is worthy of a medal from
Father Giddings and Fred Douglass for his
He holds that the negro was
Abolitionism.
as

and yours, and that he was endowed with equality by the Almighty, and that
no human law can deprive him of these rights
which were guaranteed to him by the Supreme
Ruler of the universe. Now, I do not believe
born

his equal

Almighty ever intended the negro to
be the equal of the white man. If he did, he
that the

has been a long time demonstrating the fact.
For thousands of years the negro has been a race
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the earth, and during all that time, in all

and climates, wherever he has wandered or been taken, he has been inferior to the
He belongs to an
race which he has there met.
inferior race, and must always occupy an inferI do not hold that because the neior position.
gro is our inferior therefore he ought to be a
slave.
By no means can such a conclusion be
drawn from what I have said. On the contrary,
I hold that humanity and Christianity both
require that the negro shall have and enjoy every
right, every privilege, and every immunity consistent with the safety of the society in which he
latitudes

lives.
On that point, I presume, there can be
no diversity of opinion. You and I are bound
to extend to our inferior and dependent beings
every right, every privilege, every facility and
immunity consistent with the public good. The
question then arises, what rights and privileges
are consistent with the public good? This is
a question which each State and each Territory
must decide for itself Illinois has decided it for
We have provided that the negro shall
herself.
not be a slave, and we have also provided that
he shall not be a citizen, but protect him in his
civil rights, in his life, his person and his property, only depriving him of all political rights
whatsoever, and refusing to put him on an equalThat policy of Illinois
ity with the white man.

—
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Democratic party and
to the

Republicans,

would then be no question upon

to

there

the subject; but

the Republicans say that he ought to be

made

and when he becomes a citizen he becomes your equal, with all your rights and priva citizen,

They

ileges.

assert the

Dred

Scott decision to

be monstrous because it denies that the negro
or can be a citizen under the Constitution.

is

Now,

I hold that Illinois had a right to aboland prohibit slavery as she did, and I hold
that Kentucky has the same right to continue
and protect slavery that Illinois had to abolish
it.
I hold that New York had as much right

ish

to abolish slavery as

Virginia has

to

continue

it,

and that each and every State of this Union is
with the right to do as it
pleases upon this question of slavery, and upon
a sovereign power,

all its

domestic institutions.

Slaver\^

is

not the

only question which comes up in this controThere is a far more important one to
versy.
you, and that is, w^hat shall be done with the

We

have settled the slavery question as far as we are concerned; we have prohibited it in Illinois forever, and in doing so,
I think we have done wisely, and there is no
man in the State who would be more strenuous
free negro?

in his opposition to the introduction of slavery

than I would; but

when we

settled

it

for our-
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our power over that subWe have done our whole duty, and can
ject.
do no more. We must leave each and every
selves,

all

other State to decide for

In relation

to the policy to

we have

the free negroes,

same question.
be pursued toward

itself

the

said that they shall

not vote; whilst Maine, on the other hand, has

Maine

said that they shall vote.
State,

and has the power

fications of voters

to regulate the qualiI

would

confer the right of voting and

to

of citizenship

upon

to quarrel

a sovereign

within her limits.

never consent

going

is

a negro, but

still

I

am

not

with Maine for differing from

me in opinion. Let Maine take care of her
own negroes, and fix the qualifications of her
own voters to suit herself, without interfering
with Illinois, and Illinois will not interfere with
Maine. So with the State of New York. She
allows the negro to vote provided he owns two
hundred and fifty dollars' worth of property, but
not otherwise. While I would not make any
distinction whatever between a negro who held
property and one who did not, yet if the sovereign State of

New

York

chooses to

make

that

her business and not mine, and I
She can do
will not quarrel with her for it.
as she pleases on this question if she minds her
distinction

it is

own business, and we will do the same thing.
Now, my friends, if we will only act conscien-
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and rigidly upon this great principle of
popular sovereignty, which guarantees to each
State and Territory the right to do as it pleases
on all things, local and domestic, instead of Contiously

we will continue at peace one
with another. Why should Illinois Be at war
with Missouri, or Kentucky with Ohio, or Virginia, with New York, merely because their ingress interfering,

Our

stitutions differ?

fathers intended that our

institutions should differ.

North and

They knew

that the

the South, having different climates,

productions, and interests, required dififerent institutions.

uniformity
ent States,

This doctrine of Mr. Lincoln, of

among the institutions of the differa new doctrine, never dreamed of

is

by Washington, Madison, or the framers of this
government. Mr. Lincoln and the Republican
party set themselves up as wiser than these men
who made this government, which has flourished for seventy years under the principle of popular sovereignty, recognizing the right of each
State to do as

it

pleased.

we have grown from

Under

that principle,

a nation of three or four

millions to a nation of about thirty millions of

people;

we have

crossed the Allegheny

moun-

tains and filled up the whole Northwest, turning the prairie into a garden, and building up
churches and schools, thus spreading civilization

and Christianity where before there was noth-
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that princi-

we have become, from a feeble nation, the
most powerful on the face of the earth, and if
we only adhere to that principle, we can go
forward increasing in territory, in power, in
strength, and in glory until the Republic of
America shall be the north star that shall guide
the friend of freedom throughout the civilized
world. And why can we not adhere to the great
principle of self-government upon which our inI believe that
stitutions were originally based?
this new doctrine preached by Mr. Lincoln and
ple

Union if it succeeds.
array all the Northern States

his party will dissolve the

They

are trying to

in one
tional

body against the South,

war between

States, in

now

I will

him.

and the slave

order that the one or the other

be driven to the wall.
I am told that my time
will

to excite a sec-

the free States

is

out.

may

Mr. Lincoln

address you for an hour and a half, and

then occupy a half hour in replying to
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the Ottaiva Joint

Debate.

MY

FELLOW-CITIZENS:
man

When

a

somewhat misrepprovokes him at least, I

hears himself

resented,

it

—

with myself; but when misrepresentation becomes very gross and palpable, it is more
apt to amuse him. The first thing I see fit to
notice is the fact that Judge Douglas alleges,
after running through the history of the old
Democratic and the old Whig parties, that
Judge Trumbull and myself made an arrangement in 1854 t>y which I was to have the place
of General Shields in the United States Senate,
and Judge Trumbull was to have the place of
Judge Douglas. Now all I have to say upon
not even
that subject is that I think no man
Judge Douglas can prove it, because it is not
true.
I have no doubt he is "conscientious" in
saying it. As to those resolutions that he took
such a length of time to read, as being the platfind

it

so

—

—

Republican party in 1854, I say I
to do with them, and I think
anything
never had
Trumbull never had. Judge Douglas cannot
show that either of us ever did have anything

form

of the
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true about

a call for a con-

vention to form a Republican party at Springfield,

who

and
is

I

think that

my

friend

Mr. Lovejoy,

here upon this stand, had a hand in

it.

I think this is true, and I think if he will remember accurately he will be able to recollect that
he tried to get me into it, and I would not go

went away
from Springfield, when the convention was in
It
session, to attend court in Tazewell County.
is true they did place my name, though without
authority, upon the committee, and afterward
in.

I believe

it

is

also true that I

wrote me to attend the meeting of the committee,
but I refused to do so, and I never had anything
This is the plain
to do with that organization.
all
matter
the
resolutions.
of
truth about
Now, about this story that Judge Douglas tells
of

Trumbull bargaining

to sell out the old

Dem-

and Lincoln agreeing to sell out
the Old Whig party, I have the means of knowing about that; Judge Douglas cannot have; and
Yet
I know there is no substance to it whatever.
I have no doubt he is "conscientious" about it.
I know that after Mr. Lovejoy got into the legislature that winter, he complained of me that
I had told all the Old Whigs of his district that
the Old Whig party was good enough for them,
and some of them voted against him because I

ocratic party,
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them so. Now, I have no means of totally
disapproving such charges as this which the
judge makes.
man cannot prove a negative,
but he has a right to claim that when a man
told

A

makes an affirmative charge, he must offer some
proof to show the truth of what he says. I certainly cannot introduce testimony to show the
about

negative

claim that

if

he must show

things, but I

that he

to

man says he knows a thing, then
how he knows it. I always have

a

a right to claim this,

me

have a right

may

and

it is

not satisfactory to

be "conscientious" on the sub-

ject.

Now,

gentlemen, I hate to waste

such things, but in regard

my

time on

to that general

Aboli-

Judge Douglas makes, when he says
that I was engaged at that time in selling out
and Abolitionizing the Old Whig party, I hope
you will permit me to read a part of a printed
speech that I made then at Peoria, which will
show altogether a different view of the position
[Voice: "Put
I took in that contest of 1854.
to do
obliged
am
sir,
Yes,
I
on your specs."]
so.
I am no longer a young man.
tion

tilt

that

the repeal of the Missouri Compromise.
foregoing history may not be precisely accurate

This

The

is

in every particular;

for
it

all

we

but

I

am

sure

the uses I shall attempt to

it Is

sufficiently so

make of

it,

and

in

have before us the chief materials enabling us
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to correctly judge whether the repeal of the Missouri

Compromise is right or wrong.
I think, and shall try to show, that it is wrong;
wrong in its direct effect, letting slavery into Kansas
and wrong in its prospective prinand Nebraslca

—

ciple,

allowing

it

to spread to every other part of the

wide world where men can be found inclined to take it.
This declared indifference, but, as I must think,
covert real zeal for the spread of slavery,

but hate.

I

of slavery

hate

it

I

itself.

I

cannot

because of the monstrous injustice
hate

republican example of

its

it

because

deprives our

it

just influence in the

world;

enables the enemies of free institutions, with plausibility,

to taunt us as hypocrites; causes the real friends

of freedom to doubt our
cause

it

many

forces so

ourselves into an open
tion of Independence,

really

war with

principles of civil liberty

and especially begood men amongst

sincerity,

—

and

the veiy fundamental

criticizing the

Declara-

insisting that there

is

no

right principle of action but self-interest.

Before proceeding, let me say I think I have no
prejudice against the Southern people. They are just

what we would be
not
it.

now
If

It

did

stantly give

and South.
sides

in their situation.

If slavery did

among them, they would not introduce
now exist among us, we should not in-

exist

It

up.

This

I believe

of the masses North

Doubtless there are individuals on both

who would

not hold slaves under any circum-

and others who would gladly Introduce slavery anew, if it were out of existence. We know that
some Southern men do free their slaves, go North,
stances

;
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and become tip-top Abolitionists; while some Northern ones go South, and become most cruel slavemasters.

When

Southern people

tell

us they are no

responsible for the origin of slavery than we,

more
I

ac-

knowledge the fact. When It Is said that the institution exists, and that It Is very difficult to get rid of
it

In

any satisfactory way,

preciate the saying.

not doing what

I

I

can understand and ap-

I surely will not

should not

blame them for
to do myself.

know how

power were given me, I should not know
do as to the existing Institution. My first
Impulse would be to free all the slaves, and send them
to Liberia
to their own native land.
But a moment's reflection would convince me that whatev^er
of high hope (as I think there Is) there may be In
If all earthly

what

to

—

this in the

If they were
all

sudden execution is Impossible.
landed there In a day, they would

long run,
all

its

perish In the next ten days;

and there are not

sur-

money enough in the world
many times ten days. What
and keep them among us as

plus shipping and surplus
to carry

then?

them there in
Free them all,

underlings?
condition?

Is
I

it

quite certain that this betters their

think

I

would not hold one in slavery
is not clear enough to me

any rate; yet the point
to denounce people upon.

What

and make them

and

at

politically

next?

Free them,

socially

our equals?

My

own feelings will not admit of this; and If mine
would, we well know that those of the great mass of
Whether this feeling accords
white people will not.
with justice and sound judgment

Is

not the sole ques-
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A universal feelIt Is any part of It.
whether well or ill-founded, cannot be safely dis-

tion, If Indeed,

ing,

regarded.

We

cannot

make them

equals.

does

It

seem to me
might be adopted; but for their tardiness In this, I
will not undertake to judge our brethren of the South.
When they remind us of their constitutional rights,
I acknowledge them, not grudgingly, but fully and
fairly; and I would give them any legislation for the
reclaiming of their fugitives, which should not. In Its
stringency, be more likely to carry a free man Into
that systems of gradual emancipation

slavery, than our ordinary criminal laws are to

an innocent one.
But all this, to

my

judgment, furnishes no more

excuse for permitting slavery to go into our
territory,

than

trade by law.

It

hang

own

free

would for reviving the African slave

The law which

forbids the bringing

of slaves from Africa, and that which has so long

forbidden the taking of them to Nebraska, can hardly
be distinguished on any moral principle; and the

re-

peal of the former could find quite as plausible excuses
as that of the latter.

I

have reason

to

know

that

Judge Douglas

he has the answer here to one of the questions he put to me.
I do not mean to allow him to catechize me unknow^s that I said

this.

I think

he pays back for it in kind. I will not answer questions one after another, unless he reciprocates; but as he has made this inquiry, and
I have answered it before, he has got it without
less
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He

getting anything in return.

has got

my

answer on the fugitive-slave law.

Now,

gentlemen,

I don't

great length, but this

is

want

to read at

any

the true complexion of

have ever said in regard to the institution
of slavery and the black race.
This is the whole
of it, and anything that argues me into his idea
of perfect social and political equality with the
negro is but a specious and fantastic arrangement of words, by which a man can prove a
horse-chestnut to be a chestnut horse.
I will
say here, while upon this subject, that I have no
all I

purpose, either directly or indirectly, to interfere

with the institution of slavery in the States where
it exists.
I believe I have no lawful right to
do so, and I have no inclinaton to do so. I have
no purpose to introduce political and social
equality between the white and the black races.
There is a physical difference between the two,
which, in my judgment, will probably forever
forbid their living together upon the footing of
perfect equality; and inasmuch as
necessity that there

must be a

well as Judge Douglas,

am

it

becomes a

difference,

I,

as

in favor of the race

which I belong having the superior position.
have
never said anything to the contrary, but
I
I hold that, notwithstanding all this, there is
no reason in the world why the negro is not entitled to all the natural rights enumerated in

to
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the Declaration of Independence
liberty,

life,

and

much

is

white man.

I agree

my

as

equal in

— the

right to

the pursuit of happiness.

hold that he
not
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I

entitled to these as the

with Judge Douglas he

many

respects

is

—certainly not

in

color, perhaps not in moral or intellectual en-

dowment.

But

in the

right to eat the bread,

without the leave of anybody else, which his
own hand earns, he is my equal and the equal
of Judge Douglas, and the equal of every living

man.

Now I pass

one or two more of
is woefully at
fault about his early friend Lincoln being a

on

to consider

The judge

these little follies.

"grocery-keeper."

I

don't

know

that

it

would

be a great sin if I had been; but he is mistaken.
Lincoln never kept a grocery anywhere in the
world. It is true that Lincoln did work the latter part of

one winter

And so

the head of a hollow.
the judge,

me

at the

is

in a little still-house

equally at fault

time

when

I

was

I think

up

at

my friend,

when he

in Congress of

charges

having

who were fighting in
The judge did not make

opposed our soldiers

the

Mexican War.

his

charge very distinctly, but

I tell

you what he

can prove, by referring to the record. You remember I was an Old Whig, and whenever the

Democratic party tried to get me to vote that
the war had been righteously begun by the Pres-
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would not do it. But whenever they
asked for any money, or land-warrants, or anything to pay the soldiers there, during all that
ident, I

same vote that Judge Douglas
did.
You can think as you please as to whether
that was consistent.
Such is the truth; and the
judge has the right to make all he can out of it.
But when he, by a general charge, conveys the
idea that I withheld supplies from the soldiers
who were fighting in the Mexican War, or did
time, I gave the

anything

else to

hinder the soldiers, he

is,

to say

the least, grossly and altogether mistaken, as a
consultation of the records will prove to him.

As I have not used up so much of my time as
had supposed, I will dwell a little longer upon
one or two of these minor topics upon which the
judge has spoken. He has read from my speech
in Springfield in which I say that "a house divided against itself cannot stand," Does the
I

judge say it can stand? I don't know whether
he does or not. The judge does not seem to be
attending to me just now, but I would like to
know if it is his opinion that a house divided
If he does, then there
against itself can stand.
is a question of veracity, not between him and
me, but between the judge and an authority of a

somewhat higher

Now, my

character.

your attention to this
matter for the purpose of saying something sefriends, I ask
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may readily
the maxim which
is true, but he may

that the judge

enough agree with me that
was put forth by the Saviour
allege that I misapply it; and the judge has

a

my application I do misaphave a right to show that I
When he undertakes to say

right to urge that in

and then
do not misapply
ply

it,

I
it.

that because I think this nation, so far as the

question of slavery

is

concerned, will

all

become

one thing or all the other, I am in favor of bringing about a dead uniformity in the various States
in all their institutions, he argues erroneously.

The

great variety of the local institutions in the

States,

springing from differences in the

soil,

differences in the face of the country, and in

the climate, are bonds of union.

They do

not

make "a house divided against itself," but they
make a house united. If they produce in one section of the country

what

is

called for

by the wants

of another section, and this other section can sup-

ply the wants of the

first,

they are not matters of

discord but bonds of union, true bonds of union.

But can

among

this question of slavery

be considered as

these varieties in the institutions of the

country?

I leave it to

you

to say

whether, in

the history of our government, this institution of

slavery has not always failed to be a

bond of

union, and, on the contrary, been an apple of

discord and an element of division in the house.
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I ask you to consider whether, so long as the
moral constitution of men's minds shall continue to be the same, after this generation and
assemblage shall sink into the grave, and another race shall arise with the same moral and
intellectual development we have
whether, if
that institution is standing in the same irritating position in which it now is, it will not con-

—

tinue an element of division?
If so, then I have a right to say that, in regard
to this question, the

against itself; and

Union

when

that I have often said to

is

a house divided

the judge reminds

him

that the institution

of slavery has existed for eighty years in
States,

and yet

it

me

some

does not exist in some others,

I agree to the fact, and I account for it by looking at the position in which our fathers originrestricting it from the new Terrially placed it

—

tories

cut

had not gone, and legislating to
source by the abrogation of the slave-

where

ofif its

it

trade, thus putting the seal of legislation against
its

spread.

lief that it

The
was

public

mind did

— and
nothing on the judge's motives —
tion.

But

rest in the be-

in the course of ultimate extinc-

lately, I

think

in this I

charge

lately, I think,

that he, and those acting with him, have placed
that institution on a new basis, which looks to

the perpetuity and nationalization of slavery.

And while

it is

placed upon

this

new

basis, I say.
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and I have said, that I believe we shall not have
peace upon the question until the opponents of
slavery arrest the further spread of
it

where the public mind

that

it is

it,

and place

shall rest in the belief

in the course of ultimate extinction

;

or,

on the other hand, that its advocates will push
it forward until it shall become alike lawful in
all

as

the States, old as

South.

Now

wxU

as

I believe if

new. North

we could

as

well

arrest the

it where Washington and JefMadison placed it, it would be in

spread, and place
ferson and

the course of ultimate extinction, and the public

mind would,
it

was

as for

eighty years past, believe that

in the course of ultimate extinction.

would be

The

and the institution might
be let alone for a hundred years if it should
live so long
in the States where it exists, yet it
would be going out of existence in the way best
for both the black and the white races. [A voice
''Then do you repudiate popular sovereignty?"]
Well, then, let us talk about popular sovereignty!
What is popular sovereignty? Is it the right of
the people to have slavery or not have it, as they
and I
I will state
see fit, in the Territories?
have an able man to watch me my understanding is that popular sovereignty, as now applied
crisis

past,

—

—

—

—

to the question of slavery, does allow the people

of a Territory to have slavery

but does not allow them not

to

if

they want

have

it

if

to,

they
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do not want

it.
I do not mean that if this vast
concourse of people were in a Territory of the
United States, any one of them would be obliged
to have a slave if he did not want one; but I

do say

understand the Dred Scott deany one man wants slaves, all the rest
have no way of keeping that one man from holding them.
that, as I

cision, if

When
which

I

made my speech

at Springfield, of

the judge complains, and

from which he
was not thinking of the things
which he ascribes to me at all. I had no thought
in the world that I was doing anything to bring
about a war between the free and slave States.
I had no thought in the world that I was doing
anything to bring about a political and social
equality of the black and white races.
It never
occurred to me that I was doing anything or faquotes, I really

voring anything
all

to

reduce

to a

dead uniformity

the local institutions of the various States.

must say, in all fairness to him, if he thinks
I am doing something which leads to these bad
results, it is none the better that I did not mean
It is just as fatal to the country, if I have
it.
any influence in producing it, whether I Intend
But can it be true, that placing this
it or not.
the basis upinstitution upon the original basis
have any
can
on which our fathers placed it
tendency to set the Northern and the Southern

But

I

—
—
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States at war with one another, or that it can
have any tendency to make the people of Ver-

mont

because they raise it in
can compel the people of

raise sugar-cane

Louisiana, or that

it

Illinois to cut pine logs on the Grand Prairie,
where they will not grow, because they cut pine
logs in Maine, where they do grow? The judge

says this

new

a

is

this question.

principle started in regard to

Does the judge claim that he

is

on the plan of the founders of the gov-

working
ernment?

he says in some of his
one here now that he
have
indeed, I
speeches
saw evidence of a policy to allow slavery to be
south of a certain line, while north of it it should
be excluded, and he saw an indisposition on the
part of the country to stand upon that policy, and
therefore he set about studying the subject upon
original principles, and upon original principles
I

think

—

—

he got up the Nebraska

upon

bill!

I

these "original principles"

am

fighting

— fighting

the Jeffersonian, Washingtonian, and

it

it

in

Madison-

ian fashion.

Now, my

wish you to attend for a
little while to one or two other things in that
My main object was to
Springfield speech.
show, so far as my humble ability was capable
of showing to the people of this country, what
that there was a tenI believed was the truth
friends, I

—

dency,

if

not a conspiracy,

among

those

who
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this slavery question for the last

five years, to

make

slavery perpetual and

universal in this nation.

Having made

that

speech principally for that object, after arranging the evidences that I thought tended to prove

my

proposition, I concluded with this bit of

comment:

We

know

cannot absolutely

that these exact adap-

tations are the result of pre-concert, but

when we

see

a lot of framed timbers, different portions of which

we know have been

gotten out at different times and
and by different workmen
Stephen, Franklin, Roger, and James, for instance
and when we see
these timbers joined together, and see they exactly
make the frame of a house or a mill, all the tenons
and mortises exactly fitting, and all the lengths and

—

places,

;

proportions of the different pieces exactly adapted
to their respective places, and not a piece too

or too few,

—

not omitting even the scaffolding,

if a single piece

frame exactly
piece In

—

be lacking,

fitted

we

see the place In the

and prepared

In such a case

we

feel

many

— or

it

to yet bring such

impossible not to

and Franklin, and Roger and
another from the beginning
one
understood
James, all
and all worked upon a common plan or draft drawn
believe that Stephen

before the

first

When my
Chicago

blow was
friend.

struck.

Judge Douglas, came

to

on the 9th of July, this speech having

been delivered on the i6th of June, he made an
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which he took hold of this
speech of mine, showing that he had carefully
harangue there

in

and while he paid no attention to this
matter at all, but complimented me as being a
'^kind, amiable, and intelligent gentleman," notwithstanding I had said this, he goes on and deduces, or draws out, from my speech this tendency of mine to set the States at war with one
another, to make all the institutions uniform, and
set the niggers and white people to marry together.
Then, as the judge had complimented
me with these pleasant titles (I must confess to
my weakness), I was a little "taken," for it came
from a great man. I was not very much accustomed to flattery, and it came the sweeter to me.
I was rather like the Hoosier with the gingerbread, when he said he reckoned he loved it better than any other man, and got less of it.
As
the judge had so flattered me, I could not make
up my mind that he meant to deal unfairly with
me so I went to work to show him that he misunderstood the whole scope of my speech, and
read

it;

;

that I really never intended to set the people
at

war with one

next time I

As an illustration, the
met him, which was at Springfield,
another.

claimed no right
under the Constitution, nor had I any inclination, to enter into the slave States and interfere
with the institutions of slavery. He says upon
I

used

this expression, that I
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Lincoln will not enter Into the slave
but will go to the banks of the Ohio, on
side, and shoot over!
He runs on, step by

that:

States,
this

step, in the horse-chestnut style of
til

in the Springfield speech

he

argument, un"Unless he

says,

shall be successful in firing his batteries, until

he shall have extinguished slavery in
States, the Union shall be dissolved."
don't think that was exactly the

way

all

the

Now

I

to treat "a

kind, amiable, intelligent gentleman."

I

know

had asked the judge to show when or where
was I had said, that if I didn't succeed in firing

if I
it

into the slave States until slavery should be ex-

tinguished, the

Union should be

could not have shown

it.

I

dissolved, he
understand what he

would do. He would say, "I don't mean to quote
from you, but this was the result of what you
say." But I have the right to ask, and I do ask
now, did you not put it in such a form that an
ordinary reader or listener would take it as an
expression from me?
In a speech at Springfield on the night of the
thought I might as well attend to my

17th, I

business a

well

as I

little,

could

and

I recalled his attention as

to this

nationalize slavery.

I

charge of conspiracy
called

his

to

attention to

the fact that he had acknowledged in my hearing
twice that he had carefully read the speech and,
;

in the language of the lawyers, as he

had twice
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read the speech, and stiii had put in no plea or
answer, I took a default on him. I insisted that

renew that charge of conI met the judge
Ten
spiracy.
that is to say, I was on the ground,
at Clinton
but not in the discussion and heard him make
a speech- Then he comes in with his plea to this
charge, for the first time, and his plea when put
in, as well as I can recollect it, amounted to this
that he never had any talk with Judge Taney or
the President of the United States with regard
to the Dred Scott decision before it was made.
I (Lincoln) ought to know that the man who
makes a charge without knowing it to be true,
falsifies as much as he who knowingly tells a
falsehood; and lastly, that he would pronounce
the whole thing a falsehood but he would make
no penonal application of the charge of falsehood, not because of any regard for the "kind,
I

had

a right then to

—

days afterward

—

;

amiable, intelligent gentleman," but because of

own

have understood since then (but [turning to Judge Douglas]
will not hold the judge to it if he is not willing)
that he has broken through the "self-respect,"
and has got to saying the thing out. The judge
his

nods

to

personal self-respect!

me

that

it is so.

that I can keep as

It

is

I

fortunate for

good-humored

as I do,

me

when

the judge acknowledges that he has been trying
to

make

a question of veracity with me.

I

know
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man, while I am only a small
have got him. I demur to
that plea. I waive all objections that it was not
filed till after default was taken, and demur to
it upon the merits.
What if Judge Douglas
never did talk with Chief Justice Taney and the
President before the Dred Scott decision was
made does it follow that he could not have had
man, but

is

a great

I feel that I

;

as perfect

with

it?

an understanding without talking
I

am

not disposed to stand upon

legal advantage. I
as

am

as

my

disposed to take his denial

being like an answer in chancer)*, that he

neither had any knowledge, information, nor belief in the existence

of such a conspiracy.

I

am

disposed to take his answer as being as broad as

though he had put it in these words. And now,
I ask, even if he had done so, have not I a right
to prove it on him, and to offer the evidence of
more than tvvo witnesses, by whom to prove it;
and if the evidence proves the existence of the
conspiracv, does his broad answer, den\*ing all
knowledge, information, or belief, disturb the
fact? It can only show that he was used by conspirators, and was not a leader of them.
Now, in regard to his reminding me of the
moral rule that persons who tell what they do
not

know

to

be true, falsify as

much

as those

who

knowingly tell falsehoods. I remember the rule,
and it must be borne in mind that in what I have
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know such

read to you, I do not say that I
spiracy to

exist.

To
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a con-

that I reply, I believe

it.

do not believe it, then he
says what he does not know, and falls within
If the judge says that I

his

own

who

rule that he

asserts a thing

he does not know to be true, falsifies
he who knowingly tells a falsehood.

as
I

which

much

as

want

to

your attention to a little discussion on that
branch of the case, and the evidence which
brought my mind to the conclusion which I excall

pressed as

my

belief.

If,

in

arraying that evi-

which was false or
erroneous, it needed but that Judge Douglas
should point it out, and I would have taken it
back with all the kindness in the world. I do
dence, I had stated anything

not deal in that way.

anything not

he will point

a fact, if

will not even ruffle

brought forward

If I have

me

to take

it

it

back.

out,

it

But

if

he will not point out anything erroneous
evidence,

is

it

not rather for

him

comparison of the evidence that
falsely,

than

to call the

gent gentleman" a liar?
false conclusion,

debater

to

it

is

to

in the

show by

a

have reasoned

I

"kind, amiable, intelliIf I

have reasoned

to a

the vocation of an able

show by argument

that I have

wan-

dered to an erroneous conclusion. I want to ask
your attention to a portion of the Nebraska bill
which Judge Douglas has quoted "It being the
true intent and meaning of this act, not to legis:
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any Territory or State, nor to
therefrom, but to leave the people
thereof perfectly free to form and regulate their
domestic institutions in their own way, subject
late slavery into

exclude

only

it

United

to the Constitution of the

Thereupon Judge Douglas and
argue

favor of "popular sovereignty"

in

right of the people to have slaves

them, and

them.

to

exclude slavery

exclude slavery
it,

accept an

they wanted

I believe),

a senator from
"we more than

mean

allow the people

suspect that you do not

mean

if

if

— the

they did not want

"But," said, in substance,

Ohio (Mr. Chase,
to

States."

others began to

if

to

they wish to; and

amendment which

if

I

you do

propose

expressly authorizing the people to exclude slavery."

I

believe I have the

amendment here

be-

and under which the
people of the Territory, through their proper
representatives, might, if they saw fit, prohibit
for me,

which was

offered,

the existence of slavery therein.
it

as a fact, to

take about

it,

be taken back
that

if

And now
there

is

Judge Douglas and

I state

any misthose act-

ing with him voted that amendment down. I
now think that those men who voted it down had

doing

so.

reason was. It looks to

us,

a real reason for

They know what that
since we have seen the

Scott decision pronounced, holding that,
"under the Constitution the people cannot ex-

Dred

clude slavery

—

I say

it

looks to outsiders, poor,
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was

left as a
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gentlemen,"

as

place to put that

which would
have been spoiled by adopting the amendment.
And now I say again, if this was not the reason,
it will avail the judge much more to calmly and
good-humoredly point out to these people what
that other reason was for voting the amendment
down, than swelling himself up to vociferate that
he may be provoked to call somebody a liar.
Again: there is in that same quotation from
the Nebraska bill this clause
"It being the true
intent and meaning of this bill not to legislate
Scott decision

in,

a niche

:

slavery into any Territory or State."

always been puzzled

to

know what

I

have

business the

word

"State" had in that connection.
Judge
Douglas knows. He put It there. He knows

what he put it there for. We outsiders cannot
say what he put it there for.
The law they were
passing was not about States, and was not making
provision for States. What was it placed there
for? After seeing the Dred Scott decision which
holds that the people cannot exclude slavery

from

a Territory, if another

shall come,

from

Scott decision

holding that they cannot exclude

a State,

word was

Dred

we

shall discover that

when

it

the

originally put there, it was in view of
something which was to come in due time, we
shall see that it was the other half of something.

:
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any different reason
for putting it there, Judge Douglas, in a goodhumored way, without calling anybody a liar,
can tell what the reason was.
if

there

is

When the judge spoke at Clinton, he came
very near making a charge of falsehood against
me. He used, as I found it printed in a newspaper, which, I remember was very nearly like
the real speech, the following language
I

did not answer the charge [of conspiracy] before

for the reason that
in

America with

I

did not suppose there was a

man

a heart so corrupt as to believe such

have too much respect for
Mr. Lincoln to suppose he is serious in making the

a charge could be true.

I

charge.

rather a curious view, that out
he should consider I was makdeemed rather a grave charge in fun.

I confess this

of respect for

ing what

I

I confess

it

let it pass.

is

me

strikes

As

me

rather strangely.

the judge did not for a

believe that there was a

man

in

But

I

moment

America whose

make such a charge,
and as he places me among the "men in America" who have hearts base enough to make such

heart was so "corrupt" as to

me if I hunt out
and if it should
this;
like
very
another charge
turn out that in hunting I should find that other,
and it should turn out to be Judge Douglas hima charge, I

hope he will excuse
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this

question of the deep corruption of heart he has

thought

fit

speech of

to ascribe to

March

me.

22, 1858,

In Judge Douglas's
which I hold in my

hand, he says:
is another topic to which
seldom refer to the course of
newspapers, or notice the articles which they publish

In this connection there

I desire to allude,

In

I

regard to myself; but the course of the Washing-

ton "

Union " has been so extraordinary, for the
two or three months, that I think It well enough
make some allusion to It. It has read me out of

last

to

the Democratic party every other day, at least for

two or three months, and keeps reading me out, and,
as If It had not succeeded, still continues to read me
out, using such terms as " traitor," " renegade," " de-

serter,"

and other kind and

polite epithets of that

nature.
Sir, I

racy

have no vindication to make of my Democthe Washington " Union," or any

against

other newspaper.

I

and actions for the
themselves
fidelity

to

as to
political

am

willing to allow

last

my

my

history

twenty years to speak for

political

principles,

and

my

The Washington

obligations.

Union " has a personal grievance. When the editor
was nominated for public printer I declined to vote
for him, and stated that at some time I might give
"

my

reasons for doing so.

Since

I

declined to give

that vote, this scurrilous abuse, these vindictive and

constant attacks, have been repeated almost daily on
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Will my friend from Michigan read the
to which I allude?
me.

article

This is a part of the speech. You must excuse
me from reading the entire article of the Washington "Union," as Mr. Stuart read it for Mr.
Douglas. The judge goes on and sums up, as I
think, correctly:

Mr.

President, you here find several distinct propo"
sitions advanced boldly by the Washington " Union
editorially,

man who

x-\bolitionist,

tions are,

ment

at

and apparently authoritatively, and any
them is denounced as an

questions any of
a

first,

its

Freesoiler,

a fanatic.

The

that the priman- object of

original institution

is

all

proposi-

govern-

the protection of

person and property; second, that the Constitution of
the United States declares that the citizens of each
State shall be entitled to all the privileges and im-

munities of citizens in the several States; and that,
therefore, thirdly, all State laws, whether organic or
otherwise, which prohibit the citizens of one State
from settling in another with their slave property, and
especiallv declaring

it

forfeited, are direct violations

of the original intention of the

government and Con-

United States; and, fourth, that the
emancipation of the slaves of the Northern States was
a gross outrage on the rights of property, inasmuch

stitution of the

was involuntarily done on the part of the owner.
Remember that this article was published in the
" Union " on the 17th of November, and on the iSth

as

it
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"

Union

these words
" Kansas

question

is

Lecompton

constitution.

It

was

in

—

and her Constitution. The vexed
The problem is solved. The dead

settled.

point of danger

Kansas

giving the adhesion of the

first article

" to the

[Aug. 21

affairs

is

is

All serious trouble to

passed.

over and gone."

And a column nearly of the same sort. Then, when
you come to look into the Lecompton constitution,
you find the same doctrine incorporated in it which
was put forth editorially in the " Union." What
is

it?

"

Article

7,

Section

i.

The

right of property

is

before and higher than any constitutional sanction;

and the right of the owner of a slave to such slave and
increase is the same and as inviolable as the right
of the owner of any property whatever."
its

Then

in the

stitution

may

schedule

is

a provision that the con-

be amended after

thirds vote.
" But no alteration shall be

made

1864 by a twoto affect the right

of property in the ownership of slaves."
It will

be seen by these clauses in the Lecompton

constitution that they are identical in spirit with the

authoritative article in the

the day previous to

its

Washington " Union " of

indorsement of this constitu-

tion.

I pass over some portions of the speech, and I
hope that any one who feels interested in this

matter

w^ill

read the entire section of the speech,
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He

injustice.

proceeds:

When

saw that article in the " Union " of the
17th of Novemher, followed by the glorification of
the Lecompton constitution on the i8th of November, and this clause in the constitution asserting the
I

doctrine that a State has no right to prohibit slavery
its limits, I saw that there was a fatal blow
being struck at the sovereignty of the States of this

within

Union.
I stop the quotation there, again requesting

may

have read all of the
portion I desire to comment upon. What is this
charge that the judge thinks I must have a very
corrupt heart to make? It was a purpose on the
that

it

all

be read.

I

part of certain high functionaries to

make

it

im-

possible for the people of one State to prohibit

the people of any other State from entering

with

a slave State.

implying

make the institution of slavAnd now I ask your attention to

a design to

ery national.

what Judge Douglas has himself done

know he made

why

it

and making it
In other words, it was a charge

their "property," so called,

here.

I

that part of the speech as a reason
man for

he had refused to vote for a certain

public printer, but when we get at it, the charge
itself is the very one I made against him, that he
thinks I am so corrupt for uttering. Now, whom

Abraham Lincoln
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does he

make

make

against that

it

No; he

says
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Does he
newspaper editor merely?

that charge against?

it is

identical in spirit with the Le-

and so the framers of that
constitution are brought in with the editor of the
newspaper in that "fatal blow being struck." He
did not call it a "conspiracy." In his language
And if the
it is a "fatal blow being struck."
words carry the meaning better when changed
from a "conspiracy" into a "fatal blow being
struck," I will change my expression and call it
"fatal blow being struck." We see the charge
made not merely against the editor of the
" Union," but all the framers of the Lecompton
constitution; and not only so, but the article was
By whose authority?
an authoritative article.
Is there any question but that he means it was by
the authority of the President and his cabinet
Is there any sort of questhe administration?
tion but that he means to make that charge?
Then there are the editors of the " Union," the

compton

constitution,

—

framers

of

the

Lecompton

constitution,

the

President of the United States and his cabinet,

and

all

the supporters of the

Lecompton

consti-

Congress and out of Congress, who
are all involved in this " fatal blow being
struck."
I commend to Judge Douglas's consideration the question of how corrupt a man's
heart must be to make such a charge!

tution,

in
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have but one branch of
little time I have left, to
which to call your attention, and as I shall come
to a close at the end of that branch, it is probable
friends, I

the subject, in the

occupy quite

that I shall not
to

all

the time allotted

me.

Although on

would

these questions I

like to

talk twice as long as I have, I could not enter

upon another head and
out running over

my

discuss

it

properly with-

I ask the attention

time.

of the people here assembled and elsewhere, to

Judge Douglas is pursuing every
bearing upon this question of making

the course that

day

as

Not going back

slavery national.

to the records,

but taking the speeches he makes, the speeches
he made yesterday and day before, and makes
constantly all over the country I ask your at-

—

tention to them.

In the

first

place,

what

the institution national?

danger

that

the

is

necessary to

Not war. There

people

of

Kentucky

make
is

no

will

with a young
march into Illinois and force them upon us. There is no danger
of our going over there and making war upon
them. Then what is necessary for the nationalization of slavery? It is simply the next Dred
It is merely for the Supreme
Scott decision.
shoulder

their

muskets,

and,

nigger stuck on every bayonet,

Court

to

decide that no State under the Constitu-

Abraham Lincoln
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tion can exclude it, just as they have already
decided that under the Constitution neither Congress nor the territorial legislature can do

When

that

whole thing

is
is

being the way,

as I think, that

made

national, let us consider

las is

doing every day

place, let us see

it.

decided and acquiesced in, the
done. This being true, and this

what

slavery

is

to

be

what Judge DougIn the

to that end.

influence he

is

first

exerting on

public sentiment.

In this and like communities, public senti-

ment

is

With

everything.

public

sentiment,

without it, nothing can
succeed.
Consequently he who molds public
sentiment goes deeper than he who enacts statutes
or pronounces decisions. He makes statutes and
nothing

can

fail;

decisions possible or impossible to be executed.

This must be borne

in

mind,

as also the

addition-

Judge Douglas is a man of vast ingreat that it is enough for many men

al fact that

fluence, so

to profess to believe

anything

when

they once

Judge Douglas professes to believe
Consider also the attitude he occupies at the
head of a large party a party which he claims
find out that
it.

—

has a majorit>^ of

This man

all

the voters in the country.

sticks to a decision

which forbids

the people of a territory to exclude slavery, and

he does so not because he says it is right in itself,
he does not give any opinion on that, but

—

—
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has been decided by the court, and,
being decided by the court, he is, and you are,

bound

it

to take

it

in

your

— not that he judges

political action as

at all of

cause a decision of the court

He

saith the Lord."

places

and you will bear

alone,

in

it

He

this.

to the next

him

a "

to

one just

Thus

much

com-

that thus
this

decision,

as firmly as to

did not commit himself on account of

the merit or demerit of the decision, but
''

Thus

on that ground

mind

mitting himself unreser\''edly

commits him

to

is

law

merits, but be-

its

saith the

it

is

a

The next decision, as
be a " Thus saith the Lord."

Lord."

as this, will

There is nothing that can divert or turn him
away from this decision.
It is nothing that I point out to him that his
great prototype. General Jackson, did not believe in the

binding force of decisions.

It

is

nothing to him that Jefiferson did not so believe.
I have said that I have often heard him approve
of Jackson's course in disregarding the decision
of the

bank
say

Supreme Court pronouncing

constitutional.

He

so.

tion.

I say

He

says I did not hear

denies the accuracy of

he ought

to

a national

know

my

him

recollec-

better than

I,

but

I

will make no question about this thing, though it
still seems to me that I heard him say it twent>'
times. I will tell
to stand

him though,

that he

now

on the Cincinnati platform, which

claims
affirms

254
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that Congress cannot charter a national bank, in

the teeth of that old standing decision that Congress can charter a bank.

And

I

remind him of

another piece of history on the question of
spect for judicial decisions,
Illinois history,

belonging

and

to a

it is

time

re-

a piece of

when

a large

party to which Judge Douglas belonged were
displeased with a decision of the Supreme Court
of Illinois, because they had decided that a governor could not remove a secretarv^ of state. You
will find the whole stor\" in Ford's " Histor\- of
Illinois," and I know that Judge Douglas will
not deny that he was then in favor of overslaughing that decision by the mode of adding

new judges, so as to vote down the four old
Not only so, but it ended in the judge's
sitting down on the very bench as one of the five
new judges to break down the four old ones. It
was in this way precisely that he got his title of
five

ones.

judge.

Now, when
appointed

the

judge

tells

conditionally to sit as

me

that

members

men
of a

court will have to be catechised beforehand upon
some subject, I say, "You know, judge: you

have tried it." When he says a court of this
kind wall lose the confidence of all men, v.ill be
prostituted and disgraced by such a proceeding.
I say, "You know best, judge; you have been
through the mill,"
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But I cannot shake Judge Douglas's teeth
loose from the Dred Scott decision. Like some
obstinate animal

mean no

disrespect)

that

hang on when he has once got his teeth
you may cut off a leg, or you may tear

will

fixed,

—

away an arm,

And so
he

(I

is

I

still

he will not relax his hold.

may point

out to the judge, and say that

bespattered

ail over,

from the beginning

of his political life to the present time, with
tacks

upon

judicial decisions,

—

I

may

at-

cut off

and strive
to wrench from him a single dictum of the
He
court, yet I cannot divert him from it.

limb after limb of

his public record,

hangs to the last to the Dred Scott decision.
These things show there is a purpose strong as
death and eternit}* for which he adheres to this
decision, and for which he will adhere to all
[A Hiberother decisions of the same court.

something besides Drid
Scott."] Yes no doubt you want to hear something that don't hurt. Now, having spoken of
the Dred Scott decision, one more word and I
nian:

"Give

us

;

am

done.

Henn^ Clay, my beau ideal of a statesman,
the man for whom I fought all my humble
Henn^ Clay once said of a class of men
life

—

who would

repress all tendencies to liberty* and

ultimate emancipation, that they must,

would do

this,

go back

to

if

they

the era of our inde-
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speech, and Codding, one of their leading men,

marched in the moment Lincoln got through,
and gave notice that they did not want to hear
me, and would proceed with the business of the
convention.

another

Still

fact.

I

have here

a

—

newspaper printed at Springfield Mr. Lincoln's own town
in October, 1854, ^ ^^w days

—

afterward, publishing these resolutions charg-

ing Mr. Lincoln with entertaining these sentiments, and trying to prove that they were also
the sentiments of

Mr.

Yates, then candidate for

Congress.
This has been published on Mr.
Lincoln over and over again, and never before
has he denied it.
But,

my

friends, this denial of his that he did

not act on the committee,

is

a miserable quibble

avoid the main

issue, which is, that this Republican platform declares in favor of the un-

to

conditional

repeal

of

the

fugitive-slave

law.

Has Lincoln answered whether he indorsed that
or not? I called his attention to it when I first
addressed you, and asked him for an answer,
and I then predicted that he would not answer.
How does he answer? Why, that he was not on
the committee that wrote the resolutions.

I

then

repeated the next proposition contained in the

which was to restrict slavery in those
which it exists, and asked him whether
he indorsed it. Does he answer yes or no? He
resolutions,

States in
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says in reply, " I

was not on the committee at
was up in Tazewell/' The next
question I put to him was, whether he was in
favor of prohibiting the admission of any more
the time; I

slave States into the Union.
to

him

distinctly,

Territory,

make

when

whether,

I
if

put the question

the people of the

they had sufficient population

recognizing slavery,

form their constitution
he would vote for or

against

He

to

a State, should

its

admission.

is

a candidate for the

United States Senate, and

it is possible, if he
should be elected, that he would have to vote
directly on that question. I asked him to answer
me and you, whether he would vote to admit a
State into the Union, with slavery or without
He did not
it, as its own people might choose.
answer that question. He dodges that question
also, under cover that he was not on the com-

mittee at the time, that he was not present

when

was made. I want to know, if he
should happen to be in the Senate when a State
applied for admission with a constitution acceptable to her own people, whether he would
the platform

vote to admit that State
institutions.

It

is

He

if slaverv'

was one of

its

avoids the answer.

true he gives the Abolitionists to under-

stand by a hint that he would not vote to admit
such a State. And why? He goes on to say
that the

man who would

talk about giving each

Stephen A. Douglas
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State the right to have slavery or not^ as

it

was akin to the man who would muzzle
the guns which thundered forth the annual joyous return of the day of our independence. He
says that that kind of talk is casting a blight on
the glory of this country. What is the meaning
of that? That he is not in favor of each State
to have the right of doing as it pleases on the
pleased,

I will put the question to him
again and again, and I intend to force it out of
him.

slavery question?

Then

which was made
own party, when he was

again, this platform

by his
acknowledged
head, provides that Republiits
cans will insist on the abolition of slavery in the
District of Columbia, and I asked Lincoln
specifically whether he agreed with them in that.
['* Did you get an answer? "]
He is afraid to
answer iL He knows I will trot him down to
Egypt. I intend to make him answer there, or
at Springfield

I will

show

not intend

the people of Illinois that he does

to

answer these questions.

The

con-

vention to which I have been alluding goes a
little

further,

ery from
eral

all

and pledges

Government

north of 36' 3o^
to

itself to

the Territories over

as

has

exclude slav-

which

exclusive

well as south.

the

Gen-

jurisdiction

Now

I

want

know whether he approves that provision. I
to answer, and when he does, I want

want him

—

::
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Resohed: That in furtherance of these principles
we will use such constitutional and lawful means as
shall seem best adapted to their accomplishment, and
that we will support no man for office, under the
General or State Government, who is not positively
and fully committed to the support of these principles,

and whose personal character and conduct are not a
is reliable, and who shall not have
party
allegiance and ties.
abjured old

guaranty that he

The Black Republican

party stands pledged

that they will never support Lincoln until he

has pledged himself to that platform, but he

cannot devise his answer; he has not
his

mind whether he

will or not.

made up

He

talked

he could think of to occupy his hour and a half, and when he could
not think of anything more to say, without an
excuse for refusing to answer these questions, he

about everything

else

down long before his time was out.
In relation to Mr. Lincoln's charge of
spiracy against me, I have a word to say.
sat

con-

In

he quotes a playful part of his
Springfield, about Stephen, and

his speech to-day

speech at
James, and Franklin, and Roger, and says that
I did not answer
I did not take exception to it.
it,

and he repeats

it

again.

ception to this figure of

be

as

his.

I

did not take ex-

He

has a right to

playful as he pleases in throwing his argu-

ments together, and

I

will not object; but I did
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take objection to his second Springfield speech,
in which he stated that he intended his first
speech as a charge of corruption or conspiracy

against the

Supreme Court

of the

United

States,

President Pierce, President Buchanan, and myself.

That gave the

He

offensive character to the

when he made

he
did not know whether it was true or not, but
inasmuch as Judge Douglas had not denied it,

charge.

then said that

it

although he had replied to the other parts of
he repeated it as a charge
of conspiracy against me. thus charging me with
moral turpitude. When he put it in that form,
I did say, that inasmuch as he repeated the
charge simply because I had not denied it, I
would deprive him of the opportunity of ever
his speech three times,

repeating
its

it

again by declaring that

bearings an infamous

lie.

He

it

was

in all

says he will

answer his folly and nonsense
about Stephen, and Franklin, and Roger, and
Bob, and James.
He studied that out prepared that one sentence with the greatest care, committed it to
repeat

it

until I

—

memorv, and put
speech, and

now

it

in

his

first

Springfield

he carries that speech around

and reads that sentence to show how pretty it is.
His vanity is wounded because I will not go into
building
that beautiful figure of his about the
am not
I
that
All I have to say is
of a house.
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him make a charge which
he acknowledges he does not know to be true,
and then take up my time in answering it, when
I know it to be false and nobody else knows it
green enough to

let

to be true.

have not brought a charge of moral turpiWhen he, or any other man,
brings one against me, instead of disproving it,
I will say that it is a lie, and let him prove it
if he can.
I have lived twenty-five years in Illinois.
I
I

tude against him.

have served you with all the fidelity and ability
which I possess, and Mr. Lincoln is at liberty to
attack my public action, my votes, and my conduct; but when he dares to attack my moral
integrity, by a charge of conspiracy between
myself. Chief Justice Taney and the Supreme
Court, and two Presidents of the United States,
I will repel

it.

Mr. Lincoln has not character enough
tegrity
to

and

arraign

truth,

merely on his own ipse dixit,
Buchanan, President

President

Pierce, and nine judges of the

not one of

for in-

whom would

Supreme Court,

be complimented by

being put on an equality with him. There is
an unpardonable presumption in a man putting
himself up before thousands of people, and pretending that his ipse dixit, without proof, without fact, and without truth, is enough to bring
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come to be admitthey should come into the Union

pleased, but that

ted as States,

when

they

with or without slavery,
mined. I meant to knock

Mr.

lition doctrine of

as

And

it

the people deter-

in the

head

this

Abo-

Lincoln's, that there shall

be no more slave States, even

them.

[Aug. 21

if

the people

does not do for

him

want

to say, or

for any other Black Republican to say, that

nobody

in favor of the doctrine of

there

is

more

slave States,

and that nobody wants

terfere with the right of the people to

they please.

What was

no

to in-

do

as

the origin of the Mis-

souri difficulty and the Missouri

Compromise?

The people

a constitution

of Missouri

formed

as a slave State, and asked admission into the
Union, but the Free-soil party of the North,
being in a majority, refused to admit her because she had slavery as one of her institutions.

Hence

this first slavery agitation arose

upon a

and not upon a Territory, and yet Mr.
Lincoln does not know why the word State was
placed in the Kansas-Nebraska bill. The
whole Abolition agitation arose on that doctrine
of prohibiting a State from coming in with
slavery or not, as it pleased, and that same doctrine is here in this Republican platform of
1854; i^ ^^s never been repealed; and every
Black Republican stands pledged by that platform never to vote for any man who is not in
State
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Yet Mr. Lincoln does not know
that there is a man in the world who is in favor
ot preventing a State from coming in as it
notwithstanding the Springfield plat-

pleases,

form

it.

says that they, the

Republican part}-, will
in under such circuman ignorant man.

not allow a State

He

stances.

Xow
am

come

you see that upon these very points I
from bringing Mr. Lincoln up to the
I ever was before.
He does not want

as far

line as
to

is

to

avow

mine,
racy

his

principles.

I

do want

avow
Democ-

to

as clear as sunlight in midda}-.
is

right.

founded upon the eternal principles of
The plainer these principles are avowed

before the people, the stronger will be the support which they will receive.
I only wish I

had the power to make them so clear that they
would shine in the heavens for every man, woman, and child to read. The first of those
principles that I would proclaim would be in
opposition to Mr. Lincoln's doctrine of uniformit}'

bet^:^'een

would declare
each State
as all

to

the

different

States,

instead the sovereign

and

I

right of

decide the slaver}- question as well

other domestic questions for themselves,

without interference from any other State or

power whatsoever.

When

that principle

is

recognized you will

have peace and harmony and fraternal feeling
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between all the States of this Union; until you
do recognize that doctrine there will be sectional
warfare agitating and distracting the country.
What does Mr. Lincoln propose? He says that
the Union cannot exist divided into free and
slave States.
If it cannot endure thus divided,
then he must strive to make them all free or all
slave, which will inevitably bring about a dissolution of the Union.
Gentlemen, I am told that my time is out,
and I am obliged to stop.

Letter to

J.

O.

Cunningham
Ottawa, August

My

Dear

Sir:

Yours of the

22, 1858.

i8th, signed as

secretary of the Republican club,

In the matter of making speeches

is

I

received.

am

deal pressed by invitations from almost

a

good

all

quar-

and while I hope to be at Urbana some
time during the canvass, I cannot yet say when.
Can you not see me at Monticello on the 6th
of September?
Douglas and I, for the first time this canvass,
crossed swords here yesterday; the fire flew
some, and I am glad to know I am yet alive.
There was a vast concourse of people more
than could get near enough to hear.
Yours as ever,
A. Lincoln.
ters,

—
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Second Joint Debate at Freeport, Illinois,
August 27, 1858

Mr. Lincoln

s

IADIES AND
Saturday

-^

self first

spoke one hour,

last,

met

Opening Speech.

GENTLEMEN: On
Judge Douglas and myin public discussion.

He

an hour and a half, and he
replied for half an hour.
The order is now

reversed.

am

I

I

to

speak an hour, he an hour

and then I am to reply for half
propose to devote myself during the first hour to the scope of what was
brought within the range of his half-hour
speech at Ottawa. Of course there was brought
within the scope of that half-hour's speech someIn the course
thing of his own opening speech.
of that opening argument Judge Douglas pro-

and
an

a half,

hour.

I

posed to me seven distinct interrogatories. In
my speech of an hour and a half, I attended to
some other parts of his speech, and incidentally,
as I thought, answered one of the interrogatories then.

that I

I

then distinctly intimated to him

would answer

the rest of his interrogator-

ies on condition only that he should agree to
answer as many for me. He made no intima-
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tion at the time of the proposition, nor did he
in his reply allude at all to that suggestion of
I do him no injustice in saying that he
occupied at least half of his reply in dealing
with me as though I had refused to answer his
interrogatories.
I now propose that I will
answer any of the interrogatories, upon condition that he will answer questions from me not
exceeding the same number. I give him an
opportunity to respond.
The judge remains
silent.
I now say that I will answer his interrogatories, whether he answers mine or not;
and that after I have done so, I shall propound
mine to him.
/ I have supposed myself, since the organization of the Republican party at Bloomington,
in May, 1856, bound as a party man by the platforms of the party then and since. If in any
interrogatories which I shall answer I go beyond the scope of what is within these platforms, it will be perceived that no one is responsible but myself.: Having said this much,

mine.

up the'judge's interrogatories as I
find them printed in the Chicago ''Times," and
answer them seriatim. In order that there may
I will take

be no mistake about

it,

I

have copied the intermy answers to

rogatories in writing, and also

them.
in these

The

first

words:

one of these interrogatories

is

Speech
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know whether Lincoln to-day stands as he did in 1854, i" favor of
the unconditional repeal of the fugitive-slave
law?"
Answer.

i.

"I desire to

I do not now, nor ever did, stand

in favor of the unconditional repeal of the fugi-

tive-slave law.

Question

2.

"I

desire

him

to

whether he stands pledged to-day
in

as

answer
he did

more

against the admission of any

1854,

slave States into the Union, even

if

want them?"
Answer. I do not now, nor ever

the people

did, stand

pledged against the admission of any more slave
States into the Union.
Q. 3. "I want to know whether he stands
pledged against the admission of a new State
into the Union with such a constitution as the
people of that State may see fit to make?"
A. I do not stand pledged against the admission of a new State into the Union with such
a constitution as the people of that State
see

fit

Q.

to
4.

may

make.
"I want to

know whether he

stands

to-day pledged to the abolition of slavery in the
District of

A.

I

Columbia?"

do not stand to-day pledged

to

the

abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia.

Q.

5.

"I desire

him

to

answer whether he
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stands pledged to the prohibition of the slave-

trade between the different States?"

A.

do not stand pledged to the prohibition
of the slave-trade between the different States.
Q. 6. "I desire to know whether he stands
pledged to prohibit slavery in all the Teritories of the United States, North as well as South
of the Missouri Compromise line?"
A. I am impliedly, if not expressly, pledged
to a belief in the right and duty of Congress to
prohibit slavery in all the United States TerriI

tories.

is

Q. 7. "I desire him to answer whether he
opposed to the acquisition of any new terri-

tory unless slavery

A.

I

am

first

is

prohibited therein?"

not generally opposed to honest

acquisition of territory; and, in any given case,
I

would or would not oppose such

accordingly

as

I

might think such acquisition

would or would not aggravate

among
Now, my

tion

acquisition,

ourselves.
friends,

the slavery ques-

'

it

will be perceived

upon

an examination of these questions and answers,
that so far I have only answ^ered that I

pledged

to this, that,

has not framed

or the other.

his interrogatories

was not

The judge
to ask me

anything more than this, and I have answered
in strict accordance with the interrogatories,
and have answered truly that I am not pledged
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upon any of the points to which I have
answered. But I am not disposed to hang upon
the exact form of his interrogatory.
I am
really disposed to take up at least some of these
questions, and state what I really think upon
them
As to the first one, in regard to the fugitiveat all

slave law, I have never hesitated to say, and I

do not now hesitate

to say, that I think,

under

the Constitution of the United States, the peo-

ple of the Southern States are entitled to a congressional
that, I

fugitive-slave

have had nothing

law.

Having

to say in

regard

said
to the

existing fugitive-slave law, further than that I

think
free
it,

from some of the objections

without lessening

much
gard

as

to

law, I
a

should have been framed so

it

new

we

are not

its

now

as to

be

that pertain to

efficiency.

And

inas-

in an agitation in re-

an alteration or modification of that

would not be

the

man

subject of agitation

to

introduce

upon

the

it

as

general

question of slavery.

In regard to the other question, of whether
I am pledged to the admission of any more slave
States into the Union, I state to you very frankly
that I would be exceedingly sorry ever to be
put in a position of having to pass upon that
I should be exceedingly glad to
question.

know

that there

would never be another

slave
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State admitted into the
that
ies

if

Union; but
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during the

any one

territorial existence of

given Territorv^, and then the people
ing a fair chance and a clear field,

come

must add,

I

slavery shall be kept out of the Territor-

shall,

hav-

when

they

adopt the Constitution, do such an extraordinary thing as to adopt a slave constitution, uninfluenced by the actual presence of the
institution among them, I see no alternative, if
to

we own

the countrv-, but to admit

them

into the

Union.

The

third interrogatory

answer to the second,
same as the second.
The fourth one is

it

in

is

answered by the

being, as I conceive, the

regard

to the abolition

of slavery in the District of Columbia.

In relahave my mind very distinctly
made up. I should be exceedingly glad to see
slaver}- abolished in the District of Columbia.
I believe that Congress possesses the constitutional power to abolish it.
Yet as a member of
Congress, I should not with my present views
be in favor of endeavoring to abolish slavery in
tion to that,

I

the District of

Columbia

these

conditions:

unless

First,

it

that

would be upon
the

abolition

should be gradual; second, that it should be
on a vote of the majority of qualified voters in
the District; and third, that compensation
should be made to unwilling owners. With

1858]
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three conditions, I confess I

would be
Congress abolish slavery
in the District of Columbia, and, in the lan-

exceedingly glad

to see

guage of Henry Clay, "sweep from our capital
upon our nation."
In regard to the fifth interrogator}^, I must

that foul blot

say here that as to the question of the abolition
of the slave-trade benveen the different States,
I can truly answer, as I have, that I
to
I

am

pledged
nothing about it. It is a subject to which
have not given that mature consideration that

would make me

feel

authorized to

tion so as to hold myself entirely

state a posi-

bound by

it.

In other words, that question has never been
prominently enough before me to induce me to
investigate whether we really have the constitutional power to do it.
I could investigate it if
I had sufficient time to bring myself to a conclusion upon that subject, but I have not done
so, and I say so frankly to you here and to Judge
Douglas. I must say, however, that if I should
be of opinion that Congress does possess the
constitutional

among

power

to abolish the slave-trade

the different States,

I

should

still

not

be in favor of the exercise of that power unless

upon some conservative principle as I conceive
it, akin to what I have said in relation to the
abolition of slavery' in the District of Columbia.
answer as to whether I desire that slav-

My
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ery should be prohibited in

all
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the Territories

is full and explicit within
and cannot be made clearer by any com-

of the United States
itself,

ments of mine.
So I suppose in regard to the question whether
I am opposed to the acquisition of any more
territor}' unless slavery

my
way

answer

prohibited therein,

such that I could add nothing by

is

or

of illustration,

than

understood,

is first

the

making myself better
answer which I have

placed in writing.

Now
me on

judge has me, and he has
suppose he had flattered

in all this the

the record.

himself that

I

was

I

really entertaining one set of

opinions for one place and another set for another place

— that

was afraid

I

say at one

to

place what

I

uttered at another.

saying here

I

suppose

What

as

am

audience

I say to a vast

strongly tending to Abolitionism

I

as

any au-

dience in the State of Illinois, and I believe I

am
to

saying that which, if it would be oft'ensive
any persons and render them enemies to my-

self,

would be

offensive to persons in this au-

dience.
I

now proceed

to

propound

to the

interrogatories so far as I have
I will

get

bring forward

them

ready.

now, only reaching

I

to

a

new

judge the

framed them.

installment

will bring

number

when

I

them forward

four.

:
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is

If the people of Kansas shall,

i.

entirely unobjectionable in all other

respects, adopt a State constitution, and ask admission into the Union under it before they

have the requisite number of inhabitants according to the English bill
ninety-three
::-.e
thousand. ^will you vote '
err"
:
:
Q. 2. Can the people
States
Territory, in any lawful way. a^
e wish
of any citizen of the United States, exclude slav-

—

—

=

"

'

-

:.

ery from

limits prior to the formation of a

its

State constitution?

Q.

If the

3.

Supreme Court of

the United

States shall decide that States cannot exclude

slavery

from

acquiescing

their limits, are

in,

you

in favor of

adopting, and following such

decision as a rule of political action?

Q.

4,

Are you

in favor of acquiring addi-

tional territory, in disregard of

quisition

may

how

such ac-

affea the nation on the slavery

question?

introdurtory to these interrogatories which
Judge Douglas propounded to me at Ottawa,

As

he read a

set of resolutions

which he

said

Trumbull and myself had participated

Judge

in adopt-

Republican State convention,
ing, in the
held at Springfield, in October, 185^ He insisted that I and Judge Trumbull, and perhaps
first
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were responsible

for the doctrines contained in the set of resolu-

which he read, and I understand that it
was from that set of resolutions that he deduced
the interrogatories which he propounded to me,
tions

using these resolutions as a sort of authority for

propounding those questions

me.
Now I say here to-day that I do not answer his
interrogatories because of their springing at all
from that set of resolutions which he read. I answered them because Judge Douglas thought fit
to ask them.
I do not now, nor ever did, recognize any responsibility upon myself in that set
to

of resolutions.

When

I

replied to

him on

that occasion, I

assured him that I never had anything to do
with them. I repeat here to-day, that I never in
any possible form had anything to do with that
set of resolutions.

those resolutions

It turns out, I believe, that

were never passed

vention held in Springfield.

at

any con-

It turns out that

they were never passed at any convention or any
public meeting that I had any part in
I

believe

it

turns out, in addition to all this,

was

not, in the fall of 1854, any
holding a session in Springfield
calling itself a Republican State convention;

that there

convention
yet

it

is

blage of

true there

men

was

a convention, or assem-

calling themselves a convention,
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some

resolutions.

that did pass

so little did I really

know

of the proceed-

what set of resoluhad passed, though having a general
knowledge that there had been such an assemblage of men there, that when Judge Douglas
ings of that convention, or

tions they

read the resolutions, I really did not know but
that they had been the resolutions passed then

and

there.

I did not question that they

the resolutions adopted.

For

I

were

could not bring

suppose that Judge Douglas could
say what he did upon this subject without knowing that it was true. I contented myself, on that

myself

to

occasion, with denying, as I truly could, all con-

nection with them,

not denying or affirming

whether they were passed at Springfield. Now
it turns out that he had got hold of some resolutions passed at some convention or public
meeting in Kane County.
I wish to say here that I don't conceive that in
anv fair and just mind this discover}- relieves me
I had just as much to do with the conat all.
vention in Kane County as that at Springfield.
I

am

just as

much

responsible for the resolutions
as those at Springfield, the

at Kane County
amount of the responsibility being exactly nothing in either case; no more than there would be

in regard to a set of resolutions passed in the

moon.
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extraordinary matter in this

canvass for some further purpose than anything

Judge Douglas did not make

vet advanced.

his

statement upon that occasion as matters that he
believed to be true, but he stated them roundly
as

being true, in such form

as to

pledge his

veracity for their truth.

When the whole matter turns out as it does,
and when we consider who Judge Douglas is,
that he is a distinguished senator of the United
States: that he has ser\-ed nearly twelve years
as such: that his character

is

not at

all

limited

an ordinary senator of the United States, but
that his name has become of world-wide renown, it is most extraordinary that he should
so far forget all the suggestions of justice to an
adversary, or of prudence to himself, as to venas

—

ture

upon the

which the slightwould have shown him to be

assertion of that

est investigation

wholly false. I can only account for his having
done so upon the supposition that that evil
genius which has attended him through his life,
giving to him an apparent astonishing prosperitv. such as to lead very many good men to doubt
there being any advantage in virtue over vice
I sav I can only account for it on the supposition
that that evil genius has at last made up its mind
to forsake

And

I

him.

mav aii

that another extraordinarj*

—
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feature of the judge's conduct in this canvass

—

made more

extraordinary by this incident is,
in the habit in almost all the speeches

that he is
he makes, of charging falsehood upon his adversaries,
myself and others. I now ask
whether he is able to find in anything that Judge
Trumbull, for instance, has said, or in anything
that I have said, a justification at all compared
with what we have, in this instance, for that sort

of ^*ulgarity.

have been in the habit of charging as a matter of belief on my part, that, in the introduction
I

of the

Nebraska

a conspiracy to

Congress, there was
slavery perpetual and na-

bill into

make

have arranged from time to time the
evidence which establishes and proves the truth
I recurred to this charge at Otof this charge.
I shall not now have time to dwell upon
tawa.
it at very great length: but inasmuch as Judge
Douglas in his reply of half an hour made some
points upon me in relation to it, I propose no-

tional.

I

ticing a

few of them.

The judge

insists that,

in the first speech I

made that
made, in which I
charge, he thought for a good while I was in
fun—that I was playful—that I was not sincere
about it and that he only grew angry and somewhat excited when he found that I insisted upon
ver}-

distinctly

—

it as

a matter of eamestoess.

He

says he char-
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a falsehood as far as I impli-

cated his moral character in that transaction.
Well, I did not know, till he presented that
view, that I had implicated his moral character.
He is very much in the habit, when he argues
me up into a position I never thought of occupying, of very cozily saying he has no doubt
Lincoln is "conscientious" in saying so. He
should remember that I did not know but what

was

he

altogether

"conscientious"

that

in

matter.

can conceive it possible for men to conspire to do a good thing, and I really find nothing in Judge Douglas's course of arguments that
is contrary to or inconsistent with his belief of
a conspiracy to nationalize and spread slavery
I

being a good and blessed thing, and so I hope
he will understand that I do not at all question
but that in all this matter he is entirely "conas

scientious."

But
I

to

made

When

draw your

in this case,

the

attention to one of the points

beginning

Nebraska

bill

at the

beginning.

was introduced, or a

short time afterward, by an amendment,
lieve,

it

was provided that

it

I

be-

must be considered

"the true intent and meaning of this act not
to legislate slavery into

or to exclude

it

any State or Territory,

therefrom, but to leave the peo-

ple thereof perfectly free to form and regulate

iSsS]
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their own domestic institutions in their own
way, subject only to the Constitution of the
United States." I have called his attention to

the

fact

gan

that

arguing

creased

when he and some
they

that

degree

of

others

be-

were giving an

in-

liberty-

to

the Territories over and above

the

people

what they

in
for-

merly had on the question of slavery, a queswas raised whether the law was enacted

tion

to give such unconditional libert}' to the people:

and

to test the sincerity' of this

Mr.

ment,

amendment,

amendment

Chase,

Ohio,

of

mode

of argu-

introduced

an

—

which he made the law if the
were adopted expressly declare

in

—

that the people of the Territon- should have the

power

to

exclude slavery-

if

they saw

fit.

have asked attention also to the fact that
Judge Douglas, and those who acted with him.
voted that amendment down, notwithstanding it
I

expressed exactly
true intent and

the thing they said

meaning

was the

of the law.

I have called attention to the fact that in
Suthe
of
decision
a
subsequent times
preme Court has been made in which it

has been declared that a Territorial Legislature
has no constitutional right to exclude slavery.

have argued and said that for men who
did intend that the people of the Territory
should have the right to exclude slaver}' abso-
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a rule preventing their

amending

could pass that, and then,
Chase's amendment being merged, put it in the
shape they wanted. They did not choose to do
so, but they went into a quibble with Chase to
it

at the time, they

add what they knew he would not
add, and because he would not, they stand upon
that flimsy pretext for voting down what they
argued was the meaning and intent of their own
get

him

bill.

to

They

left

Scott decision,

room thereby for this Dred
which goes very far to make

slavery national throughout the United States.
I pass one or two points I have because
time will very soon expire, but I must be

al-

Judge Douglas recurs again,
he did upon one or two other occasions, to

lowed
as

my

to say that

— an insignificant
Lincoln — upon

the enormity of Lincoln

dividual

like

his

in-

dixit

ipse

charging a conspiracy upon a large number of
members of Congress, the Supreme Court, and

two President,

to nationalize slavery.

I

want

have made no
charge of this sort upon my ipse dixit. I have
only arra5^ed the evidence tending to prove It,
and presented It to the understanding of others,
saying what I think it proves, but giving you
to say that, in the first place, I

means of judging whether it proves
This is precisely what I have done.
the

it

or not.
I

have

—
1858]

not placed
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it
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this occasion, I

wish
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all.

On

to recall his attention to a

which I brought forward at
Ottawa on Saturday, showing that he had made
substantially the same charge against substantially the same persons, excluding his dear self
from the category. I ask him to give some attention to the evidence which I brought forward, that he himself had discovered a "fatal
blow being struck" against the right of the people to exclude slavery from their limits, which
fatal blow he assumed as in evidence in an
article in the Washington "Union," published
"by authority."
He discovers a
I ask by whose authority?
in
the Lecompton
similar or identical provision
constitution. Made by whom? The framers of
that constitution. Advocated by whom? By all
the members of the party in the nation, who adpiece of evidence

vocated the introduction of

Union under

the

Lecompton

Kansas

into

the

constitution.

I have asked his attention to the evidence
that he arrayed to prove that such a fatal blow
was being struck, and to the facts which he

brought forward in support of that charge
being identical with the one which he thinks
He pointed it not at a
so villainous in me.

newspaper editor merely, but at the President
and his cabinet, and the members of Congress
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constitution,

and

I must again
those framing that instrument.
be permitted to remind him, that although my
ipse dixit may not be as great as his, yet it some-

what reduces

the force of his calling

tion to the enormity of

my making

against him.

Go

on.

Judge Douglas.

my

a like

atten-

charge
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Freeport Joint

Debate.

LADIES AND

GENTLEMEN:

The

which you have listened to
Mr. Lincoln during his hour is creditable to this vast audience, composed of men of
various political parties.
Nothing is more
silence with

any large mass of people assembled
for the purpose of a fair discussion, than that
kind and respectful attention that is yielded
not only to your political friends, but to those
who are opposed to you in politics.
I am glad that at last I have brought Mr.
Lincoln to the conclusion that he had better
honorable

to

define his position on certain political questions

which I called his attention at Ottawa. He
there showed no disposition, no inclination, to
to

answer them. I did not present idle questions
for him to answer merely for my gratification.
foundation for those interrogatories
by showing that they constituted the platform
of the party whose nominee he is for the Senate.
I laid the

I

did not presume

chize

him

as

I

th^.t I

had the right

showed
stood upon the

saw proper, unless

that his party, or a majority of

it,

to cate-

I
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platform, and were in favor of the propositions

upon which my questions were based. I desired
simply to know, inasmuch as he had been nominated as the first, last, and only choice of his
party, whether he concurred in the platform
which that party had adopted for its government.
In a few moments I will proceed to rethe
answers which he has given to these
view
interrogatories, but in order to relieve his anx-

respond to these which he has
presented to me.
Mark you, he has not presented interrogatories which have ever received
the sanction of the party with which I am acting, and hence he has no other foundation for
iety I will first

them than

his

own

curiosity.

to know if the people of Kanform a constitution by means entirely
proper and unobjectionable and ask admission into the Union as a State, before they have
the requisite population for a member of Congress, whether I will vote for that admission.
Well, now, I regret exceedingly that he did not
answer that interrogatory himself before he put
it to me, in order that we might understand,
and not be left to infer, on which side he is.
Mr. Trumbull, during the last session of Congress, voted from the beginning to the end
against the admission of Oregon, although a
free State, because she had not the requisite

First,

sas shall

he desires
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Congress.

Mr.

under any circum-

come into
Union until it had the requisite population.
As Mr. Trumbull is in the field, fighting for
Mr. Lincoln, I would like to have Mr. Lincoln
stances, to let a State, free or slave,

the

answer

his

is

fighting

I

will

answer

Kansas,
lation

own

question and

Trumbull on

it is

me whether

question.
In reference to
opinion that as she has popu-

to

constitute

a slave

has people enough for a free State.

make Kansas an
States of the

he

But

his

my

enough

tell

that issue or not.

State,

she

I will not

exceptional case to the other

Union.

I

hold

it

to

be a sound

rule of universal application to require a Territory to contain the requisite population for a

member

of Congress, before

State into the Union.

I

it is

made

admitted

as a

that proposition

in the Senate in 1856, and I renewed it during
the last session, in a bill providing that no Territory of the United States should form a constitution and apply for admission until it had

On another occasion
the requisite population.
other
I proposed that neither Kansas, nor any
Territory, should be admitted until it had the
Congress did not adopt
propositions containing this general

requisite population.

any of my
I
of Kansas.
rule, but did make an exception
Kansas
Either
will stand by that exception.

Stephen A. Douglas
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with whatever
have, or the rule must be

in as a free

State,

population she

may

applied to

the other Territories alike.

all

therefore answer at once that,

I

having been

it

decided that Kansas has people enough for a
slave State, I hold that she has enough for a
free State.
I hope Mr. Lincoln is satisfied
with my answer; and now I would like to get
his

answer

to his

own

—whether

interrogatory

or not he will vote to admit Kansas before she
has the requisite population.

whether he will vote
Territory

that

has

to

the

I

want

to

know

admit Oregon before
requisite

population.

Mr. Trumbull will not, and the same reason
that commits Mr. Trumbull against the admission of Oregon commits him against Kansas,
even

if

she should apply for admission as a free

State.

If there

is

any

sincerity,

any truth, in

argument of Mr. Trumbull in the Senate,
Oregon because she had
not 93,420 people, although her population was
larger than that of Kansas, he stands pledged
against the admission of both Oregon and
the

against the admission of

Kansas until they have 93,420 inhabitants. I
would like Mr. Lincoln to answer this question.
I

would

him to take his own medicine. If
with Mr. Trumbull, let him answer

like

he differs

argument against the admission of Oregon,
instead of poking questions at me.

his

Reply
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me by Mr.

the people of a Territory in

any lawful way, against the wishes of any citizen of the United States, exclude slavery from
their limits prior to the formation of a State

answer emphatically, as Mr,
Lincoln has heard me answer a hundred times
from every stump in Illinois, that in my opinion the people of a Territory can, by lawful
means, exclude slavery from their limits prior
Mr.
to the formation of a State constitution.
Lincoln knew that I had answered that question
over and over again. He heard me argue the
Nebraska bill on that principle all over the
State in 1854, in 1855, and in 1856, and he has
no excuse for pretending to be in doubt as to
constitution?

my

I

position on that question.

what way

the

It matters

Supreme Court may

not

hereafter

decide as to the abstract question whether slavery may or may not go into a Territory under
the Constitution, the people have the lawful
means to introduce it or exclude it as they please,
for the reason that slavery cannot exist a day
or an hour anywhere unless it is supported by
Those police
the local police regulations.

regulations

local legislature,
to

slavery

to that

only

can

and

they

if

will

by the
the people are opposed

be

established

elect

representatives

body who will by unfriendly

legislation

Stephen A. Douglas
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effectually prevent the introduction of
their midst.
it,

their

If,

it

into

on the contrary, they are for
will

legislation

favor

its

extension.

Hence, no matter what the decision of the Supreme Court may be on that abstract question,
still the right of the people to make a slave Territory or a free Territory

plete

under the Nebraska
my answer

Lincoln deems

is

perfect and comI

bill.

hope Mr.
on that

satisfactory

point.

In

this

connection I will notice the charge

which he has introduced in relation to Mr.
Chase's amendment.
I thought that I had
chased that amendment out of Mr. Lincoln's
brain at Ottawa; but
his imagination,

it

and he

seems that
is

still

had supposed that he would be ashamed

He

that question further.

haunts

not yet satisfied.

is

a lawyer,

I

to press

and has

been a member of Congress, and has occupied
his time and amused you by telling you about
parliamentary proceedings. He ought to have

known

better than to try to

able impositions

The Nebraska

upon

bill

off his miser-

this intelligent audience.

provided that the legislative

power and authority
should extend

palm

to all

of

the

said

tion consistent with the organic act
stitution of the

United

any exception

as

to

Territory

rightful subjects of legisla-

States.

and the Con-

It did not

slavery, but

gave

make

all

the

Reply
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power

that it was possible for Congress to give,
without violating the Constitution, to the territorial legislature, with no exception or limitation on the subject of slavery at all.
The lan-

guage of that
the full

bill

power and

which

have quoted gave

I

the full authority over the

subject of slavery, affirmatively and negatively,
to introduce

stitution

of

or exclude

it

it,

so far as the

Con-

United States would permit.

the

What more

could Mr. Chase give by his amendment? Nothing. He offered his amendment
for the identical purpose for which Mr. Linto enable demagogues in the
and deceive the people.
His amendment was to this effect. It provided that the legislature should have the power
to exclude slavery; and General Cass suggested,

coln

is

country

using

it,

to try

''Why not give
as

exclude?"

the

power

The answer

to

introduce as well

was, they have the

do both. Chase
was afraid his amendment would be adopted if
he put the alternative proposition and so make
He
it fair both ways, but would not yield.
rejected.
it
having
of
offered it for the purpose
He offered it, as he has himself avowed over and

power already

in the bill to

over again, simply to make capital out of it for
He expected that it would be capithe stump.
small politicians in the country, and that
they would make an effort to deceive the people

tal for

Stephen A. Douglas
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and he was not mistaken, for Lincoln

carrying out the plan admirably.

Lincoln

knows that the Nebraska bill, without Chase's
amendment, gave all the power which the ConCould Congress constitution would permit.
Could Congress go beyond the
fer any more?

—

We gave all
with no exception in regard to slav-

Constitution of the country?
full grant,

ery one
as

we

way

or the other.

left all others, to

We left that question

be decided by the people

for themselves, just as they pleased.

my

I will not

on this question. I have
it before all over Illinois. I have argued
it in this beautiful city of Freeport; I have
argued it in the North, the South, the East, and
the West, avowing the same sentiments and the
same principles. I have not been afraid to
avow my sentiments up here for fear I would be
trotted down into Egypt.
The third question which Mr. Lincoln presented is, if the Supreme Court of the United

occupy
argued

time

States shall decide that a State of this

Union

cannot exclude slavery from its own limits, will
I submit to it?
I am amazed that Lincoln
["A school-boy
should ask such a question.

knows

better."]

better.

Mr.
upon

tation

Yes, a school-boy does

Lincoln's object
the

that there never

is

to cast

Supreme Court.
was but one man

know

an impu-

He knows
in

America
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claiming any degree of intelligence or decency,
who ever for a moment pretended such a thing.

Washington "Union," in an
article published on the 17th of last December,
did put forth that doctrine, and I denounced
It

is

true that the

the article on the floor of the Senate, in a speech

which Mr. Lincoln now pretends was against
the President.
The "Union" had claimed that
slavery had a right to go into the free States, and
that any provision in the constitution or laws

of the free States to the contrary was null and

denounced it in the Senate, as I said
was the first man who did. LinTrumbull, and Seward, and
friends,
coln's
Hale, and Wilson, and the whole Black Republican side of the Senate were silent. They
And what was the
left it to me to denounce it.
occasion? Mr.
that
on
me
to
made
reply
Toombs, of Georgia, got up and undertook to
lecture me on the ground that I ought not to
have deemed the article worthy of notice, and
ought not to have replied to it; that there was

void.

I

before, and I

not one man,

child south of the Po-

woman, or

tomac, in any slave State,

who

did not repudiate

Mr. Lincoln knows

any such pretensions.
that reply was made on the

He

spot,

might

that

and yet now

as well ask
he asks this question.
me, suppose Mr. Lincoln should steal a horse,
would I sanction it? and it would be as genteel

Stephen A. Douglas
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him, in the event he stole a horse,
what ought to be done with him. He casts an
imputation upon the Supreme Court of the
United States by supposing that they would vioI
late the Constitution of the United States.
in

me

to ask

him that such a thing is not
would be an act of moral treason
tell

It

possible.

man

that no

on the bench could ever descend to. Mr. Linfeelcoln himself would never in his partizan
guilty
ings so far forget what was right as to be
of such an act.
The fourth question of

you

Mr. Lincoln

Are

is:
^

territory,
in favor of acquiring additional

such acquisition may
This
affect the Union on the slavery question?
put.
question is very ingeniously and cunningly
in

disregard as to

how

it

down

ex-

under no circumstances

shall

we

The Black Republican
pressly,

that

creed lays

acquire any more territory unless slavery
I ask Mr. Lincoln
prohibited in the country.

is first

whether he is in favor of that proposition. Are
the
you [addressing Mr. Lincoln] opposed to
cirany
acquisition of any more territory, under
in it?
cumstances, unless slavery is prohibited
ask
That he does not like to answer. When I

him whether he

stands

up

to that article in the

platform of his party, he turns, Yankee-fashion,
whether I
and, without answering it, asks me
am in favor of acquiring territory without re-
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gard to how It may affect the Union on the slavery question. I answer that whenever it becomes
necessary, in our

growth and progress,

to

ac-

quire more territory, that I am in favor of it,
without reference to the question of slavery, and
when we have acquired it, I will leave the people free to do as they please, either to make it
slave or free territory, as they prefer.
to tell

Our

me

It

is

idle

we have territory enough.
supposed that we had enough when

or you that

fathers

our territory extended to the Mississippi River,
but a few years' growth and expansion satisfied
them that we needed more, and the Louisiana
territory, from the west branch of the Mississippi to the British possessions,

Then we acquired Oregon,

New

was acquired.

then California and

We

have enough now for the
young and a growing naIt swarms as often as a hive of bees, and
tion.
swarms are turned out each year, there
new
as
must be hives in which they can gather and

Mexico.

present, but this

make

is

their honey.

a

In

less

than fifteen years,

if

the same progress that has distinguished this
country for the last fifteen years continues, every
foot of vacant land between this and the Pacific
ocean owned by the United States, will be occupied. Will you not continue to increase at
I tell
the end of fifteen years as well as now?
the
you, increase, and multiply, and expand, is

Stephen A. Douglas
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cannot limit

by mere boundary lines, sayand no further."
one of you gentlemen might as well say to

this great republic

"Thus

ing,

Any

far shalt thou go,

a son twelve years old that he

is

big enough,

and must not grow any larger, and in order to
prevent his growth put a hoop around him to
keep him to his present size. What would be
the

Either the hoop must burst and

result?

be rent asunder, or the child must die.

So

it

would be with this great nation. With our natural increase, growing with a rapidity unknown
any other part of the globe, with the tide of
emigration that is fleeing from despotism in
the Old World to seek refuge in our own, there
is a constant torrent pouring into this country
in

that requires more land, more territory upon
which to settle, and just as fast as our interests
and our destiny require additional territory in

the North, in the South, or on the islands of the

ocean, I
leave

am

for

it,

the people,

bill, free to

do

as

and when we acquire it, will
according to the Nebraska
they please on the subject of

slavery and every other question.
I trust
self

now

that

answered on

his brain so

much

Mr. Lincoln

will

his four points.

deem him-

He

racked

in devising these four ques-

tions that he exhausted himself,

and had not

strength enough to invent the others.

As soon
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he is able to hold a council with his advisers,
Lovejoy, Farnsworth, and Fred Douglass, he
as

will

frame

and

propound

You Black

good."]

others.

Republicans

who

["Good,
say good,

I have no doubt think that they are all good
men. I have reason to recollect that some people in this country think that Fred Douglass
is a very good man.
The last time I came here
to make a speech, while talking from the stand
to you, people of Freeport, as I am doing today, I saw a carriage, and a magnificent one it
was, drive up and take a position on the outside
of the crowd; a beautiful young lady was sitting on the box-seat, whilst Fred Douglass and

her mother reclined inside, and the owner of
I saw this in your
the carriage acted as driver.

own

town.

["What

of it?"]

All I have to

you Black Republicans
think that the negro ought to be on a social
equality with your wives and daughters, and
ride in a carriage with your wife, whilst you
drive the team, you have perfect right to do so.

say of

I

am

it

is

this,

that

if

told that one of

Fred Douglass's kinsmen,

another rich black negro,
this part of the State

friend Lincoln as the

["What have you
have

who

is

now

traveling in

making speeches for his
champion of black men.

to say against it?"]

All I

you
on that subject is,
and
believe that the negro is your equal
to say

that those of

J>
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be on an equality with you socially,

politically,

and

have a right to enterand of course will vote for

legally,

tain those opinions,

Mr. Lincoln.
I have a word

on Mr. Lincoln's answer to the interrogatories contained in my
speech at Ottawa, and which he has pretended
to reply to

to say

Mr. Lincoln makes

here to-day.

a

great parade of the fact that I quoted a plat-

form

having been adopted by the Black Republican party at Springfield in 1854, which, it
turns out, was adopted at another place.
Mr.
Lincoln loses sight of the thing itself in his
as

ecstasies

over the mistake

place where

it

I

made

He

was done.

in stating the

thinks that that

platform was not adopted on the right "spot."
When I put the direct questions to Mr. Lincoln to ascertain whether he now stands pledged
to

that creed

—

to

the unconditional

repeal of

admit any
more slave States into the Union even if the
people want them, a determination to apply the
the fugitive-slave law, a refusal to

Wilmot proviso, not only
now have, but all that we

—he

refuses to answer,

to all the territory

and

excuse, that the resolutions

my

we

miay hereafter acquire
his followers say, in

upon which

I

based

were not adopted at the right
Lincoln and his political friends are

interrogatories

"spot."

great on "spots."

In Congress,

as a represen-
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tative of this

State, he declared the Mexican
be unjust and infamous, and would not
support it, or acknowledge his own countrv to
be right in the contest, because he said that

war

to

American blood was not shed on American
in the right "spot.''

swer the questions

I

And now
put

to

him

soil

he cannot anat

Ottawa be-

cause the resolutions I read were not adopted
at the right "spoL''

was

It

may

be possible that

led into an error as to the spot on

which

I

the

were proclaimed, but I
and am not in error as to the fact of
their forming the basis of the creed of the Republican pam- when that pam* was first organized.
I will state to you the evidence I had,
and upon which I relied for my statement that
the resolutions in question were adopted at
Springfield on the 5th of October, 1854. Although I was aware that such resolutions had
been passed in this district, and neariy all the
northern congressional districts and count]** conventions, I had not noticed whether or not they
had been adopted by any State convention. In
1856 a debate arose in Congress between Major
resolutions I then read

was

not,

Thomas

L. Harris, of the Springfield district,

and Mr. Norton, of the

Joliet district, on politi-

matters connected with our State, in the
course of which Major Harris quoted those
cal

resolutions as having been passed by the

first

3oS
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Republican State convention that ever assemIllinois.
I knew that Major Harris
was remarkable for his accuracy, that he was a
very conscientious and sincere man, and I also
bled in

noticed that Xorton did not question the accuracy of this statement I therefore took it for
granted that it was so, and the other day when
I concluded to use the resolutions at Ottawa, I
wrote to Charles H. Lanphier, editor of the
'•State Register/' at Springfield, calling his at-

tention to them, telling

him that I had been
informed that Major Harris was lying sick at
Springfield, and desiring him to call upon him
and ascertain all the facts concerning the resotime and the place where they were
In reply Mr. Lanphier sent me tw^o

lutions, the

adopted.

copies of his paper,

fim

which

I

have here.

The

a copy of the "State Register," published
at Springfield, Mr. Lincoln's own town, on the
is

r6th of October, 1854, ^J^^Y eleven days after the
adjournment of the convention, from which I
desire to read the following:

During the

made

late

discussions in this dtv,

Lincoln

which Judge Douglas replied In
Lincoln's speech he took the broad ground that, aca speech, to

cording to the Declaration
whites and blacks are equal.

of Independence,

From

this

the

he drew the

conclusion, which he se^-eral times repeated, that the

white

man had no

right to pass laws for the govern-

rf^Sl

.-

r:

:
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r :: i evidence for believli tte' 'ir:r^ at
resoluti ':

diat I

ing tbat the

had

Springfield-

Mn
not a

Lincoln ought

word

Now

am

I,

::ter;

hav;

but

ignorance on the
nor^-ithstanding the circum-: his

sail 1:

is

subject, whilst
stances,

to

'

ac

'

'

I wil-

.:.-

-

"g^iT-

,- that

if

I have

made

a

mistake as to the place where these resolutions
adopted— and when I get down to Spring-

were
field

I

will

investigate

the

matter

and

see

they

whether or not I have—the principles
Republienunciate were adopted as the Black

various
can platform ^"White, white^'], in the
throughout
counties and congressional districts
This platthe nordi end of rfie State in 1854.
was adopted in nearly e^'en- county that

form

legisgave a Black Republican majority for the
[pointing
man
lature in that vear, and here is a
stand near Deacon
to Mr. Denio.'who sat on the
living man
Bross^ who knows as well as any
was the creed of the Black Republican

that

it

party at that time.

I

would be w illing

to call

or any other honest man beread the
longing to that party. I will now
adopted at the Rockford convention

Denio

as a vrimess,

resolutions

which nommated
You elected him on

on the 30th

of Augast, 1854,

Washbume

for Congress.

die following platform:

:
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RfsoheJ, That the continued and increasing aggressions of slavery in our country are destruct:%-t of

the best rights of a free people, and that sudi aggressions cannot be successfully resisted without the united

pohtical action of all

good men.

Rcsoh'ed, That the citizens of the United States

hold

hands peaceful, constitutional, and efiremedy against the encroachment of the slavxJ
power, the ballot-box: and if that remedy is boldly
and wisely applied, the principles of liberty* and
in their

cient

eternal justice will be esrablished.

Re soke' J, That we

accept this issue forced upon

us by the slave power, and, in defense of freedom,
will co-operate

and be known

as Republicans, pledged

to the accomplishment of the following purposes

To

bring the administnition of the government

back to the control of first principles: to restore Kansas and Nebraska to the position of free Territories;
to repeal and entirely abrog-ate the fugitive-slave law;
to restrict slavery to those States in which it exists;

w

prohibit the admission of any more slave States into
the Union: to exclude slaver)- from all the Territories over which the General Government has exclusive jurisdiction, and to resist the acquisition of
any more Territories unless the introduction of slaven.therein forever shall have been prohibited.
Rc-sohc-J, That in furtherance of these principles

we

will use such constitutional

shall

that

and lawful means as
and

to their accomplishment,

seem best adapted
will support no man for

we

General or State Government who

otlice
is

under the

not positively

312
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commltlfed to the support of these principles, and

whose personal character and conduct is not a guaranty that he is reliable and shall abjure all party allegiance and ties.
Resolved, That

former

we

cordially invite persons of all

whatever in favor of the obabove resolutions to unite with

political parties

ject expressed in the

us in carrying them into

effect.

Well, you think that is a very good platform,
do you not? If you do, if you approve it now,
and think it is all right, you will not join with
those men who say that I libel you by calling
these your principles, will you?
Now, Mr.
Lincoln complains; Mr. Lincoln charges that I
did you and him injustice by saying that this was
the platform of your party.
I am told that
Washburne made a speech in Galena last night,
in which he abused me awfully for bringing to
light this platform, on which he was elected to
Congress.
He thought that you had forgotten
He did
it,
as he and Mr. Lincoln desire to.
not deny but that you had adopted it, and that
he had subscribed to and was pledged by it, but
he did not think it was fair to call it up and remind the people that it was their platform.
But I am glad to find that you are more honest in your Abolitionism than your leaders, by
avowing that it is your platform, and right in
your opinion.

1858]
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In the adoption of that platform, you
not only
declared that you would resist the admission
of
any more slave States, and work for the repeal
of the fugitive-slave law, but you pledge
yourany man for State or Federal

self not to vote for
offices

ples.

who was not committed to
You were thus committed.

these princi-

Similar

res-

olutions to those were adopted in your county
convention here; and now with your admissions

that they are your platform and
sentiments now as they did then,

embody your

what do you
think of Mr. Lincoln, your candidate for the
United States Senate, who is attempting to
dodge the responsibility of this platform, because it was not adopted in the right spot? I
thought that it was adopted in Springfield, but
it turns out it was not, that it was adopted at
Rockford, and in the various counties which
When
comprise this congressional district.
I get into the next district, I will show that the
same platform was adopted there, and so on
through the State, until I nail the responsibility
of it upon the back of the Black Republican
[A voice: "Could
party throughout the State.
Not a
n't you modify and call it brown?"]
a litbecoming
were
you
that
thought
I
bit.
tle brown when your members in Congress
voted for the Crittenden-Montgomery bill, but
since you have backed out from that position,
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and gone back to Abolitionism, you are black
and not brown.
Gentlemen, I have shown you what your platform was in 1854. You still adhere to it. The
same platform was adopted by nearly all the
counties where the Black Republican party had
a majority in 1854.
I wish now to call your
attention to the action of your representatives in
the legislature when they assembled together at
Springfield.
In the first place you must remember that this was the organization of a new
part}\

It

is

so

declared

which say

in

the

resolutions

you are going to disand call the new party
Republican. The Old Whig part}" was to have
its throat cut from ear to ear, and the Democratic part}'^ was to be annihilated and blotted
themselves,

that

solve all old part}" ties

out of existence, whilst in lieu of these parties
the Black Republican part}"

ized on this

who

was

were

be organ-

to

Abolition platform.

You know

breaking up and
Lincoln on
the one hand and Trumbull on the other, being
disappointed politicians, and having retired or
been driven to obscurit}" by an outraged conthe chief leaders

in

destroying these two great parties.

formed
and
Democrats

stituency because of their political sins,
a

scheme

to Abolitionize the

lead the old-line
captive,

Whigs and

bound hand and

t\\o parties,

old-line

foot, into the

Abolition
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rocnt which guarantees to the people of each
Temtorv the right to decide the slavery ques-

In 1S54, after the death
of Oav and Webster, Mr. Lincoln, on the part
of the Whigs, undertook to Abolitionize the
tion for themselves.

Whig

party by dissolving it, transferring the
members into tiie Abolition camp and making
them train under Giddings, Fred Douglass,
Lovejoy, Chase, Famsworth, and other AboliTrumbull undertook to dissolve
tion leaders.
the Democratic party by taking old Democrats
into the Abolition camp.
Mr. Lincoln was aided in his efforts by many leading Wliigs

throughout

&e

State

—

^your

member

of Con-

Mr. Washbume, being one of the most
Trumbull was aided by many renegades from the Democratic party, among whom
were John Wentworth, Tom Turner, and others
gress,

active.

whom

you are familiar.
Mr. Turner, who was one of the moderators^
here interposed, and said that he had drawn the
resolutions which Senator Douglas had read.
Mr. Douglas: Yes, and Turner says that he
drew these resolutions. ["Hurrah for Turner
"Hurrah for Douglas!"] That is right; give
Turner cheers for drawing the resolutions, if
you approve them. If he drew those resolutions, be will not deny that they are the creed
of the Black Republican party.
with
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ducks," and deceived enough old-line

and old-line Democrats
lican

thing

the

first

the

House

it

to elect a

When

legislature.

Black Repub-

that legislature met,

did was to elect

the very

man

v^ho

is

as

Speaker of

now

boasting

that he wrote the Abolition platform on

Lincoln will not stand.

Whigs

I

want

to

know

which
Mr.

of

Turner whether or not, when he was elected,
he was a good embodiment of Republican principles?

Mr. Turner: I hope I was then and am now.
Mr. Douglas: He swears that he hopes he
is now.
He wrote that Black Republican platform, and is satisfied with it now.

was then and

I admire and acknowledge Turner's honesty.
Every man of you knows what he says about

these resolutions being the platform of the Black

Republican party is true, and you also know
that each one of these men who are shuffling
and trying to deny it is only trying to cheat the
people out of their votes for the purpose of deceiving them

still

more

after the election.

I

propose to trace this thing a little further, in
order that you can see what additional evidence
there

is

to

fasten

this

revolutionary platform

upon the Black Republican party. When the
was a United States

legislature assembled, there

senator to elect in the place of General Shields,

and before they proceeded

to

ballot,

Lovejoy
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on laying down certain principles by
govern the party. It has been published to the world and satisfactorily proven
insisted

which

to

that there was, at the time the alliance was

made

between Trumbull and Lincoln to Abolitionize
the two parties, an agreement that Lincoln
should take Shields's place in the United States
Senate, and Trumbull should have mine so soon
as they could conveniently get rid of me.
Lincoln was beaten for Shields's place, in

ner I will refer

When
a

man-

few minutes, he felt very
friends grumbled, and
some of them came out and charged that the
most infamous treachery had been practised
against him; that the bargain was that Lincoln
was to have had Shields's place, and Trumbull
was to have waited for mine, but that Trumbull, having control of a few Abolitionized
Democrats, prevented them from voting for
Lincoln, thus keeping him within a few votes
sore

and

to in a

restive;

his

of an election until he succeeded in forcing the

drop him and elect Trumbull. Well,
Trumbull having cheated Lincon, his friends
made a fuss, and in order to keep them and Lincoln quiet, the party were obliged to come forward, in advance, at the last State election, and
make a pledge that they would go for Lincoln
party

to

and nobody else. Lincoln could not be silenced
any other way.

in
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many Black Repubknow this thing was

you who do not
["White, white," and great clamor.]
I wish to remind you that while Mr. Lincoln
was speaking there was not a Democrat vulgar
and blackguard enough to interrupt him. But
licans of

done.

pinching you. I am
clinching Lincoln now, and you are scared
to death for the result.
I have seen this thing
before.
I have seen men make appointments
I

know

that the shoe

is

for joint discussions, and, the

moment

their

man

has been heard, try to interrupt and prevent a
fair

hearing of the other side. I have seen your
before, and defy your wrath.
[Tremen-

mobs

My friends, do not cheer, for
whole time. The object of the opposition is to occupy my attention in order to
prevent me from giving the whole evidence and
nailing this double-dealing on the Black Republican party. As I have before said. Lovejoy demanded a declaration of principles on
the part of the Black Republicans of the legislature before going into an election for United
dous applause.]
I

need

my

States senator.

He

offered the following pre-

amble and resolutions which

Whereas, Human

slavery

I
Is

hold in

my hand:

a violation of the

and revealed rights; and whereas, the fathers of the Revolution, fully imbued with
the spirit of these principles, declared freedom to be

principles of natural
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the inalienable birthright of all men; and whereas,
the preamble to the Constitution of the United States

avers that that instrument was ordained to establish
and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves

justice

and our posterity; and whereas, in furtherance of the
above principles, slavery was forever prohibited in the
old Northwest Territory, and more recently in all that
territory lying west and north of the State of Missouri by the act of the Federal Government; and
whereas, the repeal of the prohibition

was contrary
a

last referred to

to the wishes of the people of Illinois,

violation of an implied compact,

long

deemed

sacred by the citizens of the United States, and a wide

departure from the uniform action of the General

Government

in relation to the extension

of slavery;

therefore,

House of Representatives, the
Senate concurring therein. That our senators in ConResolved, by the

gress be instructed, and our representatives requested
to introduce,

for a

bill

Territories,

to

all

if

not otherwise introduced, and to vote

to restore such prohibition to the aforesaid

and

also to extend a similar prohibition

which now belongs to the United
which may hereafter come under their juris-

territory

States, or
diction.

Resolved, That our senators in Congress be
structed,

and our representatives requested,

in-

to vote

against the admission of any State into the Union,
the constitution of which does not prohibit slavery,

whether the territory out of which such State may
have formed shall have been acquired by conquest,
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treaty,

purchase, or from original territory of the

United

States.

Resolved, That our senators
structed,

in

Congress be

in-

and our representatives requested,

duce and vote for a

bill

act respecting fugitives

caping from

to introto repeal an act entitled " An

from

justice

and persons

the services of their masters "

ing in that, for such a modification of

it

;

and,

es-

fail-

as shall secure

the right of habeas corpus and trial by jury before the
regularly constituted authorities of the State, to

all

persons claimed as owing service or labor.

Those resolutions were introduced by Mr.
Lovejoy immediately preceding the election of
senator.

They

declared

first,

proviso must be applied to

that the

all

Wilmot

territory north

of 36 degrees thirty minutes; secondly, that

must be applied

it

south of 36 degrees thirty minutes; thirdly, that it must be

applied to

all

to all territory

the territory

United States; and
plied to

all

now owned by

finally, that it

the

must be ap-

territory hereafter to be acquired

by the United

States.

The

next resolution de-

more slave States shall be admitUnion under any circumstances
whatever, no matter whether they are formed
out of territory now owned by us or that we
may hereafter acquire, by treaty, by Congress,
or in any manner whatever. The next resolution demands the unconditional repeal of the
clares that no

ted into this
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fugitive-slave law,

although its unconditional
leave no provision for carrying
out that clause of the Constitution of the United
repeal

States

would

which guarantees

the surrender of fugi-

If they could not get an unconditional

tives.

demanded that that law should be
make it as nearly useless as
Now, I want to show you who voted

repeal, they

so modified as to
possible.

When

for these resolutions.

on the

first

affirmative

resolution,

—yeas

it

the vote was taken
was decided in the

nays 32.

41,

You

will

find

between the Democrats on the one hand, and the Black Republicans on the other.
[Cries of "White, white,"
and clamor.] I know your name, and always
The point I
call things by their right name.
that this

is

a strict party vote,

your attention to is this: that these
resolutions were adopted on the 7th day of February, and that on the 8th they went into an
election for a United States senator, and that

wish

to call

day every man who voted for these resolutions,
with but two exceptions, voted for Lincoln for
["Give us their
the United States Senate.
over to you
names
I will read the
names."]
if

to

you want them, but
occupy my time.

On

I believe

your object

is

the next resolution the vote stood, yeas 33,
nays 40; and on the third resolution, yeas 35,
nays 47. I wish to impress upon you that every
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voted for those resolutions, with but

two exceptions, voted on the next day for Lincoln for United States senator.
Bear in mind
that the

members who

were elected
for no

man

thus voted for Lincoln

to the legislature

pledged

to vote

for office under the State or Federal

Government who was not committed

to

this

Black Republican platform. They were all so
pledged.
Mr. Turner, who stands by me, and
who then represented you, and who says that
he wrote those resolutions, voted for Lincoln,
when he was pledged not to do so unless Lincoln was in favor of those resolutions.
I now
ask Mr. Turner [turning to Mr. Turner], did
you violate your pledge in voting for Mr. Lincoln, or did he commit himself to your platform
before you cast your vote for him?
I could go through the whole list of names
here and show you that all the Black Republicans

in

the legislature,

who

voted for Mr.

Lincoln, had voted on the day previous for these

For instance, here are the names
of Sargent and Little, of Jo Daviess and Carresolutions.

roll;

Thomas

rence, of

J.

Turner, of Stephenson; Law-

Boone and McHenry; Swan, of Lake;

Pinckney, of Ogle County; and Lyman, of Winnebago. Thus you see every member from

your congressional district voted for Mr. Lincoln, and they were pledged not to vote for him
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to the doctrine of

no

more

slave States, the prohibition of slavery in
the Territories, and the repeal of the fugitive-

Mr. Lincoln tells you to-day that
not pledged to any such doctrine.
Either

slave law.

he

is

Mr. Lincoln was then committed to those propor Mr. Turner violated his pledges
to you when he voted for him.
Either Lincoln
ositions,

was pledged

each one of those propositions,
or else every Black Republican representative

from

this

to

congressional

district

violated

his

pledge of honor to his constituents by voting for
him. I ask you which horn of the dilemma
will you take? Will you hold Mr. Lincoln up to
the platform of his party, or will you accuse
every representative you had in the legislature
of violating his pledge of honor to his constitu-

There is no escape for you. Either Mr.
Lincoln was committed to those propositions, or
your members violated their faith. Take either
horn of the dilemma you choose. There is no
dodging the question; I want Lincoln's answer.
He says he was not pledged to repeal the fugients?

tive-slave law, that he does not quite like to do
it; he will not introduce a law to repeal it, but

thinks there ought to be some law; he does not
he is
tell what it ought to be; upon the whole,

altogether undecided, and don't know what to
think or do. That is the substance of his an-
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swer upon the repeal of the fugitive-slave law.
I put the question to him distinctly, whether he
indorsed that part of the Black Republican platform which calls for the entire abrogation and
repeal of the fugitive-slave law.

no!
not

He

answers,

—that he does not indorse that; but he does
tell

what he

His answer

is,

is

for,

in fact,

or what he will vote for.

no answer

cannot he speak out and say what he

what he

Why

at all.
is

for

and

will do?

In regard to there being no more slave States,
he is not pledged to that. He would not like,
he says, to be put in a position where he would
have to vote one way or another upon that question.
I pray you, do not put him in a position
that would embarrass him so much.
Gentlemen, if he goes to the Senate he may be put in
that position, and then which way will he vote?
[A voice: "How will you vote?"] I will vote
for the admission of just such a State as by the
form of their constitution the people show they
want.
If they want slavery, they shall have it;
if they prohibit slavery, it shall be prohibited.
They can form their institutions to please themselves, subject only to the Constitution; and I
for one stand ready to receive them into the
Union. Why cannot your Black Republican
candidates talk out as plain as that
are questioned?

when they
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to cheat any man out of his
deceived in regard to my prin-

have the power to express myself in
terms explicit enough to convey my ideas.
Mr. Lincoln made a speech when he was
nominated for the United States Senate which
covers all these Abolition platforms.
He there
ciples if I

lays

down

a proposition so

broad in

its

Aboli-

tionism as to cover the whole ground.
In

my

opinion

cease until a
*'

it

[the slavery agitation] will not

crisis shall

have been reached and passed.

A

house divided against itself cannot stand."
I
believe this government cannot endure permanently
half slave and half free.
to fall

— but

It will

become

I

do expect

I
it

do not expect the house
will cease to

one thing or

all

all

be divided.

the other.

Either

the opponents of slavery will arrest the further spread

of

and place

It,

the belief that

or

it

It Is

where the public mind
In the course

advocates will push

its

come

It

shall rest In

of ultimate extinction,

forward

alike lawful In all the States

—

till

It

shall be-

old as well as

new, North as well as South.

Mr. Lincoln lays down
the doctrine that this Union cannot endure divided as our fathers made it, with free and slave
He says they must all become one thing
States.
There you

or

all

find that

the other; that they must all be free or

slave, or else the
ist.

Union cannot continue

It being his opinion that

to

all

to ex-

admit any more
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Union into
it, I want to

slave States, to continue to divide the
free

and slave

know

of

States, will dissolve

Mr. Lincoln whether he

will vote for

the admission of another slave State.

He

you the Union cannot

tells

the States are
that he

is

hence he
that the

all free

for

all slave;

he

tells

you

making them all slave, and
making them all free, in order

opposed
is

or

exist unless

to

Union may

exist;

and yet he will not

say that he will not vote against another slave
State,

knowing

he votes for
ing?
if

The
to be

true

that the
it.

intent

drawn from

Union must be

I ask

you

if

that

is

dissolved
fair deal-

and inevitable conclusion
his first Springfield

speech

opposed to the admission of any
more slave States under any circumstances. If
he is so opposed, why not say so? If he believes this Union cannot endure divided into
free and slave States, that they must all become
free in order to save the Union, he is bound as
an honest man, to vote against any more slave
States.
If he believes it he is bound to do it.
Show me that it is my duty in order to save the
Union to do a particular act, and I will do it if
is,

that he

is

am

not

Union under any

cir-

the Constitution does not prohibit
for the dissolution of the

cumstances.

I

it.

I

will pursue no course of con-

duct that will give just cause for the dissolution

Reply
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The hope of the friends of freethroughout the world rests upon the perpetuity of this Union. The downtrodden and
oppressed people who are suffering under European despotism all look with hope and anxof the Union.

dom

American Union as the only restingplace and permanent home of freedom and selfiety to the

government.

Mr. Lincoln says that he believes that this
Union cannot continue to endure with slave
it,
and yet he will not tell you diswhether he will vote for or against the
admission of any more slave States, but says he

States in

tinctly

would not

like to be put to the

think he will be put to the

test.

test.

that the people of Illinois desire a
sent
test

them who would not

I

I

do not

do not think

man

to repre-

like to be put to the

on the performance of a high constitutional

duty.
I will

retire

in

the United States

shame from the Senate

when

I

am

of

not willing to be

put to the test in the performance of my duty.
I have stood
I have been put to severe tests.
by my principles in fair weather and in foul, in
I have defended
the sunshine and in the rain.
the

great principles

of

self-government here

among you when Northern sentiment ran
torrent against me, and I have defended

in a

that

same great principle when Southern sentiment
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came down

like an avalanche

not afraid of any
I

was right

—

knew

—

test

upon me.

they put to me.

knew my

I
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I

was

knew

I

principles were sound

would see in the end
that I had done right, and I knew that the God
of Heaven would smile upon me if I was faithI

that the people

performance of my duty.
Mr. Lincoln makes a charge of corruption
against the Supreme Court of the United States,
and t^vo Presidents of the United States, and
attempts to bolster it up by saying that I did the
same against the \Yashington "Union." Suppose I did make that charge of corruption
against the Washington "Union," when it was
ful in the

him

making a
me and others? That is the

does that justify

true,

charge against
tion I

He

would

in

false

ques-

put.

Nebraska bill
was passed, there

says that at the time the

was introduced, and before it
was a conspiracy between the judges of the
Supreme Court, President Pierce, President
Buchanan, and myself by that bill, and the
break down the
over the Union.
Does he not know that that charge is historically
decision

of

the

court,

to

barrier and establish slavery
false as against President

that

land,

Mr. Buchanan was
representing

guished ability

his

at the

all

Buchanan?
at that

country

Court of

He knows

time in Eng-

with

St.

distin-

James, that

Reply
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he was there for a long time before, and did not
return for a year or more
to be true,

and that

after.

He

know-s that

fact proves his charge to be

against Mr. Buchanan. Then again.
I wish to call his attention to the fact that at the
time the Nebraska bill was passed, the Dred
false as

Scott case was not before the Supreme Court
at all; it was not upon the docket of the Su-

preme Coun;

it

the judges in

all

Thus

the

charge

As

man

to

had not been brought
probability

history of

be

the

there,

knew nothing

and

of it

country proves the

false as against them.

high character

to President Pierce, his

as a

enough to vindiand as to myself, I
pronoimce the charge an infamous lie, whenever
and wherever made, and by whomsoever made.
I am willing that Mr. Lincoln should go and
cate

of integrity and honor

him from such

a charge

is

;

rake up everv public act of mine, every measure I hive introduced, report I have made,

speech delivered, and criticize them but when
he charges upon me a corrupt conspiracy for the
;

purpose of perverting the institutions of the
I say the hiscountr\-, I brand it as it deserves.
tory of the country proves it to be false, and that
But
it could not have been possible at the time.

now

he

tries to

because I

made

ton "Union."

protect himself in this charge,
a charge against the

Washing-
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Washing-

"Union" was made because it advocated a
doctrine,
by declaring that
free States had not the right to pro-

ton

revolutionary
the

hibit slavery within their

made

own

limits.

Because

charge against the Washington
Mr. Lincoln says it was a charge
against Mr. Buchanan. Suppose it was; is Lincoln the peculiar defender of Mr. Buchanan?
I

that

''Union,"

Is

he so interested in the Federal administra-

tion,

and

so

bound

to

the rescue and defend
I

may make

against it?

that he must jump to
from every attack that
I understand the whole

it,

it

thing.

The Washington "Union," under
corrupt

of

all

men,

Cornelius

that most
Wendell, is

advocating Mr. Lincoln's claim to the Senate.
Wendell was the printer of the last Black Republican House of Representatives; he was a
candidate before the present Democratic House,

but was ignominiously kicked out, and then he
took the

money which he had made out

of the

public printing by means of the Black Republicans,

bought the Washington "Union," and

now

publishing

gang

as a

is

name of the Democratic party, and advocating Mr. Lincoln's election to the Senate.
Mr. Lincoln therefore considers an attack upon Wendell and his corrupt
it

in the

personal attack upon him.

This only

Reply
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have charged, that there is an
alliance between Lincoln and his supporters,
and the Federal office-holders of this State, and
I

presidential aspirants out of

down at home.
Mr. Lincoln

bound

it,

to

break

me

come

in to the

rescue of the Washington "Union."

In that

feels

speech which I

delivered

to

answer

in

to

the

Washington "Union," I made it distinctly
against the "Union" alone.
I did not choose to
go beyond that. If I have occasion to attack
the President's conduct, I will do
that will not be misunderstood.

it

in

language

When

I

dif-

fered with the President I spoke out so that

you
it

all

heard me.

resulted in the

That question passed away;
triumph of my principle by

allowing the people to do as they please, and
there is an end of the controversy.

Whenever

the great principle of self-govern-

—the right of the people

make their own
constitution, and come into the Union with
slavery or without it, as they see proper— shall

ment

again

arise,

you will

find

to

me

standing firm in

defense of that principle, and fighting whoever
fights

If
will,

it.

Mr. Buchanan

stands, as I

doubt not he

by the recommendation contained

in

his

message, that hereafter all State constitutions
ought to be submitted to the people before the

334
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the Union, he will
admission of the State into
him firmly, shoulder to
find me standing by
I know Mr. Linout.
shoulder, in carrying it
to divide the Democratic
coln's object; he wants
may defeat me and go to
party, in order that he
the Senate.

.

expired, and he
[Mr. Douglas's time here

stopped on the moment.]
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Lincoln's Rejoinder in the Freeport Joint
Debate.

MY

FRIENDS:
you that

It will readily occur to
cannot in half an hour no-

I

man

tice all the things that so able a

Judge Douglas can say

as

an hour and a half;

in

and I hope, therefore, if there be anything that
he has said upon which you would like to hear
something from me, but which I omit to com-

ment upon, you

will bear in

mind

be expecting an impossibility for
his

whole ground.

I

that

me

it

to

go over

can but take up some of

the points that he has dwelt upon, and

my

would

employ

half hour specially on them.

The

first

thing

in regard to

I

have

to say to

you

is

a

word

Judge Douglas's declaration about

the "vulgarity and blackguardism" in the audi-

—

ence that no such thing, as he says, was shown
by any Democrat while I was speaking. Now
I only wish, by way of reply on this subject, to
say that while I was speaking I used no "vulgarity or blackguardism" toward any

Demo-

crat.

Now, my

friends, I

come

tion of the judge's speech

to all this

long por-

—perhaps half of it—
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which he has devoted to the various resolutions
and platforms that have been adopted in the
different counties, in the different congressional
districts,

and

in the Illinois legislature

—w^hich

he supposes are at variance with the positions
I have assumed before you to-day.
It is true
that

many

of these resolutions are at variance

with the positions I have here assumed.

have

we

to ask is that

tionally about

I

it.

talk reasonably

happen

All I

and

ra-

know, the judge's

to

opinion to the contrary notwithstanding, that
I have never tried to conceal my opinions, nor

any one in reference to them.
He may go and examine all the members who
voted for me for United States senator in 1855,
They were pledged
after the election of 1854.
to certain things here at home, and were determined to have pledges from me, and if he will
find any of these persons who will tell him anything inconsistent with what I say now, I will
retire from the race, and give him no more
tried to deceive

trouble.

The
of the
a

new

plain truth

Nebraska

At

is this.

policy,

we

the introduction

believed there was

era being introduced in the history of the

which tended to
petuation of slavery. But

the spread and per-

republic,

that measure

we

in everything.

in

our opposition

to

did not agree with one another

The people

in the north

end of
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the State were for stronger measures of opposition than

we

of the central

tions of the State, but

We

the Nebraska doctrine.

ing and
at the

and southern porall opposed to
had that one feel-

we were

that one sentiment in

common.

You

north end met in your conventions and

We

in the middle of
passed your resolutions.
the State and further south did not hold such

conventions and pass the same resolutions, although we had in general a common view and
So that these meetings
a common sentiment.

and the resolunot
tions he has read from, were local, and did
met
last
at
We
spread over the whole State.

which

the judge has alluded

together in 1856, from

all

to,

parts of the State,

common

and we agreed upon a
who held more extreme

platform.

You

notions, either yielded
yielding them,
those notions, or if not wholly
the sake of
to yield them practically, for

agreed

embodying

the opposition to the measures

which

forward at that
the opposite party were pushing
We met you then, and if there was anytime.
practical purposes.
thing yielded, it was for
the party
agreed then upon a platform for
and now
the entire State of Illinois,

We

throughout

to that platform^
are all bound, as a party,
expects of
And I say here to you, if any one
that I will do
me in the case of my election,

we

Republican platanything not signified by our
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form and my answers here to-day, I tell you
very frankly that person will be deceived. I
do not ask for the vote of any one

who

supposes

that I have secret purposes or pledges that I

Cannot the judge be

dare not speak out.

my

election, that

enable
those

me

which

to

my

going

to

Washington will

advocate sentiments contrary to

I expressed

elected me, I assure

him

when you voted
Is

afraid of any such thing?

I'll tell

afraid of.

gether.

This

anything

else.

He

the judge

really

you what he

afraid we'll all pull to-

what alarms him more than
For my part, I do hope that all

is

of us, entertaining a
sition to

is

and
wholly

for

that his fears are

needless and groundless.

is

satis-

If he fears, in the unfortunate case of

fied?

common

what appears

sentiment in oppo-

to us as a design to na-

tionalize and perpetuate slavery, will waive
minor differences on questions which either belong to the dead past or the distant future, and
all

pull together in this struggle.

What

are

your sentiments?
If it be true that on the
ground which I occupy ground which I occupy as frankly and boldly as Judge Douglas
does his my views, though partly coinciding
with yours, are not as perfectly in accordance
with your feelings as his are, I do say to you in
I hope
all candor, go for him and not for me.
Douglas,
fairly
with
all
things
in
Judge
to deal

—

—
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test.

And

office. I

I

if

trust I

falsehood upon
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of the State, in this con-

should never be elected

may go down with no

my

the hard opinions

to

any

stain of

reputation, not\vithstanding

Judge Douglas chooses

to en-

tertain of me.

The judge

has again addressed himself to the

Abolition tendencies of
at

Springfield in June

tried to

answer what he

speech of mine,

a

last.
is

I

made

have so often
on that

alwa\-5 saying

melancholy theme, that I almost turn with disgust from the discussion from the repetition
I trust that nearly all of this
of an answer to it.
have read that speech. If
audience
intelligent
vou have. I may venture to leave it to you to

—

and see whether it contains
anv of those "bugaboos" which frighten Judge
inspect

it

closely,

Douglas.

The judge complains

that I did not fully an-

swer his questions. If I have the sense to comprehend and answer those questions, I have
done so fairly. If it can be pointed out to me
how I can more fully and fairly answer him, I
sense to
will do it— but I aver I have not the
He says I do not desee how it is to be done.
any event vote for the admisUnion. If I have
sion of a slave State into the
I did give
been fairlv reported, he will see that
clare I

would

in

interrogatories.
an explicit answer to his

I

did
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not merely say that

I

would

the test; but 1 said clearly,
test,

and

a

[-•^^'^-

27

dislike to be put to

it

I

were put

to the

Territory from which slavery liad

been excluded should present herself with a
State constitution sanctioning slavery,
a most
extraordinary thing and wholly unlikely to happen,
I did not see how I could avoid voting
for her admission.
But he refuses to understand that 1 said so. and he wants this audience
to understand that I did not say so.
Yet it will
be so reported in the printed speech that he
cannot help seeing it.
He sa>"S if I should vote for the admission of

—

—

a slave State

I

would be voting

for a dissolution

of the Union, because I hold that the

Union can

not permanently exist half slave and half free.

do not believe tliis government
can endure permanently half slave and half free,
yet I do not admit, nor does it at all follow, that
the admission of a single slave State will permanently fix the character and establish this as a
The judge is very hapuniversal slave nation.
Beat
working
these quibbles.
indeed
up
py
fore leaving the subject of answering questions,
I aver as my confident belief, when you come
to see our speeches in print, that you will find
even." question which he has asked me more
fairly and boldly and fully answered than he
Is not
has answered tliose which I put to him.
I repeat that I

i85S]
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The two s;..- i: ;::.. ^. ..^^ ^.^
and I wiU venture to leave it to impartial judge* whether his qacstiofis
have not been
more directly and ciroinmantially answered
that so?

by

side;

than mine.

Judge Douglas

he made a charge opoo
the editor of the Washington "Union," alone,
of entertaining a purpose to rob the Sutes of
their power to exclude slavery from their limits.
I undertake to say, and I make the direct israe,
that he did not

says

make

charge against the ediI will undertake to
prove by the record here that he made that
charge against more and higher digniuries than
the editor of the Washington "Union." I am
his

tor of the "Union** alone.

quite aware that he was shirking and dodging
around the form in which he put it but I can

make

manifest that he leveled his ""f atal blow"
against more persons than this \\'2:5hington editor.

it

Will he dodge

it

now by

alleging that I

am trying to defend Mr. Buchanan agaiim the
charge? Xot at alL
I not making the
same charge myself? I am trying to show that
vou, Tud?e Do'i?!^? ?re a witness 00 my sidc.
ihanan, and I will tell
I a.T~
opinion when he
I

Am

-

..c

lay.
1 ^

;

:

: :

.

:

.e

who

..i-

ia eye farther north

He

called

was then fighting
a Black Repub-

him
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and an Abolitionist. It is mixed all
through his speech, and it is tolerably manifest
that his eye was a great deal farther north than
The judge says that though he
it is to-day.
made this charge, Toombs got up and declared
there was not a man in the United States, except the editor of the "Union," who was in favor
iican

And

of the doctrines put forth in that article.

thereupon

I understand that the judge

withdrew

Although he had taken extracts
from the newspaper, and then from the Lecompton constitution, to show the existence of a conspiracy to bring about a "fatal blow," by which
the States were to be deprived of the right of
excluding slavery, it all went to pot as soon as
Toombs got up and told him it was not true.
It reminds me of the story that John Phcenix,
the charge.

the

California

says they started out

sion of Dolores.

mining

distances.

surveyor,

tells.

He

from the Plaza

to the

Mis-

railroad

They had two ways of deterOne was by a chain and pins

taken over the ground
it-ometer,"

;

the other

— an invention

was by

of his own,

—

a "go-

a three-

legged instrument, with which he computed a
At night

series of triangles bet\veen the points.

the chain-man to ascertain what
had come, and found that by some
mistake he had merely dragged the chain over
By
the ground without keeping any record.

he turned

to

distance they

:

R
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the

^

-/.T

"go-—

'"'!«'
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^

c

^c ten
,

^.ktd a

drayman who wa^,
w far it was to
Plaza. The drayman rcpiicd that it was joft
half a mile, and the mnrcyor put it down in his
book—just as Judge Dou^m says, after he had

made

and computations, he took
Toomhj's statement I have no doubt that after
Judge Douglas had made his charge, he was as
his calculations

easily satisfied about

its

truth as the surveyor

was of the drayman's statement €ff the distance
to the P: iza.
Yet it is a fact that the man who
put forth all that matter which Douglas deemed
a "fatal blow" at State sovcrdgnty, was elected
by the Democrats as public printer,
Kow, gentlemen, you may take Judge Douglas's

speech of

March

22, 1B58, beginning about

the middle of page 21, and reading to the bot24, and you will find the evidence

tom of page
or.

^!??ch I say that he did not
'iC

i

-ead

^

p'j;icr=.

editor oi the
it,

make

"Union"

but I will give

judge Douglas

his charge

alone,
it

I can

to the rc-

said:

President, yoo here find fcveral cfisdnct prc^oadvanced boldly by the Washington " Unioa
ediUmzSiy, zs%d zppzTendy xadumtatav^^ and cverj
mam. who questions any of ^hem is denounced as an

Mr.

sitioiis

Abolitionist,

tions are:

a Frec-soiler, a {vta6c.

fiist,

that the

pmnary

The

object of

all

propoii-

govern-
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the protection of

persons and property; second, that the Constitution

of the United States declares that the citizens of each
State shall be entitled to all the privileges and im-

munities of citizens in the several States; and that,
therefore, thirdly, all State laws, whether organic or

otherwise, which prohibit the citizens of one State

from

settling in another with their slave property,

especially declaring

it

and

forfeited, are direct violations

of the original Intention of the government and Con-

United States; and fourth, that the
emancipation of the slaves of the Northern States
was a gross outrage on the rights of property, inasmuch as it was involuntarily done on the part of the
stitution of the

owner.

Remember
"

Union " on

was published in the
November, and on the i8th

that this article

the 17th of

appeared the first article giving the adhesion of the
" Union " to the Lecompton constitution. It was in
these words:
" Kansas

question

is

—

and her Constitution. The vexed
settled. The problem is solved. The dead

point of danger

Kansas

And

affairs Is

is

passed.

All serious trouble to

over and gone."

same sort. Then,
the Lecompton con-

a column, nearly, of the

when you come

to

look into

you find the same doctrine Incorporated In
which was put forth editorially in the " Union."

stitution,
it

What

is

it?

"Article
is

7,

Section

i.

The

right of property

before and higher than any constitutional sanction;
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and the right of the owner of a slave to such
its increase is the same and as invariable as
of the owner of any property whatever."

Then
stitution

in the schedule

may

is

slave

and

the right

a provision that the con-

be amended after 1864 by a two-thirds

vote.

" But no alteration shall be

made

to affect the

right of property in the ownership of slaves."
It will

be seen by these clauses

in the

Lecompton

constitution that they are identical in spirit with this
authoritative article in the Washington " Union " of

the day previous to

its

indorsement of

this constitu-

tion.

saw that article in the " Union " of the
17th of November, followed by the glorification of
the Lecompton constitution on the i8th of November,
and this clause in the constitution asserting the doctrine that a State has no right to prohibit slavery' within its limits, I saw that there was a fatal blow being

When

I

struck at the sovereignty of the States of this Union.

Here he

says,

"Mr.

President, you here find

several distinct propositions advanced boldly,

and

apparently

authority,

authoritatively."

Judge Douglas?

By whose

Again, he says

in

another place, "It will be seen by these clauses
in the Lecompton constitution that they are
identical in spirit with this authoritative article."

By whose

authority?

Who

do you mean

artito say authorized the publication of these

cles?

He knows

that the

Washington "Union"

Abraham Lincoln
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considered the organ of the administration.

demand

he meant

of

Judge Douglas by whose authority
were published,

to say those articles

if not by the authority of the President of the
United States and his cabinet? I defy him to
show whom he referred to, if not to these high
Federal Government.
in
the
functionaries

More

than

this,

he says the articles in that pa-

per and the provisions of the Lecompton constitution are "identical," and being identical, he
argues that the authors are cooperating and conspiring together.
''conspiring," but

you put upon

it?

He

does not use the

word

what other construction can
He winds up with this:

saw that article in the " Union " of the
17th of November, followed by the glorification of
the Lecompton constitution on the i8th of November,
and this clause in the constitution asserting the doctrine that a State has no right to prohibit slavery
within its limits, I saw that there was a fatal blow

When

I

being struck at the sovereignty of the States of this

Union.

was made over the
It would be a terrieditor of this newspaper.
bly "fatal blow" indeed which a single man
could strike, when no President, no cabinet officer, no member of Congress, was giving strength
and efficiency to the movement. Out of respect
I ask

him

if all this

fuss

Rejoinder
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must believe he

didn't manufacture his idea of the "fatal" char-

blow out of such a miserable scapegrace as he represents that editor to be.
But
acter of that

the judge's eye

is

farther south now.

Then,

it

was very peculiarly and decidedly north. His
hope rested on the idea of enlisting the great
"Black Republican" party, and making it the
He knows he was then extail of his new kite.
pecting from day to day to turn Republican and
at the head of our organization.
found that these despised "Black Republicans" estimate him by a standard which he has

place himself

He has

taught them only too well.

Hence he

is

crawl-

old camp, and you will

find
ing back into his
him eventually installed in full fellowship
among those whom he was then battling, and
with whom he now pretends to be at such fear-

ful

"Go

variance.
on,

[Loud applause, and

go on."]

I

cannot,

of

cries

gentlemen,

my

time has expired.

*Letter to Dr. William Fithian
Bloomington, September

Dear Doctor: Yours

of the ist

3,

1858.

was received

one from Mr. Harmon,

morning, as also
suband one from Hiram Beckwith on the same
You will see by the Journal that I have
ject.
22nd of
appointed to speak at Danville on the

this

Abraham Lincoln

34^

— the

[Sept. 8

Douglas speaks there.
My recent experience shows that speaking at
the same place the next day after D. is the very
thing,
it is, in fact, a concluding speech on
him. Please show this to Messrs. Harmon and
Beckwith; and tell them they must excuse me
from writing separate letters to them.
Yours as ever,
A. Lincoln.
P. S.
Give full notice to all surrounding
A. L.
country.
Sept.,

—

—

day after

Speech
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Illinois, September

8,

1858^

From

Report

Bloomington ''Pantagraph," September 9, 1858.

the

MR.

in the

LINCOLN
Lawrence

responded briefly

who

Weldon

to

had

de-

livered an address of welcome.

He

was not vain enough to suppose
popularity was sufficient to
out the large and enthusiastic crowd which

said that he

that his personal
call

surrounded him. He felt certain that the Great
Cause in which he was engaged was dear to the
*The question has been widely
unsettled,

as

epigram:

"You

to

some of the people
the people

all

all

discussed

and

still

remains

memorable
all the people some of the time and
of the time, but you cannot fool all

whether
can fool

originated

Lincoln

the

the time."

In 190S the Chicago "Tribune" and the Brooklyn "Eagle"
efforts in an endeavor to solve the enigma for all

combined

After investigation several witnesses were found, notably
Campbell of Dewitt County, 111.; J. J. Robinson of
and J. L. Hill of Fletcher, O., who agreed that
Lincoln, 111.

time.

Lewis

;

Lincoln had expressed the sentiment, if not the exact words
generally quoted. It is supposed that he used the phrase in
the above speech while addressing the people of Clinton, though
the " Pantagraph "
in

those

particular

days

fails to cite

it.

Naturally, newspaper reports

were never complete, and

occasion

even

apologizes

give the entire report of this speech.

for

his

the

editor

lack of

on
space

this

to

—
Abraham Lincoln
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hearts of all true lovers of freedom, and that
the thousands of voters in his hearing, though

they might be somewhat partial to him, had a
greater reverence for a principle than for a

He

man.

closed his brief remarks by thanking

numbers and enthusiasm,
he would address them at length

his hearers for their

and saying that
on the regular speaking grounds.

At two

o'clock

Mr. Lincoln was introduced

We

audience by C. H. Moore, Esq.
regret that we have room for only a short synopsis
of his eloquent and unanswerable speech.
He
to the

said, in substance:

The

questions are sometimes asked,

all this fuss

What

that

does

it

is

being

amount

"What

is

made about negroes?

to?

— and

where will

it

These questions imply that those who
them consider the slavery question a very

end?"
ask

—they think that

insignificant matter
to little or nothing,

it

amounts

and that those who agitate it
Now it must be admitted

are extremely foolish.
that

the great question that has caused so

if

much

trouble

is

insignificant,

we

are very foolish

—

have anything to do with it if it is of no imwe had better throw it aside and busy
But let us inourselves about something else.
to

portance
quire a
is

little

called

into this insignificant matter, as

by some, and

see if

it is

it

not important

Speech
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the close attention of every

well-wisher of the Union.
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In one of Douglas's

find a reference to a speech

I

which was made by me in Springfield some time
ago. The Judge makes one quotation from that
speech that requires some little notice from me
at this time.
field

I

regret that

I

have not

my

Spring-

speech before me, but the Judge has quoted
it so often that I think I

one particular part of
can recollect

We
was

are

it.

now

It runs, I think, as follows:

far into the fifth year since a poliqr

initiated with the

promise

Under

putting

of

avowed

an

object and confident
end to slavery agitation.

the operation of that policy that agitation has

not only not ceased, but has constantly augmented.

In my opinion it will not cease until a crisis shall have
been reached and passed.
"
house divided against itself cannot stand." I
believe that this government cannot endure permanently, half slave and half free. I do not expect

A

the

Union

house to

to be dissolved

fall

be divided.

— but

It will

—

I

do not expect the

I do expect that it will cease to
become all one thing, or all the

Either the opponents of slavery will arrest
further spread of it, and place it where the pub-

odier.

the
lic

mind

shall rest in the belief that

of ultimate extinction; or

forward
States,

South.

till

old

it

shall

as

well

its

become
as

new

it is

in the course

advocates will push
alike lawful

— North

in

as

all

well

it

the
as

Abraham Lincoln
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Judge Douglas makes use
tion,

and

people of
us see

if

and

my

He

it.

make

the

advocated danLet

Springfield speech.

that portion of

my

Springfield speech

which Judge Douglas complains

as objectionable to others as
are,

with

tries to

this state believe that I

gerous doctrines in
of

of the above quota-

finds a great deal of fault

deals unfairly with me,

[Sept. 8

it is

so bitterly,
to

him.

is

We

certainly far into the fifth year since a

policy was initiated with the

avowed

object

and

confident promise of putting an end to slavery

On the fourth day of January, 1854,
Douglas
introduced the Kansas-Nebraska
Judge
bill.
He initiated a new policy, and that policy,
so he says, was to put an end to the agitation of
the slavery question. Whether that was his obagitation.

ject or not I will not stop to discuss,

events

some kind of a policy was

but at

initiated;

all

and

what has been the result? Instead of the quiet
times and good feeling which was promised us
by the self-styled author of Popular Sovereignty,
we have had nothing but ill-feeling and agitation.
According to Judge Douglas, the passage
of the Nebraska bill would tranquilize the whole
country there would be no more slavery agita-

—

tion in or out of Congress,

and the vexed ques-

would be left entirely to the people of the
Such was the opinion of Judge
Douglas, and such were the opinions of the leadtion

territories.

Speech
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Even

Mr. Buchanan

as late

said, a short

time subsequent to his nomination by the Cincinnati Convention, that the Territory of Kansas

would be tranquil
haps he thought
is

in less than six weeks.

not tranquil, and

she will be

We

Per-

but Kansas has not been and

so,

it

may

be a long time before

so.

know how

was in
narrow escape
Kansas had from being admitted into the Union
with a Constitution that was detested by ninetynine hundredths of her citizens. Did the angry
debates which took place at Washington during
the last session of Congress lead you to suppose
that the slavery agitation was settled?
An election was held in Kansas in the month
of August, and the Constitution which was submitted to the people was voted down by a large
majority. So Kansas is still out of the Union,
all

Congress

last

fierce the agitation

winter, and

what

a

and there is a probability that she will remain
out for some time. But Judge Douglas says the
slavery question

is

settled.

which he introduced

into

He
the

says

the

bill

Senate of the

United States on the fourth day of January,
settled the slavery question forever!—
1854,

Perhaps he can

tell

us

how

that bill settled the

settle a quesslavery question, for if he is able to
ought to be able
tion of such great magnitude he
which he does it. He
to explain the manner in

Abraham Lincoln
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knows and you know
settled, and that his
settle it

has

[Sept. 8

that the question
ill-timed

is

experiment

not
to

made it worse than it ever was before.
let me say a few words in regard to

And now

Douglas's great hobby of negro equality.
thinks

—he

party

is

says

at

in favor of

to intermarry,

least

—that

He

the Republican

allowing whites and blacks

and that

a

man

can't be a

good

Republican unless he is willing to elevate black
to office and to associate with them on terms
He knows that we advocate
of perfect equality.
no such doctrines as those, but he cares not how
much he misrepresents us if he can gain a few
votes by so doing. To show you what my opinion
of negro equality was in times past, and to prove
to you that I stand on that question where I
always stood, I will read you a few extracts
from a speech that was made by me in Peoria
in 1854.
It was made in reply to one of Judge

men

Douglas's speeches.

[Mr. Lincoln then read a number of extracts
which had the ring of the true metal. We have
rarely heard anything with which we have been
more pleased. And the audience after hearing
the extracts read and comparing their conservative sentiments with those now advocated by Mr.
approval by loud applause. How any reasonable man can hear one
of Mr. Lincoln's speeches without being conLincoln,

testified their

Speech
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at

verted to Republicanism

Clinton
is

35^

something that we

can't account for.]

Slavery, continued

Mr. Lincoln,

ter of little importance.

It

is

not a mat-

overshadows every

other question in which we are interested.
It
has divided the Methodist and Presbyterian
churches, and has sown discord in the American

Tract Society.

The churches have

society will follow their

So

it

split

and the

example before

will be seen that slavery

is

long.

agitated in the

religious as well as in the political world.

Judge Douglas is very much afraid that tlie
triumph of the Republican party will lead to a
general mixture of the white and black races.
Perhaps I am wrong in saying that he is afraid,
so I will correct myself by saying that he pretends to fear that the success of our party will

re-

sult in the amalgamation of blacks and whites. 1
think I can show plainly, from documents now

me,

before

groundless.

that

The

Judge Douglas's

fears

are

census of 1850 tells us that in

were over four hundred thousand
mulattoes in the United States. Now let us take
what is called an abolition State— the Republithat year there

can, slavery hating State of

New Hampshire—

how many mulattoes we can find in her
borders. The number amounts to just one hundred and eighty-four. In the Old Dominion—
and

see

in the

Democratic and

aristocratic State of Vir-

—
Abraham Lincoln
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—there were

few more mulattoes than the
census-takers found in New Hampshire. How
many do you suppose there were? Seventy-nine
thousand seven hundred and seventy-five
twenty-three thousand more than there were in
ginia

all

a

In the slave States there

the free States!

were

in

1850, three

thousand mulattoes

hundred and forty-eight

—
—

all

of

home production;

and in the free States there were less than sixty
thousand mulattoes, and a large number of
them were imported from the South.
[Mr. Lincoln spoke for an hour and a half
and would have spoken longer if it had not been
for the rain.]
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